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A Note on Terminology

The terms asiático / a and Asia (for Asian and Asia) do not consistently 
 appear in Spanish colonial sources. In colonial Mexico, one phrase commonly 
used to refer to the lands across the Pacific was la china. Since  people of 
Asian provenance became known as chinos upon arrival, Asian and Asia are 
the most accurate translations for “chino / a” and “la china” in Mexico. 
Thus, this book uses Asian and Asia in their con temporary meanings as 
shorthand for the  great diversity of   peoples in this history and the locales 
from the Indian Ocean World to East Asia, respectively.

Filipino is a similarly complicated term, since nothing resembling the 
con temporary Filipino national identity existed in the early modern period. 
In fact, during the late colonial period, Filipino often referred to Spaniards 
born in the Philippines and not to the land’s Indigenous inhabitants.1 
Most often, Spanish sources characterized Philippine  peoples as indios (In-
digenous vassals) or moros (enslavable Muslim enemies). In some cases, 
colonial-era authors differentiated among specific ethnic groups like Tag-
alogs, Kapampangans, Visayans, Ilocanos, and so forth. When it is pos si ble 
to identify the ethnicity of  an individual or community, I use labels that 
privilege specificity. When this is not pos si ble or when I refer to a group 
consisting of  multiple ethnicities autochthonous to the Philippines, I use 
“Philippine” with a corresponding noun.

The goal is to avoid, as much as pos si ble, reproducing the colonial rhe-
toric of  “indio / a” (indiyo in Tagalog)  unless the reference is to its specific 
employment in primary sources and / or Spanish colonial systems of  cat-
egorization. This word is derogatory not only in con temporary Tagalog 
but also in many areas throughout Latin Amer i ca.2 I have also placed the 
names of  other castas (castes) of  New Spain— including “chino / a”—in 
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quotes to cite the language of  colonial sources. In a similar vein, I refer to 
enslaved or formerly enslaved  peoples by  either first name or first and last 
names and not solely by their last names (e.g., “Catarina” in lieu of  “San 
Juan”), which  were often markers of  possession.3  These are imperfect ap-
proaches to irresolvable issues of  colonial nomenclature and power that, 
for the sake of  intelligibility, are nonetheless essential to the narration of 
this history.



Timeline

Mid– late Tupac Inca meets Pacific Islanders at Tumbez and launches an 
1400s expedition into the Pacific.

1492 Christopher Columbus believes he has reached Asia  after crossing the 
Atlantic and landing in the  Caribbean.

1522 The Victoria returns with  eighteen survivors to Sanlúcar de Barrameda, 
completing the first known circumnavigation.

1548 In his  will, the first bishop of  Mexico, Juan de Zumárraga,  frees an 
enslaved Indian man of  Calicut named Juan Núñez, the first Asian man 
known to have lived in the Amer i cas.

1565 The Afro- Portuguese Lope Martín  pilots the first ship to complete the 
tornaviaje (return voyage) from the Philippines to the Amer i cas, 
inaugurating the era of the Manila galleons. Miguel López de Legazpi 
burns Cebu and establishes the first Spanish colony in Asia on top of  
its ruins.

1565–1815 Spanish ships known as the Manila galleons regularly sail across the 
Pacific in both directions, connecting the Philippines and Mexico.

1571 The Rahjanate of  Maynila is destroyed, and the Spanish Intramuros 
rises over the ashes.

1580–1640 The  Union of the Two Crowns of  Spain and Portugal leads to an era of  
intercolonial mobility and slave trading.

1585 Juan González de Mendoza publishes in Rome a best- selling account of  
China titled Historia de las cosas mas notables, ritos y costumbres del gran 
reyno dela China. In the following years, hundreds of  Catholic mission-
aries flock to Asia.

1587 Pedro de Unamuno’s expedition lands at Morro Bay, California, with 
eight Philippine Natives of  Luzon.



xii Timeline

1588–1589 The Tondo Conspiracy, led by don Agustín de Legazpi and don Martín 
Panga, is brutally repressed, isolating elites on Luzon from direct 
connection and kinship with Muslim Southeast Asia.

1590  Treasury officials in charge of the Caja de Acapulco (cashbox of 
Acapulco) attempt the first consistent recordings of  Manila galleon 
traffic and  labor in Mexico.

1593 En route to the Spice Islands, “Sangley” (Chinese) rowers mutiny and 
kill the Spanish governor of the Philippines, Gómez Pérez Dasmariñas.

1596 Nine Chinese captains and  eighteen merchants in Manila pre sent a 
formal complaint of  unfair treatment to the bishop of  Nueva Segovia, 
Miguel de Benavides.

1597 The former governor of the Philippines, Luis Pérez Dasmariñas, pens 
an elaborate proposal to deport all unconverted “Sangleyes” from 
Manila.

1602 Sebastián Vizcaíno recruits Asian crew members from Acapulco for an 
expedition up the coast of  California that reaches present- day Oregon.

1603 Several thousand “Sangley” rebels attack Manila, and an army including 
Spanish,  Japanese, and Philippine troops burns the Parian (Chinese 
quarter) and massacres many thousand “Sangleyes”— militants and 
innocent bystanders alike.

1604 Bernardo de Balbuena’s epic, Grandeza mexicana, celebrates the flow of 
Asian goods from across the Pacific to Mexico City.

1606–1663 With the assistance of thousands of  Philippine Natives from Luzon, the 
Spaniards occupy Ternate, one of the famed Spice Islands.

c. 1610–1688 Catarina de San Juan (born Mirra) of  South Asian origin is traded across 
the Pacific as a slave, earns her freedom, and becomes an exemplar of  
ascetic Catholic devotion in Puebla, Mexico.

1614 A  Japanese embassy  under the command of  Hasekura Rokuemon 
Tsunenaga lands in Acapulco en route to Rome.

1615 Multiethnic  labor gangs break ground on the Fort of  San Diego in 
Acapulco. All Asians become “chinos” in the port’s  treasury rec ords as 
of this date, ending the fluidity of terms that had proliferated since 1590.

1639 A second major uprising cripples Manila and ends in yet another 
 wholesale massacre of  “Sangleyes” on Luzon.

1644 The Ming dynasty falls to northern invaders, and Qing rule 
commences.
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1645 All “mestizos,” “mulatos,” “negros,” “chinos,” and “zambaigos” (mixed 
Afro- Indigenous  people) are banned from carry ing arms  after an 
outbreak of  vio lence in Veracruz.

1671 Fernando de Haro y Monterroso submits an influential petition to the 
colonial court in Guadalajara to  free enslaved “chinos” within its 
jurisdiction.

1672 Queen Regent Mariana of Austria confirms Fernando de Haro y 
Monterroso’s petition and expands it to include all “chinos” in Mexico. 
However, corruption in Mexico City slows the pro gress of  
emancipation.

1700 The last Hapsburg emperor, Carlos II, dies without an heir in Madrid, 
and the Bourbons inherit the Spanish Crown.

1751 The largest Manila galleon ever, La Santísima Trinidad y Nuestra Señora 
del Buen Fin, makes its maiden voyage with 407 crew members.

1762–1764 The British seize Manila during the Seven Years’ War. Spanish economic 
reforms in the aftermath of the conflict severely undermine the Manila 
galleon route.

1806 The first shipment of  Chinese conscripted laborers arrives in Trinidad, 
inaugurating a new wave of Asian  labor migration to the Amer i cas— 
primarily the  Caribbean.

1810 Miguel Hidalgo’s speech, the Grito de Dolores (Cry of  Dolores), 
announces the call to arms against the New Spanish colonial govern-
ment and begins the Wars of  Mexican  Independence.

1813 The rebel army  under José María Morelos besieges and burns Acapulco.

1815 The Spanish Crown declares a formal end to the Manila galleons, and 
the last of  these ships, the Magallanes, sails back to Cavite with  little 
profit.

1821 Agustín de Iturbide proclaims the  independence of  Mexico. In the next 
year he becomes emperor of this new nation.

1822 The Mexican rejection of  reparations to the Spanish Philippines for 
commercial losses signals a long- term break between the eastern and 
western nodes of the old Manila galleon route.

1838–1917 Half  a million conscripted and indentured South Asians arrive at the 
plantations of the British Caribbean.

1847–1874 125,000 Chinese land in Cuba to  labor  under the stipulations of their 
contracts, yet most are reduced to a life of  de facto bondage.



xiv Timeline

1848 Through the Treaty of  Guadalupe Hidalgo, Mexico cedes an enormous 
territory to the United States. Soon  after, the first Chinese laborers and 
gold prospectors arrive in the newly occupied California territories, 
particularly San Francisco.

1849–1874 100,000 Chinese are contracted to work in Peru  under conditions similar 
to the brutal ones of their compatriots in Cuba.

1855 Forty- five Chinese workers arrive in Puntarenas, Costa Rica.

1864 The first Chinese railroad workers land in Mexico.

1898 The United States intervenes in the Cuban and Philippine Wars of  
 Independence against Spanish rule and occupies Cuba, Puerto Rico, the 
Philippines, and the Mariana Islands in the aftermath.

1911 303 Chinese and 5  Japanese residents of  Torreón are massacred during 
the Mexican Revolution.

1915 William Schurz inaugurates the historiography on the Manila galleons 
 after drafting and defending his dissertation  under the tutelage of  
Herbert Eugene Bolton at the University of  California at Berkeley.
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Introduction

At 4:04 a.m. on January 5, 1688, Catarina de San Juan breathed her last in 
Puebla de los Ángeles, Mexico.1 Her ascetic life of  perpetual suffering had 
reached its holy and inevitable end. A few devotees carried the corporeal 
relic that was her body from her dilapidated home (containing only one 
small room) to the  house of  Hipolyto del Castillo y Altra “to have in death a 
more decent place” for the customary postmortem washing and shrouding.2 
In the blue light before sunrise, the Jesuit  fathers rang the bells of the Col-
lege of the Holy Spirit to announce her passing. They prepared a palm leaf  
and a crown of  flowers to honor Catarina as a virgin.3

Word spread quickly, and by 5:00 a.m., the city had swelled with “innu-
merable  people” from miles around hoping to catch a glimpse of the sa-
cred corpse.4 Nobles and the poor alike hurried to the home of  Castillo y 
Altra, so that it looked like “a church on Maundy Thursday, where the 
public of the entire city enters and exits and performs the stations [of the 
cross].”5 However, this orderly procession did not last for long. As  eager 
spectators converged on the home, their patience waned, and they rushed 
the door. The doorframe groaned and split, and the pious mob crowded 
around the body,  eager to kiss Catarina’s hands and feet, touch her rosa-
ries, take flowers from her shroud, and even cut off  her fin gers and pieces 
of  flesh to keep as holy relics.6

In this state, Catarina’s body remained on display  until the next after-
noon, when a religious pro cession arrived to inter her in the main chapel of 
the Jesuit college. According to one of  her confessors and hagiographers, 
Alonso Ramos, “The large crowd that gathered and attended the burial is 
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inexplicable . . .  even on the rooftops, balconies, and win dows of the  houses 
that correspond to the doors of the  temple of  our College of the Holy 
Spirit,  there appeared a multitude of  men and  women.”7 As the pallbearers 
approached the college, they needed to extract Catarina’s body from the 
coffin, which had to be rotated to fit inside the narrow doorway. When the 
crowd spotted her holy figure, they stormed in “to rob her of the few dec-
orations that had remained on the deceased.”8 They grasped the last shreds 
of  her tunic, hair, and flesh and the final flowers from her shroud, and they 
even made off with her shoes.

Within the chapel, the undeterred Jesuits buried Catarina by a presby-
tery in a vault that also held stillborn infants— similarly valued for their 
purity. Two keys sealed the vault. In a speech given shortly  after her inter-
ment, the Jesuit Francisco de Aguilera proclaimed that “all that the world 
adores as most precious, it makes holy, without claiming it, nor searching 
for it, [it found] a poor  little china, slave, foreigner, who made us fill our 
tongues with her praises, our hearts with jubilation, and even our eyes with 
tears.”9

But for all the  acceptance she eventually found among Puebla’s denizens, 
Catarina continued to be a “a poor  little china” (the colonial Mexican term 
used to refer to any Asian person) and a “slave, foreigner.” This was so al-
though she had lived almost seventy years in Puebla, most of them as a 
 free  woman.  Those who knew Catarina speculated that she might have 
been born on the Arabian Peninsula or lived in her youth as a princess of 
the Mughal royal  family in India. The Jesuit Joseph del Castillo Graxeda’s 
conjecture was the least ambitious and, therefore, perhaps the most per-
suasive: “Catharina was native to the Mughal Kingdom. The place where 
she was born is unknown, and even she did not know it for being such a 
young age when she was taken from it.”10 As a child, Catarina had been a 
victim of  a Portuguese slave raid in South Asia. She was eventually sold in 
Spanish Manila. Then, at the nearby port of  Cavite, she was made to board 
a Spanish galleon destined for Mexico. The journey across the world’s 
largest ocean on an early modern ship, even one advanced for its time, 
lasted many months  under horrid conditions. In 1621, Catarina disembarked 
at the port of Acapulco in chains and was sent overland to Puebla.  There, 
she eventually gained her freedom and, through her piety, became a re-
nowned symbol of  holy virtue and global Catholic hegemony.11
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Despite her celebrity, Catarina— the person  behind the reputation— 
remained an unknown and unknowable entity, a “Thesaurus absconditus” 
(hidden  treasure) in the words of the Jesuit Antonio Plancarte.12 For the 
funerary pro cession, Plancarte painted a dark, sealed box of Asian design 
and penned a poem to accompany it:

 Here from china, you see
my color; inside the gold
I save as greater  treasure,
that hidden  here you  will find.
Although the more turns you give
the key, it  will not open, none  will understand it;
since the cipher only God
knows, for you
[only] in his time  will he reveal it.13

According to Plancarte, the inner quality of  Catarina’s soul lay beyond 
the  human grasp. What  those attending her funeral perceived, instead, was 
her exotic difference— her body “ here from china” (meaning Asia) now laid 
out before them. Catarina remained inextricably tied to the thousands of  
hands seeking to defile and consume her, desiring to turn the key that 
would expose her interior, yearning for the total submission she withheld 
in life and reserved for the Holy Trinity alone. As  silent as stone, Catarina 
had become her foreignness.

 Today, Catarina de San Juan is erroneously known by another name, the 
China Poblana (the “china” of  Puebla). In his 1897 book Historia de la Puebla 
de los Angeles, the Mexican historian Antonio Carrión conflated the China 
Poblana, a  popular nineteenth- century form of  dress that was a symbol of  
Mexican femininity, with the distant memory of  an Asian  woman who had 
once lived in Puebla.14 He wrote that the  women of  Puebla had known 
 Catarina de San Juan as “la China, which they called her affectionately,” and 
thus, Catarina had become the China Poblana.15 The allure of the castor 
(patterned skirt), white slip, white blouse, and shawl of the China Poblana 
melded with Carrión’s resurrection of  an Asian- infused Baroque past. From 
this orientalist conflation of the two “chinas,” Catarina de San Juan shape- 
shifted into folklore.16
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The coordinated efforts to suppress Catarina de San Juan’s story shortly 
 after her death enabled Carrión’s invention and  others like it.17 From 
1689 to 1692, Alonso Ramos published an ambitious hagiography of  Cata-
rina in three enormous volumes that commemorated his confessant as 
a religious icon and made a daring case for her beatification (figure I.1). 
 Because it celebrated Catarina’s celestial visions and ethereal visitations 
with the Holy Trinity, however, Ramos’s hagiography aroused inquisito-
rial suspicion. Throughout the post- Tridentine (1563–) Catholic world, the 
worship of  persons who had not been formally beatified or sanctified was 
strictly prohibited.18 In the end, Ramos’s dream of  crafting a holy figure to 
elevate Puebla as a sacred site of the Catholic world was not to be real-
ized. He had overplayed his case by prematurely declaring that Catarina 
had performed miracles and other acts of  God:  only the Sacred Congre-
gation of  Rites and the pope could make this determination. Even one 
of the theologians who supported Ramos’s first volume warned that Ca-
tarina’s “visions, revelations, and prophecies” could make a reader “sea-
sick.”19 In 1692 the Spanish Inquisition banned Ramos’s magnum opus for 
“containing revelations, visions, and apparitions [that are] unfit, implau-
sible, full of  contradictions and comparisons [that are] inappropriate, inde-
cent, reckless, and that sapient blasphemiam (that reveal or that nearly are 
blasphemies).”20

Ramos’s hefty three- volume work was the longest text ever published 
in colonial Mexico, and hardly anyone would read it.21 The New Spanish 
Inquisition confirmed the Spanish ban on printing and distribution in 1696 
and dismantled the public altar in the  little room where Catarina had lived.22 
Inquisitors then confiscated most of the remaining publications about her 
and burned them.23 From the outstretched hands that had despoiled her 
body to the suppression of  her devotion, Catarina had become a myth 
within a  decade of  her passing. In the words of  Kate Risse, she was “too 
spectacular, too unorthodox, too  popular.”24 She was also, I would add, too 
foreign.

Yet although Catarina de San Juan was distorted by her erstwhile hagi-
ographers and modern eulogizers, she remains one of the very few Asians 
in the early modern Amer i cas whose name has endured. In this sense, she 
is exceptional. Although thousands of Asian  people traveled to and through 
the colonial world during this period, Catarina’s life was recorded with a 
level of  detail afforded to few  others of  her time. Her commemoration is 



I.1  Portrait of  Catarina de San Juan

This portrait appeared in the first volume of Alonso Ramos’s hagiography 
of  Catarina de San Juan (1689) and is the only historical image that survives of  
an Asian individual who lived in New Spain. By 1691, an inquisitorial edict 
outlawed the circulation of this and other portraits of  Catarina, which had 
already become images of   popular devotion thought to have healing power. 
The caption reads, “The virgin Catarina de San Juan of the  Great Mughals 
died at the age of  eighty- two on January 5 of  1688 in Puebla de los Angeles 
of  New Spain. She was buried in the College of the Holy Spirit of the Com-
pany of Jesus (La v[irgen] Catharina de S[an] Ioan del g[ra]n Mogor murio de 
edad de 82 años a 5 de enero de 1688 en la Puebla de los Angels de Nueva 
España. Enterrose en el Colegio del Espíritu Santo de la comp[añí]a de Iesvs).”

Alonso Ramos, Primera parte de los prodigios de la omnipotencia y milagros de la gracia, en 
la vida de la venerable sierva de Dios Catharina de San Joan (Puebla, Mexico: Imprenta 
Plantiniana de Diego Fernandez de Leon, 1689), Sig. 3 / 18733, 1:1. Reproduction courtesy 
of  Biblioteca Nacional de España.
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even more remarkable given that her identity as a formerly enslaved Asian 
 woman made her an unlikely candidate for remembrance.

While she had achieved a rare degree of  fame by the end of  her life, in 
many ways Catarina’s story is also more broadly emblematic of  other Asian 
 peoples in the early Amer i cas, about whom only fragments survive. Cata-
rina was one of  many  people who boarded a Spanish galleon in the 
Philippines— either voluntarily or in captivity— and crossed the tempes-
tuous Pacific to reach a strange land beyond the horizon. Once they ar-
rived in New Spain, the haggard survivors of this journey faced a new 
challenge: the violent colonial realities of the Spanish Amer i cas. Collec-
tively,  these  free and enslaved Asians represented a new kind of  mi grant in 
global history, and their experiences shifted endlessly along a continuum 
between the two poles of  coming and  going, bondage and freedom, as-
similation and foreignness, and recognition and repudiation.

How many of their histories have been lost to  human memory or to in-
finite entombment as a decaying shred of  discarded paper in the archives 
of  a dead, Baroque empire? The experiences of Asian  peoples in colonial 
Mexico and the Spanish Amer i cas are neither folklore nor myth: they are 
history. The traces of their lives that can be recovered from the oblivion of 
time and the fickleness of   human memory populate this book and consti-
tute a history of  unlikely survivals, perseverance against prejudice, and 
spectacular convergences of  distant  peoples.

The First Asians in the Amer i cas is the first book to examine the mobility 
of both  free and enslaved Asians to and through the Amer i cas during the 
250 years that Spanish ships sailed the Pacific Ocean between the Philip-
pine port of  Cavite and Acapulco, Mexico. The book’s scope is necessarily 
global, and its approach attends to the grain of  lived experience. At the 
heart of this story are the desires both to understand what Asians made of 
their new lives in new lands and to uncover how regimes of  difference 
making impacted the search for just treatment in a deeply race- conscious 
colonial world. Regardless of their origin, the vast majority of Asians who 
disembarked in Acapulco became known as “chinos,” like Catarina. This 
in ven ted term slotted Asian  peoples into New Spain’s casta (caste) system, 
alongside more familiar casta designations that variously defined Afro- 
Mexican and Indigenous  peoples as “indios,” “mulatos,” and “negros.” 
Formally, becoming “chino / a” conditioned Asian  peoples’ status within 
the New Spanish social order. It restricted their ability to work in certain 
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trades and made them legally vulnerable to enslavement and the Inquisi-
tion.25 Informally, in the ears of  Spaniards, the word “chino / a” alone often 
conjured up the expectation of  servitude, criminality, and un- Catholic be-
hav ior. Even Catarina’s popularity could not overcome her nature as a 
“china, slave, foreigner” in the eyes of  her admirers.

Facing  these perils, “chinos” recalibrated their social relationships and 
blended into existing Indigenous and Afro- Mexican communities as they 
sought to secure their freedom, acquire sustenance, and live with dignity. 
From the bustle of  Manila to the rural rhythms of the Costa Grande, 
and from the height of  Spanish imperial power to the early strug gles for 
 independence in Mexico, this book tracks the little- known forms of Asian 
mobility that defined the deep entanglement of the Pacific world with the 
colonial lifeblood of the Spanish Amer i cas. From archival shadows, it pro-
duces names, networks, and communities. And from the locked sepulcher 
of  Catarina de San Juan, it offers not a new cipher as in Plancarte’s vision, 
but a multitude of  epigraphs, attesting to the lives of  other  people— just 
as extraordinary and just as worthy of  our attention, analy sis, and empathy 
as Catarina— hundreds of  years  after they passed from earthly memory.

Through this history, it is my aim to offer three interventions: the first 
geographic, the second temporal, and the third methodological. First, I join 
a growing cohort of  scholars invested in restoring the importance of the 
Pacific to the history of  colonial Latin Amer i ca, a field traditionally focused 
on the Atlantic.26 Rooted in the passage of  Spanish galleons sailing between 
the Philippines and Mexico, the history of transpacific Asian mobility pre-
sents a strong case for adopting a Pacific orientation in the study of  Latin 
Amer i ca. Second, I make a chronological intervention in the long history 
of Asian migration to the Western  Hemisphere. While the story of Asian 
migration conventionally begins in the nineteenth  century, this book builds 
on a recent turn in the scholarship to the importance of the early modern 
period. The story that I tell unfolds between the late sixteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries. To the history of Asians in the Amer i cas, it offers a 
new inception, one in which mobility was  free and forced.

Third, this book focuses methodologically on the racialization of  mo-
bile, non- Spanish communities in Hispanic colonies. Through the use of 
the word “chino / a”— and the numerous sociolegal repercussions of that 
designation— the colonial bureaucracy effectively collapsed the diverse eth-
nolinguistic groups that made the Pacific passage into a single, racialized 
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collective. We have not yet completed the picture of  how this  legal form 
of  difference making developed, or of  how it impacted the day- to- day lives 
of Asians in the Hispanic World. Similarly, we have yet to uncover the full 
range of Asian responses to racialization. Many Asian  peoples sought to 
differentiate themselves from “chino / a”  stereotypes to achieve social mo-
bility, while  others engaged in multiethnic collaborations with Indigenous 
and Afro- Mexican communities to mitigate the conditions of bondage. This 
book tracks the evolution of both colonial praxes of  difference making and 
Asian  peoples’ adaptations in the face of this adversity to reconstruct the 
 human experience of  long- distance mobility across the world’s largest 
ocean during the early modern period.

The Spanish Pacific

By the late sixteenth  century, the Spanish Crown had created the world’s 
first transpacific empire. The vessels that connected the Asian and Amer-
ican ports of this domain between 1565 and 1815 are widely known  today 
as Manila galleons, though the name is somewhat misleading for several 
reasons. First, the port of  Cavite, near Manila— not Manila itself— was the 
ships’ most frequent point of  embarkation and disembarkation in Asia. 
Second, Spanish rec ords from the period refer to the ships not as galeones 
de Manila (Manila galleons) but as naos de china (Asia ships). Third, the ships 
often varied greatly in size from small galliots to full- sized galleons, and 
during the last half   century of the trade route, they consisted solely of  
 mid-sized frigates. In total, this transpacific line comprised roughly 332 de-
partures from Mexico to the Philippines and 379 from the Philippines to 
Mexico.27 The most consistent periods of transpacific navigation occurred 
from the late sixteenth to the mid- seventeenth centuries, while significant 
disruptions tran spired during the 1650s, 1670s, 1680s, 1740s, and 1760s. Of  
course, even during  decades of  relative stability, many ships never reached 
their destinations. Captaining a galleon on the formidable Pacific crossing 
certainly required a degree of  hubris.

During the years of their operation, the Manila galleons constituted a 
critical lifeline from Spanish- held regions in the Amer i cas to  those in Asia. 
This enormous zone fell  under the governance of  Mexico City, the seat of 
the Viceroyalty of  New Spain. In the eyes of  one governor of the Philip-
pines, Manila “is a fort or outpost of  New Spain,” more a colonial Mexican 
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territory than a Spanish one.28 At the  orders of  New Spanish viceroys, 
Spaniards in the Philippines conducted diplomatic missions with nearby 
kingdoms, assigned missionaries to convert wary Indigenous populations, 
and launched violent incursions into neighboring regions with  limited suc-
cess. By the same token, New Spain “was as much an American entity as 
an Asian one.”29

Over the past fifteen years, scholars in the new field of  Spanish Pacific 
studies have argued that colonialism in the Amer i cas cannot be fully un-
derstood without attending to the global nature of the sprawling Spanish 
empire.30 While this scholarship has begun to demonstrate the importance 
of the Pacific to the Hispanic World, the entanglements of  Spanish impe-
rial ambition, the fragility of  colonial socie ties in Pacific littorals, and the 
experiences of   free and enslaved Asian subjects remain imperfectly under-
stood. The task at hand, then, is to delineate the  human experience of the 
Spanish Pacific from the perspective of  its most marginalized subjects.

It is now widely recognized that reaching Asia was the princi pal aim of  
early Iberian overseas voyages, beginning with Portuguese navigators who 
sought a route to India in the fifteenth  century. The Genoese Christopher 
Columbus was no exception, though he sought to emulate Marco Polo by 
sailing across the Atlantic instead of traveling east from  Europe. In 1493, 
he returned to Barcelona, claiming to have found a new route to Asia. 
Thereafter, generations of  millenarian missionaries, imaginative officials, 
and covetous merchants continued the dream of  reaching distant Asian 
kingdoms by sailing westward into the setting sun. As the American con-
tinents slowly gained recognition as distinct landmasses, they became an 
incon ve nient obstruction separating the Iberian Peninsula from the silks 
and cloves of  China and the Spice Islands.

The Pacific would similarly prove to be a significant barrier in the quest 
to reach Asia. Spaniards reluctantly acknowledged the ocean’s colossal size 
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and consequently, most 
aspiring colonialists eventually re oriented their ambitions  toward the 
Amer i cas, their Indigenous populations, their natu ral resources, and the 
profitability of the transatlantic slave trade. Understandably, the Atlantic 
World has dominated oceanic historiographies of the Amer i cas for  these 
reasons. The Atlantic framework has produced a rich scholarly discourse 
on the multidirectional movement of   people and ideas, the blending of 
borderlands between empires, and— more recently— the lives of African, 
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Indigenous, and mixed  peoples facing captivity or pursuing a tenuous 
freedom.31 Yet this framework strug gles to accommodate the full global 
connectedness of the early modern world.32

An  earlier generation of  historians fostered a more expansive view of  
empire, though they  were not without their limitations. The US seizure 
of the Philippines in 1898 ignited Anglophone academic interest in its new 
and distant territorial possessions. Perhaps the most prolific scholars of this 
wave of  Pacific- facing research  were Emma Helen Blair and James Alex-
ander Robertson. From 1903 to 1909, they published a staggering fifty- five 
volumes of translated documents, manuscripts, and books pertaining to 
the Spanish period in the Philippines.33 Robertson was a librarian at the 
National Library of the Philippines in Manila from 1910 to 1915. On his 
 return to the States, he helped create the Hispanic American Historical 
 Review, and he served as the journal’s editor in chief  from its founding in 1918 
 until his death in 1939.34 Also in 1939, William Schurz published a ground-
breaking monograph on the Manila galleons that drew attention to the 
Pacific as a generative force in early modern history, as well as the histor-
ical connections between the Amer i cas and the Philippines.35 This subject 
became more  popular among historians in the latter half  of the twentieth 
 century, when world- system theorists began connecting the flows of  silver 
from the Amer i cas across both the Atlantic and the Pacific to the forma-
tion of  a global economy and the rise of  capitalism.36

While the Pacific turn has its origins in historicizing long- distance eco-
nomic circulation, it has recently come to encompass the movements of  
 people, cultural exchanges, literary imaginaries, and institutional adapta-
tions to transpacific trade.37 According to Christina Lee and Ricardo Padrón, 
Spanish Pacific studies conceives of  a space that “is not precisely physical 
and certainly not natu ral” but that nonetheless “helped produce a social, 
cultural, and  political space whose frontiers  were ragged and whose bor-
ders  were malleable.”38 While  limited in its reach, the Spanish Pacific cre-
ated a new zone of  global encounter and exchange that linked Asia and 
the Amer i cas materially, demographically, and culturally. The transforma-
tive implications of  these contacts for the early Amer i cas have often been 
understated, but Déborah Oropeza makes a case for examining trans-
pacific movement most explic itly: “if the Asian population that integrated 
into New Spanish society is not considered, then our vision of  New Spain 
is incomplete.”39 This book is likewise grounded in the understanding 
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that transpacific mobility is foundational to the history of the Spanish 
Amer i cas.

The importance of the Pacific Ocean to the Hispanic World is perhaps 
nowhere more vis i ble than in the 1601 map of the royal chronicler Antonio 
de Herrera y Tordesillas, “Descripcion de las Yndias ocidentales” (Descrip-
tion of the West Indies; figure I.2).

Herrera y Tordesillas’s maps  were the official cartographic repre sen ta-
tions of the Spanish empire at the beginning of the seventeenth  century.40 
As Padrón points out, the “Descripcion” reinforced the long- standing claim 

I.2  Description of the West Indies

The cartouche reads, “The two marked meridians contain the navigation and discovery of  
all that pertains to the Castilians” (Entre los dos Meridianos señalados se contiene la naueg-
acion y descubrimiento que compete a los Castellanos).

Antonio de Herrera y Tordesillas, “Descripcion de las Yndias ocidentales,” in Historia general de los hechos 
de los castellanos en las islas i Tierra Firme del Mar Oceano (Madrid: En la Emprenta Real, 1601), 4:1–2. 
Reproduction courtesy of the John Car ter Brown Library.
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that all lands and  waters between the two meridians designated by the 
Treaties of  Tordesillas (1494) and Zaragoza (1529) belonged to the Spanish 
Crown.41 This enormous territorial assertion encompassed fully half  of the 
globe and all the  peoples residing therein. To represent this domain visually, 
the map put New Spain in the center, featured the Pacific prominently (al-
though compressing its true size to extend the Zaragoza meridian on the 
left side of the map), and even marginalized the Iberian Peninsula (placing it 
in the upper right) to accommodate the colonial domain.42 In the words of  
Padrón, the map “make[s] central what was peripheral to every one  else.”43

For Herrera y Tordesillas, the ships that made a Spanish presence pos-
si ble in  these far- flung possessions had allowed Spain to surpass the glory 
of the ancients.44 In exemplifying this claim, he cited four key trade routes, 
the newest being the transpacific galleon line that connected Asia to the 
Amer i cas. The addition of this route extended his conception of the “West 
Indies” from the Western  Hemisphere all the way to Southeast and East 
Asia, since all Hispanic colonies  were “western with re spect to Castile.”45 
In this new imperial imaginary, New Spain became the crossroad of the 
Atlantic and Pacific, a nexus of  grandeur, wealth, and new embarkations 
to ever more distant lands. In Herrera y Tordesillas’s conception, the na-
ture of  Spain’s early modern empire was unequivocally global.

Yet his projection reveals disturbingly  little about the on- the- ground 
realities of this colonial world. In truth, Spanish presence was minimal 
outside of  a handful of  urban settlements. Spain’s outlandish claim to the 
entirety of the Pacific was actualized almost solely through the passage of  
a  couple of  ships sailing in  either direction each year.46 Strictly speaking, 
the Spanish presence in the Pacific during most of the colonial period ex-
isted within a narrow navigational corridor, a transpacific space “as shallow 
as the amount of  seawater displaced by the weight of  Iberian sailing ves-
sels.”47 In the words of  Lee and Padrón, “Spanish Pacific studies begins by 
recognizing that Spain’s presence in the Pacific was always slim, tenuous, 
and contested.”48

Despite the extremely  limited scope of the Spanish encounter with the 
Pacific, it sufficed to facilitate “an unpre ce dented global mestizaje [intermin-
gling and intermixture]” in the movement of thousands of   free and en-
slaved Asians to the Amer i cas for the first time.49 During their 250 years of  
operation, the Manila galleons confronted the most challenging seafaring 
conditions of their era to ferry merchandise and  people between Cavite in 
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the Philippines and Acapulco in Mexico. The survivors of this arduous 
journey  were forever marked by it.

The  people disembarking in Mexico’s torrid Pacific port had come from 
Gujarat to the southwest, Nagasaki to the northeast, and everywhere in 
between. Most sailors and  free mi grants  were born on Luzon in the Phil-
ippines, while captives had often been ensnared throughout the Philippines 
or, like Catarina de San Juan, by Portuguese enslaving operations in the 
Indian Ocean World.50 Smaller concentrations came from elsewhere in 
Southeast Asia, Japan, or China.

Though most remained in central Mexico  after they disembarked in 
Acapulco, many dispersed further afield on long journeys to Central 
Amer i ca, Peru, and even across the Atlantic to Spain. The pioneering 
scholarship of  Edward Slack, Melba Falck Reyes, Héctor Palacios, Oropeza, 
Tatiana Seijas, and Rubén Carrillo Martín has established the study of 
 these early Asians in Mexico as a distinct field of  inquiry.51 Focusing pri-
marily on the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,  these authors have 
examined a wide range of  questions pertaining to the scale of Asian trans-
pacific movement, Asian integration within New Spanish society, Asian 
experiences  under regimes of bondage, and the ways in which colonial 
institutions and officials adapted to the entry of this new population.

Despite  these impor tant advances,  there is much left to uncover about 
the history of the earliest Asians who migrated or  were displaced to the 
Spanish Amer i cas. Fundamental questions remain unanswered: What 
 propelled Asian mobility across the Pacific? How did the “chino / a” label 
emerge? How did Asians respond to incipient colonial forms of  race 
making? Moreover, the full range of  early modern Asian movement to and 
through the Amer i cas has yet to be articulated. It extended far beyond 
Mexico, the geographic focal point for the current historiography. In addi-
tion, this movement continued into the eigh teenth and early nineteenth 
centuries, which are regarded as periods when Asians largely dis appeared 
from the archival rec ord in colonial Mexico. How might  these elongated 
trajectories reshape the emerging historical canon on Asians in colonial 
Mexico?

In answering  these and other questions, this book takes an expansive ar-
chival approach to locate the extant shards of  information on Asian sub-
jects of  Spanish empire. It draws on documents from archives and libraries 
across Spain, Mexico, the United States, and the Philippines. Often, the 
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relevant fragments are few and far between: an examination of thousands 
of  pages of  accounting rec ords at the Archivo General de Indias in Seville, 
for example, turned up sparse notations on Asian galleon crews and port 
laborers in Cavite and Acapulco.  These transactional memoranda— 
along with parish, matrimonial, criminal, licensing, manumission, inquisi-
tion, ordinance, and land- claim rec ords— represent the canonical genres 
of  social history for the colonial period. Where pos si ble, as in the case of  
Catarina de San Juan, I paired  these fragments with printed narratives, 
manuscript accounts, official correspondence, and private letters. As histo-
rians of transatlantic enslavement have long remarked, such a broad range 
is ultimately required to write the history of  fundamentally marginal-
ized colonial populations.52

In  every instance, I endeavor to restore the  human ele ment to expansive 
yet vacuous imperial imaginaries, like that of  Herrera y Tordesillas. In so 
 doing, I rely heavi ly on the methodologies of  global microhistory, which 
use the stories of  highly mobile individuals to arrive at new metanarra-
tives that challenge the Eurocentrism of traditional global histories.53 In 
John- Paul Ghobrial’s formulation, global microhistory turns our atten-
tion to the border crossers, the links between movement and identity, and 
the space between belonging and unbelonging.54 The fragmentary nature 
of the Spanish Pacific archive lends itself to this approach, whereby minus-
cule details of  individual lives—in the words of  Matt Matsuda— “take on 
full meaning only when linked to other stories and places.”55  People em-
bodied the Pacific connection to the Spanish Amer i cas, and the varied ways 
in which they lived their lives defined the  human realities of  global empire 
in the early modern era.

Asians in the Amer i cas

Traditionally, the historiography of Asian diasporic movement to the Amer-
i cas has focused on the United States from the nineteenth to the twenty- 
first centuries.  These temporal and geographic biases are especially pre sent 
in the field of Asian American studies, which has often overlooked 
hemispheric histories of Asians based in Latin Amer i ca—to say nothing of 
 those histories rooted in the early modern period. Early social histories of  
colonial Mexico did  little to ameliorate this prob lem. They often sidelined 
the experiences of  “chinos” due to the assumption that  these  people  were 
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demographically insignificant compared with Indigenous, mixed, and Afro- 
Mexican populations. And while the flourishing lit er a ture on early 
modern Asians in Latin Amer i ca has done much to situate their experiences 
within the Spanish empire, this scholarship remains disconnected from 
studies focused on Asian diasporas more broadly. In fact, early modern 
Asian movement to and through the Amer i cas is rarely described as 
diasporic.

Although inconsistent rec ord keeping means that we  will never know 
the precise number of Asians who crossed the Pacific and reached the early 
Amer i cas, we now know that this movement was not insignificant in its 
scope. Estimates of the scale of the transpacific slave trade and of   free Asian 
migration vary widely, however. On the lowest end, Oropeza has calcu-
lated that 7,375–20,000  free or enslaved Asian  peoples arrived in the Spanish 
Amer i cas during the colonial period. On the high end, Slack has conjec-
tured that a minimum of  40,000–60,000 and a maximum of  100,000 Asians 
arrived during the same period.56 Slack’s range is often dismissed as improb-
able, especially  because the basis for his  measurement is unclear. Yet while 
it may overestimate the number of Asians disembarking from the galleons 
in Mexico, I believe Slack’s range comes closest to a realistic count of Asians 
who boarded a galleon for the Amer i cas (including  those who died en 
route) and their descendants who  were born  there during the early modern 
period.57

I arrive at this conclusion in the following manner. Seijas has estimated 
that 8,100 enslaved Asians  were shipped to Mexico from the late sixteenth 
to the late seventeenth centuries. This estimate, which seems probable, is 
based on a calculation that the galleons sailing to Mexico during this pe-
riod each held sixty enslaved Asians on average.58 Her total also falls within 
Oropeza’s proposed range for Asian captives who arrived in Acapulco: from 
3,776 (a minimum of  32 captives per ship on approximately 118 vessels) to 
10,000 (if the same ships  were filled to capacity).59

Of  course,  these calculations do not account for the  free Asians who 
continued to cross the Pacific  until the end of the galleon line in 1815. Ac-
cording to anecdotes of  desertions by Asian sailors, central Mexican no-
tarial documents, and parish rec ords from the midcolonial period, the 
number of   free Asian mi grants undoubtedly exceeded the number of  en-
slaved Asians, especially since the transpacific slave trade in Asian captives 
had largely ended by the final  decades of the seventeenth  century. For the 
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combined number of   free and enslaved Asians entering Mexico before 1815, 
Carrillo Martín and Oropeza agree on an upper estimate of  20,000.

At the same time, I believe that an accurate account of the early modern 
Asian mobility to and through the Amer i cas requires us to consider a few 
additional  factors. Of  chief  importance are the thousands of  itinerant Asian 
sailors (often at least a hundred per year) who disembarked in Acapulco 
or elsewhere along the coast and then sailed back to the Philippines at the 
end of the trade season. Also significant are the thousands of Asians who 
perished during the Pacific crossing due to storms, the  bitter cold, expo-
sure, shipwreck, violent punishment, contagion, and malnourishment. Fur-
thermore, an untold number of Asians and their descendants  were born 
in the Amer i cas over half  a dozen or more generations, and many of them 
are untraceable in colonial documents  because they  were of  mixed heri-
tage. Fi nally, several ships sailed directly to Peru during the sixteenth 
 century and to San Blas, Mexico, in the eigh teenth and nineteenth centu-
ries, and including their crews yields a larger total. According to this view, 
Slack’s numbers might not be unreasonable if  reframed as estimates for 
the total number of Asians who boarded galleons for the Amer i cas and 
their descendants who  were born  there.

Such large estimates also prompt a new question: did  these populations 
constitute early modern Asian diasporas to the Amer i cas? Though diaspora 
can be used informally to refer to any dispersion or migration, the term 
has at least three formal characteristics: dispersal to two or more sites, a 
homeland consciousness, and the maintenance of  a sociocultural identity 
distinct from that of the receiving community.60 Invoking the diaspora 
studies framework allows us to shift our perspective from the top- down 
model of the Herrera y Tordesillas map to the bottom-up model of the 
life of  Catarina de San Juan.61

However, the question pre sents a fundamental prob lem. If  a migratory 
community must exhibit a documentable connection to a homeland (real 
or  imagined) and, often, a desire to return to be considered diasporic, then 
it is nearly impossible to verify  whether most marginalized populations of 
the early modern period qualify as diasporic. Colonial archives hold only 
traces of  evidence that meets  these requirements  because their rec ords 
rarely foreground non- European voices and never do so in an unmediated 
manner.62 For enslaved  people, the prob lem deepens.63 Captives could al-
most never rec ord a desire to return to their life before captivity, and most 
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appear in the archive solely as names in notarial rec ords, property in  wills, 
or criminals in court cases.

Despite  these limitations,  there are some examples of  diasporic activity 
among the first Asians in the Amer i cas. The clearest cases often correspond 
to specific trades and geographies in which larger ethnolinguistic concen-
trations could be found, especially within the jurisdictions of  today’s Mex-
ican states of  Guerrero, Michoacán, Colima, and Jalisco. For example, when 
Domingo de Villalobos, a Kapampangan Philippine trader of  Michoacán, 
fell sick, he stayed in the home of  another Kapampangan man named 
Alonso Gutiérrez, his friend and business associate. As a gesture of thanks, 
Villalobos gave a petticoat from the Philippine region of  Pampanga to Guti-
érrez’s Indigenous wife, doña Mariana. It was an object of both material 
and sentimental value to both Villalobos and Gutiérrez from a homeland 
neither would see again. Before he succumbed to disease in 1618, Villalobos 
willed his possessions to his  mother, Monica Binangan, who still lived in 
the Philippines, and he made Gutiérrez his executor.64 Based on the im-
portance of  his friendship with a fellow Kapampangan man in Mexico and 
the enduring connection to his home and  mother, Villalobos’s experience 
was diasporic.

Outside of  a few cases of  intra- ethnic solidarity like this, the broader 
question of  communal identity is more difficult to answer. Although so-
cial historians of  Mexico for a long time assumed that the “chinos” of  
Mexico  were  either only Chinese (an erroneous translation of  “chino” in 
the colonial Mexican context) or Indigenous  people of the Philippines (a 
misleading assumption), we now know that  people categorized as “chino / a” 
 were very diverse in terms of  ethnicity, language, and social condition.65 
This variation means that  there was  little intrinsic to this population that 
made it a coherent community.66 Instead, both the extreme difficulties of 
the Pacific crossing and colonial racial classification schemes generated new 
commonalities and social intersections where none or few had existed 
previously. Many  people met in the commercial entrepôt of  Manila and 
remembered the names of the ships that had borne them across the Pacific, 
as well as the  people they had known on board.

 After their arrival in Acapulco, most Asian subjects received the des-
ignation “chino / a.” Though Spaniards on the Iberian Peninsula and in the 
Philippines clearly and consistently used the word to mean Chinese from 
China, in Mexico the label could apply to anyone perceived as originating 
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from the lands across the Pacific— that is, coastal Asia. This linguistic in-
vention was a uniquely Mexican orientalism that subsumed a population 
of  enormous diversity into a new social identification system with ad-
verse  legal implications. It was the first time in the history of the Amer-
i cas that Asian  peoples  were categorically racialized as belonging to a 
single group. Like the all- encompassing “indio / a” label that applied to In-
digenous subjects of the crown from the Amer i cas to Asia, becoming 
“chino / a”— the  process that I term chino- genesis— similarly “speaks to 
the lack of  Spanish interest in distinguishing the ethnic diversity of  sub-
ject  peoples.”67  There was no “affectionate” use of the term, despite Car-
rión’s claim that benevolent poblanos ( people from Puebla) welcomed 
Catarina de San Juan as a “china.”

While the “chino / a” label formally racialized diverse ethnolinguistic 
Asian communities as an undifferentiated monolith, Asian  people also 
learned to deploy the category at times to their own benefit. For example, 
a man named Juan Alonso appeared before the royal court in Mexico City 
in 1591 and argued successfully that restrictions against “indios” riding 
 horse back should not apply to him, since he was a “chino.”68 In other cases, 
“chinos” found new commonalities through their mutual displacement 
and frequently formed intimate bonds with other “chinos,” even  those 
belonging to diff er ent ethnolinguistic groups.69 They also founded con-
fraternities that offered mutual assistance and selected each other as godpar-
ents for their  children.70 In specific circumstances, then, being “chino / a” 
served as a “strategic essentialism,” an expedient form of  identity making 
in which established  stereotypes are manipulated for the sake of both sit-
uational gain and broad solidarity among multiple groups.71 “Chino / a” 
was a fluid category, one that indicated both foreignness and new articula-
tions of  identity and subjecthood.

Yet as Dana Murillo has observed, “social change or acculturation does 
not equal cultural annihilation.”72 The extant documentation suggests that 
the first Asians in the Amer i cas often retained a distinct sense of their iden-
tities, even as they received baptism, married across ethnolinguistic lines, 
emphasized their assimilation to Hispanic mores, conversed in Spanish and 
Nahuatl, and acculturated into existing communities of  other castas. Thus 
a more flexible definition of  diaspora is needed— one that is attentive to the 
limitations of  colonial archives, the survival strategies of  marginalized sub-
jects, and the contingencies of  early modern empire.
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As scholars of  diaspora studies have long noted, no “ideal type” of  dias-
pora has ever existed.73 In studying the  great exodus of  Chinese out of their 
homeland  after World War II, Dominic Yang argues that the multifaceted 
nature of  overseas movement— including the impossibility of  return— 
need not preclude the existence of  “diasporic” characteristics related to 
community formation, social integration, and memories of  a homeland.74 
Yang’s intervention is also relevant to the early modern context and its at-
tendant archival limitations. Communal cohesion occurred both within 
and in opposition to the formal requirements of  diaspora.

David Ruderman’s reflection on the early modern period is particularly 
useful  here. He defines the era “on the basis of  intense communication 
and exposure to other groups and communities,” so that “the historian 
might be better able to speak about a common cultural experience while 
recognizing the perpetuation of  distinct regional and local identities.”75 
This book incorporates both global synthesis and localism into the frame-
work of  mobility, which it treats as a broad construction that encompasses 
both assimilation and cultural continuity, voluntary and involuntary move-
ment, permanent settlement and transience, and geographic dispersion 
and change over time. In tracking Asian mobility, rather than movement 
bound by social condition or geography, this book establishes a new 
chronology for Asian diasporic history. It situates the first Asians in the 
Amer i cas as the earliest iteration of the more recent and better- known 
Asian migrations to the Western  Hemisphere that began in the nineteenth 
 century and that still define the commencement of Asian diasporic history.

Colonial Race Thinking

Spaniards understood Asians in the Hispanic World through comparative 
ethnography, based on Asians’ degree of  perceived similarity to or differ-
ence from preexisting archetypes. This disposition  toward categorization 
and stereotyping indicates that Asian subjects, like other marginalized 
 peoples, lived in a deeply race- conscious colonial world. Understanding 
how  these ethnographic discourses operated and how non- Spaniards ne-
gotiated and responded to them is essential in reconstructing Asian expe-
riences in the imperial domain. And yet, this approach remains contested 
in colonial Latin American historiography. In the words of  Stuart Schwartz, 
“ There may be no topic in early Latin American history that has generated 
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more interest and debate than the issue of  race and racial identity.”76 
While many researchers working in adjacent fields (such as Atlantic World 
history) have found  great use for methodologies of  racial formation, the 
efficacy of  race as a category in colonial Latin Amer i ca continues to gen-
erate debate and disagreement.77

Many of  those who consider race anachronistic to the early modern pe-
riod in Latin Amer i ca have argued that early modern humoral theory and 
the fluidity of  castas, for example, defy the rigidity of  modern racializa-
tion. Rebecca Earle best articulates this argument. In an effective study on 
how food and climate affected perceptions of the body, she maintains that 
the early modern reception of  Galenic philosophy in Spain enabled flex-
ible thinking about inherent natures. Modern ideas of  race, she argues, are 
therefore inappropriate  because “Spaniards in the new world constructed 
lasting social hierarchies that served the interests of  colonial rule without 
resorting to the idea that the bodies of the colonisers and the colonised 
 were incommensurately diff er ent.”78

Similarly, María Eugenia Chaves concludes that early modern Spaniards 
marked difference in the colonial world by deploying a discourse that went 
beyond the frame of  race making: “It seems to me that applying a concep-
tual criterion such as that of ‘race,’ for the sake of  a coherent explanation . . .  
reduces the heterogeneity and dispersion of the colonial enunciative re-
gimes to an order which is fundamentally foreign to them.”79 For Chaves, 
as for Earle, the term race treats as rigid what  were actually fluid modes of  
perceiving and categorizing difference in the Hispanic World.

 These apparent incompatibilities between early modern and modern 
conceptions of  difference have been enormously influential in the field and, 
at the very least, have motivated historians to use extreme caution in dis-
cussing the applicability of  race to colonial Latin Amer i ca. For example, 
Robert Schwaller has declared that he  will not use race to refer to early 
colonial Mexico “except in order to draw specific parallels with  later con-
cepts and beliefs”— although at the same time he notes that early modern 
Spaniards encoded  stereotypes in language that “served to naturalize dif-
ference and entrench prejudice in racial ways.”80 His seeming ambivalence 
about the word reflects  these broader tensions in the field.

What  these claims about the inapplicability of  race to early modern his-
tory have in common is an interpretation of  race as a modern, biological 
determinant concerned primarily with hereditary descent and phenotyp-
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ical traits. Francisco Bethencourt has described this Enlightenment- era phil-
osophical position as the “theory of  race,” a codified, scientific system 
that relied on natu ral divides in humanity to justify discriminatory action.81 
Reacting to definitions of this kind, Earle reasons that “the early modern 
Hispanic world provides  little evidence for the existence of  racial thinking.”82 
This tendency to use Enlightenment and post- Enlightenment racial ideol-
ogies as foils to dismiss early modern operations of  race is especially wide-
spread in the field of  colonial Latin American history.

However, as any ethnic studies scholar can affirm, modern conceptions 
of  race are rarely immutable and fixed.83 David Nirenberg expresses this 
position very clearly: “We premodernists often rely on the questionable 
axiom that modern racial theories depend upon evolutionary biology and 
ge ne tics, in order to leap to the demonstrably false conclusion that  there 
exists a truly biological modern racism against which  earlier forms of  dis-
crimination can be  measured and judged innocent.”84 Destabilizing  these 
basic assumptions about racial thought and its historical applications allows 
us to arrive at more nuanced and elastic understandings of  race making in 
the early modern world.

Geraldine Heng’s theorization of  premodern racial thought is the natu ral 
step forward from Nirenberg’s contention. Heng has constructed a pow-
er ful methodological tool for understanding how race functions in diff er ent 
times and places. She has argued that race demarcates “ human beings 
through differences . . .  that are selectively essentialized as absolute and 
fundamental, in order to distribute positions and powers differentially to 
 human groups.” In this formulation, race need not be rooted in biological 
or even physical markers: it can also refer to culture and religion, as well 
as intersect with class, gender, and sexuality. She continues, “Race- making 
thus operates as specific historical occasions in which strategic essential-
isms are posited and assigned through a variety of  practices and pressures, 
so as to construct a hierarchy of   peoples for differential treatment.”  These 
hierarchies may be fluid, contingent, and contested, but their existence is 
key. She concludes, “My understanding, thus, is that race is a structural re-
lationship for the articulation and management of   human differences, 
rather than a substantive content.”85 According to  these criteria, percep-
tions of  difference in colonial Latin Amer i ca— and, indeed, in the early 
modern world— qualify as “race thinking” or “racial formation” in count-
less forms.86
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Following Heng’s framework, I argue that the racialization of  diverse 
Asian ethnolinguistic groups into undifferentiated “chinos” in the Spanish 
Amer i cas was dependent on the Spanish perception of Asian difference 
from the model Hispanic and Catholic subject. As in Heng’s definition, 
 these differences  were “fundamental,” although some individuals found in-
ventive ways to contest their  legal implications in colonial courts. Fur-
thermore, as colonial subjects, Asians  were arranged in hierarchies of  
power managed by colonial institutions and influential Spaniards who se-
lectively favored some phenotypical, social, linguistic, religious, sexual, and 
gendered traits over  others.  These hierarchies produced “differential treat-
ment” and profoundly  shaped the lived experiences of   free and enslaved 
Asians in colonial socie ties.

In the Hispanic World, race thinking colloquially and institutionally 
positioned wealthy, white Spanish Catholic male lives above all  others. 
Individuals with  these markers had never been and never would be legally 
vulnerable to colonial regimes of bondage in the Amer i cas.87  There could 
never be a so- called just war or a colonial war of  extermination against 
them.88 Requirements of  probanzas de limpieza de sangre (proofs of blood 
purity [needed for travel, advancement to nobility, and proving innocence 
before the Inquisition]) did not threaten them, since they  were of  docu-
mentable, old Christian stock (and even considered themselves the descen-
dants of the Biblical Tubal, the grand son of  Noah). They did not suffer 
from any of the exclusionary economic or social restrictions that  were fun-
damental to the ordering of  colonial society. According to Antonio Feros, 
“[The idea of  Spain] existed primarily and fundamentally not in the laws 
or institutions or state but in its  people— the descendants of the original 
inhabitants of  Hispania.”89  These notions of  a Spain and a Spanish  people 
 were themselves racial imaginaries.

The existence of  a privileged class of wealthy, white Spanish Catholics 
clearly indicates that race thinking structured and ordered the fundamental 
operations of  colonial society, even if the  process of  determining who could 
be defined as belonging to that class was sometimes imprecise and vari-
able. Indeed,  there is a growing cohort of  scholars of  colonial Latin Amer-
i ca who agree and study the relations of  power between colonial groups 
through the analytical framework of  race. Jorge Cañizares- Esguerra argues 
that the sometimes nebulous distinctions among Spaniards, Indigenous 
 peoples, and Black  people began to rigidify in the late sixteenth  century 
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when American- born Spaniards postulated “clear- cut racial distinctions and 
[began] to construct separate bodies for Indians and Creoles.”90 Any devi-
ation from the Hispanic standard marked an individual or community as 
other and vulnerable to adverse perceptions and laws, often driven by fear 
of  un- Hispanic activity, conspiracy, vio lence, and even rebellion. Miguel 
Valerio describes this discourse of  fear and its repercussions (including 
confinement, brutal  labor regimes, torture, and executions) as constituting 
a veritable “anti- Black culture” in colonial Mexico during the early 
seventeenth  century.91 Ann Twinam summarizes this point well: “Spanish 
Amer i ca . . .  was universalist and racist in its assignation of blackness as an 
inferior category justifying discrimination. It was constructionist in that it 
recognized variable statuses between white and black and brown and 
Spanish and African and Native and permitted movement among catego-
ries.”92 Fluidity, then, does not discount the operations of  race.

Movement between racialized categories required assimilation, which 
consisted of  undergoing holy baptism, adopting a Spanish name, cele-
brating Catholic holidays, entering a monogamous and heterosexual 
Catholic marriage, following Catholic cultural and sexual prohibitions, 
wearing Spanish clothes, becoming ladino / a (Spanish- speaking), and in-
structing one’s  children in the tenets of the Catholic faith. Integration ne-
cessitated a public excision of  most non- Hispanic and non- Catholic cultural 
signs, which often entailed a renunciation of  a pre- Hispanic and pre- 
Christian past and heritage. Rather than challenging the applicability of  
race, this incorporationist model of  governance illuminated and accentu-
ated the traits that could mark colonized populations as other.

However, this growing scholarship on race in the Spanish empire has 
yet to incorporate the Pacific or “chinos” into its analytical frame. Juan de 
Medina, an Augustinian missionary writing in Manila in 1630, provides one 
of the clearest examples of the racial implications of  incorporationist im-
perial thinking:

and if  these very bad- tempered  people [Zambales and Chinese]  were 
settled and tied down with laws and civilization, they would come in 
time to lose their natu ral arrogance and gain diff er ent customs; 
 because if  animals incapable of  reason are domesticated with treat-
ment and lose their strength, men capable of  reason  will do much 
better. We have an example in the Blacks [negros], that being a  people 
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that seem the scum of the earth, so untamed [bozales] when they are 
brought, that even though they seem greater beasts than they  really 
are, in the end, in dealing with civilized  people, they come to learn 
the comportment of  men;  because how much better did the Indige-
nous  peoples [indios] of  these islands [the Philippines] do in whom 
much ingenuity has been discovered for all that has been taught 
them?93

According to Medina, if  Spaniards could domesticate animals, then they 
could assimilate Black  people, and if they could Hispanicize Black  people, 
then the Indigenous Zambales of the Philippines and the Chinese could 
be brought into the fold as well. Through his comparison of  racial  others 
to animals, Medina delivered an optimistic assessment of the colonial mis-
sion.  These  peoples could change their inherent natures through contacts 
and dealings with “civilized  people”— that is, Spaniards. Racial discourse, 
therefore, developed not in isolation but relationally.94

Similarly, the scholarship on the “chinos” of  New Spain has yet to seri-
ously consider the implications of  early modern racialization for the lives 
of Asian subjects. While this impor tant body of work has unpacked the 
rhe toric that justified Asian enslavement and studied the categorical ex-
clusions of  casta society, it has not considered  these developments in the 
context of  race or engaged with the idea that race making was itself  a his-
torical  process that drove overseas movement and determined the lived 
experience of transpacific mobility. To examine the first Asians in the Amer-
i cas through the lens of  race thinking is to study, for the first time, how 
the confluences of  ethnographic discourse, colonial inclusion (or lack 
thereof ), Spanish fears of  multiethnic co ali tions, the threat of  enslave-
ment, and the liminality of  social advancement came to structure social 
and economic possibilities for Asian  peoples. The pro cesses by which 
Asians became vis i ble, ste reo typed, and subordinated in Spanish colonial 
socie ties exemplify how forms of  racialization both emerged and came to 
justify systemic discriminatory action. From the tactics of  ethnic extermi-
nation used in Manila to the  wholesale bans on “chino” weapon bearing 
in Mexico, the ramifications of  these discourses cannot be understated. 
Difference was often inscribed spatially as well.  Whether confined to an 
urban ghetto or a textile mill (obraje), Asians experienced the genealogies 
of  spatial control and segregation meant to encourage conversion and 
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 orderly be hav ior in the colonies.95 As “chinos” within the casta system, 
Asians had become yet another homogenized mass of  potentially rebel-
lious  others in need of  oversight and control. Many “chinos” sought to 
contest this negative characterization by creating new nodes of  collabora-
tion across ethnic lines or by asking the colonial administration for spe-
cific privileges based on merit and  service.

As Kris Manjapra reminds us, “Racialization is as much about the fact 
of  survival and vital reclamations among the colonized as it is about the 
social vio lence inflicted by colonizers.”96 Like other colonial subjects, Asians 
consistently negotiated their second- class statuses for individual and, oc-
casionally, mutual benefit. Challenging the colonial order took many forms 
and could range from attempts at social advancement to outright  resistance 
to enslavement.  These tensions— sometimes coherent, sometimes contra-
dictory— are at the heart of this history. Uncovering them elucidates the 
many structural and individual challenges that Asians faced in the Hispanic 
World and how they sought to resolve them.

The Structure of  This Book

By the time the Hapsburgian Cross of  Burgundy first appeared off  Philip-
pine shores in 1521, Asian places and  peoples had already enraptured 
 European imaginations for hundreds of  years.97 The lures of  spice and silk 
led Iberians to take up the cross and the sword to invade  those distant 
lands for commercial gain. To access  those gateways to wealth and opu-
lence, Spaniards invaded the Philippine Islands. The islands possessed few 
resources that inspired mercantile interest, but they represented a crucial 
crossroad that linked Spanish American metropoles to Asian markets. As 
Spaniards accumulated years of  experience in the Philippines and neigh-
boring regions, officials and missionaries strug gled to decipher the enor-
mous social and cultural complexities of the  peoples they encountered. 
They tried to resolve their confrontation with unfathomable difference 
by imposing their own standards and expectations of  civilized, Hispanic 
be hav ior on Indigenous and foreign populations.98 Yet  these incorpora-
tionist ideals failed in the Philippines, where the minimal Spanish 
population— even in the heart of  Manila— deployed exclusionary and 
often violent tactics as a means to manage non- Spanish populations re-
sisting assimilation.
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Chapter 1 opens with the climax of  these tensions in Manila— the Chi-
nese uprising of  1603, the suppression of which was among the most 
violent episodes of  its era. Thousands of  Chinese residents in Manila, mil-
itants and bystanders alike, fell to the blades of the colonial co ali tion army 
composed of  Spanish,  Japanese, Tagalog, and Kapampangan warriors. 
 These massacres decisively recalibrated the possibilities of  colonial collab-
oration, regimes of   labor and bondage, and the frequency of  Spanish flight 
from the city in ways that increased the already growing numbers of   free 
and enslaved Asians sailing to the Amer i cas. The year 1603 was a watershed 
moment of  racially motivated vio lence that substantively influenced the 
emergence of  one of the most impor tant patterns of  long- distance migra-
tion and displacement in the early modern world. Beginning with this flash 
point, the book proceeds geo graph i cally, tracing the Pacific, Western Hemi-
spheric, and Atlantic trajectories of Asian subjects like roots sprouting 
from a blood- soaked seed.

As Asian sailors, criados (servants), enslaved  people, and  free travelers 
boarded the Manila galleons for Mexico, they faced a grueling journey: the 
Pacific passage. Chapter 2 examines the repercussions of this jarring dislo-
cation. Asians, irrespective of  ethnicity, most often occupied the lowest 
rung of the shipboard hierarchy as grumetes (cabin boys).  Under horrific 
conditions, they performed menial tasks that  were essential for the survival 
of  every one on board. Shipboard  labor structures, along with the omni-
presence of  maritime religious rituals, forced Asians of  all ethnicities into 
close proximity and mutual  dependency. It was on board the galleons, I 
argue, that the  process of  gathering disparate ethnic groups  under a single 
socioracial category began. When the voyage’s survivors arrived in Aca-
pulco, most of them  were legally classified as “chino / a,” again regardless 
of their ethnolinguistic identity. As “chinos,” they entered the sistema de 
castas (caste system), becoming vulnerable to enslavement, the Inquisition, 
a wide range of  socioeconomic restrictions, and negative  stereotypes that 
framed them as disloyal and criminal.

As they trudged from the Pacific coast to the highlands of  central Mexico, 
the newly christened “chinos” (sometimes called “indios chinos”) often 
tried to distance themselves from the  legal penalties associated with  these 
labels. Chapters 3 and 4 examine the strategies whereby both  free and en-
slaved “chinos” negotiated the repercussions of their  legal statuses. 
Chapter 3 argues that  free “chinos” in central Mexico tried to circumvent 
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negative social perceptions and racialized laws by submitting petitions for 
exceptional treatment. Through petitions for licenses to trade and possess 
weapons,  free “chinos” presented the Real Audiencia (Royal Court) of  
Mexico City with evidence of  Hispanic and Catholic assimilation. If  
awarded, the licenses opened new possibilities for social mobility. However, 
they did  little to curtail acts of  discrimination by local magistrates and petty 
officials who consistently disregarded and negated privileges conferred to 
individual “chinos.”

While privileged “chinos” strug gled for recognition through formal 
channels, the enslaved had to find alternative means of  negotiating and con-
testing the conditions of their bondage. Though the field of Afro- Asian 
studies in Latin Amer i ca has yet to consider the early modern period, 
Chapter 4 contends that the history of  enslavement in colonial Mexico 
marks the beginning of Afro- Asian convergence in the Western  Hemisphere. 
During this period, “chinos” responded to the brutalities of  enslavement 
specifically by collaborating with other enslaved populations. In conjunc-
tion with Indigenous and Afro- Mexican communities, enslaved Asians ran 
away, blasphemed to protest unjust treatment, and formed hybrid spiritu-
alities that went far beyond the precepts of  Catholic dogma. They  were 
neither passive nor voiceless subjects.

Although most of the first Asians in the Amer i cas remained in central 
Mexico, some individuals traveled much farther through the empire: 
reaching the present- day borders of  Oregon to the north and the Andes to 
the south, and even  going across the Atlantic to the Iberian Peninsula. 
Chapter 5 follows their trajectories, which  were hemispheric and global in 
ways many other early modern mobilities  were not. As distance from New 
Spain increased, so too did the instability of  central Mexican labels,  legal 
pre ce dents, and  stereotypes. In South Amer i ca and on the Iberian Penin-
sula, the categorization of Asians as “chinos” was less consistent, and Asian 
 peoples found themselves better able to use other categories for social and 
 legal expediency. In Lima, for example, many Asians  were counted among 
the city’s Indigenous population in a tribute register from 1613–1614. Simi-
larly, in Seville, Asians frequently appealed as Indigenous subjects for charity 
that would allow them to return to Asia by crossing first the Atlantic and 
then the Pacific. In  these distant locales, Asian populations  were also gen-
erally much smaller than in Mexico— which presented unique challenges 
for  these subjects, who sometimes lamented their social and cultural 
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isolation. Given  these local distinctions, we cannot look to Mexico alone 
to build a complete picture of Asian experience in the Spanish Amer i cas 
or in Spain.

Over time, the demographic composition of Asian populations in the 
Amer i cas changed significantly. The greatest shift occurred  after 1672, when 
Queen Regent Mariana of Austria signed an emancipation order into law 
that freed all “chinos.” In Chapter 6, the book takes a temporal turn to the 
aftermath of  emancipation. A prevailing thesis in the historiography sug-
gests that Asians dis appeared from Mexico in the eigh teenth  century, given 
that the “chinos” of the so- called casta paintings produced in this period 
are Afro- Indigenous and not Asian. However, I argue that Asian  people not 
only remained vis i ble in Mexico  until the end of the colonial period but 
also adapted to shifts in coastal economic development and new trade 
routes that eventually undermined the primacy of the Manila galleons. De-
spite lower rates of  migration, Asians continued coming to and  going 
from Acapulco and other Pacific ports  until the Mexican Wars of  Inde-
pendence (1810–1821). The last Asian participation in the galleon trade co-
incided with the early stirrings of Asian  labor conscription in 1806 and the 
modern indenture of  East and South Asians in the Western  Hemisphere. 
The interimperial competition that brought about the end of the Manila 
galleons si mul ta neously enabled the emergence of  these modern migra-
tory trajectories.

From the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, the Asians arriving in the 
Amer i cas defined a new chronology that predates the canonical histories 
of Asians in the Western  Hemisphere more broadly. The Pacific World and 
Asian mobility  were fundamental to daily life in colonial Mexico and be-
yond.  These spheres  were intricately connected po liti cally, eco nom ically, 
and socially.  People made this global colonial world cohere, and through 
the ways they chose to live their lives, they created new realities, imagi-
naries, and identities.  These stories are immediately relevant to the founding 
of  an Asian Amer i ca, and incorporating them into its study requires a sig-
nificant recalibration of Asian American origins and their connections to 
Latin American history.



1 The Fragile Convivencia  
of Colonial Manila

On November  14, 1603, four thousand victorious Tagalog and Kapam-
pangan warriors paraded through Spanish Manila. They marched over the 
ashes of the once bustling Parian (the Chinese quarter), waving captured 
banners before grateful Spanish onlookers.1 This co ali tion and their Spanish 
captains had just returned from a month- long pursuit of  rebels from the 
Pasig River to Batangas that ended in the near obliteration of the “Sangleyes,” 
their Chinese neighbors.2

Six weeks  earlier, thousands of  “Sangley” rebels had attacked Manila’s 
city walls with two siege towers in an attempt to scale the formidable ram-
parts of  Intramuros, the inner city. Only the timely intervention of the 
engineer Rodrigo de Figueroa had prevented the rebels from overrunning 
the defenses: he successfully installed a naval cannon capable of  firing 
22- kilogram shot on the ramparts and used it to destroy the siege towers. 
This desperate action cost Figueroa his life.3 Nearly half  of the soldiers of 
the Spanish garrison had also fallen in the city’s defense, including many 
of  its most experienced veterans, a former governor, and the sitting gov-
ernor’s nephew.4

The provident arrival of  Indigenous reinforcements prevented the col-
ony’s complete downfall, and now  these troops trod over the rubble of the 
district that had represented the greatest existential threat to Spanish co-
lonial rule in the Philippines. The “savage retribution” of the Spaniards—
as even the imperial apologist William Schurz termed it— was a violent 
expression of   decades of  racializing discourse and discrimination targeting 
Chinese residents.5 Although hawkish Spaniards also considered the colony 
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untenable without Chinese laborers and merchants, negative  stereotypes 
that focused on fundamental cultural differences became entrenched over 
time. “Sangleyes” came to occupy a liminal space within the colonial imag-
inary as both necessary neighbors and unassimilable enemies of  Hispanic 
Catholic society.  These new essentialisms  were defining features of  early 
modern racial formation as it developed in the Hispanic World.

As  stereotypes of  Chinese “undifferentiated differentness”  under colo-
nial rule ossified over time, Spaniards learned to deploy  these discourses 
to justify violent action.6 By the start of  1603, Spanish officials— including 
some previously sympathetic to “Sangleyes”— had executed  those accused 
of  sodomy, impressed poor “Sangleyes” as galley slaves in numerous expe-
ditions, and penned petitions to deport the unconverted. Tensions reached 
a height in October when a  couple thousand “Sangley” peasants raised 
arms against the colony and rallied more  people to their cause.

According to the report of  an anonymous soldier, the Spaniards had de-
bated three extreme actions as the rebels closed in: preemptively mur-
dering every one in the Parian, setting fire to it, or sacking it to obtain its 
riches, allegedly worth 80,000 pesos. As time was short, the decision was 
made to incinerate Manila’s most populous neighborhood. The soldier con-
cluded that “divine justice had shown that sins, like the ones committed 
[in the Parian],  were deserving of  such punishment.”7 Thus, the “Sangl-
eyes” (even  those not involved in the uprising) could only be absolved of 
their sins in flame. What had begun as an armed conflict between warring 
parties had devolved into ethnic extermination enacted through the wanton 
murder of thousands of  “Sangley” noncombatants.

The greatest heroes of the mid- November parade  were two Indigenous 
nobles, don Ventura de Mendoza and don Guillermo Dimarocot, who had 
fought at the head of the Tagalog and Kapampangan contingents, respec-
tively. Dimarocot (the name means “he whose feet are spared of  mud”) 
came from the town of  Guagua on the northern edge of  Manila Bay and 
had a rec ord of  colonial  service dating back to 1585.8 In 1593, he had been 
promoted to captain fifty Kapampangan soldiers fighting against the head- 
hunting Zambales, their pre- Hispanic adversaries. During that campaign, 
he had suffered no fewer than seven head wounds. His commanding offi-
cers described him as a “sharp and reliable person.”9 At his side marched 
his son, don Diego Dimarocot, whom he had appointed as his lieutenant. 
 After the parade, Hernando de los Ríos Coronel, an advocate of  colonial 
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policy reform, wrote that the Natives of  Laguna de Bay and Pampanga 
“fought very well and with much loyalty and willingness against the Sangl-
eyes.” Coronel went on to name don Guillermo and don Ventura as espe-
cially worthy of  reward and noted that they and their  people should no 
longer be mistreated or whipped.10

The unpre ce dented opportunities afforded to loyal collaborators  after 
the 1603 campaign  were only one of the developments that would impact 
the dispersion not just of  Philippine Natives but of  all Asians who willingly 
or unwillingly traveled on the galleons from Cavite in the Philippines to 
Acapulco.  After the war, Tagalog and Kapampangan veterans with exten-
sive rec ords of  military  service began appearing with greater frequency in 
archival rec ords on the other side of the Pacific. Don Guillermo’s son, don 
Diego, would board a galleon headed for Mexico in 1621 to then cross the 
Atlantic to petition the Spanish Crown for royal  favor. The 1603 uprising 
was a turning point in Spanish transpacific history.

In recent years, scholars have understood Asian mobility from the Phil-
ippines to central Mexico as an extension of  regional slave markets and as 
a by- product of  galleon trade and the  labor necessary to maintain it.11  These 
 factors  were indeed central to the overall contours of the eastward move-
ment across the Pacific, grounding a new and impor tant metanarrative 
about the exploitative and violent nature of  early Asian movement. Yet 
 because this existing narrative elides the local politics of  colonial Manila, 
it ultimately provides an incomplete picture of transpacific Asian mobility 
and why that mobility occurred as it did. The fallout from the “Sangley” 
rebellion accentuated Spaniards’  dependency on other populations, and it 
crucially informed the demographic and social compositions of  galleon 
travelers.

Schurz remains one of the few scholars to notice that discrimination 
against the Chinese in the Philippines  shaped the development of  Manila 
galleon history.12 Although Schurz referred principally to the impact of  dis-
crimination on the circulation of  material goods, geopolitics, and eco-
nomic prosperity, prejudice was also fundamental to the history of the 
 people that the galleons ferried to the Amer i cas. As Schurz noted almost 
a  century ago, “no [other] ship ever played the part in a city’s life which 
the galleon did in that of  Manila.”13 The reverse was true as well: what tran-
spired in the city deeply impacted the  human contours of  galleon travel. 
The development of  racialized categorical thinking and the vio lence it 
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spawned in Manila framed and generated the movement of thousands of 
Asians east across the Pacific.

The relationship between the vio lence of  1603 and Asian mobility to the 
Amer i cas has gone unnoticed. Spanish race making in the Philippines pro-
duced conflict along ethnic and religious confessional lines that structured 
and  shaped both spatial and social mobility. The phenomenon of transpa-
cific movement precedes 1603, of  course. However, not coincidentally the 
years  after the uprising witnessed an increase in the number of  slaves ar-
riving in Manila, the eastward movement of  Spanish officials and their ret-
inues in search of  safer posts, and new forms of  social mobility through 
collaboration.  These local pro cesses, directly catalyzed by the vio lence of  
1603, in turn affected transpacific movement by both limiting and enabling 
numerous ave nues for long- distance connection to the Amer i cas. In other 
words, Manila’s social politics and the evolving pro cesses of  racial forma-
tion, rooted in the lived experiences of the city’s multiethnic population, 
defined the transpacific movement of Asians (both  free and enslaved) during 
the early seventeenth  century.

Manila at the Beginning of the Seventeenth  Century

As Seville’s population neared 100,000, the residents of  Manila— the remote 
colony wrested from Rajah Sulayman only in 1571— came to account for half  
of the population of  its Spanish counterpart.14 The Jesuit Francisco Colín did 
not exaggerate his claim that Manila had one of the highest populations in 
the Spanish Indies.15 However, it was the Chinese, not the Spaniards, who 
allowed Manila to hold this distinction. During the late sixteenth  century, 
Chinese captains and merchants turned their attention to Spanish silver, and 
by 1600, thirty to forty Chinese ships  were arriving in Manila Bay  every year.16 
In comparison, during the  middle of the sixteenth  century, just over 100 ves-
sels of  all sizes left Seville  every year for the Amer i cas.17

The Chinese  were fundamental to both the survival of the frontier 
colony and the transpacific trade that made the prospect of  colonialism in 
Asia attractive. Through Chinese merchants, a plethora of  luxury products 
entered the Hispanic World and filled the holds of  ships destined for Mexico. 
This merchandise included refined and unrefined silks, porcelain from Jing-
dezhen (景德镇), lacquerware, foodstuffs, and more.18
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Estimates of the Chinese population in Manila from the late 1590s to 
1603 reach 20,000–30,000 at their peak, compared to a mere 1,000–2,000 
Spaniards. For this reason, Guillermo Ruiz- Stovel writes, “Manila may have 
been a Spanish possession, but for all practical purposes it was a Chinese 
town, inhabited not only by Chinese merchants but also by a skilled con-
tingent of  [Chinese] workers and artisans who kept the colony afloat.”19 
Nearly all of the Chinese  were men, and many of them had families in 
Fujian (福建).20

This considerable population growth owed much to  earlier Chinese- 
Philippine contacts. By the early fifteenth  century, over 150 years before 
Spanish settlement, numerous Philippine polities had already established 
diplomatic communications with Ming China. By the mid- sixteenth  century, 
one or two ships from Fujian arrived in the Philippines  every year to trade, 
and a fledgling population of  forty Chinese families resided in the Rah-
janate of  Maynila prior to its seizure by the Spanish. Visayans  were so 
familiar with Chinese trade vessels and merchants that when Esteban 
 Rodríguez, a Spanish navigator, attempted to persuade the townspeople of  a 
small polity that he and his sailors  were Chinese and therefore to be re-
spected, the Visayans did not hesitate to state that they knew the Spaniards 
 were not, in fact, Chinese, but thieves.21

Spanish silver mined from Potosí, Zacatecas, and elsewhere enhanced the 
economic attraction of  Manila and subsequently drew considerable atten-
tion from southern  Japanese traders, Fujianese ship captains traversing 
Southeast Asia, and Portuguese merchants based in Macau, Nagasaki, 
Melaka, Goa, Kochi, and Makassar.22  These overlapping trade cir cuits rap-
idly diversified Manila’s demographics, creating fluid cultural frontiers and 
connecting the early modern world in new ways. Within the multiethnic al-
leys of  Manila’s markets, pidgin languages— based on Spanish, Hokkien Chi-
nese, and Tagalog— abounded.23 According to one curious observer, “ Every 
nation [nación] has formed a jargon through which they are understood . . .  
the Chinese, to say ‘alcalde’ [magistrate], ‘español’ and ‘indio’, say this: al-
icaya, cancia, juania.”24 The city’s economic viability would rely on the toler-
ance of  numerous non- Hispanic and non- Catholic populations, a dynamic 
that did not exist to such an extreme anywhere  else in the Hispanic World.

For an empire that had defined itself by its  imagined ability to integrate 
and assimilate diverse Indigenous populations in the Amer i cas, the inability 
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to proj ect power and cultural influence in Manila created a unique crisis 
of  convivencia (the state of  living together). Although convivencia typically 
has medieval Iberian connotations, Antonio García- Abásolo, Ryan Crewe, 
and José Antonio Cervera have observed that the concept was on the minds 
of  secular and ecclesiastical administrators in colonial Manila.25 Initially, 
convivencia referred to premodern Iberian multiconfessional communities 
(Catholic, Muslim, and Jewish) living side by side. As David Nirenberg ar-
gues, such an arrangement did not indicate a society of  utopian harmony. 
On the contrary, physical, symbolic, and discursive vio lence was funda-
mental to  these faiths’ ability to coexist: “Convivencia was predicated upon 
vio lence. . . .  Vio lence drew its meaning from coexistence, not in opposi-
tion to it.”26 By the sixteenth  century, the convivencia in Spain had effec-
tively ended with the forced expulsion of Jews and Muslims and the 
implementation of  an inquisition that terrorized recent Jewish and Muslim 
converts to Catholicism (known as conversos and moriscos, respectively).

As large numbers of  Chinese merchants and laborers began settling in 
Manila, the Spanish royal court continued to debate what was referred to 
as the morisco question. Nirenberg concludes that, although Catholics and 
moriscos  were mutually dependent eco nom ically, “such recognition [of  
economic utility] did not preclude vio lence.”27 Proposals for dealing with 
Spain’s morisco population oscillated between begrudging toleration and 
outright expulsion.28 In the Philippines, Spaniards developed an acute 
economic dependence on their Chinese neighbors, and consequently the 
polemics of the morisco debate soon appeared in reference to “Sangl-
eyes.” Indeed, well- established anti- Muslim and anti- Jewish discourses 
conditioned Spanish intolerance of  unconverted or insincerely converted 
populations in the colonies. Not only did the presence of  “Sangleyes” 
threaten the pillars of  Spanish colonial identity, but it also destabilized and 
undermined conversion efforts among the spiritually vulnerable neo-
phytes, the Indigenous population of the colony.

For Spaniards, the necessity of  safeguarding Philippine Catholicism was 
all the more critical  because the  people living on the northern outskirts of  
Manila, across the Pasig River from the rest of the city, prominently main-
tained Muslim customs into the late 1580s. Spaniards in the Philippines 
viewed their conflicts with local Muslim populations as a continuation of 
the Reconquista (711–1492) that had  shaped Spanish Catholic identity in op-
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position to the monolith of  Mediterranean Islam.29 More than a  decade 
 after the Spanish seizure of  Manila in 1571 and the ousted Rajah Sulay-
man’s failed insurrection in 1574, Spanish officials began to realize that 
they had been shockingly in effec tive at converting Tagalog elites north 
of the Pasig River, in the districts of  Tondo and Quiapo. For example, 
from 1581 to 1582 the Augustinian missionary Diego de Mújica imprisoned 
a datu (elite) from Tondo named don Luis Amanicalao. The missionary 
accused Amanicalao of  having sex with the  sister of  his deceased wife 
(which Spaniards considered incest) and then arranging a Muslim wed-
ding with her. The criminalization of  pre- Hispanic sexual customs had 
become a fundamental mode of  cultural control and anti- Muslim policy 
in and around Manila.30

In June 1582, Amanicalao— with Calao, his son from his first marriage— 
joined a group of  forty datus from towns near Manila to testify against the 
consistent persecution of  Spanish alcaldes mayores (magistrates and provin-
cial heads).31 The most outraged of the datus  were don Martín Panga and 
his cousin, don Agustín de Legazpi, the former governor of  Tondo who 
was married to the Sultan of  Brunei’s  daughter. In 1585, Legazpi had given 
his  mother a Muslim burial and had been imprisoned for  doing so.32 While 
 behind bars, Legazpi and numerous other datus (including Amanicalao and 
his son) recognized the realities of their waning power  under Spanish rule 
and pledged to support each other financially and, eventually, militarily 
against the Spaniards.

Central to their grievances  were differences between pre- Hispanic and 
Spanish customs of  enslavement. For datus on Luzon, owning enslaved 
 people was a primary form of building long- term wealth and prestige.33 
Spanish colonial rule and norms of  enslavement conspired to divide datus 
from this customary source of  hierarchical legitimacy. The brutality of 
tribute exploitation through the forced sale of  goods at set prices (vandala) 
and rotational forced  labor drafts (polo) depopulated Luzon and hampered 
the ability of  elites to acquire and retain slaves. The polo was a loose ver-
sion of  its  predecessor in Mexico, the repartimiento. Levies varied from 
season to season and  were mustered and dissolved as needed for short- term 
assignments.  Labor often consisted of  construction proj ects, servicing ships 
at port, and cutting timber for galleon construction. Polo work regimes 
tended to be extremely arduous, and pay was virtually  nonexistent.34
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 After 1581, Spanish administrators at least nominally sought to prevent 
the direct enslavement of  Philippine Natives formally designated as pro-
tected “indios.”35 While legal  measures like the New Laws of  1542 often 
failed to keep Indigenous  people from captivity, the vassal status of  “in-
dios” within the Spanish empire opened the possibility of  contesting the 
legitimacy of  one’s enslavement in colonial courts.  Under the Spanish 
system, the enslaved of  Philippine elites could now prosecute their en-
slavers on the ground that they  were illegally kept in bondage. The judge 
and writer Antonio de Morga commented in 1609 that  these pleas for 
freedom  were the most frequently litigated cases in Spanish courts.36

 After the  Union of the Two Crowns of  Spain and Portugal in 1580, Span-
iards in Manila gained access to enslaved  labor through Portuguese traders 
operating throughout the Indian Ocean World and East Asia. Thus, not 
only  were Indigenous elites losing access to traditional routes of  enslave-
ment, but  there  were now more enslaved  peoples entering the Philippines 
from elsewhere than ever before. Across the Pacific, Spanish officials in 
Mexico considered the possibilities of tapping into the enslaved  labor 
market in the Philippines as early as 1572.37 In 1584, the attorney general of  
“miners and  owner of  mines in Ixmilquilpan” (due north of  Mexico City) 
requested 3,000–4,000 Africans and “if  pos si ble to also send Chinese, 
 Japanese, and Javanese  people from the Philippines” to support dwindling 
Indigenous  labor pools.38 Locked out of the nascent transpacific slave trade, 
Philippine elites came to view the growing gap between Spanish and In-
digenous access to captives as a glaring sign of   inequality.

 After being released from confinement, don Agustín de Legazpi and don 
Martín Panga sought alliances with the other datus of  central Luzon but 
had  limited success. Their most ambitious plan called for co ali tions with 
 Japanese pirates and the Sultanate of  Brunei through their shared kinship 
networks. Not only had Brunei resisted Spanish incursion in the early 1580s, 
but it was also the central gateway to Muslim Southeast Asia from the Phil-
ippines.39 Unfortunately for the conspirators, an Indigenous man named 
don Antonio Surabao leaked the plot to his Spanish patron, who rushed 
to Manila with news of  an imminent uprising. Governor Santiago de Vera 
immediately rounded up and interrogated all high- level conspirators, which 
resulted in twenty- four guilty verdicts. It is entirely unclear  whether  these 
denunciations  were based on direct evidence or, in at least some cases, they 
functioned as excuses to punish nobles linked to Islam.
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Don Agustín de Legazpi and don Martín Panga  were decapitated, and 
their heads  were displayed in iron cages. Spaniards confiscated their estates 
and salted their fields so that nothing would grow  there. Don Luis Aman-
icalao and Calao  were exiled for three and four years, respectively, and  were 
soon deported on a ship bound for Acapulco with a handful of their co-
conspirators.40 They  were among four exiled elites who survived the pas-
sage to Acapulco.41

The vio lence of  Vera’s retribution indicates the surprise, anguish, and 
fear so common in Spanish accounts of  having found Muslims, their an-
cient enemies, on the far side of the world. Although the suppression of  
Legazpi and Panga’s conspiracy in 1588–1589 definitively severed Luzon 
elites from outward expressions of their pre- Hispanic Muslim heritage, 
Spanish fears of  spiritual backsliding remained. Thus, Spaniards believed 
that their survival relied on their ability to incentivize  others to ally 
themselves with the colony and convert to Chris tian ity, limit the means 
by which non- Spanish  people could find solidarity, and preserve the status 
quo of  convivencia.

The arrival of  Chinese merchants and laborers in large numbers only 
exacerbated Spanish anx i eties. The prospect of  multiethnic co ali tions, cou-
pled with the ideological strain of  hosting a rapidly growing male Chinese 
population in Manila, introduced a new rhe toric of  fear that doomed the 
proj ect of  colonial convivencia. During the late sixteenth  century, Manila 
experienced a tremendous growth in trade with the Southern Min (閩南), 
a seafaring  people originating primarily from Fujian. A major province of  
foreign commerce since the Yuan dynasty (1271–1368), Fujian had a low ag-
ricultural output relative to its population, which encouraged many resi-
dents to turn to the sea and seek their fortune abroad.42 Although illicit trade 
occurred throughout the sixteenth  century, Spanish settlement in the Philip-
pines coincided with the Ming dynasty’s formal opening of the port of  
Yuegang (月港) to overseas trade in 1567.43 This maritime allowance also in-
tersected with the promulgation of the Single Whip Reform (一條鞭法) in 
1580, which meant that taxes in China  were now collected in the form of  
silver instead of  rice. This increased demand for silver aligned Chinese trade 
interests with  those of  Spanish suppliers of  silver in the Philippines.44 Trav-
eling 15–20 days from coastal Fujian, ship captains typically arrived in Manila 
 after the Lunar New Year and stayed for several months, leaving numerous 
passengers and sailors  behind before departing (figure 1.1).45
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1.1  Hydrographic and Chorographic Map of the Philippine Islands

The Jesuit Pedro Murillo Velarde’s “Carta hydrographica y chorographica de las Yslas Fili-
pinas” is the iconic colonial- era projection of the Philippines. Designed with the contribu-
tions of two Philippine artists, Nicolás de la Cruz Bagay and Francisco Suárez, the map 
features a Chinese ship (champan de china) off the “Yloco” (Iloco) coast to the northwest of  
Luzon. To the east, Manila galleons sail in  either direction near the Embocadero (the eastern 
entrance to the Philippines). The map’s left side contains six panels featuring the diverse 
array of  ethnic groups residing in the islands, while the right side has inset maps of  cities 
and illustrations of  modes of  crop cultivation and hunting.

Pedro Murillo Velarde, “Carta hydrographica y chorographica de las Yslas Filipinas” (Manila, 1734). 
World Digital Library.
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In a letter to King Felipe II in 1590, Domingo de Salazar, the Dominican 
bishop of  Manila, wrote that  these new arrivals, the “Sangleyes,” had turned 
an inhospitable swamp into a well- ordered and productive district (the 
Parian). According to him, the energetic trade that occurred  there was un-
paralleled in the world. The abundant goods and marvelous won ders of  
China and elsewhere could be bought for prices so low “that it is shameful 
to say it.”46 Salazar admired the district’s doctors, pharmacists, specialists 
in mechanical arts, restaurants (where all could eat well and cheaply), sil-
versmiths, and goldsmiths. In the comparative imaginary so common to 
early modern observers, Salazar viewed Chinese artistry, bookbinding, and 
farming in the Philippines as superior to the equivalents in  Europe and 
Mexico.

Salazar’s wide- eyed awe mirrored Hernando Cortés’s admiration of the 
legendary market of  Tlatelolco that is a defining feature of  his second carta 
de relación (report) to King Carlos V.47 Salazar articulated a colonial dis-
course that deployed the language of  orientalistic maravilla (won der) to 
encourage missionary activity in Asia and bring the riches and territories 
of  those distant polities into the universal Catholic kingdom. Millenarian 
writers believed  these conjunctures to be the destiny of the world. The best- 
known example of this discourse was Juan González de Mendoza’s Historia 
de las cosas mas notables, ritos y costumbres, del gran reyno dela China (History of 
the most notable  things, rites and customs, of the  grand kingdom of  China), 
published in Rome in 1585— just five years before Salazar penned his letter 
to King Felipe II.48 Mendoza’s unequivocal praise of  Chinese  people and 
civilization spread widely throughout  Europe (his book had forty- five 
editions and was published in seven languages in just fifteen years), stoking 
the imaginations of  several generations of   European readers.49 According 
to Mendoza, the Chinese had the advantage over  Europeans in every-
thing except Chris tian ity. He wrote that Saint Thomas had visited China 
long before and that the signs of  his journey remained in certain ele ments 
of  Chinese religiosity. In other words, Chinese  people would be receptive 
to the re introduction of  Chris tian ity, and if they  were converted, their 
kingdom would become Christendom’s greatest prize.50

Efforts at Catholicization both in the Philippines and on the Chinese 
mainland met with very  limited success, however. The overwhelming ma-
jority of  Chinese settling in Manila never received baptism. Nonetheless, 
several hundred Chinese de cided to conform to Hispanic expectations and 
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managed to leverage their new status as converts to achieve a considerable 
degree of  social mobility. Chinese Christians  were permitted to live out-
side of the Parian, could marry Indigenous  women, and had fewer tribute 
obligations than their unconverted peers. Christian weddings between Chi-
nese men and local  women  were highly encouraged, as the prevailing 
view was that  these  women would attach new converts to good Catholic 
and Hispanic customs.51 The push  toward Catholic  unions was also in-
tended to curb Chinese bigamy, or the incidents in which men with fami-
lies in Fujian would take a concubine, lover, or additional wife in the 
Philippines. A child of  a Chinese- Indigenous licensed marriage was known 
as a “mestizo / a” or “mestizo / a de sangley,” and  these mixed descen-
dants quickly acquired reputations as loyal and dependable subjects of the 
Spanish Crown through the moderating influence of their Philippine 
 mothers. The ambiguity of  “mestizos” in the Philippines as both Spanish- 
Indigenous and Chinese- Indigenous reinforces the argument that, in the 
prevailing Spanish view, Hispanic and Chinese lineages  were equally ca-
pable of  producing a mixed population of   service to the colony.

Some converts, like Juan Sami, taught Hokkien and Mandarin Chinese 
to dedicated Dominican missionaries like Juan Cobo, and still  others crafted 
devotional art, built churches, and even prepared the ninety- seven illus-
trated pages of the ambitious “Boxer Codex” manuscript (figure  1.2).52 
Undoubtedly, the most eco nom ically successful and socially influential Chi-
nese Christian of the early cohort was a man named Eng Kang, who was 
baptized as Juan Bautista de Vera.

Morga wrote that Kang was a “Christian Sangley known in the land . . .  
rich and well favored by the Spaniards, feared and respected by the Sangl-
eyes . . .  and he had many godchildren, and dependents, and he was very 
Hispanicized and spirited.”53 Kang owned twelve trapiches (sugar mills), one 
ingenio (sugar refinery), and half  of the salt flats of  Nabotas, to the north 
of  Manila. Collectively, he and the other Chinese Christian landowners 
managed sugar and agricultural operations with over 100 enslaved laborers 
and thousands of  Chinese field hands. Kang also participated directly in 
transpacific trade with Mexico. Although it is unlikely that he crossed the 
Pacific, the name Juan Baptista de Vera appears in the log of   people who 
entered Acapulco in 1592. In that year, Asian sailors and nine passengers 
registered an unusually large quantity of  merchandise at the Mexican 
port.54 De Vera was likely a dependent or godson of  Kang who served as 
his intermediary in transpacific trading. By 1594, Kang was employing a 
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Spaniard, Luis Hernández, as his middleman in Acapulco. During one 
trading season, Kang sent twenty- six boxes of  clothes to Spain, collectively 
worth 25,000 pesos— a significant portion of the total value of  goods loaded 
on the galleon. He subsequently earned a cask of  riches so heavy that not 
even four men could lift it.55

Still, the optimism that Salazar communicated and that  people like Kang 
inspired proved to be more exceptional than typical in Manila. As early as 
the 1580s, Spaniards began stereotyping “Sangelyes” as “materialistic, self- 
interested, and unreliable due to their inherent lack of  morality.”56 One of 
the first ordinances targeting “Sangley” cultural customs expressly invoked 
the dangers of their influence on the spiritually vulnerable Indigenous 
population. In 1592, Cristobal de Salvatierra, an ecclesiastical judge, rec-
ommended that Chinese Lunar New Year plays be banned  because “su-
perstitions and idolatries are mixed . . .  all of which is of   great scandal to 
the New Christians.”57 Any “Sangley” violating the order would be fined 
twenty pesos (likely the equivalent of  several months’ wages), forfeit their 
costumes, receive two hundred lashes, perform forced  labor for a year, 
and be exiled forever. In 1594, King Felipe II issued a royal proclamation re-
inforcing the intention of the new rule: he ordered that unconverted 
“Sangleyes” be kept physically separate from the New Christians (figure 1.3). 
In the same year, an inquisitor of the Holy Office in Mexico City received 
six letters from the Philippines, some of which strongly condemned the 
public practice of  Chinese rites, ceremonies, and idolatries.58

The crescendo of  Spanish fear increased when two ragged Spaniards ar-
rived in Manila in 1593 with the shocking news that the governor, Gómez 
Pérez Dasmariñas, had been murdered on his flagship during a mutiny of  
“Sangley” rowers. Against the wishes of  his advisers, the governor had im-
pressed 250 Chinese men for an expedition to retake the Spice Islands and 
 organized the men into five companies  under Chinese Christian captains.59 
 After a week at sea, the governor’s flagship encountered strong currents 
and contrary winds that the impressed rowers  were unable to overcome. 
The Spanish crew harassed and beat them, despite the governor’s previous 
promise of  good treatment. When verbal and physical abuse failed, the gov-
ernor told the Chinese that if they did not row harder, he would chain 
them and cut their hair. Haircutting had been a highly controversial require-
ment of  Chinese conversion to Catholicism that symbolized the passage 
from orientalistic femininity to Hispanicized masculinity. As Christina Lee 
notes, hair was fundamentally impor tant in Confucian discourse extending 
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back to the Han period’s Xiaojing (孝經, Classic of  Filial Piety) and Liji (禮記, 
Book of  Rites).60 Hair conveyed notions of  personhood, civility, and hon-
oring the bodily inheritance one received from parents and more remote 
ancestors. Its removal symbolized severing “familial and social ties” with 
the motherland.61

Rather than face this disgrace, the Chinese rowers de cided, as one, to 
seize the ship the next night. The Ming Shilu (明實錄, Ming dynasty an-
nals) commemorate this moment by including a speech. According to the 

1.3  Geometric Description of  Manila

Manila’s spatial  organization exemplifies the Spanish obsession with urban segregation to 
limit moral corruption. The walled city is the Spanish quarter (Intramuros), which is iso-
lated and protected. Just east of  Intramuros (“I”) is the Chinese Parian. South of the Parian 
(“e”) is the  Japanese quarter of  Dilao. The Hospital de los Chinos (Chinese Hospital) is sep-
arated by the Pasig River from the Parian, and the Hospital de los Naturales (Hospital of 
the Natives) is west of  Dilao.

“Descripción geométrica de la ciudad y circunvalación de Manila y de sus arrabales al Consejo de las 
Indias,” 1671, AGI, MP- Filipinas, 10. Reproduction courtesy of the Archivo General de Indias.
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annals, Pan Hewu, the leader of the mutineers, said: “Let us revolt and die 
in that way. Should we submit to being flogged to death or suffer any other 
such ignominious death? Should we not rather die in  battle? Let us stab 
this chieftain to death and save our lives. If we are victorious, let us hoist 
the sails and return to our country. If we should succumb and be fettered, 
it  will be time enough to die.”62

The two Spanish survivors, Francisco Montilla and Juan de Cuellar, re-
counted how the “Sangleyes”— both the unconverted and their Christian 
captains— had armed themselves with katanas (  Japanese swords) during the 
night. They dressed in white shirts and carried candles to distinguish them-
selves from their enemies during the fighting. Then, each rower pre-
tended to sleep next to a Spaniard, waiting for the whistle that signaled the 
ambush. The Spanish and Philippine crew members had stayed up late 
gambling and, due to the heat, slept naked in the corridors and on the 
rowers’ seats. When the whistle pierced the night, the Chinese mutineers 
slit the Spaniards’ throats. Belowdecks, the commotion woke Dasmariñas. 
The Chinese called for him to stop the fighting, but they  were waiting for 
him to lift the hatch to his cabin. As Dasmariñas pulled himself  up, a ka-
tana split his head, and pikes impaled his body “with more than barbarian 
ferocity,” according to one chronicler.63

 After seizing control of the ship, the mutineers steered it north to make 
the crossing to China. In the imaginative narration of  Bartolomé Leonardo 
de Argensola, the mutineers began summoning spirits to guide them 
through a period of  contrary and calm winds.64 The mutineers’ inexperi-
ence at sea and an ambush in the Ilocos allegedly heightened their reliance 
on super natural means to escape the Philippines.  These phantasmagoric 
details appear only in Argensola’s retelling and are clearly deployed to 
 demonize the Chinese. The appearance of  folk practices pre sents a firm 
dichotomy between Catholic dogma and Chinese paganism, or between 
holy faith and abominable ritual.

At wit’s end, one mutineer who was possessed by a spirit purportedly 
tied a Philippine captive to the foremast. For the sake of  conjuring favorable 
wind, the mutineer then pulled out a dagger and opened the victim’s chest. 
As the bound man strug gled, the mutineer reached his hand into the cavity, 
removed a handful of  organs, put it in his mouth, and threw the rest down. 
This sacrifice filled the Spanish witnesses with “horror and hate,” and for 
Argensola’s audience it surely recalled the tales of  Mexica sacrifice and can-
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nibalistic rituals that had served to legitimize the Cortés invasion of  Tenoch-
titlan.65 Having completed the grisly ceremony, the Chinese crew, at the 
behest of the possessed man, abandoned the rest of their prisoners in a skiff 
and continued on  toward China, only to be blown off course again.66

The death of  Dasmariñas at the hands of  a mutinous Chinese crew and 
the subsequent horrors of the journey marked a turning point in Sino- 
Spanish relations in the Philippines. Rather than merely suspecting that 
the Chinese community contained rebellious and corrupting ele ments, 
Spaniards began to assume that such characteristics  were inherent. Das-
mariñas’s death intensified exclusionary discourse against the Chinese and 
culminated in several high- level petitions for  wholesale expulsion.  These 
petitions typically argued that despite the integral role of the Chinese and 
their Parian to the colonial economy, they  were ultimately too disruptive 
to the status quo to remain. The coexistence of  Spanish, Indigenous, and 
Chinese  people became intolerable to many administrators, and relations 
only became increasingly strained as the “Sangley” population swelled.

The son of the slain governor, Luis Pérez Dasmariñas, soon assumed 
the governorship, and in 1595 he unsuccessfully attempted to impose se-
vere restrictions on the “Sangleyes.” For example, the restrictions stated 
that the Parian could neither be extended to within 100 paces of the city 
wall nor contain more than 100 shops for artisans. All “Sangley” denizens 
would also need special permission to remain in the city, on pain of  de-
portation.67 In the wake of  his  father’s death, the youn ger Dasmariñas 
perceived all “Sangleyes” of the Parian as military threats to the colony.

 After his tenure as governor, Dasmariñas penned the most ambitious pe-
tition of  his  career. In a letter to King Felipe II in 1597, he proposed that all 
unconverted “Sangleyes” be deported from Manila immediately.68 Defini-
tive expulsion relied on the notion of  inherent racial characteristics that 
distinguished “Sangleyes” from Spaniards and Philippine neophytes. As 
Dasmariñas put it, “experience” had hardened Spanish perceptions of  
Chinese  people and customs. He described all “Sangleyes” as “extremely 
greedy and thieving and traitorous in their being.”69 They corrupted Philip-
pine Natives, turning them away from Catholicism through “an abomi-
nable and nefarious sin” (meaning sodomy); funneled wealth away from 
Spaniards; successfully competed against Christians for jobs; and could 
murder Spaniards in their homes if they wanted.70 For Dasmariñas, the very 
nature of  “Sangleyes” was incompatible with Hispanic society.
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As evidence, Dasmariñas listed a slew of  ship mutinies and accusations 
of  cultural malignity. Though he did not directly reference the death of  
his  father, he described the 1593 mutiny as being “so costly, woeful, and 
harmful and that it impeded so much good and  service both of  God and 
of  His Majesty.”71 He also mentioned other Chinese mutinies: on a ship en 
route to Cagayan, on a Portuguese ship headed to Melaka, and on a vessel 
sailing to Mindanao. The fact that the Chinese continued to rebel— despite 
supposedly receiving good treatment— was indisputable evidence that they 
could not be persuaded to abandon their inherent vices. Dasmariñas 
summed up “Sangleyes” as “a  people so ruinous, insolent, depraved, and 
shameless.”72

He ended this extraordinary letter with an eight- point plan that culmi-
nated in expulsion and highly restricted contact thereafter. The first step 
required the governor to list all the trades that non- Christian Chinese 
worked in that could be done by Christian replacements. Chinese who 
could not be replaced and  were neither hagglers nor gamblers could stay, 
at least  until a converted Christian could replace them. However, “all the 
rest of the infidel Sangleyes of  these islands are to be gathered up, embarked 
on ships, and sent to their lands with much care, rigor, and punctuality.”73 
Dasmariñas also recommended that only necessary sailors and merchants 
should be allowed to disembark and that they would all have to leave again 
in the same year to prevent unwanted immigration. Licenses to travel into 
the countryside beyond two leguas (leagues) from Manila would be de-
nied.74 No non- Christian “Sangley” would be able to seek refuge in a con-
vent or Intramuros, nor would they be given licenses to make rice wine. 
Citizens caught helping the “Sangleyes” break any of  these rules would be 
punished severely.75

Dasmariñas was not the only Spaniard to respond radically to the 1593 
mutiny. Daily discrimination against “Sangleyes” became the norm by the 
late 1590s. Guided by fear, Spanish administrators responded to the 
“Sangley” presence with economic abuse, spatial containment, religious 
restrictions, and  political disenfranchisement. In 1596, hundreds of  “Sangley” 
merchants and ship captains took the unpre ce dented step of  lodging a 
formal, written complaint in Chinese. Led by the nine most power ful cap-
tains and  eighteen merchants, they submitted their letter to the Domin-
ican bishop of  Nueva Segovia, Miguel de Benavides. His colleague, Diego 
Aduarte, prepared a translation of the letter (figure 1.4).
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Although Aduarte’s translation is largely faithful, the Chinese text of-
fers a more detailed report of  daily abuses.76 The letter attested to ram-
pant mistreatment in the Parian. The merchants and captains reported that 
Spanish administrators and functionaries “are all greedy and corrupt,” de-
manding bribes, stealing Chinese wares, and having the protection of  
judges. “Sangley” travel permits to trade elsewhere in the islands had 
been categorically denied and disregarded as well. The merchants and 
captains ended the letter as follows: “What a miserable life, and we 
sign in despair! . . .  With tears in our eyes, we are grateful to submit this 
petition.”77

The convivencia that kept the colony afloat and enabled the riches of 
Asia to flow to the Amer i cas— thus maintaining the very legitimacy of the 
colony— was balanced on a razor’s edge. Framed as the central threat to 
moral order, the “Sangleyes”  were transformed into a monolith of  impu-
rity and subversion. The hardening of  racialized  stereotypes and their in-
discriminate projection predisposed the populace to perform mass vio lence 
against their neighbors. Murdering “Sangleyes” could now be construed 
as an act of  protection not only of  Spanish Intramuros, but also of the easily 
corrupted Philippine New Christians. The discriminatory ideology of 
the past  decade directly enabled the mass vio lence that erased the Parian 
in 1603.

Saving Manila: The 1603 Massacre

On May 23, 1603, three Chinese officials from the mainland arrived in Ma-
nila with a formidable entourage, triggering “a period of  increased racial 
and ethnic tension in a city that was already marked by considerable un-
ease.”78 Led by an ambitious eunuch named Gao Cai (髙寀), the officials 
inquired about rumors of  a mountain of  gold in what they called Keit (the 
port of  Cavite), which they had heard from a carpenter named Zhang Yi.79 
During their stay, they assumed jurisdictional authority over the “Sangl-
eyes” of the Parian and imposed punishment for vari ous offenses. One 
Chinese Christian translator named Gabriel Yaocon was accosted and 
beaten in the Parian for working with the Spaniards and forced to kowtow 
before the entourage. The brother- in- law of  a Chinese Christian bailiff 
named Aychuan was tortured with  needles in his knuckles. According 
to one Spanish witness of  these and other punishments, “all are afraid to 
see that a barbarian made justice in the land of  our lord.”80 Fundamen-
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tally,  these acts represented the unbalancing of the status quo and a sway 
 toward a colony governed by Chinese  legal customs rather than Spanish 
institutions.

 After discovering that no gold mountain existed in Cavite, the officials 
asked Zhang Yi why he had spread  these rumors. Benavides, then arch-
bishop of  Manila, translated the carpenter’s chilling response for Gov-
ernor Pedro de Acuña: “If  you want that this be gold, it  will be, but if  you 
do not want it to be, it  will not. What I say is cut the heads of the indios of 
this land, and you  will find the neck filled with hoop skirts and necklaces 
of  gold. This is the gold I speak of.”81 Although the officials departed shortly 
thereafter at the governor’s insistence, Zhang Yi’s answer spooked Spanish 
authorities, who feared an imminent invasion by the Chinese.82 If the 
mainland Chinese sought to seize Manila, the Spaniards reasoned, then 
surely the 30,000 “Sangleyes” of the Parian would rise as a fifth column to 
join them.

In the uncertain aftermath, Benavides rescinded his former support of 
the “Sangleyes.” He delivered several inflammatory public sermons that 
warned of  an impending uprising and penned a thorough letter to King 
Felipe III, urging him to approve the immediate expulsion of the “Sangl-
eyes.”83 He entreated the king to recall his ancestors, Fernando and Isabel, 
who solved prob lems of  moral degradation through forceful deportation: 
“In one blow they threw out all the Moors and Jews of  Spain, and they 
took that for their coat of  arms. Do not think, your majesty, that  these 
 people [Sangleyes] are only in Manila or next to Manila but through all the 
land . . .  and spreading this dev ilry [sodomy] and other vices through it 
all.”84 With Benavides’s encouragement, Acuña began hurried preparations 
to safeguard the city.

The governor stockpiled rice from Pampanga; demolished  houses in the 
Parian next to the walls; instructed “Sangley” laborers to dig a moat around 
Intramuros; ordered Spanish merchants to purchase all available metal and 
weapons from “Sangley” blacksmiths; mandated that Parian officials com-
pile registries of  individuals with notations about their weapon owner-
ship and trustworthiness; and began secretly arming units of  Japanese, 
Tagalog, and Kapampangan warriors.85 The Franciscan Juan de Garro-
villas remembered the tension of the summer of  1603 as if  “we  were all 
with knives at our throats.”86

Aduarte wrote that several impetuous Spanish officials had already 
drafted plans to exterminate the “Sangleyes” to avoid fighting against both 
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external and internal enemies at the same time. He noted that “ after this, 
the  people of  less capacity looked at [the Sangleyes] already like enemies, 
and they treated them very badly, whereupon they went about restless 
and afraid.”87  After Acuña began mobilizing  Japanese and Philippine war-
riors, they too began harassing the “Sangleyes” and calling them dogs 
and traitors.88

When a cohort of two thousand disgruntled “Sangley” laborers fi nally 
raised arms on October 3, none other than Eng Kang raced to warn Acuña 
and pressed him to find a bloodless resolution to the crisis.89 Rather than 
receiving the governor’s gratitude, Kang was imprisoned and con ve niently 
accused of  inciting the revolt. The most power ful man in Manila, the con-
sistently loyal Kang, had become the victim of  a sweeping racial discourse 
that painted all “Sangleyes” as enemies. Kang had been a man who was 
“rich and well favored by the Spaniards,” but now he had become a sub-
versive agent who “feigned loyalty” and acted “as a faithful thief.”90

Acuña had Kang summarily executed on October 11. Kang swore to the 
end that he was innocent of treason. He said that “for the rut he was in, 
he did not owe his death and that he had always been a loyal vassal of  his 
majesty and that God knew what he had in his chest and carried in his 
heart.”91  After the hanging, the Spanish executioners quartered his body, 
displayed his head in a cage, and destroyed his home.

During the rebels’ initial attacks, Luis Pérez Dasmariñas defended the 
Tondo church with a contingent of the colony’s most experienced soldiers. 
Emboldened by an early victory but against Acuña’s directives, Dasmariñas 
ordered the first Spanish pursuit of the rebel forces. When his captains hes-
itated to disobey Acuña by marching their tired troops into bad terrain, 
Dasmariñas allegedly retorted, “What chicken has sung to your ear?” and 
demanded “that they should keep  going, for twenty- five soldiers are enough 
for all of  China.”92 With this Cortés- like pretension, he and his com pany 
of  130 crack pikemen and harquebusiers trekked north  after the retreating 
“Sangleyes” into marshland with high grasses on a path so narrow that no 
more than two men could walk side by side. They marched directly into 
an ambush. The “Sangleyes” “came onto [Dasmariñas] so intently that they 
crushed him and broke his legs. And on his knees, he fought a long time, 
 until they beat him senseless, without a strong helmet to defend him.”93

 After this triumph, the “Sangleyes” advanced on the walls with their 
siege towers and the decapitated heads of the defeated Spaniards (figure 1.5). 
Only Figueroa with his cannon and a contingent of  five hundred  Japanese 
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1.5  Drawing of the Two Machines

Modeled  after the loquat cart (杷车) of the eleventh- century Complete 
Essentials for the Military Classics, soldiers in two of  these towers attacked 
Intramuros during the 1603 uprising. The cannonball to the left presum-
ably depicts the shot that destroyed the towers. The caption reads, 
“Drawing of the two machines.  Those with which the Sangleyes in-
tended to scale the city [walls] of  Manila  were 28 feet high (which is the 
height of the wall) each, and they fit 12 men in a row between them. At 
least a thousand Sangleyes took this machine and protected themselves 
with it  until arriving. The artillery tore them to pieces and killed many 
Sangleyes.” Wujing qishu zhijie (武經七書直解), in Zhongguo bingshu 
jicheng (中国兵書集成), vol. 10 (Beijing: Jiefangjun Chubanshe [解放軍
出版社], 1988).

“Dibujo de las dos máquinas con que los sangleyes pretendieron escalar la ciudad 
de Manila,” 1606, AGI, MP- Ingenios, 237. Reproduction courtesy of the Archivo 
General de Indias.
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soldiers  under Spanish command succeeded in repulsing the attackers. The 
counterattack ended in the complete destruction of the Parian and the 
murder of thousands of  noncombatants. The deaths  were on a scale com-
parable only to the most horrific episodes of  colonial vio lence, like the hei-
nous siege of  Tenochtitlan in 1521. Spaniards deployed mass slaughter as 
an essential technique to achieve their ambitions of  eliminating  those 
deemed unassimilable challengers of  colonial intent and rule.

Facing imminent destruction, many wealthy “Sangley” merchants chose 
death on their own terms by hanging themselves. Even Argensola, who 
elsewhere described “Sangleyes” as “monsters,” reflected that “although 
it would be less meticulous to kill them all, or to try, it did not seem just 
to punish  people whose offense was uncertain.”94 Both he and Juan de 
Bustamante placed the blame for the slaughter on the  Japanese, Tagalog, 
and Kapampangan “butchers” and thus absolved Spaniards of the respon-
sibility for the indiscriminate killings (figure 1.6).95

1.6  The Massacres of  1603

Displayed in the Bahay Tsinoy Museum in Intramuros, Manila, this con temporary rendi-
tion in miniatures depicts the brutal, chaotic killing in the Parian in 1603 that claimed many 
civilian lives.

Photo courtesy of the author.
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Acuña’s reinforcements (four thousand Tagalog and Kapampangan 
auxiliaries) chased the surviving “Sangleyes” into the countryside.96 The 
steadfast Dimarocots displayed exceptional initiative on numerous occa-
sions during the pursuit. For example, during the attack on the “Sangley” 
fort at San Francisco del Monte, don Guillermo “always [went] to the most 
dangerous and risky positions.”97 He  later advanced at the head of  seventy 
men with harquebus, lance, and pavis (large shield)  toward the “Sangley” 
fort at San Pablo. He cut off the fort’s food supply and killed any who 
left in search of  provisions.98 Harassing the “Sangleyes”  toward Batangas, 
don Guillermo and Martín de Herrera, a Spanish captain, cornered the 
“Sangley” rearguard by the Tiao River, and in desperation, many “Sangl-
eyes” jumped into the  water and drowned.99 The chase continued, and the 
Dimarocots gave no quarter. Don Guillermo and Herrera surrounded one 
of the last groups of  “Sangley” troops on a hill near Batangas. Don Guill-
ermo posted his twenty- seven Kapampangan harquebusiers by a river to 
keep the “Sangleyes” from collecting drinking  water. While looking for an 
attack route, he stumbled upon a patrol of  forty rebels. Although the skir-
mishers shattered don Guillermo’s shield with rocks and fireworks, the 
Kapampangan harquebusiers routed their foes.100 This encounter formed 
part of  a larger, six- hour  battle at Batangas against the last “Sangley” 
column, which was trapped between Philippine warriors and the sea. Don 
Ventura fought at the head of two hundred Tagalogs and reported no 
survivors.

Once the bloody campaign had subsided and the Tagalog and Kapam-
pangan reinforcements had returned victorious from Batangas, Spanish 
 treasury officials auctioned off what remained of  Kang’s impressive estate. 
The extensive inventory included a  horse, a silver sword, and five enslaved 
servants who had survived the uprising.101 Some of  these goods  were  later 
shipped across the Pacific to New Spain.102 The other three hundred Chi-
nese Christians who returned to the city with a  pardon also suffered major 
losses. Property worth more than seventy thousand pesos had been looted, 
and only a tiny portion was restored to survivors, despite sweeping prom-
ises of  restitution.103 Starting on November 7, 1603, Spanish administrators 
called on survivors to provide testimony about the holdings of  dead “Sangl-
eyes” so that they could repossess their lands at very cheap prices.  After a 
protracted series of  litigations, all the salt flats of  Nabotas and most sugar 
plantations formerly owned by prominent Chinese Christians and their 
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descendants fell into Spanish hands. Assets acquired over  decades  were 
wiped out over the course of  several years. Much of this property would 
 later be sold or donated to the University of  Santo Tomas  after its founding 
in 1611.104

Adaptive Slave- Trading Practices

Both the execution of  Kang and the appropriation of  land and wealth  after 
the uprising removed the emerging class of  affluent, ambitious, and landed 
Chinese Christians from direct participation in transpacific trade and travel. 
Over the next  decade, Chinese Christians had few opportunities to reclaim 
their once privileged status as the colony’s most prosperous and mobile 
demographic group. One Chinese Christian of this cohort, Miguel Lonte, 
died in prison at eighty years of  age: he had been convicted of  commit-
ting adultery and fraud and defaulting on his debts.105 Chinese Christians’ 
reacquisition of their assets, Spanish trust, enslaved  labor, and land would 
come slowly.  After 1603, the “Sangleyes”— once Manila’s largest and most 
prosperous non- Spanish demographic group— were generally excluded 
from transpacific migration. The magnitude of this immobility becomes 
apparent only  after consulting sources on the other side of the Pacific, 
which rarely document the presence of  ethnic Chinese in the Amer i cas. 
This de facto exclusion supports Kerilyn Schewel’s argument that “mobility 
and immobility are often two sides of the same coin, mutually constitu-
tive and reinforcing.”106 Large numbers of  Chinese would not arrive in the 
Amer i cas  until the period of  indenture during the nineteenth  century. The 
special allowances that had once permitted the passage of two Chinese 
monks to study Catholicism in Mexico in 1585 became forgotten vestiges 
of  an  earlier era.107 The few documented cases of  “Sangleyes” in Mexico 
 after 1603 indicate that they had crossed the Pacific through humbler means, 
including outright enslavement.

With nearly the entire population of thirty thousand “Sangleyes”  either 
massacred or other wise driven from the city in 1603, the colonial economy 
ground to a halt.  There  were suddenly very few farmers, artisans, dock-
hands, or poor wage laborers of  any variety. All goods, even basic foodstuffs, 
became scarce. The royal cashbox of  Manila ran a deficit of  seventy- six thou-
sand pesos in the immediate aftermath of the war.108 Spaniards, including 
 those who had just participated in the massacres, waited anxiously for 
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trade ships from China to appear, since their absence would have been, 
in Acuña’s words, an “irreparable damage.”109 Although the ships did 
slowly return during the next several years, the demand for trade, financial 
subsidies from Mexico (called the situado), and additional  labor became 
increasingly urgent.110

Despite the relatively low cost of  purchasing enslaved  people in Manila, 
“Sangleyes” had become the cheapest and highest- skilled workforce in and 
around the city by the beginning of the seventeenth  century. For example, 
a “Sangley” field hand could be compelled to work for the paltry sum of  
one peso per month.111 The availability and affordability of  “Sangley”  labor 
was especially impor tant due to the precipitous demographic decline of  
Philippine Natives on Luzon during the same period. Linda Newson esti-
mates that disease, war, and brutal colonial  labor regimes had reduced the 
population just north of  Manila by 16  percent from 1570 to 1598, despite 
high rates of  internal migration to the area. The Indigenous tribute- paying 
subjects of  Manila declined at least another 25  percent by 1630.112 Demo-
graphic losses on Luzon and in the Visayas reached 36  percent during the 
same period.113

Spaniards responded to the eradication of  poor “Sangley” wage laborers 
in 1603 by strengthening regimes of bondage in Manila. Juan de Artiz’s 1605 
report on the survivors of the 1603 uprising reflects this new real ity.114 The 
597 “Sangley” rebels who had been captured during the fighting had been 
sentenced to  labor: 262 rowed in Spanish galleys, 10 served on a ship sailing 
from Cavite to Mexico, and 26 worked in smithies. Benavides described 
them as enslaved.115 The remaining 299 could not be accounted for, since 
they had run away, died in captivity, or been granted their freedom.116 
Although “Sangleyes” from overseas soon returned to Manila (457 resi-
dence permits  were issued in 1604), the captives of  1603, together with newly 
imported enslaved men and  women from Macau and Guangzhou, totaled 
a larger population of  enslaved “Sangleyes” than had ever before resided 
in the city.117

Even the Santiaguillo, the vessel tasked in 1604 with reporting news of 
the uprising in Macau, returned with a sweltering hold containing fifty- four 
enslaved individuals.118 It is particularly telling that this ship, sent to repair 
relations with the mainland, had the double purpose of  returning with 
dozens of  captives—so desperate  were Manila’s denizens for new  labor. 
The enslaved became part of  a rapidly increasing captive population already 
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swelling with the enslaved of the Imjin War (1592–1598) and other regional 
conflicts. Spaniards welcomed  these captives from abroad, many of whom 
 were girls, for their perceived utility in domestic settings and for the sex 
trafficking that characterized much of the slave trade in  Japanese, Korean, 
and Chinese girls and  women in East Asia.119 Spaniards frequently abused 
enslaved  children from the Philippines as well.120

 After 1603, the Manila slave market would become as frenzied and di-
verse as that of  any in the major entrepôts of the Indian Ocean World. This 
surge in demand coincided with the Iberian  Union (1580–1640) and the Por-
tuguese asiento (mono poly) on slave trading to the Hispanic World in 1595, 
which facilitated unpre ce dented access to Portuguese channels of  enslave-
ment throughout Asia and Africa.

As captives changed hands, the fluid local nuances of  peonage and 
bondage common to coastal Asian polities  were “erased by  European slave 
traders.”121 Ohmura Yuko, a horrified  Japanese observer, wrote of the en-
slaved: “Their hands and feet are chained, and they are driven into the 
bottom of the ships. This is far beyond the punishment in Hell.”122 Formal 
prohibitions on  European slave trading and sex trafficking in Japan began 
with Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s 1587 restriction on “ ‘trade in persons’ (hito no 
baibai).”123 This  measure, along with a subsequent ban by the Tokugawa 
shogunate in 1616, ultimately failed to outlaw enslavement  until all Portu-
guese  were expelled from Japan in 1639.124

During the Iberian  Union, Portuguese enslavers frequently sailed to 
 Manila to exchange captives for silver. They often used the silver to buy 
Indian textiles, which  were traded in turn for the highly coveted cloves 
and nutmegs of the Spice Islands.125 Departing from bases in Macau, 
Melaka, and Makassar,  these trade missions both directly and indirectly 
linked slave trading in Manila to more distant sites of  enslavement like 
Nagasaki, the Bay of  Bengal, the Coromandel Coast, Malabar, Goa, Gu-
jarat, and the Zambezi Delta, among numerous other locales. Through 
Portuguese shipping lanes, the famed Catarina de San Juan (born Mirra) 
of the “Mughal Kingdom” arrived in Manila.126 She had been enslaved as a 
child of  eight or nine while playing on a beach with her  little  brother and 
other  children. In Kochi she received baptism, and her  later confessor, 
Alonso Ramos, considered her survival  there amid rampant sexual abuse 
(and “all of the furies of  hell”) to be the work of  divine “providence.”127
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Summaries of  cases heard in the Inquisition’s Goa Tribunal corroborate 
this wide range of  displacements in their notations of  Bengali, Malabari, 
Sinhalese, Gujarati, Javanese, Chinese,  Japanese, Burmese, and East and 
Southern African slaves.128 During the early seventeenth  century, each 
Portuguese  house hold in Goa may have had up to ten slaves, putting the 
colony’s enslaved population as high as eight thousand.129 Despite the di-
versity of  ethnic groups enslaved in Goa, the shared experience of  displace-
ment created new connections among  people in bondage. For example, 
two  Japanese captives named Tomás and Marta had been born in Goa, and 
they both ended up in Lima during the early seventeenth  century, where 
they married each other  after enduring a geographic dislocation of  over 
thirty thousand kilo meters.130

The expansion and recession of  kingdoms in South Asia often drove 
slave production in the Indian Ocean World. In par tic u lar, the Mughal Em-
peror Akbar I’s conquests in 1556–1605 and the collapsing Vijayanagara 
empire of  Southern India fueled cycles of  famine and debt that the Portu-
guese consistently exploited to acquire slaves (primarily in Gujarat, Mal-
abar, and Goa).131 One merchant  later baptized as Antón had done nothing 
more than fall asleep on a Portuguese vessel docked at Kochi. When he 
awoke, he had become a slave on a ship at sea, and he was sold in Melaka.132 
Portuguese mercenaries also raided the region around the Bay of  Bengal 
for captives, assisted by the Taungoo Kingdom (in modern- day Burma) and 
the Arakanese further west.133 A man named Mateo de la Torre had been 
ensnared somewhere on the Bengali coast at the age of  seven. He had been 
watching a bag of  rice on a beach for his  family when Portuguese enslavers 
captured him.134

Wars in Southeast Asia steadily added more enslaved  people to Portu-
guese ships as well. Siamese- Cambodian conflicts netted captives for the 
Iberian market, particularly during the mid-  and late 1590s.135 Portuguese 
expansion into Ambon, Melaka, and the Spice Islands also created new 
slave- trading ventures. By the early seventeenth  century, Portuguese slave 
trading had shifted from the northern coasts of Java and Sumatra to  these 
regions.136 António Manuel Hespanha estimates the ratio of  enslaver to en-
slaved in Melaka during the 1620s and 1630s as being between 1:25 and 
1:10.137 Away from the Malaysian coast, eighty Portuguese enslavers owned 
as many as three thousand slaves in 1609.138
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Traders added a  couple hundred East Africans from the Zambezi Delta 
and the Horn of Africa to the Indian Ocean slave market  every year. Labeled 
“negros” or cafres (from the Arabic kāfir, meaning nonbeliever), enslaved 
East Africans became highly coveted in Iberian ports from Goa to Aca-
pulco.139 Not only was owning them a symbol of wealth and prestige, but 
they had also developed considerable reputations for being skilled mari-
ners and soldiers in the Indian Ocean World.140 From  these exchanges, 
large- scale enslaved African populations  were formed in the Spanish 
Pacific, perhaps most prominently in Manila  toward the  middle of the 
seventeenth  century.141

All of  these captives entered Spanish enslavement through justifications 
of  capture during a guerra justa ( just war), affiliation with a Muslim state 
or Islam, and rescate (ransom) of  captives. This final category (frequently 
employed in the Mediterranean World, the Canary Islands, and the 
 Caribbean) proved decisive: in this case, any person enslaved in lands 
claimed by the Portuguese throughout Asia could be accepted as a slave 
without question in Manila, regardless of the legitimacy of that person’s 
enslavement, if they had been captured in Spanish territory.142 This prac-
tice became a common method of  keeping Indigenous  peoples in bondage 
despite the protections of the New Laws of  1542.143 Although influential 
writers like Juan de Solórzano Pereira criticized the legitimacy of Asian 
enslavement at the hands of the Portuguese, his Política Indiana (1648) did 
 little to sway enslavers in Manila during this period.144

Numerous examples of  these diverse networks of  enslavement appear 
in inventories of  slave owner ship in Manila  after the uprising of  1603. For 
example, Governor Acuña’s  will in 1606 listed twelve captives: Antonio 
(“negro,” sixteen years old), Tomas (a Korean, no age given), Breynte (a 
Korean, no age given), Lucia ( Javanese, ten years old), Menera (Chinese, 
eight years old), Luissa (Chinese, six years old), Luissa (Chinese, ten years 
old), Luissa Mechacha (Chinese, ten years old), Lucia (Cambodian, eleven 
or twelve years old), Madelena (Chinese, eleven years old), Pedro (Ben-
galese, twenty- four years old), and Antonio (“negro” of  Mozambique, 
twenty- four years old).145 Perhaps not coincidentally, the number of  en-
slaved Chinese girls was disproportionately high in the inventory of the 
governor who oversaw the destruction of the “Sangleyes” in 1603.

Similarly, the Spanish enslaver Joan Baptista de Manila owned fifteen 
enslaved  people in 1611: ten from Java, one “mulata” who had been born 
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in Manila, three from China, and one from Ternate. The thirteen from 
Java or China had likely been acquired through Portuguese channels.146 
Fi nally, in 1643 Francisco Díaz de Montoya’s estate of  enslaved men and 
 women included Francisco (Chinese, thirty years old), Francisco (Mal-
abar, twenty- two), Agustin (Chinese, thirty), Joseph (“mulato,” thirty), 
Francisca (Visayan, “old”), Tomasa Colunbi (“old”), Ysauel ( Jolo, thirty), 
Antona (Bengala, fifty), Ynes (“criolla,” forty and “sick”), Lorenza (“casta 
baeilan,” twenty), Andrea Caraga (eight), and Beatriz ( Java, forty).147 
Apart from Francisca of the Visayas and Ysauel of Jolo, all of  these men 
and  women or their parents had likely been enslaved and sold by the 
Portuguese.

The zenith of this new slave trade occurred from roughly 1620 to the 
end of the Iberian  Union, during a period of  relative economic recovery 
between the 1603 uprising and another major Chinese revolt in 1639.148  After 
the separation of the crowns of  Spain and Portugal in 1640, a subsequent 
ban on interimperial trade in 1644 severely  limited (though it did not ex-
clude) Spanish enslavers from Portuguese networks.149 Growing Dutch 
naval supremacy and Mughal opposition to Portuguese enslavement fur-
ther impeded the continuity of  these networks.

 After arriving in Manila, captives entered enslaved communities in the 
Philippines that  were already swelling with numerous moro (Muslim) cap-
tives. In 1621, Miguel García Serrano, the archbishop of the Philippines, es-
timated that 1,970 slaves lived within the city walls, with many more in the 
surrounding lands.150  These numbers continued to rise over the next  couple 
of   decades due to accelerated Portuguese slave trading in Manila and con-
flicts internal to the Philippines. For example, Governor Sebastián Hurtado 
de Corcuera’s wars against Mindanao (1637) and Jolo (1638) netted forty- 
three captives, mostly  women and  children, for the public market, in addi-
tion to the more than a hundred that the soldiers had already claimed for 
themselves.151 Corcuera sent several of  these girls to New Spain with his 
niece in 1642.152

Despite formal bans, a clandestine slave trade in non- Muslim Filipinos 
also thrived  under the Spanish colonial administration. For example, in the 
 middle of the seventeenth  century, six- year- old Domingo de la Cruz was 
snatched from his parents’ home in the jurisdiction of  Tutuli near Cebu 
by a Captain Antonio Rodriguez. Domingo would not know his own 
origin and, thus, the illegality of  his enslavement,  until he overheard the 
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details during his sale from Captain Don Pedro de Urbina to Juan Sánchez 
Bañales in Salagua, Mexico.153  Children  were especially vulnerable to this 
form of trafficking, and sometimes  those as young as four  were enslaved. 
Moreover, enslavers often preferred trading in  children  because they had 
to pay only half  of the usual import duty for them in Acapulco.154 Stories 
like Domingo de la Cruz’s contextualize Ben Vinson III’s findings that when 
Asians in Mexico in 1605–1700  were asked for their parents’ names, twenty 
out of twenty- two  people said they did not know  those names.155 Catarina 
de San Juan similarly could not recall her  father’s name, nor could she re-
member the name of  her homeland “for being so young when she was 
taken from it.”156

The expanding slave market in Manila extended to Acapulco via private 
license and contraband. Crucially, that expansion coincided with rising 
 labor demands in central Mexico, spurred by a diminishing Indigenous pop-
ulation. In 1597, only enslaved  people intended for personal  service to 
elites  were permitted to cross the Pacific, albeit in  limited numbers. The 
growth of the transpacific slave trade in subsequent years, particularly  after 
the 1603 uprising, produced more lenient oversight. In 1620, the Spanish 
Crown reluctantly allowed lowly passengers and sailors— many of whom 
 were acting as proxies for merchants in Manila—to transport one enslaved 
person each, though sailors regularly embarked with more than one cap-
tive.157 This change meant that a galleon could now legally carry as many 
of the enslaved as it could hold. Though the total volume may appear rel-
atively small next to transatlantic crossings of the same period, Manila 
galleon holds  were crammed with valuable Asian wares, meaning that the 
enslaved generally filled the decks to capacity.158

 These slave traders stood to make several times their investments if they 
had a successful sale in Mexico.159 The main hindrances to transpacific en-
slavers  were the high import duties charged when they arrived in Aca-
pulco, which reached fifty pesos per enslaved person by 1626.160 In some 
cases, this sum exceeded a fifth of the enslaved person’s assessed value. De-
spite  these hurdles, galleons regularly registered numerous contingents 
of  enslaved  people for sale in Acapulco. For example, the San Ambrosio 
logged forty- five slaves when it reached that port in 1639 ( table 1.1). Diego 
Perez, a scribe on the ship’s crew, and Joseph de Vides, a passenger, each 
registered seven captives.161



 Table 1.1 List of  Enslaved  People per Crew Member or Passenger on the San Ambrosio in 1639

Crew member 
or passenger’s name 
in the order of their 
appearance in 
Acapulco

Crew member 
or passenger’s 
position

Number of  enslaved 
 people (45 in all) on 
arrival in Acapulco

Additional details 
about the enslaved

Diego Perez Scribe 7
Juan Camacho Sailor 1 Antonio Malabar
Juan Domingo  Pilot 1 Juan of  Malabar land
Antonio Pinto Sailor 1 Benito
Francisco Suarez Artilleryman 1 Antonio “cafre”
Nicolas Mezia Artilleryman 1 Sold to Antonio 

Morgaxo
Juan Dominguez  Pilot 3 (Dominguez received 

1 from a Lieutenant 
Francisco de 
Lescomo in Manila)

Juan Esteban Picana Sailor 2 (Picana sponsored the 
transpacific journey 
of  1 for Lucas García, 
sailor)

Joseph de Vides Passenger 
(captain)

7

Gaspar de Sossa Sailor 1
Diego Nunez Sailor 1
Manuel Lopez Sailor 1
Domingo Gonzalez 

de la Tereza
Sailor 1

Francisco de Aguirre Sailor 1
Manuel Hernandez 

de Cavite
Sailor 1

Simon Cordero Quartermaster 1
Grauiel Perezon Sailor 1
Pedro Gallardo Sailor 1
Francisco Delizalde Sailor 1
Juan de Silva Constable 2
Miguel Costentino Caulker 1
Pedro de Oliua Sailor 1
Tomas Delgado  Pilot assistant 2
Vicente de Oria Unknown 5 (Oria sponsored the 

transpacific journey 
of  1 for Lucas García 
and 1 for Nicolas de 
Rriuas, sailor)

Source: “Caja de Acapulco,” 1637, Archivo General de Indias, Contaduría, 905A, fols. 363r–399r.
Notes: This  table demonstrates the broad participation in transpacific slave trading that the system of  

private licenses entailed.  Treasury officials assessed each enslaved person at a value of three hundred pesos and 
charged enslavers fifty pesos in import duty per each enslaved person. Déborah Oropeza has published a 
similar  table for the San Ambrosio but arrived at diff er ent numbers (La migración asiática en el virreinato de la 
Nueva España: Un proceso de globalización [1565–1700] [Mexico City: El Colegio de México, 2020], 141). This 
discrepancy emerges from the archival rec ord: Spanish  treasury officials in Acapulco tabulated the enslaved 
cargo of the San Ambrosio three times, and each rec ord has slight variations from the  others. The  table  here 
uses data from all three tabulations.
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Even at the end of the  Union of the Two Crowns in 1640, the galleons 
carried significant numbers of  enslaved  people. The Nuestra Señora de la 
Concepción, which docked in Acapulco in 1640, officially reported carry ing 
sixty- two of them.162 Even as late as 1645, the Nuestra Señora de la Encarnación 
held thirty- seven enslaved  people, and the San Luis Rey de Francia reported 
another twenty- five in 1646.163

Inconsistent rec ord keeping in Acapulco, due to bribery and carelessness, 
meant that official restrictions on transpacific slave trading  were regularly 
exceeded and rarely documented.164 For example, a thorough inspector 
named Pedro de Quiroga y Moya found to his surprise that the San Juan 
Bautista and Nuestra Señora de la Concepción carried a total of  186 enslaved 
 people when they landed in Acapulco in 1637, a number far beyond the of-
ficial figures for previous years.165 A further example of this contraband 
trafficking appears in an uncommon  treasury rec ord for the Espíritu Santo, 
which landed in Acapulco in 1618 with fifty- three unregistered enslaved 
 people.  Treasurers charged the enslavers 32  percent of the assessed value 
of their contraband and then promptly repossessed all unregistered slaves 
for a meager twenty- three pesos, two tomines, and eight granos each.166 
 These officials would have made a small fortune from the resale of  these 
confiscated slaves.

Although scholars generally agree that transpacific enslavement was 
never intended to replace the transatlantic slave trade, an unsigned and un-
dated proposal from the seventeenth  century suggested just that.167 If the 
proposal had been  adopted, the Chamorros of the Mariana Islands would 
have taken the place of  enslaved Africans from Guinea and Cape Verde in 
New Spanish mines.168 However, no such large- scale enslavement from the 
Marianas to Mexico occurred, as Sevillian slave traders managed to pro-
tect their mono poly on captives shipped across the Atlantic and suppress 
their transpacific competitors.169 In fact, the transpacific slave trade con-
tracted severely before the end of the seventeenth  century. In 1672, Queen 
Regent Mariana of Austria (urged on by Fernando de Haro y Monterroso, 
a fiery attorney in Guadalajara) announced the emancipation of  all enslaved 
Indigenous  peoples, including “chinos,” in the colonies. As Chapter 6 re-
veals, the  process of  establishing  those freedoms on the ground was a dif-
ficult one at best. Nevertheless, by the end of the  century, the transpacific 
slave trade would be reduced to the trafficking of  East African captives and 
a handful of  clandestinely enslaved Asians.
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New Opportunities in a Broken City

New and adaptive patterns in slave trading  were but one repercussion of 
the utter destruction of  Manila’s former social order in 1603. For some 
 people, new opportunities arose in this fragmented landscape of  colonial 
power, fear, and  labor demand. On the recommendations of  Coronel and 
several Spanish captains, don Ventura de Mendoza and don Guillermo Di-
marocot received promotion to the illustrious rank of  maestre de campo 
(chief  of  staff ) for their  service during the 1603 insurrection.170 Almost im-
mediately  after the campaign, Governor Acuña began planning to retake 
Ternate, one of the Spice Islands, from the Dutch and to displace its Muslim 
ruler. In 1606, Acuña launched the invasion that would keep Ternate  under 
Spanish control  until 1663. Having  earlier depended on Tagalog and Kapam-
pangan reinforcements to defend Intramuros against the “Sangleyes,” he 
mobilized many of  these veterans for war in the Spice Islands, including 
the Dimarocots.

The uprising and this war represented a turning point.  After 1603, In-
digenous  peoples of  Luzon would form the backbone of  Spanish military 
operations throughout Southeast Asia, opening new channels of  mobility 
for daring nobles and common soldiers steeped in long- standing martial 
traditions. José Eugenio Borao Mateo estimates that as many as 30,000–
40,000 Philippine soldiers served with Spanish forces from 1575 to 1640 and 
that they outnumbered their Spanish counter parts by an average of  5:1 in 
overseas expeditions.171 Over the course of  a campaign in the Spice Islands 
or La Isla Hermosa (Taiwan), for example, an experienced Kapampangan 
soldier could expect to make a considerable sum (at least a thousand pesos, 
minus expenses) and earn a promotion.172 In fact, so many Kapampangan 
soldiers served in colonial wars that by 1630, the Augustinian Juan de 
Medina expressed considerable surprise that Pampanga had any men left 
at all.173

Matthew Furlong has argued that one central motivation for  these col-
laborations was the steadily increasing isolation of  Philippine elites from 
pre- Hispanic modes of wealth accumulation, as we have already seen 
in the case of  enslavement.174 Spanish control of the China trade had 
gradually edged out Philippine translators, merchants, and middlemen 
whose connections to Fujianese traders had predated the Spanish arrival 
in Luzon. In addition, the colonial- era influx of  inexpensive goods from 
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China flooded Philippine artisan markets and outperformed local prod-
ucts. In contrast, soldiering for the crown promised a reasonable salary, 
as well as informal rewards like access to war booty and state- sanctioned 
slave raiding.175

Indigenous social mobility in Manila, then, became entangled with sev-
eral distinct forms of  collaboration. Soldiering was a far better choice than 
the brutal and thankless polo, which often consisted of  port- related  labor. 
Such assignments frequently included long treks into the mountains to cut 
wood for galleon construction and repair. Other conscripted polo laborers 
worked as carpenters, blacksmiths, caulkers, porters, ship loaders, and low- 
ranking sailors.

Near- constant war during the early seventeenth  century, particularly 
with the Dutch, placed increasing pressure on the Indigenous communi-
ties that supplied laborers to maintain high levels of  agricultural produc-
tion at their own expense while their populations plummeted.176 Internal 
and external pressures forced more and more Philippine Natives into debt- 
based relationships with Spanish officials. The Spaniards habitually im-
pressed debtors and members of  forced  labor pools to work as galley rowers 
and impressed mari ners to work on the galleons. Though it was extraor-
dinarily high- risk  labor, many  people preferred impressment  because it 
often supplied a quicker route to economic  independence than working 
on a  labor gang in the Philippines.177 Even an experienced carpenter in 
Cavite could expect to make only one real in three days, amounting to only 
a dozen or so pesos per year.178 Although this appallingly low sum was reg-
ularly supplemented with rations of  rice, such an income could hardly 
support life on its own.179

In comparison, the typical Asian grumete on a transpacific galleon made, 
on average, forty- eight pesos per year.180 This wage was very low but still 
several times higher than what their port- based counter parts in Cavite 
made. Moreover, even the poorest dockhands in Acapulco made five pesos 
per month plus rations.181 This was only slightly below the standard pay-
ment of   eighteen granos per day for unskilled  labor in Mexico during the 
early seventeenth  century, a rate that had doubled in the  decades following 
the Spanish seizure of  Manila.182 Someone with experience and skill could 
earn more than double  these amounts in Acapulco. Thus, with the promise 
of  significantly higher wages,  there was a clear and obvious economic in-
centive to making the Pacific crossing.183 Asian sailors enabled the trans-
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pacific voyages that defined the early modern Asian connection to the 
Amer i cas. Retired Philippine soldiers seeking to resettle in the Amer i cas 
also typically embarked as sailors to pay their passage to Mexico. Only the 
wealthiest, like don Diego Dimarocot, could board as passengers.  After ar-
riving in Acapulco, sailors often abandoned their posts for a new life in 
that new land.

 There  were many reasons beyond financial incentives that a  free Asian 
might travel east from Manila. Spanish settlements in Asia  were  under con-
stant attack during the seventeenth  century. Manila’s inhabitants continu-
ally watched the seas for invasions by  Japanese pirates, Chinese corsairs 
and warlords, British privateers, Dutch fleets, and  others, and  there was 
the possibility of  another devastating “Sangley” uprising as the Chinese 
slowly returned.184 Throughout the seventeenth  century, war parties from 
Maguindanao, Jolo, the Sulu Archipelago, and elsewhere conducted stun-
ningly effective raids in Spanish territory that often netted hundreds of  cap-
tives and left hundreds more dead.185 In fact, the raids  were so successful 
that over time they resulted in considerable demographic declines and 
lower population densities in the affected areas.186

If this  were not enough, Portuguese refugees fleeing the Dutch arrived 
in Manila  every year from outposts in South and Southeast Asia with tales 
of the latest conquest by the Vereenigde Oost Indische Compagnie (Dutch 
East India Com pany). Spanish Manila’s survival hung by a thread.187 In com-
parison, Mexico was a land of  abundance, the center of  viceregal power, 
and relatively isolated from external geopo liti cal threats, apart from the 
occasional piratical raid. Thus, many Asians who traveled willingly to 
Mexico  were refugees.

Spanish officials in the Philippines habitually sought reassignment as 
well. Beginning with Francisco Tello (1603), five governors in a row had 
died prematurely (including Acuña from poison in 1606). In 1638, Governor 
Guillermo de Bañuelos y Carrillo wrote that without “ great support, I 
could not stay in [Manila].”188 When the  bitter Governor Sabiniano Man-
rique de Lara left the Philippines in 1669, he proclaimed, “I shit on all of  
Manila.”189 With a few exceptions, administrators and missionaries typically 
departed  after a few years of   service. Morga petitioned for a post in the 
Amer i cas no fewer than four times before he was reassigned to Mexico 
City’s city council in 1604.190 He likely crossed the Pacific with the six en-
slaved Asians that  later served his  house hold in the viceregal capital.191
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That Morga returned to Mexico in the com pany of Asian servants and 
slaves was not uncommon. The writer don Fernando Valenzuela arrived 
at Mexico City in 1690  after fifteen years in the Philippines. Valenzuela died 
during a horse- riding accident in January 1692, and a report on his  will gives 
a strong indication of  his transpacific entourage from two years prior. He 
left 39 reales to “a chino who served him and of whom it seems he had 
 great confidence; to another chino [he left] 19 reales . . .  for the affection 
he had for him and for having raised him. To the other chinos (since his 
 family consisted of  only them, and they  were many), he left [his inheri-
tance to them] to the recommendation of  his executor. He gave liberty to 
his slaves, which it seems  there  were eight.”192 Even a single Spaniard could 
transport a large  house hold of Asians across the Pacific.

Spaniards also departed the Philippines with their enslaved retinues 
simply  because trade opportunities in Manila had begun to decline  toward 
the  middle of the seventeenth  century. With Japan’s formal expulsion of 
the Portuguese in 1639, a second major “Sangley” uprising in Manila that 
same year, the fall of the Ming to northern invaders in 1644, and shortages 
of American silver in the Philippines, the opportunities that had originally 
attracted Spanish investors and millenarian missionaries to Manila had be-
come severely  limited.193 Spanish corruption, indecision, and fear provoked 
more uprisings, wars, and massacres throughout the seventeenth  century. 
With the China trade threatened, the steady recession of  Iberian control 
in the Spice Islands, the Spanish defeat in Taiwan, the dissolution of  key 
Portuguese strongholds in the Indian Ocean, and the diversion of trading 
power to Dutch- controlled ports like Batavia and Melaka, Spanish opti-
mism about the Philippines was replaced by the fear that it had become a 
“Pacific purgatory.”194 During the tumultuous summer of  1603, many of  
Manila’s wealthiest residents fled the city aboard the San Antonio with their 
valuables and captives, only to succumb to the sea.

The violent destruction of the myth of  colonial multiethnic stability had 
shattered the dream of  a Catholic Asian utopia. Manila was a city constantly 
torn between economic and geopo liti cal prerogatives, and between its 
own viability and cultural coherence. The reinforced walls of  Intramuros 
and its cannons perched above the gates did  little to comfort the timo-
rous Spanish population. The Spanish propensity for flight from the Phil-
ippines coincided with the abovementioned loosening of  restrictions 
on transpacific slave trading in New Spain, which facilitated the entry of  
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higher numbers of Asians into Mexico. In the end, Acapulco would re-
ceive thousands of Asians,  free or enslaved. A few  were wealthy, many had 
arrived in chains, some  were war veterans, some had been deported, and 
some  were refugees.

Before arriving in the Amer i cas, however, they would have to endure 
the Pacific passage. This harrowing journey across the world’s largest ocean 
scarred any voyager brave enough to confront it and lucky enough to sur-
vive it. The dangers of the route and the physical, social, and religious con-
ditions that defined life on the galleons foreshadowed the difficulties 
Asians would  later face in the Amer i cas.



2 The Pacific Passage

Like the Atlantic, the Pacific was a space of  vulnerability, racialization, 
and transformation.  Those who survived “the  mother of  all oceans” ar-
rived ragged and feverish in Acapulco, some in bondage and some  free.1 
The scheduled eastward route spanned over 15,500 kilo meters and lasted 
six months on average (figure 2.1). In the words of William Schurz, “No 
other regular navigation has been so trying and dangerous as this, for in 
its two hundred and fifty years the sea claimed dozens of  ships and thou-
sands of  men and many millions in  treasure.”2 However, the perils of the 
crossing varied significantly among travelers. On the galleons, wealthy pas-
sengers had the privilege of  using lading space and cabins below deck. 
Although the cabins  were only five square feet and  were stifling, having 
one of them would have been luxurious compared to sleeping on a soggy, 
flea- infested cloth beneath the stars or stuffed into the fore-  or aftercastle.3 
Most Asians crossing the Pacific experienced the worst of  these conditions 
and accounted for the majority of  lives lost at sea.

The value of the cargo consistently surpassed that of   human life, and 
this real ity magnified the galleons’ deadly squalor. Captains heavi ly invested 
in the transpacific trade normalized the preferential accommodation of  
Chinese silks,  Japanese furniture, Philippine textiles, and so on over  people. 
Topside, the enslaved, most crew members, and poor passengers endured 
ferocious storms, the arctic chill, and exposure to the sun. While most co-
lonial rec ords on Asians in the Amer i cas make  little or no mention of  how 
or when an individual arrived, all transpacific survivors endured the Odys-
sean challenges of the Pacific passage. The common suffering of this gru-
eling journey between the ports of  Cavite, in the Philippines, and Acapulco, 
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in Mexico, defined the lived experience of transpacific mobility. Moreover, 
the conditions of the journey began to create Asian social and communal 
relations that differed from  those in the Spanish Philippines.

The first half  of this chapter posits that Asians underwent a sociocul-
tural reor ga ni za tion amid the horrors of the transpacific route. On board 

2.1  Demarcation and Navigations of the Indies

This map by the royal cosmographer Juan López de Velasco depicts the galleon routes be-
tween the Philippines and New Spain. The voyage west is a horizontal line, and the passage 
east rises, crosses the Pacific, and fi nally drops down by California to central Mexico. Velasco 
compressed the Pacific to enhance the visual connectedness of the Spanish Pacific empire 
and to extend the meridian of the Treaty of  Zaragoza (1529) and thus claim as much territory 
as pos si ble for Spain instead of  Portugal. See Ricardo Padrón, “A Sea of  Denial: The Early 
Modern Spanish Invention of the Pacific Rim,” Hispanic Review 77, no. 1 (2009): 14–16.

Juan López de Velasco, “Demarcacion y nauegaciones de Yndias,” circa 1575. Reproduction courtesy 
of the John Car ter Brown Library.
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the galleons, maritime hierarchy was structured around laboring status. 
Although the Asians who boarded  these ships had often experienced insti-
tutions that divided them based on perceived ethnic identification or 
geographic provenance, they  were now thrust into seafaring roles irre-
spective of  origin. The two salient categories  were the enslaved (who 
 were both a source of   labor and a transpacific commodity) and the sailors 
designated primarily as infantilized grumetes. Like ethnicity, religious life 
on the ships played an impor tant role in reconstituting familiar categories 
and, consequently, reshaping communities of Asians on board. In the 
Philippines, Spanish Catholic conversion efforts had been  organized by 
ecclesiastical jurisdictions, as members of  missionary  orders  were as-
signed to administer par tic u lar ethnic groups, provinces, and islands. On 
the galleons, Asians experienced Catholic religious instruction collec-
tively for the first time, regardless of their ethnicity or place of  origin.

Therefore, the Pacific crossing and its many dangers initiated a transi-
tion between two distinct forms of  Spanish race thinking and contributed 
to a flattening of  social and spiritual  organization.  These pro cesses  later 
hardened in Acapulco and culminated in a clear racialization: the produc-
tion of the “chinos” of  Mexico. The second half  of this chapter traces this 
transformation in Acapulco and unfolds its widespread implications. The 
“chino / a” label must have bewildered Asians arriving from the Philippines, 
where “chinos”  were literally Chinese. During the early seventeenth 
 century, however, “chino / a” became a consistent referent to any Asian 
(including but not  limited to the Chinese) in  treasury rec ords from Aca-
pulco. This new nomenclature marks the first time in  either the Hispanic 
World or the Amer i cas that a single label was used to refer to all Asians 
regardless of  ethnicity, language, or religious background. The invention 
of this category and its stunning demographic breadth is one of the 
clearest examples of  race making in Latin Amer i ca during the long sev-
enteenth  century and is comparable only to the extensive scope of the 
“indio / a” marker.4 As “chinos,” survivors of the Pacific passage became 
part of the New Spanish casta system, joining an array of  castas already 
enshrined in New Spanish discourse and law, such as “negro / a,” “mu-
lato / a,” and “mestizo / a.” This discursive transition had impor tant sec-
ular and ecclesiastical juridical ramifications that  limited social, spatial, 
and  legal mobility in Mexico. Becoming “chino / a” drove some individ-
uals to form multiethnic Asian social and kinship bonds, and it thrust 
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 others into relationships with existing Indigenous, Afro- Mexican, and 
mixed populations.

Like other casta labels, “chino / a” denoted a socially constructed 
grouping, one that replaced the wide array of  ethnolinguistic identifica-
tions more common to racialized discourses of  allegiance and assimilation 
in the Philippines.5 Inventing “chino / a” was an orientalist  process of  ex-
treme erasure that subsumed dozens of  ethnolinguistic identities  under a 
single word. The conditions of the Pacific passage— specifically, its en-
trenched  labor hierarchies and religious rituals— became central to the 
essentialism that climaxed in this new form of  racialized identification.

New Spanish forms of  race making should thus be seen as a response 
to the new ways in which long- distance empires in the early modern pe-
riod connected the world. The consolidation of  new racializing language 
across the long seventeenth  century was driven by intensifying waves of 
Asian movement (both  free and forced) to the Amer i cas in the context of  
post-1603 Manila. Central Mexico was at the heart of  these demographic 
transformations. It became a society of   people from all over the world who 
acquired and in ven ted new identities and cultural communities. The re-
gion was the core of the Spanish Pacific empire and the Spanish Atlantic 
empire. The interactions, convergences, and conflicts among groups in its 
tremendously diverse population determined the contours of  lived expe-
rience in this dynamic “contact zone.”6 At the same time, this population 
felt the local impact of  changing conditions across the empire, which in-
cluded increasing regulation of  galleon routes and shipboard culture, the 
emergence of  a global imaginary from the viceregal core, and the height-
ening importance of  casta categorization in law.

The capaciousness of the in ven ted term “chino / a”— which could en-
compass both Blackness (“chino negro”) and Whiteness (“chino blanco”), 
freedom and slavery, rebelliousness and colonial  service, and  every grada-
tion between— makes Acapulco one of the most revealing contexts for the 
study of  racialization in the early modern world. In its vagueness, “chino / a” 
certainly had similarities to other terms of  its time, like “negro / a” and 
“indio / a.” Yet at the same time, “chino / a” was exceptional in its range 
of  reference: it grouped together  people whose skin colors and social con-
ditions would have other wise seemed mutually exclusive to Spanish ob-
servers. Chino- genesis was the defining experience of Asian arrival in Aca-
pulco  because to become “chino / a” was to acquire a new kind of  colonial 
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subjectivity. The term explained how Asians  were perceived in the social 
order, their  legal status within that order, their relative social mobility, and 
their vulnerability to enslavement and the Inquisition. Despite their diver-
sity, “chinos” entered a world where their categorization and, therefore, 
juridical foreignness indicated both heightened exposure to  legal dangers 
and structural constraints to social, spatial, and economic advancement.

Preparation in Cavite

 Whether Asian subjects at sea had been enslaved or hired as low- ranking 
grumetes, their social statuses determined how they experienced the Pacific 
crossing. The horrors of the route, both environmental and man- made, 
initiated an impor tant transition between the forms of  ethnolinguistic ra-
cialization prominent in the Philippines and the use of  castas in Mexico. 
The passage created a point of  commonality among Asian travelers, as 
shipboard laboring life blurred the distinctions between ethnolinguistic 
communities and reor ga nized them around new maritime realities.

Adversity defined this transition. In the words of  Pablo Pérez- Mallaína, 
“it is not difficult to agree that whoever traveled on a ship in the Carrera 
de Indias entered into a type of  hell.”7 Yet the hell of the Manila galleons 
began long before the ships left harbor. At Cavite, the port that never slept, 
thousands of  laborers converged to build and  service the galleons.8 Spanish 
officials ordered cabezas de barangay (Indigenous leaders) to muster hun-
dreds of  hands from their communities for the forced  labor drafts called 
polos.9 The place- based nature of  these drafts meant that  labor gangs  were 
often divided by their members’ geographic origin and ethnicity. For ex-
ample, in 1609 Juan María Sanguitan  organized 120 Indigenous  people of  
Cagayan to cut wood and haul it to the port.10 This assignment is typical, 
as logging and woodworking  were the most common tasks. Laborers 
trekked deep into the mountains for timber and towed it overland or 
brought it down rivers to reach Cavite.11 Shifts could last sixteen hours 
“without breaks for eating or resting.”12 The workers’ compensation 
amounted to a small ration of  rice or a paltry sum averaging 9–12 pesos 
per year, though they often went years without pay.13

Polo  labor extraction and the accessibility of building materials relatively 
near the port meant that ship production and repair in the Philippines was 
many times cheaper than in Mexico.14 By Captain Sebastián de Pineda’s 
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count, Luzon produced six main va ri e ties of wood used in galleon con-
struction: María, arquijo, laguan, banaba, María de monte, and dongón.15 Har-
vesting laguan (also called lanang) and dongón (also known as molave) on 
Luzon had significant advantages. Lanang trees  were quite tall, resistant 
to worms, and so strong that they could repel bullets and even cannon-
balls.16 Though molave was similarly renowned for its toughness, its prime 
disadvantage was that it rotted quickly, and decks made of  it needed to be 
torn out and replaced  every two years.17

Spanish officials paid influential “Sangleyes,” often Christians, to mobi-
lize Chinese caulkers, ironworkers, carpenters, porters, and  others to ac-
company the polo gangs. This practice began before 1603 and continued 
once more “Sangleyes” arrived in subsequent years. Each assigned group 
often numbered over a hundred men.  Treasury officials also rented cap-
tives from enslavers for port  labor. Most of the enslaved worked as caulkers 
and  were described as “negro,” which likely suggested an East African 
origin.18 In other words,  labor  organization at the port of  Cavite was largely 
structured around the mobilizing efforts of  intermediaries linked to par-
tic u lar geographies and social statuses. This custom meant that  labor gangs 
tended to share perceived ethnic identifications.

The daily realities of  shipboard  labor hierarchies represented a signifi-
cant departure from this practice. The social condition of  grumetes and 
enslaved  people was far more impor tant than ethnolinguistic identity in 
determining how they experienced the crossing. One of the most impor-
tant ramifications of this transition was that Asians of  diverse origin needed 
to communicate and collaborate with each other to survive. One artillery-
man’s report on a journey in the Santo Cristo de Burgos in 1692 supplies a 
rare and provocative observation of this  process. He wrote that the navi-
gator’s incompetence caused “the natives [naturales],” meaning the Philip-
pine sailors, to confer among themselves, since they knew the route out 
of the Philippine Islands better than their Spanish peers did.19

Although once thought to be exclusively from the Philippines, some 
Asian crew members originated from South Asia or Japan, and Southeast 
Asians and Chinese  were represented as well— but in smaller numbers. 
Philippine Natives usually made up at least 50  percent of  a ship’s crew. 
 Those who originated from coastal communities on Luzon  were especially 
prized for their navigational and seafaring proficiencies. Most of  these 
 people came from towns like Parañaque, Dongalo, Malate, Kawit, San 
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Roque, and Las Piñas.20 Together with Tatiana Seijas’s estimate that each 
galleon carried an average of  sixty enslaved Asians,  these figures indicate 
that the number of Asians traveling east across the Pacific exceeded that 
of their Spanish counter parts in nearly  every year.21

Once a galleon was built or repaired, sailors and dockhands began the 
enormous task of  loading it— using pulley systems and brawn— with di-
verse merchandise from Asian markets, provisions for the voyage, large 
 water jugs for drinking and ballast, and travelers’ trunks.22 Spanish vessels 
worthy of the Pacific crossing ranged from small pataches (“tender, a small, 
shallow boat”) with crews of  20–30 to full- sized galleons capable of  car-
ry ing 400  people.23 Larger ships had better chances of weathering the  trials 
of the open ocean.24 Anywhere between one and six ships made the crossing 
in a single year, though it was rare for more than two galleons (called the 
capitana [first in command] and the almiranta [second in command]) to do 
so in a year. Ship size generally increased over time  until the mid- eighteenth 
 century.

Every one on board knew that the west- to- east crossing was nothing 
short of  a Herculean effort. The galleons navigated for one or two months 
through the Visayas to the Embocadero, at which point they turned north, 
sent  toward Japan by the southwest monsoon called Habagat and by the 
Kuroshio current.25 At latitudes varying between 31 and 37 degrees, they 
entered the North Pacific. Andrés Reséndez calls this zone “one of the most 
forbidding regions on Earth” and “the most active tropical cyclone region 
in the world.”26  There, ships strug gled against fickle winds, dark skies, the 
cold, and per sis tent storms  until they fi nally hit the Californian coast and 
headed south past the port of  Navidad, fi nally reaching Acapulco in cen-
tral Mexico (figure 2.2).27 The route’s brutal conditions sank no fewer than 
forty galleons during their 250- year history.28

The Passage

The journey lasted roughly six months on average, with no opportunities 
to dock and resupply between the Philippines and Mexico. The rocky Cal-
ifornian coast made it impossible to stop for  water or provisions north of  
Navidad  under most circumstances. Indeed, the route was so treacherous 
that in 1613 the crown estimated that it had lost a staggering eight million 



2.2  The Port of  Navidad

The Manila galleons regularly  stopped at Navidad on their way south to central 
Mexico. From Navidad, it took about another week to arrive at Acapulco. Stops in 
Navidad offered illicit and profitable opportunities to disembark and sell enslaved 
 people. The Hacke atlas also depicts other sites of  pos si ble unregistered visits, such as 
Metenchill, the plantations of  Maxenteluca and Ponteque,  Pilots Sallina, Chametla, 
Zelagua, Chasapi, Marbata, Tesupan, and Signatelejo. Note that the names are Angli-
cized pronunciations of  Spanish and Indigenous place names. The atlas was based on 
sailing charts captured on a Spanish ship in 1669.

William Hacke, “An accurate description of  all the harbours riuers ports islands ricks and 
dangers between the mouth of  California & the Straights of  Lemaire in the South Sea of 
Amer i ca as allso of  Pepys’s Island in the north sea near to the Magellan Straghts,” circa 1698, 
John Car ter Brown Library. Photo courtesy of the author.
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pesos in ships and goods to the tumultuous Pacific over the previous eleven 
years.29

Asian crew members and enslaved  people invariably experienced the 
worst conditions aboard  these ships. To begin with, they almost always 
spent their time aboard working as the lowest- ranking grumetes and pajes 
(apprentices), and thus they  were at the disciplinary mercy of the contra-
maestre (boatswain).30 Only a handful of  Spanish grumetes (usually three 
to five  people) worked alongside them. Although  later banned from beating 
sailors, boatswains on the Manila galleons had full license to imprison 
lower- ranking  people with “stocks or shackles and other tortures” for 
disciplinary violations.31 In extreme cases, insubordinate crew members 
“could be thrown overboard for even minor infractions like falling asleep 
twice during their watch.”32 Contramaestres habitually considered their 
Asian crew members to be expendable. Asian grumetes regularly re-
ceived half the pay of  Spanish grumetes (48–60 pesos versus 100 pesos per 
year) and half  as much rice.33 The lowliest made as  little as 1–2 pesos per 
month.34 During times of  scarcity at sea when rations  were cut, theirs 
 were reduced first.35

According to Diego García de Palacio in 1587, the ideal number of  gru-
metes was two for  every three marineros (full sailors), and the ideal ratio 
of  apprentices to marineros was 1:10. In practice, however, Manila galleons 
often carried more grumetes than marineros, while the reverse was true 
for the smaller pataches. At least half  of the shipboard grumetes needed 
to know how to hoist the topsail, the fore- topmast sail, the mizzen sail, and 
the spritsail. They had to row if  necessary, know how to tie basic knots, 
understand all seafaring vocabulary (even if they could not understand 
much  else in Spanish), operate the bilge pumps, and launch skiffs. Mari-
neros had to know how to  handle and use all sails, complex knots, the an-
chor, and the helm; discern cardinal directions and the positions of the 
sun and moon; and navigate the ship during the night.36  These  were high- 
risk and high- labor jobs. During storms, grumetes spent days in their ship’s 
dark, damp hull fighting leaks and operating the bilge pump.37 During the 
journey, enslaved  people  were often expected to perform grumete  labor.

Beginning in the early seventeenth  century, Asian grumetes  were as-
signed an experienced disciplinary guardianejo (guardian) from their own 
ranks to mediate between them and higher- ranking officials. The guardi-
anejos typically made considerably more than the grumetes, earning an 
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 average of  150 pesos per year— which exceeded the pay of  most Spanish 
grumetes (100 pesos per year) but did not reach the amounts paid to the 
marineros.38 During this period, even  after many years of   service, skilled 
Asian sailors rarely achieved the rank of  marinero.39 The only other route 
of  advancement was as a carpenter. Most of whom  were from Cagayan, 
and so many ship carpenters came from  there that Pineda believed that 
“Cagayan” translated to carpenter “in their language.”40  These  were the 
only cases in which galleon  labor structures preserved a consistent ethnic 
grouping of Asian  people. Large ships typically carried 2–4 Cagayan car-
penters on their payrolls. Their earnings varied widely: the median was 150 
pesos per year, but don Diego Cagayan received the exceptional amount 
of  300 pesos in 1610 on the San Juan Baptista— a sum equal to that paid to 
Spanish carpenters.41

As hard to bear as the route was for even high- ranking naval officers and 
wealthy passengers,  those with fewer means— Asian crew members and en-
slaved  people— suffered a near- unimaginable journey.42 In 1607, Hernando 
de los Ríos Coronel submitted a lengthy petition to the king, arguing that 
vari ous reforms  were needed in the Philippines. His petition began an impor-
tant discussion on regulating and improving overall sailing conditions, with 
par tic u lar attention to  those of the Asian grumetes. Coronel wrote that ships 
 were so overloaded, usually with Asian merchandise, that they  were not 
properly stocked with food. As a result, the provisions they did carry had to 
be stored on deck and  were swept away in the first storm. Wealthy passen-
gers and high- ranking crew members brought their own supplies, so losing 
the official provisions would not have been an irreparable catastrophe for 
them. Asian crew members often had to supply their own food as well, and 
their significantly fewer resources meant that they  were the first to be forced 
to subsist solely on rice. Over long periods of time, this vitamin-deficient diet 
invariably resulted in scurvy and beriberi. The absence of  live chickens (a 
common cure for shipboard ailments) by the end of the journey meant that 
the malnourished crews, “especially the Indigenous cabin boys [grumetes],” 
had no way to return to health.43 Living in squalid, overcrowded cabins and 
on deck, crew members had to deal with all manner of  vermin in their biz-
cocho (hardtack), broth, clothing, and trunks.44 The Jesuit Francisco Colín 
commented that illness from corrupted food supplies was “an ordinary  thing 
on this route.”45 During storms, crew members’ belongings, stored on the 
deck,  were “to be offloaded before  those below deck.”46
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By the end of the journey, even the wealthiest passengers felt the effects 
of  sickness, lack of  hygiene, and poor provisions. An Italian slave trader, 
Francesco Carletti, described a method of  consuming hardtack to avoid 
feeling hunger or thirst:

And it was ordered that, so that we should not drink, the cooking be 
 stopped, that we should eat nothing but biscuits dipped in  water and 
in oil, on which a  little sugar was sprinkled, a  thing very helpful in 
mitigating thirst. But I discovered that by eating in the morning a sop 
dipped in wine and then drinking  water on top of  it, I could keep my-
self  a  whole day without feeling hunger or thirst.  Others took a lot 
of  sugar and put it into both salt and sweet  water, thus making a drink 
that was neither very good nor very healthful.47

Carletti’s method was merely one of  many adaptations designed to keep 
a ship functioning while its crew members and passengers slowly starved. 
By the end of the seventeenth  century, royal proclamations advised galleon 
officials to merely “distract and entertain with nice words” sailors asking 
about rations.48

The missionary Pedro Cubero Sebastián wrote that the last month of 
the passage was the deadliest: “all of  those who come [are] touched by 
scurvy, or the illness of  Loanda [beriberi], which are the most pestiferous 
ailments that this voyage gives, and  later [comes] dysentery. Rare is he who 
escapes [them].”49 He recorded that three or four  people died  every day as 
the ship neared Acapulco, and although he did not state it directly, we can 
assume that Asian grumetes died at disproportionate rates on the ship. 
Only 192 of the original 400  people on his voyage survived. Other ships 
also registered high mortality rates. The Altamira arrived in Acapulco in 
1606 with eighty fewer  people than had been on board when the ship left 
Manila. An astounding 150 out of  200 crew members on one ship perished 
in 1616 due to a lack of  provisions, and a 1620 crossing resulted in ninety- 
nine deaths and many survivors being sick.50 Perhaps the most haunting 
example is that of the derelict Nuestra Señora de la Victoria, which floated 
past the Mexican coast in March 1657. It landed far to the south, at the port 
of Amapal (in modern- day Honduras). Only a handful of  those who orig-
inally boarded the ship survived.51
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Thomas Gage, an  English Dominican missionary and traveler, never 
crossed the Pacific, but his description of  how Spanish crews disposed of 
bodies at sea is the closest approximation we have of  how Manila galleon 
crews did the same:

[The dead man] had weighty stones hung to his feet, two more to his 
shoulders, and one to his brest; and then the superstitious Romish Di-
rige and Requiem being sung for his Soul, his Corpse being held out to 
Sea on the ship side, with Ropes ready to let him fall, all the Ship 
crying out three times, buen Viaci [sic] (that is good Voiage) to his 
[Soul] chiefly, and also to his Corpse ready to Travel to the deep to 
feed the  Whales: at the first cry all the Ordnance  were shot off, the 
Ropes on a suddain loosed, and John de la Cueva with the weight of  
heavy Stones plunged deep into the Sea, whom no mortal eyes ever 
more beheld.52

On the Manila galleons, like all other long- distance nautical travel at the 
time, death was omnipresent.

The high latitude of the Pacific passage presented additional prob lems. 
Coronel noted that storms and other delays often kept galleons from as-
cending high enough to cross  until September or October, which resulted 
in their exposure to more storms and frigid, arctic weather, “and having 
left warm land, many  people die. Their gums cannot tolerate it, and their 
teeth fall out.”53 Lamp oil would freeze into “pieces like lard.”54 The Do-
minican Diego Aduarte recorded that “ these winds  were so cold that  those 
who died  were frozen, without any other infirmity than the cold, by which 
the waves met the rigging many times, and soaked  those who did not have 
a coat (which was almost every one), with which the cold increased greatly, 
and having left such a hot  temple like that of this land [Philippines], and 
entering so suddenly in another so cold, [the cold] could not but cause 
many illnesses, and like this, many died in this voyage, and among them 
the general, the first mate, and a rich merchant.”55 Like the dearth of  food, 
the cold affected Asian crew members disproportionately. Colín wrote that 
“neither  those born nor raised in [the Philippines] can identify by sight the 
color of  snow, nor the appearance of  ice.”56 Coronel noted that Asian 
sailors, levied from both inland and coastal tropical regions, did not have 
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coats to protect them against the winter chill or the cold sea, and even if  
given access to coats, they could not have afforded to buy them. In response 
to Coronel’s petition, a cluster of  cédulas (royal decrees) recommended 
harsh punishment for the mistreatment of Asian grumetes attempting to 
acquire rations and cold- weather clothing.57 Unfortunately, enforcing  these 
royal decrees relied upon the whims of  individuals who typically did not 
share  these concerns.

In addition, the Pacific passage became even more difficult during the 
second half  of the seventeenth  century due to the Maunder Minimum, a 
slowing in the rate of  sunspots generally lowering temperatures world-
wide between 1645 and 1715. Colder weather exacerbated harsh condi-
tions at high latitudes, produced more storms, and according to Arturo 
Giráldez, ultimately lengthened voyages by as much as 40  percent from 
1640 to 1670.58

Enslaved Asians and East Africans experienced still more appalling ship-
board treatment than other groups did. For them, the Pacific passage would 
have been only the most extreme displacement in a lengthy series that often 
began with Portuguese slave trading in the Indian Ocean World (see 
Chapter 1). Their lives  were inconsequential to Spanish officials. For ex-
ample, Diego Fajardo Chacón, a governor of the Philippines, downplayed 
losses at sea by assuming that the dead  were merely enslaved  people who 
had been stowed away to save their  owners from having to pay duties in 
Acapulco.59 As early as 1607, Governor Juan de Silva wrote that stowaways 
 were common despite  measures to stop the practice.60 By the end of the 
seventeenth  century, official ordinances authorized the execution of  anyone 
found hiding on a ship.61

The stowaways  were overwhelmingly enslaved  women, whom traf-
fickers hid belowdecks  because of  restrictions on importing them and to 
avoid paying duties. At Coronel’s insistence, King Felipe III ordered in 1608 
that no enslaved  women be permitted to embark on the galleons to avoid 
offending God, a direct reference to the sexual assault, rape, concubinage, 
and sex trafficking that typified daily life on  these ships.62 In 1620, however, 
Coronel testified that the abuses had not ended: he wrote that one Span-
iard had taken fifteen enslaved  women aboard a ship and impregnated 
them.63 Officials in Mexico  were similarly culpable for what tran spired on 
the galleons. For example, during the same period, the viceroy of  New 
Spain sent a letter to the governor of the Philippines, ordering him to lo-
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cate and ship to Acapulco “a few good- looking female slaves.”64 Similarly, 
Captain Miguel de Sosa and his wife, doña Margarita de Chaves, charged 
a Portuguese merchant with bringing a “chinita” from Manila to them in 
Puebla.65

Men of the sea had also acquired notorious reputations as lustful devi-
ants and predators, isolated as they  were from opportunities to participate 
in legitimate Catholic relationships for many months or years at a time.66 
The enslaved Catarina de San Juan had been disguised as a boy on the gal-
leons to avoid registry and, undoubtedly, to protect her from the unending 
sexual torment she had suffered in captivity.67 Her misery was such that she 
would  later pray for Jesus to change her appearance from “beautiful” (and 
“white”) to “ugly” (and “brown- colored china”).68 She was not the only girl 
or  woman to have to change her appearance for her safety and for the ben-
efit of  her enslaver to avoid royal restrictions. Still, scattered examples exist 
of  enslavers registering enslaved  women in Acapulco despite the prohibi-
tions on  doing so, like the captains of the Nuestra Señora de la Concepción in 
1643 and the San Luis Rey de Francia in 1646.69 Only wealthy merchants and 
officials would have been able to reliably smuggle enslaved  women into 
Mexico. For this reason, Seijas estimates a 3:1 ratio of  males to females 
among enslaved Asians on the galleons.70 Comparably, Déborah Oropeza 
calculates that 23  percent of  enslaved “chinos” in Mexico City  were  women, 
and Pablo Sierra Silva estimates a 4.25:1.00 ratio of  “chinos” to “chinas” 
based on the sales of  enslaved  people in Puebla.71

Cultures at Sea: Instituting Hispanicization on the Galleons

To shipboard officials, the manner of transpacific survival was nearly as 
impor tant as the fact of  it. The anx i eties over the sincerity of  conversion 
that dominated early modern ecclesiastical discourse in the Philippines 
seeped into the regulation of  life at sea. Given the difficulties of the voyage, 
Spanish officials recognized that travelers on the galleons would need the 
guidance of  Catholic dogma and the promise of  salvation to persist against 
 great odds.72 However, during desperate moments at sea religious disillu-
sionment and blasphemous outcries frequently threatened the spiritual dis-
cipline of the galleons, recalling the tenuousness of the Catholic mission 
in the Philippines. Consequently, religion became foundational to the ra-
cialized collapsing of  social and cultural difference that characterized the 
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Pacific passage. The importance of  Chris tian ity on the Manila galleons 
cannot be overstated.73

Shipboard religiosity derived its urgency from the Philippine context. 
In the islands, as in the Amer i cas, the papal bulls of  1522 known as the 
Omnímoda had given the mendicant  orders broad jurisdiction to autono-
mously administer sacraments and perform other parish functions.74 Con-
sequently, missionaries and friars became the vanguard of the Catholic 
faith in the colonies. However, missionaries in the Philippines confronted 
severe setbacks at  every turn as they sought to Catholicize spiritually 
plural populations. Often, the missionaries attributed  resistance to con-
version to ethnic shortcomings.75 Nonetheless, the act of  conversion 
held the promise of transcending the racialized prejudices of  many 
Spaniards against pre- Catholic  people. In 1604, the Jesuit Pedro Chirino 
declared that conversion was responsible for transforming the Indigenous 
“Negrillos” (Aeta and Ati Austronesian  peoples) from “wild beasts” to 
“peaceable and tame” beings.76 For the Dominican missionary Diego Ad-
uarte in 1640, Catholic marriage between a  Japanese  woman and a Chi-
nese man “seems to have negated both of their origin [nación]  because 
neither in her was found the deceitfulness and choleric spirit of the 
 Japanese, nor in him the covetousness and the nonsense of the Chinese.”77 
Through willing submission to Catholic ritual, the  couple surpassed their 
racialized limitations.

Additionally, each missionary order administered to populations by “geo-
ethnic distribution” in the Philippines.78 For example, the Augustinians 
and Franciscans had the largest jurisdictions on Luzon (often separated by 
linguistic group), and Governor Santiago de Vera gave the Dominicans au-
thority over the Chinese Parian in 1589.79 Therefore, the vari ous  peoples 
designated as the grumetes and the enslaved of the galleons had largely 
been sermonized separately by ecclesiastical jurisdictions in the Philippines. 
On the ships, missionaries provided spiritual instruction with  little to no 
regard for the jurisdictions over which they fought bitterly in the islands: 
ethnicity and geography no longer determined  these contacts. Thus, the 
galleons reor ga nized and, to some extent, homogenized Asian encounters 
with the Catholic faith.

In so  doing, galleon life furthered the universalist aspirations of  Cath-
olic discourse and practice. Hence, the ships functioned as mobile exercises 
in Hispanicization. One funerary poem written in honor of  Catarina de 
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San Juan suffices to demonstrate this point. The Jesuit Antonio Plancarte 
wrote:

I am an Asia ship [nao de China]
that a china disembarked,
Acapulco is not much a ship
to encompass this china.
Catarina is my name,
my course without wind current:
The Holy Spirit the wind
San Ignacio the captain
their navigators  will put me
on the land of  salvation.80

Accompanying this poem was the image of  a ship unloading passengers 
in Acapulco.81 Catarina de San Juan stood at its side in a small boat, with 
San Ignacio on the mainmast bearing a banner with the words “Salva facta 
est” (“It [the boat] was saved”).82 The galleons represented holy salvation. 
The poem’s conflation of  Catarina with the ship through the first person 
in the first five lines indicates that the miraculous extended not only to 
transpacific survival but also to the conversion of  people from distant lands 
across the Pacific.

Asians aboard the galleons  were typically  either Christian neophytes or 
enslaved  people with ambiguous confessional identities. Most of them had 
been baptized, used a Spanish name, recognized Catholic rhe toric and 
ritual, understood the basic structures of  colonial social  organization, and 
had circulated through multiethnic colonial settings like Intramuros. Be-
fore boarding, all of them  were required to “confess and take communion, 
fulfilling the Christian’s obligation.”83 For  these reasons, the consistency 
of  Catholic ritual and the importance of  religious figures on the ships re-
inforced certain expectations of be hav ior and custom.

From start to finish, Catholic ritual played a prominent role in the day- 
to- day life of  galleon travel. On both sides of the Pacific, departure and 
arrival  were met with fervent prayers and joyous church bells.84 In the 
Philippines, Our Lady of the Good Voyage and Peace protected the gal-
leons from harm. Beginning in the  middle of the seventeenth  century, this 
Marian devotional image crossed the Pacific no fewer than eight times. It 
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accompanied the San Luis in 1641, 1643, and 1645, and it departed one final 
time from the Philippines in 1746 aboard the Nuestra Señora de Pilar.85 
When the image came aboard, “a pro cession of  friars carried the statue of 
the line’s virgin- patroness along the walls and delivered it . . .  accompanied 
by a salvo of  gunfire,” in a ritual that sent the galleon on its way.86 In 1672, 
Andrés de Ledesma wrote that “mari ners and seafarers come [to her 
shrine in Antipolo] to request the happy outcome of their voyage.”87

The ship’s sails and bonnets carried the letters AMGP, an acronym for 
the “Ave Maria, gratia plena” of the Hail Mary, which allowed sailors to 
quickly arrange the sails, based on their knowledge of the letters’ correct 
order in the prayer.88 Grumetes kept time on the ship “by turning sand 
clocks  every half  hour while reciting religious invocations, which  were an-
swered in chorus. They also chanted the ‘Good Day’ each day, and before 
 evening, they recited other prayers and the main tenets of the Christian 
faith, the Credo.”89 Through this daily repetition, every one on board soon 
memorized  these prayers and recognized them as marking the passage 
of time.90

Missionaries, friars, clerics, and vicars also occupied prominent roles on 
the galleons. Manila officials gave the following instructions to the crew 
of the Santo Cristo de Burgos in 1693: “On the days that the weather allows, 
mass and the Salve  will be said in the after noons with all of the reverence 
of  life and devotion pos si ble, since  doing so like this, one  will achieve a very 
safe voyage and happy outcomes.”91 Ordinances issued during the eigh-
teenth  century would  later standardize  these practices: “It  will be of  [the 
ship’s] care that the established prayers are done with total reverence, in 
the customary places and times, in a loud voice. And on Sundays and other 
holidays, time willing, and in agreement with the ship captain, it  will be 
pos si ble to explain the Doctrine and prayers to the grumetes and other 
 people aboard, like the crew and garrison, and that all can sequentially 
join  these acts of  devotion and religion; and  those who miss it, without 
legitimate cause, or in malice,  will be punished.”92 In this way, mission-
aries raised morale and steadfastly celebrated the religious calendar, 
inspiring weary travelers with their humility and determination to per-
severe through suffering. For example, Cubero Sebastián’s galleon had 
ascended to 34 degrees when on October 22, 1678, 866 leagues from the 
Philippines, they hit a horrific storm that lasted eighty grueling hours. 
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The waves striking the galleon  were said to have thundered like artillery 
fire. During such a storm, no one could sleep or eat, and the  labor re-
quired to keep the ship afloat would have been tremendous. Every one, 
even the  pilot, came to Cubero Sebastián for confession. The  pilot spoke 
with him privately so as “to not upset  those on the ship. Señor Padre, 
I have navigated many oceans, but in my life, having seen such a storm, I 
come undone.”93 When the clouds fi nally parted, every one on board sang 
Te Deum Laudamus.94

During one storm in the 1609 crossing, friars whipped themselves on 
deck  until they drew blood to satiate God with their public devotion. When 
another storm struck, sailors held the Jesuit Pedro de Montes atop the af-
tercastle so that he could confess as many  people as pos si ble from the safest 
location on deck.95 Exemplary be hav ior of this sort encouraged some crews 
to keep rotting bodies on board so that they could be given a Christian 
burial in Acapulco.96

Throughout the voyage, sailors and passengers alike paid careful atten-
tion to the señas (signs) that marked diff er ent stages in the journey. Ac-
cording to Cubero Sebastián, the first sign was spotting San Lazaro, which 
marked the exit from the Philippines. Upon sighting it, “[all] say loudly, as 
if  about to fall and die: in your hands, Señor, we commend ourselves; our 
miserable boat has to be in your care [to arrive safely so] that one risks nav-
igating this very vast Archipelago, and all in one voice say, like this we 
hope for [your care]. And giving the sail to the winds, they begin to sail . . .  
not another  thing is seen . . .   until arriving to recognize the signs that seem 
that divine providence brought them  there, so that the galleon is not lost.”97 
Survival against such odds was so miraculous and seemed, at times, so un-
likely that spotting the signs could only be an act of  deliverance. The 
second, third, and fourth signs  were porras, balsas, and lobillos. Rubén Car-
rillo Martín classifies the porras as “ giant sargasso, Marcrocystis prifera, an 
algae local to the Pacific- American littoral.”98 A balsa was simply a large 
clump of  porras, and lobillos  were animals that floated and played on top 
of them.99 Lest anyone doubt the existence of the lobillos, Cubero Sebastián 
wrote, “and by my own eyes I saw them.”100 He described them as “fish in 
the style of bodices.”101  These  were prob ably what Antonio de Morga 
termed perrillos (small dogs) and what Carrillo Martín identifies as “ma-
rine seals and lions and elephants.”102
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According to Cubero Sebastián, seeing  these signs generated more hap-
piness than arriving at port. That same day, the crew relieved the pain and 
frustration of the passage by conducting a theatrical trial:

The sailors, dressed ridiculously, have a Trial, and they bring impris-
oned all of the most impor tant  people on the galleon, beginning with 
the General, and for each one they have an investigation of what hap-
pened. And taking charge, they make a condemnation, according to 
each, which is a day of  much merrymaking for all: to the General they 
pile on that he did not want to give leave that they open the hatch to 
get  water, which had made them perish from thirst. To the Sergeant 
Major (who was also the Doctor) that he had spilled much  human 
blood  because he had bled more than two hundred  people. To the 
 Pilot who had always gone about fighting with the sun.103 To me [the 
friar], who, sitting in a chair always went about reprimanding and that 
I was the Lazarillo of  death  because  those who I went down to visit 
between the bridges  under the hatch the next day  were thrown over-
board. And  later, they condemned us and sentenced us: one was to 
give choco late, another hardtack, another sweets, another other dif-
fer ent  things.104

This description resembles the early modern carnivalesque tradition 
that inverted hierarchy and power to expunge woes and placate the 
masses. It also highlights the fact that Cubero Sebastián, a missionary, 
was considered among the most impor tant  people on the ship, known 
for “reprimanding” others (probably in matters of  faith) and for pre-
ceding death as the giver of  last rites and final confession. The connec-
tion to Lazarillo is also significant,  because books of  dogma and 
 pleasure (like Orlando Furioso, Amadis de Gaula, and La Araucana)  were 
often read aloud on board, inviting passengers and sailors to imagine 
worlds and delights beyond the confines of the ship or their social con-
dition.105 For example, when the Nuestra Señora de la Asunción landed in 
Acapulco in 1590, sailors and passengers registered numerous “books 
of  pastime and devotion,” specifically including “books of  chivalry and 
papal history and hourly prayers.”106

Of  course, as Catholicism played an impor tant role in maintaining sta-
bility, crew members often expressed their frustrations through sinful be-
hav ior. In 1636, the governor of the Philippines complained of  Spanish and 
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Kapampangan sailors having prob lems with discipline in Cavite.107 This 
commentary was consistent with  stereotypes of  sailors as the “fex maris 
(dregs of the sea).”108 The crown officially banned card gambling (a noto-
rious occasion for blasphemous outcries) on the galleons in 1679 on threat 
of  severe punishment  because officers tended to rig the games against pas-
sengers.109 Any curse against “the holy name of  God in vain [or] of  his 
holy  mother [or] offending the divine majesty” was expressly forbidden.”110 
Like other decrees, though,  these had  limited impact.

In 1608, Antonio de Olivera, a  pilot, denounced the boatswain on his 
ship, Martín Costa, to the Inquisition upon arrival in Acapulco. Witnesses 
reported a collection of  potentially damning statements. Costa had re-
marked that “God did much against the said ship.” On another occasion 
when the vicar was offering prayers, Costa said, “ Father, give your Hail 
Mary over  there. If  I go to hell, every one has more work.” As Guillermo 
de Guerrera prayed for the souls in purgatory, Costa gave him a bell and 
said, “commend also  those who are in hell.”111

Costa’s objections emerge directly from the difficulty of the passage and 
follow known patterns of blasphemy  under extreme physical and psycho-
logical duress.112 His comments  were also scathingly sarcastic. He inter-
preted the strain of the voyage as a sign that God had turned against the 
 people on board and reasoned that the only consequence of  his  dying and 
 going to hell was that every one on the ship would have more work to do. 
The denunciation does not rec ord any punishment, perhaps suggesting that 
such offenses  were so common or minor that the inquisitor de cided not 
to follow up on the denunciations with a full trial.  After all, reniego a dios 
(I renounce God) was a common profanity.113

The cultural life on the galleons mediated between the spiritual tension 
of  life at sea and the proscriptions of  Catholic society. The cramped space of 
the ship itself  functioned as an aspirational vehicle of  assimilation for non- 
Spanish passengers, sailors, and enslaved  people (figure  2.3). When they 
landed,  those well enough to walk proceeded to mass at the parish church 
immediately  after completing administrative formalities.114 By this point, 
many Asians could recite Catholic prayers and speak some Spanish, even if 
they could not do  either before  going on board. Still  others questioned 
Catholic ritual and blended it with other beliefs, and they would continue to 
do so  after arriving in New Spain (see Chapter 4). Even the life of  Catarina 
de San Juan, the religious icon, demonstrated  these lingering tensions born of 
the Pacific passage. Francisco de Aguilera described Catarina’s ecclesiastical 
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2.3  The Rebuilt San Salvador

The narrow deck of the rebuilt San Salvador shows the  limited living space 
that thrust the galleon’s multiethnic crew, passengers, and enslaved  people 
into close contact. The San Salvador was the first  European ship to visit the 
bay that is now San Diego and would have been somewhat smaller than a 
full- sized galleon crossing the Pacific during the seventeenth  century.

Photo courtesy of the author.
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knowledge  after landing in Acapulco as “neither very much of the day, nor of 
the night,” meaning that it was neither strong nor weak.115 Numerous writers 
also called her bozal (wild or unacculturated) in her speech, and that word 
was similarly used to describe and denigrate recently arrived Africans. In a 
funerary poem, Plancarte wrote, “Neither does the confessor divine / what 
she says.”116 In his hagiography, Joseph del Castillo Graxeda recorded her 
speech in broken Spanish and provided a “translation” with the under-
standing that her awkward language represented communication from God. 
Therefore, galleon travel endowed many Asian subjects, like Catarina, with a 
hybrid subjectivity that both was and was not Hispanic or Catholic.

More broadly, the experience of the Pacific passage created new bonds 
among travelers. Asians long remembered the names of their ships, their 
year of  arrival, and the  people they crossed the ocean with.117 For example, 
in 1611 an enslaved Asian man named Antonio Geronimo produced Juan 
Barco and Domingo de Ortega, both enslaved Asians, as witnesses to tes-
tify that he was single and legally available to marry. Both Juan and Do-
mingo claimed to have known Antonio for eight years, including four in 
Manila, and to have sailed together on the same galleon.118 Perhaps  these 
dynamics explain why Oropeza found that “chinos”  later married each 
other at high rates in Mexico City, even though they often did not come 
from the same ethnic group. Despite the wide availability of  partners 
from other groups, “chinas” selected “chinos” for marriage more than any 
other casta, and “chinos” married “chinas” at rates that  were exceeded 
only by their  unions with  women of  Indigenous heritage (“indias” and 
“mestizas”)—a function, in part, of the far greater number of Asian men 
than Asian  women on the galleons.119 Carrillo Martín determined that in 
cases where both parents of  a baptismal candidate  were identified as 
“chinos,” the se lection of  “chino / a” godparents was more likely.120 The 
crossing had therefore become a defining feature in the social memory 
and acculturation of the first Asians in the Amer i cas and formed a new, 
critical node of  diasporic commonality for the “chinos” of  New Spain.121

Landing in Acapulco

The first sign of  arrival at Acapulco on a Manila galleon coming from the 
north was a mountain twenty- five kilo meters back from the sea called La 
Brea (pitch). The ship then passed through a channel between the shore 
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and the island of  La Roqueta near El Grifo ( today’s Punta Grifo) that “al-
though it seems narrow, . . .  is good with a depth from 15 to 20 Castilian 
yards.”  After the galleon cleared the channel, the Fort of  San Diego (which 
overlooked the bay) came into view on the headland, and fi nally the crew 
members could see some 250  houses tucked into a corner of the bay (fig-
ures 2.4 and 2.5). Two densely forested mountains with “small white spots 
that look like grazing sheep” flanked the town.122 Crew members roped 
the galleons to thick trees on the beach, unloaded the cargo onto small 
skiffs operated by the enslaved  people of Acapulco and Asian rowers, and 

2.4  The Port of Acapulco

Beyond providing an exceptional depiction of Acapulco and its surroundings, this map’s 
text is significant for describing the  popular opinion of Acapulco as a port town. A portion 
of the text reads: “It is one of the most impor tant ports of the South Sea, that of Acapulco. 
It is somewhat unhealthy, and as such, the castellan does not reside in it, except when the 
ship from the Philippines arrives. It  causes  great shame that its defense is found to be un-
prepared, for the  little care that is placed in it. So, oftentimes  there is not a mounted [artil-
lery] piece to salute [the ships], which should be remedied.”

“Mapas de las costas de América en el mar del Sur, desde la última población de españoles en ellas, 
que es la ciudad de Compostela, en adelante,” circa 1600s. Reproduction courtesy of the Biblioteca 
Nacional de España.
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proceeded immediately to mass.  Those too sick to attend  were rushed to 
the Hospital Real (Royal Hospital) for rest and nourishment. Its rooms for 
treatment  were divided by the patients’ category: one room for Spaniards 
and the other for “indios, negros and mulatos and chinos.”123 Convalescing 
sailors and enslaved  people  were fed a diet of bread and fish or meat, 

2.5  The Port of Acapulco in the Kingdom of the New Spain in the South Sea

Adrian Boot’s spectacular rendition of Acapulco features a galleon passing through the 
channel and another in the bay with a prominent Cross of  Burgundy on display. Several 
smaller boats await by the shore to haul merchandise into the town. On the headland to 
the left of the town is the Fort of  San Diego. In the foreground, a figure that presumably is 
Boot himself  gazes out across the Pacific. The image is unusually attentive to  labor, per-
haps a sign of  Boot’s participation in the fort’s construction. Also in the foreground, one 
man cuts wood to the right, while a porter just to the right of the figure on  horse back walks 
down the mountain to the port. For more information on this image, see Dana Leibsohn 
and Meha Priyadarshini, “Transpacific: Beyond Silk and Silver,” Colonial Latin American 
Review 25, no. 1 (2016): 1–15.

Adrian Boot, Puerto de Acapulco en el Reino de la Nueva España en el Mar del Sur, 1628. Reproduction cour-
tesy of the Benson Latin American Collection, University of  Texas at Austin.
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supplemented by a few products procured from apothecaries in Mexico 
City during the off-season.124

However, the number of  sailors requiring treatment often meant that 
the hospital’s supplies  were inadequate. In 1595, a report testified that  there 
 were so many sick mari ners that no medicine remained to treat the town’s 
poor.125 In 1616, Bartolome de Nasera, a priest who administered the hos-
pital’s finances, complained that he had found “the said hospital building 
in such a state that if  it was not covered before the rainy season, it was not 
pos si ble to occupy nor live [in it].”126  These sodden conditions  were what 
grumetes disembarking on the verge of  death faced.

As much as galleon crews nearing the journey’s end yearned for land, 
arriving at Acapulco began a new and perhaps equally disheartening con-
flict, this time with corrupt officials. In town, galleon survivors would have 
been immediately recognizable, due to their ragged clothing, haggard com-
plexions, distinctive red bonetes (caps), and blue sea capes.127 According to 
one report, “[the sailors] fear arriving at the ports for the executors of the 
royal duties more than the storms of the sea, and it is a  great pain that  after 
seven months and more of travel, arriving at port where you think to find 
refreshment and rest from so much work, they find that all, from the youn-
gest to the oldest, seem conspired against them.”128 The almojarifazgos 
(import duties) amounted to 10  percent on all goods and accompanied a 
6  percent alcabala (sales tax).129 Other duties  were sometimes added to sup-
plement the cost of building and repairing Acapulco’s Fort of  San Diego.130 
And in ven ted charges regularly compounded  these high rates.131

 Little more than an arid, insalubrious fishing village for most of the year, 
Acapulco came alive solely for transpacific trade with the Philippines and 
trans- American trade with Peru. Every one who could profit did so, through 
 either  legal or illicit means. Price inflation was so rampant that in 1616 the 
cost of  a chicken  rose to a full peso from six reales. Chickens  were the prin-
cipal means of  nursing  dying sailors back to health at the Hospital Real.132

It was well known that sailors, including grumetes, engaged in transpa-
cific trade to the extent that they could fill their trunks with merchandise 
to peddle at the port, an economic activity well established by transatlantic 
sailors selling coveted Spanish clothing in the Amer i cas.133 In 1608, a cédula 
 limited marineros to a single trunk and noted that sailors had previously 
filled up to three trunks each, for which  there was no room aboard.134  After 
a ship arrived in Acapulco, the fort’s castellan would conduct an inspec-
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tion of  shipboard goods and impound sailors’ trunks  unless bribed not to 
do so.135 This was a rampant abuse of  authority, but  there was virtually no 
oversight to prevent it. If  a trunk was held for three days, it would be for-
feit. Furthermore, sailors could only leave the port legally with a special 
permit from the castellan.136 The castellan also had the authority to punish 
sailors for any crimes committed at sea. Once in prison, sailors could pro-
cure food only at exorbitant prices that they typically could not afford, 
 because many had lost their earnings in illegal gambling dens that the cas-
tellan had  organized.137

Dead sailors also presented unique opportunities for the castellan and 
parish priest. Last  wills and testaments made at sea  were often declared 
null and void, and officials routinely pocketed dead sailors’ goods and their 
back pay— which sometimes amounted to 400–500 pesos (closer to 30–60 
pesos for grumetes). Families back in the Philippines never got the money 
for which their relatives had perished, leaving them in “extreme need.”138 
A cédula from 1670 concluded that “the persecution of the ports arrives 
even to the dead.”139 Gemelli Careri, an Italian traveler, noted that the cas-
tellan stood to make 20,000 pesos in a year and the parish priest 14,000 
pesos, although the castellan’s official annual salary amounted to only 180 
pesos.140

 These woes intensified the daily difficulties of  life at the port. The Do-
minican Domingo Fernández Navarrete was not alone in believing incor-
rectly that “Acapulco” in Nahuatl translated to the “mouth of  Hell” in 
Spanish.141 Cubero Sebastián lamented that the land was dry, and the only 
fresh  water came from “a  little, very weak spring, that barely puts out a 
trickle of  water, which they name the Chorrillo [ little stream]. To fill a 
pitcher of  water, it takes two hours.”142  After commenting on the small 
plaza, he ironically concluded, “this is what the celebrated port of Acapulco 
has.”143 Careri was more incisive: “Regarding the city of Acapulco, it seems 
to me that it should be given the name of   humble hamlet of  fishers (so 
low and contemptible are its  houses, made of wood, mud and straw) 
[rather] than the deceitful [name] of the main emporium of the South Sea 
and way station to Asia.”144 Carletti, who wrote almost a hundred years 
 earlier, had a similar impression and noted that Acapulco “abounds with 
gnats and scorpions and other animals and bugs, all very poisonous. If they 
bite you, you  will die. And if by some accident you eat or drink them in 
wine or  water, they  will drive you insane.”145 Although land must have 
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provided some  measure of  rest for weary crew members, true respite was 
in short supply in Acapulco. For  free and enslaved Asian subjects step-
ping onto American soil for the first time, the conditions of the port dra-
matically belied the Viceroyalty of  New Spain’s global reputation and 
foretold the difficulties they would face in the  future.

Spanish officials in the Philippines and on the Iberian Peninsula con-
cerned themselves with the treatment of transpacific sailors  because life 
in Acapulco and the hardships of the passage resulted in frequent deser-
tions and severe manpower shortages.146 One official wrote in 1633, “[Sailors 
from the Philippines] get completely discouraged from returning.”147 Fran-
cisco de Acuña, a Philippine sailor from Parañaque who made no fewer 
than twenty- seven transpacific round trips, was an extreme exception to 
 these trends.148 For example, in 1606 Lieutenant (alferéz) Alonso de Medina 
paid fifty- five pesos and four tomines to commission bounty hunters to cap-
ture four Asian grumetes “who had fled with their advance pay [socorro], 
named Alonso Baean, Pedro Loc, Simon Manapa, and Don Juan.”149  These 
hunters frequently tracked grumetes as far as to Mexico City and dragged 
them back to Acapulco.

The best- known example of  desertion is that of the Espíritu Santo’s 
surviving Asian grumetes: seventy out of  seventy- five of them fled upon 
arrival from Acapulco to Colima in 1618. They had found employment as 
producers of  fermented and distilled tuba (coconut wines).150  These bever-
ages  were and still are  popular in the Philippines, and grumetes like  those 
of the Espíritu Santo transplanted the cultivation of  coconuts and produc-
tion of the wines to Mexico’s Pacific coast beginning in the Manila galleons’ 
earliest years. As in the Philippines (particularly the Visayas), “chinos” in 
Mexico cut stairs into palm trees to access their coconuts, which they used 
to make clothing and medicine as well as wines.151 In 1619, Pineda expressed 
considerable concern that Colima’s Indigenous population “enjoys [co-
conut wine] more than the wine that comes from Spain.”152 In fact, they 
craved it so much that they would travel to Acapulco when the galleons 
arrived and recruit Asian sailors to produce it. Pineda believed that the bev-
erage’s notoriety in the region would result in significant monetary losses 
for Spanish merchants and ultimately reduce the volume of  Castilian wine 
arriving in Mexico. Pineda could imagine only one solution: that “they 
load up [all the Natives of the Philippine Islands] and return them . . .  and 
that they burn the palm plantations . . .  and cut down the palm trees.”153 
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Pineda’s proposal of  violent deportation, so reminiscent of the calls to send 
“Sangleyes” back to China, was never accepted.

On the contrary, the Acapulco- to- Colima pipeline developed so rapidly 
that by 1619, the town of  San Joseph Tecolapa in Colima boasted a popu-
lation of  fifty married “chinos” with their own alcalde.154 In fact, “chinos” 
 were so active as wage laborers, bonded debtors, and enslaved workers on 
the tuba plantations in that town (and in other towns like Tecpan, Acoyac, 
Atoyaque, and Caxitlan) that coconut wine overtook cacao monoculture 
in Colima during the seventeenth  century.155 Indigenous and Afro- Mexican 
laborers quickly learned how to “climb the palm trees like chinos” as well.156 
Five “indios chinos,” named Miguel Pano, Sebastián de la Cruz, Juan de 
Triana, Francisco Ramos, and Nicolás Mananquel,  were operating their 
own tuba plantations by 1644.157

At the behest of the Manila city council, the crown responded to the pe-
rennial prob lems of  desertion to places like Colima with economic incen-
tives. To limit the corruption of the castellan, it repeatedly ordered that 
sailors’ trunks not be sequestered or opened.158 For marineros, it offered 
them the rights to transport up to a thousand pesos and to sell small trade 
goods at the port.159 In 1639, the viceroy of  New Spain even declared that 
marineros would be exempted from duties on trade goods worth up to four 
hundred pesos, and that grumetes would be exempted for duties on goods 
worth up to two hundred pesos— a significant allowance.160 Ultimately, even 
 these generous  measures would not prove to be sufficient compensation to 
overcome the difficulties of the voyage, discrimination at port, and delays in 
receiving pay. Sailors sometimes had to wait up to fifteen years and com-
plete the return journey to receive their promised wages.161 In 1676, Diego de 
Villatoro summarized that “[the sailors] experience the same prejudices” re-
corded in cédulas from the 1620s.162 Consistently high rates of  mortality and 
desertion exacerbated  labor shortages over time and resulted in a swelling 
Asian population in Mexico during the long seventeenth  century.

The Production of  “Chinos”

The world that came into view on the port side of the galleons as they 
dropped south past scattered chapels,  humble ports, distant mountains, and 
the occasional plantation underwent significant changes during the six-
teenth  century. In 1521, Tenochtitlan— one of the world’s largest cities, a 
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metropolitan won der built on a lake— fell to an army of  Indigenous and 
Spanish troops. The extraordinary vio lence of the city’s fall became the sub-
ject of  numerous elegies, recited for generations in memory of  a fading 
past.163 Hernando Cortés’s expedition in 1519–1521, which began the inva-
sion of  central Mexico, coincided with Ferdinand Magellan’s storied cir-
cumnavigation of the globe. Magellan’s five ships sailed west from the 
Iberian Peninsula in 1519, and several years  later, one of them (the Victoria) 
limped up the West African coast to Sanlúcar de Barrameda in 1522. It car-
ried  eighteen survivors, who  were all that remained of the first  European 
voyage to cross the world’s largest ocean.

Subsequent transpacific expeditions departed from the American coast 
and represented a direct continuation of the wars of  Cortés and his cap-
tains against the Indigenous polities of  central Mexico. Indeed, “all the cap-
tains who set off to explore regions of  Mesoamerica in 1521 . . .   were in-
structed to look for a way to sail from the  Caribbean to the Pacific (or South 
Sea).”164 Cortés was responsible for  organizing and outfitting no fewer than 
five Pacific expeditions, and a sixth was in preparation when he departed 
from Mexico for the last time in 1541.165 Burgeoning missionary fervor, the 
desire to conduct long- distance trade with Asia, and zealous advocacy for 
continued conquest ensured that what became the Viceroyalty of  New 
Spain remained deeply invested in its Pacific connections.166

The first successful west- to- east crossing from the Philippines to Mexico 
occurred in 1565,  after more than five unsuccessful attempts across four 
 decades.167 An Augustinian missionary named Andrés de Urdaneta typically 
receives the sole credit for this navigational achievement: he and his ailing 
crew aboard the galleon San Pedro arrived at Acapulco on October 8, 1565, 
four months  after departing from the Philippines. In truth, an unlikely pa-
tache christened the San Lucas had managed to reach the port of  Navidad 
on August 9 of the same year  after three months and twenty days with no 
more than twenty men aboard. The ship’s  pilot, the Afro- Portuguese Lope 
Martín, had therefore achieved a success equal to Urdaneta’s two months 
 earlier, marking the beginning of the transpacific route that transformed 
global connectivity in the early modern age.168

Meanwhile, Mexico had been transformed in the  decades following the 
fall of  Tenochtitlan. During the second half  of the sixteenth  century, the 
infamous colonial mines, plantations, and textile mills continued to deci-
mate Indigenous populations struggling to recover from  decades of  dis-
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ease, enslavement, and war.169 Supplementing  these diminishing  labor 
pools, thousands of  enslaved Africans arrived  every year through the ports 
of  Veracruz and Campeche. As Mexico’s multiethnic populations rapidly 
diversified and formed mixed populations, they  were categorized in ways 
that  were rapidly codified within colonial law, and over time  these laws con-
stituted the sistema de castas.

Robert Schwaller argues that the sistema emerged from a transposed 
framework originally developed in the Iberian Peninsula, which catego-
rized  people based on perceptions of  difference and inherited traits.170 
Over time, peninsular ideas of  religious purity and nobility created new 
“social divisions” in the Amer i cas that legally differentiated Spaniards from 
Indigenous laboring and tribute- bearing subjects.171 When castas entered 
colonial discourse, they did so as groups that needed to be controlled, reg-
ulated, and castigated. As early as 1533, colonial ordinances characterized 
“mestizos,” predominantly the mixed offspring of  Spanish men and Indig-
enous  women, as mobile vagabonds in need of  surveillance and guidance.172 
Comparably, in the words of  Pablo Sierra Silva, “the earliest legislation on 
Puebla’s African- descent population [1536] defined black men as criminal 
slaves subject to corporal punishment.”173 Colonial fears born from ideas 
of  inherent difference, discourses of buen gobierno (good governance), and 
local concerns and pre ce dents hardened over time into  legal praxis and 
 stereotypes about casta ascriptions.

Each casta collapsed ethnolinguistic identities into metaconstructs that 
initially meant more in the world of  discourse and law than in lived real ity. 
For example, “indio / a” designated an Indigenous, vassal status within the 
Hispanic World but failed to differentiate among hundreds of  discrete com-
munities that had  little in common other wise. Most individuals initially 
categorized as such recognized the label for what it was: a sociolegal clas-
sification and not quite an identity.

Only over time did the castas become meaningful signifiers in the com-
munities to which they  were applied. In the case of  colonial Zacatecas, 
Dana Murillo argues that survival in the mines required Indigenous  peoples 
“to create new communities without the  organizing structures of the tlax-
ilacalli (the altepetl’s neighborhood subunits), juridical autonomy, and a he-
reditary civil leadership.”174 Thus, spatial proximity,  labor, and religiosity 
had reor ga nized colonial identities away from strictly ethnolinguistic cat-
egories.175 Similarly, Miguel Valerio demonstrates that “mulatos” in Mexico 
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City in 1568 found cause for unity around Juan Bautista’s petition for a “mu-
lato” hospital. Although the petition failed due to categorical exclusions 
and prejudices, “a common goal brought the mulatos together and a 
 process of  community- building through petitioning ensued.”176  These 
prescient studies show that as Spanish administrators in ven ted sociolegal 
categories, new ideas that synthesized disparate communities based on 
colonial exclusions formed among non- Spanish  people.

For Asian subjects, becoming a member of the colonial Mexican sistema 
de castas as a “chino / a” represented the culmination of  a racialized flat-
tening  process begun during the transpacific galleon crossing. This was the 
first time that a single word in the Amer i cas referred to all  peoples per-
ceived as Asian and represented a uniquely colonial Mexican orientalism. 
While the circumstances of the passage— including  labor arrangements, 
physical conditions, and spiritual practices— initiated this  process, chino- 
genesis created a new  legal designation for recently disembarked Asians 
that essentialized an incredible breadth of  ethnolinguistic and religious 
identities into a new  people. As “chinos,” many Asians in colonial Mexico 
found new commonalities born of their shared displacement or journey 
across the Pacific to the Amer i cas.

Curiously,  there is no definitive explanation in colonial documents for 
why Asians became known as “chinos” in Acapulco. Throughout the co-
lonial period, when Asian grumetes received their advances in Manila and 
Cavite, they  were almost always paid as “indios grumetes,” with occasional 
additions to specify their provenance. When they received their pay in Aca-
pulco, they became “chinos.” The royal  treasury used separate identifica-
tory markers to reference the same individuals when they  were in diff er ent 
locations. They had been protected “indio” vassals in the Philippines, but 
they  were vulnerable “chinos” in Mexico.

The transition to “chino / a” was uneven, at least initially. The earliest 
surviving  treasury rec ord volumes from Acapulco, which covered 1590–
1592, primarily refer to non- Spanish galleon crews as “indio chino” and 
sometimes use other identifiers like “lascar” and “pampanga.”177 The “indio 
chino” label maintained the “indio” designation that predominated in the 
Philippines, and the addition of  “chino” essentially distinguished between 
the “indios” of Asia and  those of the Amer i cas. In the context of Acapulco, 
the “indios chinos” performed specific, port- related  labor, while “indios” 
of the surrounding areas most often appeared in repartimiento rosters and 
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as local artisans. As more Asians became vis i ble in  these  treasury rec ords 
in the late 1590s, “indio / a chino / a” became roughly synonymous with 
“chino / a.”

The exchangeability of terms in Acapulco persisted  until 1615, when 
“chino / a” became the dominant referent. This transition was likely driven 
by an uptick in the numbers of   free and enslaved Asians arriving in Aca-
pulco, consistent with the post-1603 realities of  Spanish Manila. It also 
coincided with the entry of  six hundred Indigenous men from Igualapa, 
Zacatula, Tixtla, and elsewhere, who  were assigned through the repar-
timiento to build Acapulco’s Fort of  San Diego from November 1615 to 
April 1617.178 Thus, the decisive move to label Asians as “chinos” may have 
been born of the pragmatic need to juridically differentiate Asians at the 
port from repartimiento laborers.

Sometimes (particularly in settings conferring privilege), nación (nation, 
 people, or origin) accompanied the “chino / a” category to differentiate an 
individual of  a specific origin from the “chino / a” mass. Through  these de-
scriptive appendages ( either ascribed or claimed), historians can track the 
Asian provenance of  individual “chinos.” Outside of Acapulco,  free Asians 
often sought to retain the “indio / a” and “indio / a chino / a” labels to re-
inforce the fact that they could not be enslaved and to confirm their pro-
tected status as tribute- paying Indigenous vassal subjects (see Chapter 3).179

“Chino / a” itself was an anomaly. Literally it meant Chinese outside of 
the Amer i cas, and in the Philippines, it was used interchangeably with 
“Sangley.”180 Thus, as a casta in central Mexico, it should be treated as an 
entirely separate word. Over time, New Spanish officials became increas-
ingly conscious of the constructed nature of the term. An extraordinary 
report from 1672 by Martín de Solís Miranda in Mexico City clarifies this 
 process. He wrote that “chino” was a “name used abusively and not with 
accuracy since [ those that] are called and termed this [are] the indios of 
the Philippine Islands, which are very distant from the  Great China [la gran 
china] whose inhabitants are  those who should accurately be called chinos 
and not Filipinos [filipinenses, Philippians], who observe diff er ent rites and 
diff er ent dogmas.”181 In 1675, Fernando de Haro y Monterroso expanded 
Miranda’s definition of  “chino” to all “indios born in the Philippine Islands, 
who are  Japanese, Tartars, Malukan, Sangleyes, Mindanaos, Bengalas, 
Makassars, Malays, and of  other nations . . .  next to and close to the  great 
island of   Great China which provided the word that is [used in] New Spain 
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and even all of   Europe.”182 Geographic anomalies aside, his and Miranda’s 
definitions of  “chino” are careful and unique reflections on the word’s in-
accurate and artificial nature. In puzzling over Catarina de San Juan’s eth-
nicity as a “china,” Alonso Ramos repeated the consensus in 1689 that 
“chinos”  were “ those who come to  these parts from the Orient by way of 
the Philippine Islands.”183

Furthermore, the commentaries of  these men are consistent with early 
modern Spanish onomastic traditions. In his Libro de grandezas y cosas mem-
orables de España (Book of the  great and memorable  things of  Spain; 1549), 
Pedro de Medina clarified the metonymical structure of  Spanish naming 
customs. He wrote that the term “moro” (Moor or Muslim) came origi-
nally from “mauro,” the Spanish word for  people from Mauritania in North-
west Africa. Since “mauros” had been Muslims for centuries, all Muslims 
eventually became known as “moros,” regardless of their provenance.184 
This account mirrors Geraldine Heng’s observation that “from the late 
eleventh and the twelfth  century onward Saracens streamlined a pa norama 
of  diverse  peoples and populations into a single demographic entity de-
fined by their adherence to the Islamic religion.”185

Comparably, Samar— the first island in the Philippines to be spotted on 
the journey west across the Pacific— had originally been called “la Isla Fil-
ipina,” but eventually, this name “was extended to the entire archipelago.”186 
Colín noted that the Philippines had often been called “Islas de los Luzones” 
and “Las Manilas”  after the island and city in the Philippines that Spaniards 
knew best. He traced this practice to the naming of  “las Canarias” (the Ca-
nary Islands)  after the one island of  Gran Canaria.187

In New Spain, the best- known Asian polity was unquestionably the 
Kingdom of  China— due, in part, to the crates of  Chinese goods arriving 
 every year on the galleons. La China quickly became a cartographic and 
textual stand-in for all of Asia, complementing the equally common refer-
ents of  Indias Occidentales (West Indies) and Indias del Poniente (Indies 
of the Setting Sun).188 However, Domingo Fernández Navarrete was aware 
that even China was a foreign construction. In 1676, he wrote that “China” 
came from the fusion of two words: “Chìn” or “Zing,” a common Chinese 
greeting (perhaps from 幸會), and “Nan” (south, 南).189 He considered this 
usage (and  others like it) to be an ignorant linguistic imposition by inter-
lopers when the Chinese themselves most commonly referred to their 
country as “Chung Kue; that is, the Kingdom in the  middle” (中國).190
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Navarrete’s awareness was uncommon among Spaniards. Following the 
tradition of  “mauro,” “Gran Canaria,” and “La isla Filipina,” the use of  La 
China as a signifier for all of Asia led to the  people who came from  those 
regions becoming known simply as “chinos.” Like other casta ascriptions, 
“chino / a” was a vaguely ocular category, since it was used as a descriptor 
both in runaway slave notices posted publicly in chapels and cathedrals and 
in Inquisition rec ords to sequester and physically describe the denounced 
(see Chapter 4). Still, few could agree on what “chinos” looked like. To ex-
emplify the confusion, in 1665 an unnamed enslaved blasphemer was de-
nounced to the Inquisition for criticizing the Catholic God, the Holy Spirit, 
and the saints. The inquisitors called witnesses, but they could not agree 
on how to identify the man. He was variously called a “chino” and a “chino 
or mulato,” and one witness said that “he seemed blacker than mulato.”191 
Clearly, “chino / a” was a visual identifier associated with the appearance 
of  non- European descent, but beyond that, details  were hazy and situation-
ally contingent. One of the best descriptions from the period comes from 
Domingo de la Cruz’s litigation for freedom in 1678. Originally from Cebu 
in the Philippines, he argued that the king had freed all “chinos” following 
rulings in 1659 and 1672, and he should be  free “ because of  how my face 
looks . . .  and [my] features are  those of  a chino, not mulato, nor any other 
type [genero] of  slaves.”192 Therefore, the “chino” category could sometimes 
conjure up an array of  physical signs in the discursive imaginary both as-
sociated with and distinct from Blackness.

For Catarina de San Juan and her hagiographers, “china” (like catego-
ries of  Blackness) equated to ugliness. Catarina miraculously changed her 
appearance to look more “china” to repel men seeking to abuse her. Ramos 
provided a  great amount of  detail about this racial transformation: “in 
short order, her flesh dried and consumed itself bit by bit, and her facial 
features molted. Her hair grayed, and the color of  her face became more 
Asian [se achinó], such that she looked more old than young, more ugly 
than beautiful, more brown- colored china than white and Mughal blond, 
more like a hazel india of the darkest of the Occident than a white and 
beautiful Oriental of the confines of Arabia Felix.”193 The darkness of the 
“china” severely contrasted with the implicit beauty of   imagined Arabian 
whiteness. Catarina’s virginity and survival depended on her ability to 
transform herself  into a darker, older, and therefore (in the eyes of  her 
hagiographers) less attractive  woman.
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As  these descriptions indicate, over time “chinos” obtained common 
physical  stereotypes despite their numerous differences. Gradually, the urge 
to impose sameness upon the “chino / a” category merged with the very 
diff er ent drive of  “chinos” to find commonalities based on shared social 
settings. In some re spects,  these new relationships  were not dissimilar from 
 those forged by  people within other castas. What differentiated “chinos” 
was precisely their transpacific context. They had endured a horrific Pa-
cific passage that had collapsed an enormous diversity of  physical, social, 
and cultural signs into a single category in Acapulco. An enslaved  woman 
from the Bay of  Bengal, a Kapampangan warrior, and  Japanese converts 
from Nagasaki had all become “chinos.” The tremendous essentialism of 
the “chino / a” label  after arrival in the Amer i cas reinforced and expanded 
the sea- born need to overcome enormous differences to found new com-
munities. Therefore, in more ways than one, the “chinos” who disembarked 
in Acapulco  were not the “indios” who had boarded in Cavite.

Acapulco, the Gateway to Mexico

During the trading season, the population of the port of Acapulco swelled 
with merchants, missionaries, soldiers, mule trains, the enslaved, sailors, 
and hangers-on. As the primary destination of the galleons, Mexico’s 
Pacific coast consistently had the largest number of  “chinos” in the Amer-
i cas during the long seventeenth  century. Each ship unloaded its contin-
gent of  sailors, travelers, and enslaved  people in Acapulco, adding to the 
communities of  “chinos” that had stayed on in the off- season. In 1615, the 
capitana called Santiago unloaded sixty “chinos” grumetes and two Cagayan 
carpenters. The almiranta christened the San Andrés carried a contingent 
of thirty- nine “chinos” grumetes, one “of the  Japanese caste,” two Cagayan 
carpenters, and one “chino” guardianejo. The smaller fragata (frigate) Santa 
Margarita had nine “chinos” grumetes.194  These numbers of  surviving 
 grumetes  were not unusual. In that year, twelve “chinos” had stayed on 
during the off- season to work in the royal ware houses (receiving 60 pesos 
per year) or as carpenters (150–200 pesos per year) or blacksmiths (60 pesos 
per year).195 Although  these twelve accounted only for  those who remained 
on the royal  treasury’s payroll, their number was smaller than usual. A 
more typical year was 1600, which better exemplifies the wide range of  pro-
fessions that “chinos” practiced in Acapulco.
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In that year, a “chino” named Juan Baptista made 150 pesos per year as 
the sacristan of the church. A longtime resident of the port named Diego 
Nunez, described variously as a “lascar” and a “chino,” operated one of the 
chinchorros (rowboats) in the bay. He made sixty pesos during the six- month 
period from November 1, 1599, to the end of April 1600. The chinchorro’s 
crew included five “indios chinos” grumetes, who each made fifty pesos 
per year.  There  were eight Asian carpenters in the port, and one of them— 
Juan Vanegas— was also a bombero (fireman). Two of  these carpenters, 
Francisco Cagayan and Juan Cagayan, cut wood in the mountains to build 
artillery mounts. They labored alongside eight other “chinos” and fourteen 
“indios.”196 Most “chinos” who remained in Acapulco during the off- season 
resided in the “neighborhood [barrio] that they call of the chinos.”197

Multiethnic  labor gangs that  were  organized around a trade or an as-
signment in Acapulco  were common. For example, eighty “negros, mu-
latos, and chinos,  free and enslaved by citizens of the said port” repaired 
the capitana San Luis, which had arrived in 1631 without its mainmast. This 
 labor gang hiked into the mountains to cut a new mast and hauled it to 
the beach, being paid at the significant rate of  one peso per person per day. 
Payment to the enslaved  people was awarded to the enslavers.198 As another 
example, twenty  free or enslaved “negros,” “mulatos,” and “chinos” worked 
from September 2 to September 20, 1632, to open trails into the mountains 
and to cut wood to mount artillery at the Fort of  San Diego.199 Dozens of  
 free or enslaved “chinos” labored in smithies, as carpenters or porters, in 
quarries, and elsewhere to construct and repair the defenses that protected 
the bay from  enemy incursion. The Spanish demand for  labor was so high 
that one Philippine trader named Marcos Garcia (“chino”) traveled over-
land to Acapulco when the galleons arrived in 1608 and was illegally con-
scripted into “personal  services,” meaning a forced obligation to  labor for 
an individual.200

Unquestionably, Acapulco relied on “chinos” for a wide range of  port- 
related functions. Most “chinos” had acquired  these skills in Cavite and con-
tinued practicing their trades aboard the galleons. Some, like a man 
named Pedro Elen,  rose to prominence. He had been the guardianejo 
aboard the San Andrés in 1615, and for the next thirty- one years he served 
as the drummer of the garrison stationed at the Fort of  San Diego.201 He 
made 171 pesos per year, and by 1620 he had bought an enslaved “mulata” 
named Madalena.202 Even  those who made significant earnings, though, 
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had to face substantial restrictions. For example, Diego Nunez, a “chino 
lascar,” worked as a carpenter during the construction of the Fort of  San 
Diego in 1616 and made a maximum of  four reales per day, an amount that 
“he was rated for being chino.”203 As a comparison, even the lowest- paid 
Spanish carpenters laboring alongside him made one peso per day (double 
Nunez’s rate).204

While it is difficult to determine the total numbers of   free and enslaved 
“chinos” in Acapulco in any given year during the seventeenth  century, it 
is safe to say that Asians made up a significant percentage of the popula-
tion. In 1622, the city had an estimated 70 Spanish residents, and by 1643, 
the number of  Indigenous tribute- payers in the area had declined to 185. 
By the  middle of the seventeenth  century, Acapulco had become a predom-
inantly Afro- Mexican town.205  These demographic realities indicate that 
as soon as Asians entered colonial society in central Mexico, most found 
themselves laboring and socializing with Afro- Mexicans at the port; in tav-
erns owned by Black  women; and in numerous  labor gangs assigned 
to cut wood, break rocks, and repair ships and buildings. As “chinos” 
began to articulate new forms of  community and identity in Acapulco, 
distinct from  those in the Philippines, they did so within this multiethnic 
social world  organized around Mexico’s socie ties of  castas. Matthew Fur-
long considers this  process an adaptation of  “traditions of  pre- colonial 
insular Southeast Asian practice which emphasized collateral alliance, 
tracing of bilateral lineages, exogamous networks, and cross- ethnic so-
cial networks.”206

One of the clearest examples of  these relations comes from a bigamy 
case involving a “chino” tried by the Inquisition in 1669. Gregorio de Bena-
vides (the  owner of the hacienda of Apusagualcos in Acapulco) denounced 
Baltazar Melchor (his “chino” servant) for having married twice. The 
second wife was an enslaved  woman (owned by Benavides) named Ber-
narda de los Reyes. Though Melchor had been an “indio” in the Philip-
pines (and therefore not subject to the Inquisition), in New Spain he could 
be prosecuted  because he had become a “chino.”

In 1619, Pineda had reported a “ great offense”: that since married gru-
metes “are not known [as married in Mexico], they marry again.”207 
Melchor exemplified the trend: he had married only two months  after dis-
embarking in Mexico. A diverse slew of witnesses testified that they had 
 either heard or knew that Melchor had been married to a  woman named 
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Fulana Sinio in Lolo (in Cagayan, the Philippines). The first witness was a 
“mulata”  widow named Isabel de Aracas (also known as Isabel Guerra), 
who had heard about Melchor’s marriage to Sinio from a recently disem-
barked “chino” named Francisco. The second witness, Francisca de Pineda 
(a  free Black  woman), gathered that Benavides had discovered the scan-
dalous situation from a “chino” named Juan, who had written him a letter 
about it. The third witness, a “mulata” named Geronima Arias, declared 
that her son, Luis Hortiz, had read Juan’s letter aloud, and every one who 
heard it had laughed at Juan’s awkward writing style and language. The 
fourth witness, a “chino” (also from Lolo) named Domingo de la Peña, had 
traveled with Melchor across the Pacific to Acapulco and knew that Melchor 
had been married. However, this witness had left Cagayan six years before 
and did not know if  Fulana Sinio was still alive. The fifth witness, Phelipe 
Cortes (a “chino” from Maribeles in the Philippines and a vecino [citizen] of 
Acapulco), had discussed the  matter with Peña and don Andres (a “chino” 
grumete), and the latter had confirmed Melchor’s previous marriage.208

This case wonderfully exhibits how networks of  information functioned 
through the maintenance of transpacific social relations, the closeness of  
members in the diverse community of  “chinos” in Acapulco, and the de-
velopment of  multiethnic social and kinship relations. Residents of the 
port, like the Afro- Mexican witnesses, also had access to the latest news 
and gossip on the galleons and even found comedic relief  in the linguistic 
differences between themselves and recently arrived “chinos.” In the end, 
the inquisitors could not determine with certainty if  Fulana Sinio was still 
alive, so they ordered that she be located. The case ended with this order, 
and we can assume that the time required for transpacific crossings and 
the necessity of traversing Luzon  either discouraged or outright prevented 
the order from being carried out. Although he had caused a scandal and 
possibly angered his new bride, Melchor received no punishment.

From the second- class brutalities of the transpacific journey to chino- 
genesis in Acapulco, the Pacific passage marked Asian subjects’ transition 
to a new space of  race thinking in the Hispanic World.  After disembarking, 
Asians suddenly became members of  an undifferentiated mass within an 
existing web of  social relations of  power.209 It is true that Asians  were not 
always reminded of their juridical “chino / a” status in many of their daily 
encounters. But in  legal settings that de cided their access to privilege, their 
casta mattered deeply— especially as colonial administrators developed new 
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ordinances and ossified  stereotypes intended to control non- Spanish, poor, 
and enslaved populations.

With the salt stench of the Pacific trailing them inland, the survivors of 
the galleon odyssey trekked into a strange environment filled with incip-
ient dangers and, for a few  people, tenuous opportunities. Inland from the 
Pacific coast, Asian subjects generated even more curiosity— and suspicion—
among their new neighbors. Throughout central Mexico, Asians began 
seeking new ways to distinguish themselves from  popular  stereotypes, with 
the goal of  integrating into marketplaces, parishes, and neighborhoods 
filled with Spanish, Indigenous, Afro- Mexican, and mixed residents.



3 Merchants and Gunslingers

The trek inland from the hot lowlands of Acapulco to the viceregal 
capital would have been a brutal introduction to life in Mexico beyond the 
transpacific port. As “chinos” confronted the punishing terrain in their ef-
fort to reach the central highlands, they became vis i ble subjects of the 
Viceroyalty of  New Spain’s cosmopolitan core. With the eyes of the colo-
nial elite on them, they became characterized as yet another subset of  
Mexico’s unruly urban poor. Combating this conception, numerous 
“chinos” sought to differentiate themselves to achieve some  measure of  
social mobility against the grain. The path inland, therefore, represented 
a transition away from a coastal zone slowly adapting to transpacific 
contact  toward an area in which the presence of  non- Spanish  people con-
jured up the specter of  subversion, rebellion, and non- Hispanic customs.

The route from Acapulco to Mexico City covered 280 miles and was 
widely known as the camino de china (Asia Road; figure 3.1). Couriers on 
 horse back regularly covered this ground in three days, but fully packed 
mule trains traveled at a top speed of twelve miles per day (even less in the 
mountains).1 For most  people, the journey lasted many weeks. The globe- 
trotting Spanish missionary Pedro Cubero Sebastián wrote that the Asia 
Road was one “of the most rugged that I have walked in my life  because 
 there is nothing but ravines, mountains, crags, and precipices, the deepest 
that  there are in the world, and I can assure that it is only this  until arriving 
at [Tixtla]. It is one of the most rugged paths of  all that I have walked.”2 In 
fact, the route was so onerous that the Jesuit Pedro de Montes (already 
weak from the Pacific crossing) died along it in 1610, halfway to Mexico 
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City.3  After berating previous authors for exaggerating the hardships of the 
road from Veracruz to Mexico City, Domingo Fernández Navarrete de-
scribed the Asia Road as follows: “yes, it is bad and arduous, mountains up 
to the clouds, as rugged as can be said, mighty rivers. . . .  I assume  there 
are no bridges, mosquitos, yes, and many, and biting  things [Caribes], as 
many as can be said. Some nights, one sleeps  under the stars.”4

In the mountains, the climate quickly turned wet.  After five days, the 
Italian Giovanni Francesco Gemelli Careri complained of the cold.5 When 
he reached San Agustín de las Cuevas, the last stop before Mexico City, it 
snowed.6 Traveling in lumbering mule trains,  free and enslaved “chinos” 
ascending to higher altitudes confronted the Papagayo River, “one of the 
most feared in all of  New Spain for having drowned so many men.”7 The 
Balsas River was another deadly obstacle. When the rivers  were high, trav-

3.1  A Map of  Mexico or New Spain, from the Latest Authorities

This map of  Mexico from the late colonial period provides an excellent view of the towns 
along the Pacific coast with notable Asian populations: Acapulco, Petatlán, Colima, and so 
on. It also usefully represents the distance from Acapulco to Mexico City. The winding paths 
through the mountains greatly elongated the journey, which would have been far shorter 
had it been pos si ble to travel in a straight line.

John Lodge, A Map of  Mexico or New Spain, from the Latest Authorities (London: J. Bew Pater Noster 
Row, 1782). Reproduction courtesy of the John Car ter Brown Library.
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elers sat on their  saddles on a raft of  gourds bound together, while Indig-
enous and enslaved porters swam alongside to guide the rafts across.  After 
witnessing this ordeal, Navarrete commented, “seeing that ridicu lous as-
semblage  causes disgust.”8 According to the Italian Francesco Carletti, 
“even the viceroy passes by  there with the same difficulty and danger when 
he goes from Mexico [City] to embark at that port of Acapulco.”9

Along the way, the mule trains passed vari ous customs inspection posts, 
the trapiche of  Bazatlán, the corn- growing valley of  Chilpancingo, the in-
land trade crossroad of  Huejotzingo, and Huichilaque (a summit town 
near Cuernavaca), known for its pulque (alcohol made from maguey cactus). 
The caravans typically  stopped at inns with names like Peregrino (Pilgrim) 
and Los dos caminos (The Two Paths) in Indigenous towns, which  were re-
quired to provide travelers with accommodations and provisions.10 Ac-
cording to Careri, mule trains moving between settlements relied on 
hunting birds in the mountains (such as parrots, turtledoves, and chacha-
lacas) for sustenance and searched for flat ground on which to camp.11 
During the wet season, travelers like Navarrete constantly battled swarms 
of  mosquitos, venomous snakes in the trees, and even pumas.12

The contrast between the grueling trek through the mountains and the 
arrival in Mexico City, the sprawling viceregal core, cannot be overstated. 
Having overcome the deadliest sea and land journeys of their time, “chinos” 
fi nally arrived in the largest metropolis in the Amer i cas (figure 3.2).  Here, 
they participated in the social interactions, economic exchanges, and re-
ligious rituals that constituted colonial public life and discourse. In so 
 doing, they caught the attention of  local diarists and observers who  were 
already marveling at the stunning array of  newly available Asian mer-
chandise in the plazas.

Shortly  after the arrival of the first Manila galleons in the 1560s, the cap-
ital’s denizens became increasingly aware of  how transpacific connections 
transformed colonial society and culture. For them, the maritime link to 
Asia was vis i ble primarily through the arrival of trade goods. As early as 
1574, Mexico City’s cosmopolitan elite had begun praising the quantity, 
quality, and variety of  Chinese products available in the city.13 Bernardo de 
Balbuena crafted timeless stanzas in his Grandeza mexicana (1604) on how 
the city contained more trade and  treasure “than the north cools or even 
the sun warms.”14 He provided a spectacular list of  commodities available 
in the city’s markets, roughly half  of which came from Asia— including 
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3.2  View of the Plaza Mayor of  Mexico City

Cristóbal de Villalpando’s iconic view of the Baroque capital was an aspirational vision of  
a cosmopolitan world centered on trade, spectacle, and opulence. The walled market in 
the foreground was the Parian, named  after the famed Chinese quarter of  Manila. It was 
not complete in 1695, when the painting was created, but its construction was a microcosm 
of the city’s grandeur and marvels. It is particularly significant that Mexico City appears  here 
as a thriving metropolis, since the painting omits any evidence of the uprising in 1692 that 
had destroyed much of the plaza. “Chinos”  were thought to have been among the ring-
leaders of the riot. For more information on the Villalpando and the uprising, respectively, 
see Stephanie Merrim, The Spectacular City, Mexico, and Colonial Hispanic Literary Culture 
(Austin: University of  Texas Press, 2010), 245; “Sumaria contra Antonio de Arano y otros: 
Motín de México,” AGI, 1692, Patronato, 226, N.1, R.6; R. Douglas Cope, The Limits of  Ra-
cial Domination: Plebeian Society in Colonial Mexico City, 1660–1720 (Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1994), 139.

Cristóbal de Villalpando, Vista de la plaza mayor de la Ciudad de México, 1695.
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“from Ternate / Fine cloves, and cinnamon from Tidore. / From Cambray 
textile, from Quinsay captives [rescate] . . .  of the  great China, colored 
silks.”15 For Balbuena, the commercial realm morphed into a cabinet of  cu-
riosities, a sublime  metaphor for “cultural capital,” viceregal pride, and 
divine  favor.16

However, the maravilla at the core of  Balbuena’s praise of Asian prod-
ucts rarely extended to the influx of   people who accompanied them. 
“Chinos” entering the capital evoked a range of  conflicting responses from 
its  European residents. Local observations ranged from occasional hope-
fulness about the benefits of transpacific connection to denigrations that 
centered on the social dangers of  casta mobility. Thomas Gage and Careri 
represent the two ends of this continuum. Of  Mexico City, Gage noted that 
“above all the goldsmiths’ shops and works are to be admired. The Indians, 
and the  people of  China [Asia] that have been made Christians and  every 
year come thither, have perfected the Spaniards in that trade.”17 In contrast, 
Careri described a violent event during the Easter festivities of  1697. Three 
days before Easter, he recalled a pro cession of  confraternities and, in par-
tic u lar, the presence of the  brothers of  San Francisco, “which is called the 
pro cession of the chinos, for being of  indios of the Philippines.” The cele-
bration quickly turned violent: “arriving at the royal palace, a conflict 
started up between the chinos and the  brothers of the Santísima Trinidad 
over who would go first, such that they fought with maces and the crosses 
on their backs in such a way that many  were left wounded.”18

Careri’s description of  disruptive “chinos” was far more representative 
of  opinion in the capital than Gage’s praise. The fastidious diaries of  
Gregorio Martín de Guijo and Antonio de Robles (written in 1648–1664 
and 1665–1703, respectively) registered the presence of  “chinos” primarily 
through the criminal acts attributed to them and the ensuing punishments. 
Robles’s notation for Monday, June 2, 1681, exemplified the trend: “They 
hanged two men, a chino and a mulato.”19 “Chinos” also frequently ap-
peared alongside “negros,” “mulatos,” and “mestizos” in ordinances issued 
by the Real Audiencia. Motivated by fears of  public disturbance and violent 
acts, the ordinances sometimes prevented members of  these castas from 
moving freely throughout central Mexico, joining Spanish guilds, and prac-
ticing vari ous trades.

Broadly speaking, the non- Spanish, non- Indigenous masses represented 
vagabondage, unassimilated be hav ior, and rebelliousness— stereotypes that 
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time only reinforced. Catarina de San Juan’s introduction to central Mex-
ican society illustrates many of  these tropes. Priests and residents of  
Puebla often regarded her as a “trickster” for the seeming contrast between 
her “china” identity and her piety.20 Captain Miguel de Sosa tested her 
“loyalty” by leaving a few reales on the ground to see if  she would steal or 
return them.21 She threw them in the trash.

From the humiliating disarming of  don Balthazar de San Francisco in 
1612 to the imprisonment of  a man named Lorenzo for cutting hair during 
a religious festival in 1650, the treatment of the “chinos” of  central Mexico 
exemplifies the limits of  colonial social mobility. The Spanish assumption 
that “chinos”  were inherently devious made their participation in even 
mundane tasks and trades risky endeavors. Nevertheless, several scholars 
have characterized the  free “chinos” of  Mexico as exceptional subjects, 
whose treatment allegedly demonstrates the openness and lenience of  co-
lonial society. Edward Slack delivered one such defense, writing that “a 
willing  acceptance or tolerance of Asian  people and products [in New 
Spain] . . .  stands in stark contrast to the historical experiences of   European 
nations during the same time frame.”22 Similarly, in studying the  family of 
the very wealthy  Japanese majordomo of the Guadalajara cathedral, Melba 
Falck Reyes and Héctor Palacios note that the  family’s success “reveals, on 
the one hand, a flexible society that knew to recognize the genius entre-
preneur [the  Japanese Juan de Páez] without import given to his racial 
origin, and on the other hand, a capacity to ascend to the top of that so-
ciety.”23 Fi nally, though with more nuance, Rainer Buschmann, Edward 
Slack, and James Tueller write the following about the Chinese- Philippine 
Antonio Tuason’s social advancement: “In [contrast to the Philippines, in] 
Nueva España someone with Tuason’s résumé—in spite of  his racial 
status— would have been incorporated into the ranks of the local  political 
elite.”24 Taken together,  these interpretations proj ect the image of  an eq-
uitably integrated colonial society populated by exceptional and  free Asian 
subjects. Examples of  enslaved “chinos” remain conspicuously absent from 
 these arguments.

This scholarship has, even if  unintentionally, framed early modern 
“chinos” as the earliest example of the trope of the exceptional Asian im-
migrant, known in its most recent formulation as the model minority myth. 
In the twentieth  century, this trope crystallized around the encouragement 
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of  obedience, the idealization of  meritocracy, and the application of  a 
good / bad immigrant framework to the achievement (or not) of  social mo-
bility.25 “Compliant subjectivity and hard work,” in the words of  Yoonmee 
Chang, became the key traits of  model minority be hav ior.26

Applying the rhe toric of the exceptional mi grant to global diasporic pop-
ulations (including the early modern Asians who are the subject of this 
book) ultimately contributes to this assimilative racial proj ect. Like con-
temporary model minority discourse, the scholarship on “chino / a” suc-
cess in New Spanish society implies that other casta groups failed  because 
they  were less industrious and ideologically conforming, and it normal-
izes the expectation of  productivity in Asian communities.27 Such romanti-
cized accounts of  New Spanish cultural pluralism and Asian assimilation 
in the Amer i cas form an apologistic image of  colonial society. The excep-
tional cases cited in  these texts that are meant to exemplify the egalitari-
anism of  New Spain in fact, in the words of  Stanley and Barbara Stein, 
preserve “the essence of  social stratification.”28 They actually signal that the 
majority of  “chinos” and  people in other castas could not reach the upper 
echelons of  colonial society. Without Spanish kinship ties or lineage, most 
“chinos” strug gled.

Moreover, as the Steins suggest, arguments for New Spanish cultural plu-
ralism also misread the exceptions. “Chinos” who achieved significant so-
cial mobility did so only with  great difficulty and much good fortune. For 
example, three Asians attained the notable distinction of  enrolling in the 
Royal University of  Mexico (operational from 1553 to 1865).29 They  were 
the  Japanese “indio” Manuel de Santa Fe (who earned a bachelor of  philos-
ophy degree in 1674), the Kapampangan Nicolás de la Peña (who enrolled 
in 1691 as a student of  rhe toric), and the Philippine Native Ignacio de 
Oruega Manesay (who enrolled as a student in 1695). To study at this insti-
tution, all three confronted statute 226 of  its constitution, which banned 
“chinos morenos” and members of  other castas.  These students  were per-
mitted to enroll only  because they had light skin and argued successfully 
that they had no discernible Muslim background and  were not descended 
from slaves.30

To practice their trades and feed their families without abuse, socially 
mobile Asians similarly navigated Baroque bureaucracies and interper-
sonal prejudices. Examining the complexities of  these troubled attempts 
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to climb the social ladder reveals the quotidian manifestations of  colo-
nial racial discourse. Furthermore, Asians’ confrontations with colonial law 
occurred when the region’s non- Spanish populations had begun to create a 
new status quo by articulating new “ideas of  protection, liberty, posses-
sion, guilt, autonomy, voice, common good, rebellion, and reconciliation” 
during the early seventeenth  century.31  These contestations emerged from 
the ascendance of the first truly “colonial” generation in central Mexico: 
a generation whose members  were born into a world in which no 
one had experienced the region’s pre- Hispanic past.32 Rather than raise 
arms, this generation often pursued social and economic advancement 
through litigation.

As new constituents of this multiethnic cohort,  free “chinos” entered 
courtrooms to contest exclusionary laws. To do so, they first had to differ-
entiate themselves from discriminatory  stereotypes about unacculturated 
non- Spaniards in colonial Mexican discourse and law. To prove that they 
had assimilated Hispanic culture and to acquire social prestige linked to 
confessional and mercantile communities, many joined confraternities, be-
came godparents, entered Catholic marriages, and established multiethnic 
credit networks.33 One of the most impor tant ways in which Asians could 
mitigate the disadvantages of their “chino / a” categorization and improve 
their social status was integration into Indigenous communities.34 By re-
claiming the “indio / a” status they had lost in Acapulco, “chinos” could 
benefit once more from the “royal paternalism” that at least nominally 
sought to protect Indigenous  peoples from the violent intentions of  many 
mid- ranking colonial officials.35 Even  after the “chino / a” label became 
dominant in Acapulco, many Asians continued to describe themselves as 
“indios chinos” elsewhere in Mexico for precisely this reason.36

Some Asians succeeded in formalizing their transition to “indio / a” by 
paying tribute to encomenderos (holders of  encomiendas [grants of  Indige-
nous tribute and  labor]) and other colonial officials via tribute collectors.37 
The amounts that Indigenous people paid depended on an individual’s 
cabecera ( political and economic unit), sujeto (place), and status in a variety 
of  social hierarchies.38 Paying  these tributes was an assertion of  colonial 
personhood and freedom, since most Indigenous  peoples  were formally 
protected from indefinite bondage (though this was never a guarantee).39 
However, some Asians evaded the tribute obligations and  legal restric-
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tions of  “indio / a” categorization when it was juridically expedient, prin-
cipally when they  were attempting to join the local elite. Other wise,  free 
“chinos” paid tribute taxes equal to  those paid by  free Afro- Mexican com-
munities. For example, in Acapulco in 1640 the tributes of  “ free chinos, mu-
latos, and negros” (averaging 1 or 2 pesos per person per year) funded re-
pairs to the Fort of  San Diego.40 Similarly, “chinos”  were ordered to pay 
their tributes alongside “negros” and “ free mulatos” in and around To-
luca in 1676.41 Therefore, what Norah Gharala has so aptly called the colo-
nial “tax on blackness” occasionally applied to Asians.42

However, the genres of  licenses and license petitions most clearly ex-
emplify the  legal efforts of  “chinos” to  counter the effects of  discrimina-
tory  stereotypes. To carry weapons, sell vari ous products, and practice 
specific trades, “chinos” in Mexico City and other densely populated set-
tlements in central Mexico had to apply for licenses. To “chinos” coming 
from Acapulco and the Pacific coast, where licensing was uncommon,  these 
requirements must have initially seemed unusual. During the seventeenth 
 century, it was not uncommon to find “chinos” in Acapulco serving in the 
garrison at the Fort of  San Diego (fifty did so in 1672), as shore sentinels 
along the Pacific coast, or as traders, all without licenses.43 For example, 
the 1618  will of  Domingo de Villalobos, a Kapampangan merchant and cit-
izen of  Michoacán, inventories a sword, dagger, harquebus, pistol, and 
katana. No rec ord exists that legally permitted him to possess  these weapons 
or sell goods.44 The fact that  there  were “chinos” who  were armed and trav-
eled (sometimes both at once) should not be surprising. As we saw in 
Chapter 1, Tagalog and Kapampangan  peoples had already distinguished 
themselves as steadfast allies of  Spanish troops in Southeast Asia, especially 
 after 1603, and many sought to maintain this reputation in the Amer i cas. 
Elites often retained or in ven ted “don” titles  after the Pacific crossing and 
quickly joined the ranks of the upwardly socially mobile.

By contrast, Spanish officials made it clear that “chinos” in the viceregal 
core could not enjoy the flexibility of  life in Acapulco or the countryside, 
where institutional oversight tended to be minimal or  nonexistent. In 
Mexico City and other heavi ly populated urban areas, “chinos” found 
themselves distrusted and suspected of  criminal intent. To combat  these 
perceptions, “chinos” approached Spanish authorities with written claims 
of  loyal, Hispanic be hav ior to acquire “social legitimacy” through special 
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privileges.45 According to R. Douglas Cope, petitions of this variety an-
swered “unspoken accusations of  laziness, immorality, and unreliability.”46

Yet social advancement for “chinos” remained uneven and contested at 
best. Robert Schwaller has argued that weapon licenses allowed individ-
uals “to undercut and transcend . . .  the negative views of  prevailing so-
ciety.”47 In other words, licenses designated exceptions to racializing laws 
against castas, thereby functioning as tacit declarations of  allegiance by the 
colonial administration to non- Spanish individuals. But although licenses 
awarded special privileges in name, in practice they typically failed to en-
able what they authorized. Local magistrates and officials habitually 
impeded “chinos’ ” ability to make use of  licenses. Of the thirty- three 
“chino” licenses and license petitions between 1591 and 1666 that I have 
examined, only two do not explic itly complain about such cases of  illegal 
impediment. In this sense, petitions for licenses had much in common 
with contemporaneous Indigenous petitions seeking amparo (protection) 
against abusive officials.48 The constant abuse documented in license and 
amparo petitions indicates that the licenses did  little to curb inequity and 
intolerance over time. In fact, they made no pretense of   doing so. In the 
words of  Brian Owensby, such protections merely sought “to secure an 
environment within which accommodations could be reached that would 
promote social peace,” and therein lay their failure to enact the protec-
tion they prescribed.49

This chapter centers on two key types of  licenses and petitions: one 
for bearing weapons and the other for merchants and traders to demon-
strate how “chinos” sought to circumvent the repercussions of  restric-
tive  legal regimens and discrimination. Securing a license for bearing 
weapons signified the acquisition of  social capital and prestige, while a 
trading license portended economic growth. However, anecdotes about 
impediment and abuse surrounding both kinds of  licenses reveal the 
daily frictions that hampered the pursuit of  these legally sanctioned paths 
to advancement. Furthermore, the petitions and licenses exhibit a set of  
increasingly complex rhetorical and textual strategies, in which “chinos” 
articulated new forms of  identity to confront and surmount deeply rooted 
perceptions of  otherness. Cases of  licensing ultimately demonstrate that 
transpacific mi grants  were far from being exceptional subjects and expe-
rienced the same sort of  daily strug gles as non- Spaniards facing similar 
exclusions in Mexico.
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The Armed “Chino”

On Santo Domingo’s feast day, August 4, in 1645, two militia battalions of  
 free Afro- Mexican men wielding swords and shields took to the streets of  
Veracruz, vowing to kill all “white  faces.”50 In their fury, they left five dead 
and two seriously wounded, prompting the colonial administration to pass 
an ordenanza (ordinance or bylaw) fourteen days  later banning all “negros,” 
“mestizos,” “mulatos,” “chinos,” and “zambaigos” (mixed Afro- Indigenous 
 people) from carry ing arms. The ordinance also nullified licenses that had 
already been approved. Habitually in fear of  subversive activity and multi-
ethnic co ali tions, administrators tended to lump multiple casta groups 
together, regardless of their members’ alleged involvement in any action. 
Anyone violating the order would be publicly whipped, receiving two hun-
dred lashes; have an ear cut off; and be sent to  labor in one of  New Spain’s 
notorious textile mills for the “time necessary.” If  more than three indi-
viduals categorized as “negro,” “mestizo,” “mulato,” “chino,” or “zambaigo” 
 were caught out together at night, they would all receive two hundred 
lashes, have an ear cut off, and be sentenced to  labor in a textile mill 
for three years. If  more than four  were found walking about together 
during daylight hours, all would receive two hundred lashes, have both ears 
cut, and be sent to  labor for six months in a textile mill.51 Allegations against 
a few individuals resulted in the enactment of  legislation that affected mul-
tiple groups.

Weapon bans like this order echoed past, unevenly implemented 
 measures to limit non- Spanish  people’s access to arms that stretched back 
to 1537.52 Despite the harsh terms of the ordinances, exceptions had been 
made before and would be made again in the form of  approvals for and 
reissuing of weapon licenses. Schwaller characterizes this  process as an ex-
ample of the paradox of  Spanish colonial law, which si mul ta neously re-
strained and exempted  people— creating uneven loci of  power based on 
Iberian notions of  privilege and honor.53

But why might a “chino”—or, for that  matter, a member of  any other 
casta— with weapons have been considered a threat? Exemplifying Homi 
Bhabha’s concept of  “colonial mimicry,” the weapon- toting “chino” had 
become a transgressive symbol, blurring distinctions between the assimi-
lated and unassimilated or the Hispanicized and un- Hispanicized.54 The 
weapons— typically swords and daggers, and sometimes harquebuses— 
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located agency and power in subjects whose motives and allegiance  were 
open to suspicion.55 “Chino” knowledge of  how to use the weapons fur-
ther destabilized the line between colonizer and colonized, for the early 
modern science of  swordplay had become a  metaphor used to justify vio-
lent action in wars of  colonial conquest.56 Nonetheless, the license to bear 
arms was a weapon of the colonial bureaucracy used to designate privi-
lege and allegiance. It was a form of  recouping and reclaiming the power 
that weapons gave to non- Spaniards. In this sense, both the license and the 
discriminatory legislation to which it responded  were entangled in the same 
 process of  consolidating colonial hegemony.

To receive a license, a person had to submit  either a written or oral pe-
tition to the viceroy, who called in witnesses as needed before making a 
decision. An escribano (scribe) then made a written notation of the case, 
adding or omitting details as they saw fit. Approved licenses and the scribe’s 
rec ord would then be transcribed into volumes of  license briefs. It is  these 
volumes that historians have access to  today, along with a few loose- leaf  
petitions. The license petition often included requests to waive tribute ob-
ligations or alcabalas (sales taxes imposed on members of   free, non- 
Indigenous castas), signaling the text’s work as a document of  upward 
mobility.57 Courts awarded most of  these licenses to heads of   house holds 
who demonstrated financial need, had good reputations, hailed from cer-
tain regions, and had proved their allegiance or pacification. Schwaller 
demonstrates that Afro-Mexican petitioners strategically appealed to  these 
Iberian expectations of  honor and masculinity.58

Indeed, Black men in the Amer i cas had petitioned for merit based on 
military  service since at least the 1530s and some (such as guards in 
Mexico City during the Gil Ávila- Martín Cortés conspiracy of  1566) had 
been successful.59 Ann Twinam identifies the 1578 petition of  Sebastian de 
Toral, a Black man from Portugal living in the Yucatan, as among  these 
first cases in which “the traditional reciprocity that existed between the 
king and his white vassals might also extend to the castas.”60 Merit, proof  
of  loyalty, and Hispanicization allowed Toral to argue successfully that he 
should be exempt from paying tribute. Twinam concludes that this move 
“was a first step in blurring ethnic identity over the generations.”61

However, even the awarding of  a license or exemption from tribute or 
taxes is better described as a  process than as a decisive event. Justicias (local 
magistrates and judges) regularly prevented “chinos” and members of  
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other castas (and even dark- skinned Spaniards) from acquiring or possessing 
weapons.62 They requested to see licenses for proof  of  lawful carry ing, but 
they often disregarded or destroyed  these licenses, forcing frustrated sub-
jects back to Mexico City (the viceregal capital) to request reissuance. Jus-
ticias constantly revised or overturned the actions of  high- ranking court 
officials and exercised their power to impede, enforce, and deny within 
their jurisdictions. Kathryn Burns argues that Spanish officials’ unlawful 
removal of weapons based on physical appearance was an early modern 
form of  racial profiling.63 Although the probability of  justicia interference 
certainly increased for “chinos”  after the 1645 ordinance, prob lems existed 
from the earliest petitions, since weapon bans  were already in effect when 
the first Asians landed in colonial Mexico.64

Juan Alonso, an “indio chino,” was the first Asian to receive licenses in 
New Spain: first to  ride  horse back in 1591 and then to lead a larger pack of  
mules and carry a sword and a dagger in 1597. Riding a  horse with bit and 
 saddle (as opposed to riding bareback) was not only a utilitarian allowance 
but also a sign of  acculturation. Between 1591 and 1597, however, justicias 
prevented Alonso from using a pack of twenty mules for farm work. Citing 
an ordinance that prohibited “indios” from owning more than six mules, 
they interrupted his  labor and punished him by ordering him to pay as 
tribute the corn he had grown in ten brazas (Castilian yards) for each mule.65 
Alonso contested this ordinance by arguing that as a “chino,” he was ex-
empt from  orders pertaining to “indios” and from the meddlesome justi-
cias that enforced them.

Ten days  later, Alonso appeared before the court again, testifying that 
his rights to  ride  horse back with bit and  saddle, as well as to wear a sword, 
had been ignored again. Once more, justicias cited an  earlier ordinance that 
banned “indios” from both riding  horse back and carry ing swords. Ignoring 
Alonso’s designation as an “indio chino” or a “chino,” the justicias merely 
observed that a man they recognized as an “indio” had  violated colonial 
ordinances. However, the court ruled that since Alonso was not natu ral (na-
tive) to the region with this restriction, “the said order should not apply.”66 
As an “indio chino,” therefore, he was not held to the same rules as “indios” 
from New Spain.

At this early date, the viceregal court clearly had not yet established a 
fixed standard for categorizing  people who came from across the Pacific 
and issuing rulings based on  those categories. Alonso’s rhetorical strategies 
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exemplify the casuistic or individualistic nature of  Spanish colonial law, 
since administrators adapted historical pre ce dents in their jurisdictions 
rather than applying “unswerving” law codes.67 Alonso managed to use 
both sides of  his “indio chino” identification to play the court against the 
justicias. From 1599 to 1612, six “chinos” copied Alonso’s strategy to be al-
lowed to  ride  horse back.68

The petition of  Melchior de los Reyes, a Kapampangan man, reveals an-
other salient rhetorical strategy. De los Reyes approached the court in 
1610 to decry justicia impediment, not unlike Alonso. The timing of the 
complaint coincided with a wave of  Spanish paranoia about Black rebel-
lion and maroon communities (like the one founded by the famed Gaspar 
Yanga) which intensified fears of  other non- Spanish populations.69 De los 
Reyes sought a license to carry a sword and a dagger and considered him-
self  an “amigo” in dealing with Spaniards. This word established him as 
the opposite of  a maroon and referenced the decades- long history that 
Kapampangan warriors had in Spanish colonial armies. Kapampangans had 
fought with distinction most recently alongside the Dimarocots against 
the “Sangleyes” in 1603 and in Pedro de Acuña’s campaign to retake Ter-
nate in 1606. In distinguishing himself  from  those non- Spanish populations 
whom the Spanish feared would rebel, De los Reyes successfully leveraged 
his own and his  people’s transpacific history of  collaboration to win spe-
cial privilege in Mexico.70

The Spanish fear of  rebellion affected other Asian petitioners as well. In 
1612, don Balthazar de San Francisco requested a reissuance of  his license 
to bear arms  after Juan Carlos, an alcalde mayor, had disregarded his pre-
vious license, unceremoniously disarmed him, and fined him eight pesos. 
San Francisco was an “indio chino” from Manila, and the “don” in his name 
suggested noble heritage. The timing of  his petition was crucial, as 1612 
marked a feverish pitch (a “colonial psychosis”) of  anti- Black sentiment in 
Mexico City and its environs.71 In the days before Easter, rumors had 
spread throughout the city of  an imminent Black uprising that sought to 
overthrow colonial rule and brutalize Spanish  women. “Was it not [started 
by] some mischievous Spanish youth?” wondered don Domingo de San 
Antón Muñón Chimalpahin Quauhtlehuanitzin, an Indigenous intellec-
tual and chronicler.72 As Miguel Valerio demonstrates,  these rumors man-
ifested the existential Spanish fear of Afro- Mexican festive culture, ma-
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roons in the countryside, and a Black protest in 1611 against the wrongful 
death of  an enslaved  woman at the hands of  her enslaver.73

Several days before Easter, town criers had read new bans on the car-
ry ing of weapons and wearing of  Spanish clothes by Black and mixed 
men. No more than two “chinos”  were now permitted to be in the per-
sonal retinues of  Spanish elites. By May 2, twenty- eight men and seven 
 women, allegedly conspirators in the planned uprising, had been hanged.74 
San Francisco’s disgrace at the hands of the alcalde mayor occurred amid 
 these heightened fears of  casta conspiracy. Like De los Reyes, he had been 
driven to the courts by the impediments of  local officials, and he sought 
redress from  stereotypes against  people who looked like him and shared 
his casta.75

In the years immediately following 1645, the increasingly elaborate 
nature of the petitions implies that over time such redress became more 
difficult to procure and exercise. In 1653, Francisco de Lima penned two 
petitions for licenses to carry a sword, a dagger, and a harquebus. In 
both petitions, he categorized himself  as a “ free chino from Bengala” (he 
was one of the few  free individuals from the Bay of  Bengal in the Amer-
i cas) and a vecino of  Querétaro.76 He operated a mule train that sold food 
and other goods to miners in Escanela in exchange for silver. Such mer-
cantile businesses in mining towns tended to be very lucrative throughout 
the colonial period.77 Like most other petitioners, Lima defined his occupa-
tion as the source of the income he needed to pay tributes to the king and 
support his  family (in his case, a wife and  children). Traveling to Escanela, 
Mexico City, and Querétaro, he had to pass through land contested by the 
“Chichimeca,” a general term applied to nomadic or rebellious  peoples in 
the northern reaches of the viceroyalty who resisted Spanish incursions.78 
Itinerant “mestizos” before him had often used the threat of  Chichimeca 
vio lence to procure licenses for weapons.79 During the early and  middle 
parts of the seventeenth  century, Chichimeca bandits often ambushed poorly 
armed muleteers.80 According to Dana Murillo, in New Galicia Indigenous 
peoples’ “familiarity with the terrain and their sharpened martial skills 
often left the colonizers on the defensive.”81 Lima insisted that his peti-
tion was to carry arms not for mere decoration  because the Chichimeca 
and highwaymen robbed merchants  every day along the roads he traveled 
and he needed weapons to train them to re spect travelers. He claimed that 
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the only way to let “indios” know he carried weapons (and keep them from 
ambushing him) was to fire a harquebus periodically through the night.

 These two petitions illuminate a web of  relations and perceptions that 
reveal the in- between status of  socially mobile “chinos.” Lima claimed to 
need weapons to protect himself  against the Chichimeca.  Whether or not 
this was true, it was believable that the Chichimeca  were an  enemy of both 
“chinos” and Hispanic society and that the Chichimeca saw “chinos” as 
their  enemy. Lima positioned his own interests alongside  those of the Span-
iards who received his petition. Like Alonso, he distanced himself  from 
the category of  “indio” by highlighting the distinction between himself  
and Chichimeca bandits. He relied on the fact that the Spanish feared 
the Chichimeca more than they feared him, even referring to a new ordi-
nance that allowed  people to get a license to carry weapons to defend 
themselves on the road.82

Although no direct evidence remains to show  whether Lima received a 
license, we do know that his mule trains  were so successful that in 1661 he 
could afford to pay seven hundred pesos for a trapiche in Xilitla, to the 
northeast of  Querétaro. Operating a trapiche required significant resources, 
not least of which were enslaved people, oxen, horses, and mules to turn 
the machinery, as well as mule trains for transporting goods across long 
distances.83 The timing of  his purchase coincided with a broader turn in the 
New Spanish economy away from mining, which had begun to falter, and 
 toward agricultural production. Like other early entrepreneurs, Lima made 
what he thought would be a more stable investment. Over time, he also 
managed to acquire an estancia de ganado mayor (a square league of  land to 
raise horned  cattle) and three caballerías (about 100 acres of  agricultural 
land each).84 He may have found temporary success, but by 1693, his land 
was described as “depopulated,” and only one  free “mulato,” Antonio En-
riques, was left to look  after the abandoned ware houses. Juan de Lima, 
Francisco’s son and heir, failed to prevent a nearby convent from repos-
sessing the land  after his  father died.85

 After 1645, other “chinos,” like Juan Tello de Guzmán, presented them-
selves as pacified subjects to convince Spanish authorities to allow them to 
carry a sword and a dagger. Like Francisco de Lima, Guzmán was a trav-
eling merchant, and he presented a petition in 1651 on grounds similar to 
 those used by Lima. To practice the trade that allowed Guzmán to pay trib-
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utes and sustain his  family, he claimed to need to carry a sword and a dagger. 
He also noted “decoration of  his person” as an additional reason for car-
ry ing weapons, which signifies a departure from a rigidly pragmatic peti-
tion like Lima’s.86 The viceroy approved Guzmán’s petition on the grounds 
that he was “a calm and peaceful man and that he lives honorably.”87 This 
“ free chino,” a citizen of  Mexico City, posed no threat to the colonial order 
and could therefore carry weapons to advance his station.

Dedicated and loyal militarism was an effective rhetorical positioning as 
well. A Kapampangan man named Marcos de Villanueva arrived in Mexico 
in 1646, where he married a Spanish  woman and was quickly licensed to 
carry a harquebus.  After his license had been annulled in response to the 
1645 disturbance in Veracruz, he petitioned to have it reissued. The docu-
ment he submitted recounted his long and decorated list of   service on 
Luzon at the head of  eighty infantrymen during the “Sangley” uprising of  
1639, on Ternate, on Mindanao, and against the Dutch. He even summoned 
don Sebastián de Corcuera, a former governor of the Philippines, to testify 
on his behalf  and confirm his military rec ord. Villanueva received a new 
license in 1654 with an acknowl edgment that “chinos” from the province 
of  Pampanga had special privileges for their  services to the crown.88 For 
individuals seeking privilege in Mexico  after 1645, claiming Hispaniciza-
tion and past participation in wars of  colonial power projection in Asia 
remained significant strategies.

Two  Japanese petitions for a license to carry weapons survive, one 
written before 1645 and the other written  after. In their attempts to avoid 
being classified as “chino,” the petitioners described themselves as “of the 
 Japanese nación.” Just as Villanueva had invoked the Kapampangans’ mil-
itary reputation,  these petitioners relied on Spanish ethnographic aware-
ness of the  Japanese as a distinct  people. During the late sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries, several  Japanese embassies traveled through Mexico 
en route to Spain and Rome to meet with  European sovereigns and to visit 
the religious center of the Catholic world. They generated widespread 
interest in Mexico, as the presence  there of  foreign representatives of  sov-
ereign states was exceedingly rare. Chimalpahin wrote that the  Japanese 
ambassadors “seem bold, not gentle and meek  people,  going about like 
 eagles,” and that “their hair is rather long at the neck; they put together 
something like a piochtli, which they tie in twisted, intertwined fashion, 
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reaching the  middle of the head with close shaving.”89 His reference to pi-
ochtli likened  Japanese hairstyles to  those of  Indigenous Nahua boys of  
central Mexico.

Chimalpahin believed that the arrival of  embassies in 1610 (led by Tanaka 
Shōsuke) and 1613 (led by Hasekura Rokuemon Tsunenaga) deserved to 
be a  matter of  public rec ord. Both of the  Japanese petitions, from 1644 and 
1666, took advantage of this heightened awareness of  Japanese  people and 
allowed the petitioners to achieve greater success at distinguishing them-
selves from the “chino / a” monolith than was the case with members of  
other ethnolinguistic groups considered to be “chino / a.” Nevertheless, 
each of the  Japanese petitioners still had to prove that they  were excep-
tional individuals who did not embody negative casta  stereotypes.

In 1644, Juan de Cárdenas petitioned the court on behalf  of  himself  and 
his son to carry harquebuses and swords in the port of  Huatulco and its 
environs. Huatulco was deeply integrated into Pacific coastal trading, and 
ships coming from Guatemala, Nicaragua, and Peru sometimes favored it 
over Acapulco  because it had a direct road to Veracruz.90 Cárdenas had 
been a vecino of  Huatulco for over thirty years, and one can infer that his 
twenty- five- year- old son had been born  there. Cárdenas likely settled in 
New Spain  after participating in  either the 1610 or the 1613 embassy.91 He 
and his son had helped fight off  “enemies” who  were known to attack the 
port periodically, likely referring to the many Dutch attacks that ultimately 
destroyed the port during the seventeenth  century.92 Huatulco had been a 
 popular target of  coastal raiding since Sir Francis Drake’s sack of the town 
in 1579.93 Therefore, to continue defending themselves and the port, both 
 father and son needed a license to carry arms. While they had wielded 
weapons  under dire circumstances without hindrance (as was common 
along the Pacific coast), having a license formalized a favorable relation-
ship with the Real Audiencia that likely increased the Cárdenas  family’s so-
cial standing in Huatulco.

The  Japanese petition of  1666 is among the latest extant cases of Asian 
weapon licensing. The three surviving sons of Juan de la Barranca (Diego, 
Juan, and Bernabé) used their  father’s legacy to petition for licenses to carry 
arms and confirm their tribute exemptions. The sons also acted on behalf  
of their  sisters (María, Josepha, Ysabel, Ana, and Bonifacie), and they had 
the means to hire a Spaniard, Luis de Deseña Matienzo, to represent them 
and submit their petition. Juan de la Barranca had traveled across the 
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Pacific as an ambassador (likely with Hasekura) from Japan to  Europe before 
settling in Veracruz. He would have been one of the very few  free Asians 
living along the Gulf  Coast during this period.94  There, he married Ana 
Díaz (who may have been Spanish, since  there is no rec ord of  her casta) 
and served in a com pany of  Spanish soldiers, which was exceedingly rare 
for Asian subjects in Mexico. According to Barranca’s descendants, “he was 
a person of  quality.”95 Given the  father’s meritorious rec ord and the 
 children’s status as vecinos of  Veracruz, the  family had long been exempted 
from paying tribute to the colonial administration. As in the Cárdenas case, 
Barranca’s deeds as a military ally of the colony and distinguished place in 
Veracruz society advanced the position of  his  children. However, justicias 
“for their own ends” had accosted them, required tribute, and prevented 
them from carry ing weapons.96 It was for this reason that Barranca’s sons 
came forward with their license petition in 1666.

For the sons of  Cárdenas and Barranca, as for the “chino” petitioners, 
the licenses  were designed to instruct justicias, ministros (court function-
aries), and vecinos to recognize that some “chinos” could legitimately carry 
weapons and that not all  were enemies of  Spaniards and colonial order. 
Still, such licenses accentuated the conflict between the court and  those 
tasked with enforcing its policies. How  were justicias to know which 
“chinos” to persecute and which to allow to bear arms? While the court 
attempted to mitigate ambiguities by issuing licenses, unfortunately (then, 
like now) the nominal aims of  enforcing order and protecting the peace 
ultimately targeted marginalized  peoples. Even  those “chinos” who held 
weapon licenses  were routinely denied their permissions to carry weapons, 
prevented from working, and assaulted in word and deed. The negotia-
tion of  social advancement was inherently dangerous, but “chinos” often 
accepted the risks for the sake of  providing for their families; being ex-
empted from paying tribute; and defending themselves, their property, 
and their honor.

Traveling Merchants and Traders

“Chinos” went through similar— though less rigorous— processes to ac-
quire licenses allowing them to trade goods and provide  services in the 
colonial Mexican commercial world. Outside of  rural areas where the co-
lonial government’s power was reduced, Spanish officials often required 
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“chinos” to hold licenses before they could legitimately pursue trades such 
as cutting hair and peddling products like honey, alcohol, clothing,  cattle, 
meat, choco late, sugar, and iron ore. Like their weapon- toting counter-
parts, merchants and traders often filed petitions to avoid or address jus-
ticia interference in their commercial endeavors. In  these accounts, “chinos” 
gave oral and written testimony of  discrimination and bad treatment by 
local officials.

Although “chino / a” was a vague category, traveling “chino” merchants 
and urban traders tended to cluster together in discrete communities. This 
section focuses on three such groups: “chino” barbers in Mexico City, trav-
eling merchants based out of  pueblos de indios (Indigenous towns), and 
urban traders, many of whom  were based out of the district of  San Juan 
Tenochtitlan in Mexico City.  Legal documentation relating to members of  
all three groups exhibits consistent patterns of  conflict with local authori-
ties that slowed, and at times even halted, attempts at social advancement.

Mexico City was the center of trade, lawmaking, and learning in the 
viceroyalty. During the seventeenth  century, it came to host a surprisingly 
large population of  “chinos” practicing as barbers.97  These specialists are 
often correctly cited as exemplary of the cohesiveness of  “chino” commu-
nities in Mexico. This social and economic closeness may be why their his-
tory has an unusually detailed  legal rec ord. They regularly donated to the 
guild cofradía (confraternity) named Santo Cristo and even commissioned 
the purchase of tortoiseshell combs from transpacific traders.98  After es-
tablishing themselves in Mexico City, “chino” barbers quickly acquired bad 
reputations among their Spanish counter parts for outcompeting them, em-
ploying only “chino” apprentices, and allegedly spreading illness through 
unsanitary bleeding practices.99  These conflicts among competing groups 
of barbers resembled other ongoing disputes between Spanish and Indige-
nous craftsmen such as the makers of  shoes,  saddles, and lace. To control 
the market for vari ous goods, Spaniards regularly confiscated merchandise, 
manipulated prices, and excluded non- Spaniards from membership in their 
guilds.100

Barbers in New Spain  were responsible for performing phlebotomies, 
cutting hair, shaving, and even branding enslaved  people.101 The barber’s 
art of bloodletting was highly specialized and suggests formal or informal 
knowledge exchange between the “chino” barbers and Mexico City’s 
communities of  healers. Bloodletting required familiarity with humoral 
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theory and fluctuations based on the month and the time of  day. Alonso 
López de Hinojoso wrote in 1595 that twenty- five veins  were commonly 
used for bloodletting: “seven from the neck to the head and ten in the arms, 
and eight in the legs.”102 Each vein had unique uses to address diff er ent 
maladies and required specific techniques for safe opening. Furthermore, 
barbers could only bleed  people with a license from a doctor.103 If  “chino” 
barbers operated without this direct coordination with medical authori-
ties, they would have represented a threat to public health. However, even 
 those who refrained from phlebotomy ran afoul of their Spanish counter-
parts. As early as 1625, a “chino” barber named Francisco Antonio filed an 
official complaint claiming that Spanish barbers had unfairly prevented 
him from practicing his trade, even though he never bled his clients.104

Rubén Carrillo Martín suggests that the flooding that inundated Mexico 
City from 1629 to 1634 heightened this burgeoning conflict between Spanish 
and “chino” barbers. Spaniards with resources fled to outlying towns, 
leaving contested business sectors open to  those who had to stay. At-
tempting to reclaim their trades upon reentry, the Spanish barbers ap-
plied enough pressure to force an almost complete ban on “chinos” from 
practicing the trade: only twelve exceptions would be allowed by special 
license.105 In the following years, a host of  “chino” barbers, including Gon-
zalo de la Mota (1639), Silvestre Vicente (1642), and Antonio de la Cruz 
(1643), petitioned for  these  limited licenses. They insisted that, without 
the licenses, justicias and Spanish barbers would throw them out of 
their shops.106

However, restrictions on “chino” barbers began easing as early as 1642, 
when Vicente petitioned successfully for the right to have “chino” assis-
tants. By the late 1640s, “chino” barbers had begun requesting licenses to 
practice without reference to the twelve- barber limit. Pedro de Asquetta 
(1648), Juan Agustin (1648), and Francisco Velez (1649) all emphasized their 
long residence in the city, marriage (in one case to a criolla [American- born 
Spaniard]), and medias anatas (payments to receive a privilege) to cut hair 
in public plazas and  houses.107 A mysterious fire that destroyed a “chino” 
barber’s stand in the main plaza on November 16, 1658, suggests that this 
resurgence was not well received.108 Setting fire to market stalls was a 
common form of  retaliation against casta traders.109

By the second half  of the seventeenth  century, “chino” barbers  were 
commonly operating without official licenses. A robbery case from 1667 
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mentioned two “chinos,” Antonio Martines and Miguel Garcia, both of 
whom  were barbers in Mexico City who practiced without licenses. The 
former worked out of the  house of  Hernando Garcia, a fellow “chino” who 
repaired clothes. Garcia also employed a “chino” named Lucas and a “mu-
lato” named Juan de los Reyes as apprentices and was friends with a Spanish 
petty merchant named Joseph de Cuellar.110

Despite the increasing number of  “chino” barbers allowed to practice 
their trade, Spaniards still found ways to persecute them. In 1650, don Fer-
nando Gaytan de Ayala denounced a “chino” barber named Lorenzo for 
criminal be hav ior. Ayala called two Spanish witnesses to testify that Lo-
renzo had cut hair in the public plaza of  Mexico City during the festival of  
San Felipe de Jesus and thus had worked on a day of  rest. Perhaps Lorenzo 
did not know about the festival, did not recognize the danger of working 
on that day, or knew the danger and de cided to work anyway.  After all, 
traders sometimes participated in festivals and received payment via eccle-
siastical donations.111 Regardless of  Lorenzo’s intent, the court saw only a 
“chino” not observing Catholic customs against the backdrop of the re-
cent barber controversies and perennial fears of  unassimilated castas. The 
presiding judge found Lorenzo guilty and sentenced him to the archiepis-
copal prison. Having the  legal right to practice a trade did not protect 
someone from punishment for business practices deemed improper by 
Spanish authorities.112

The Lorenzo in this case may be the Lorenzo López referred to in two 
civil proceedings in 1634 as having outstanding debt to other “chino” bar-
bers. By this date, “chino” barbers had acquired reputations as stable credit 
sources within the city.113 In 1627, Lorenzo López (barber and vecino of  
Mexico City) owed Pablo Ximenez 241 pesos. Ximenez was a “chino” mae-
stro de barbería (master barber) who lived in the Trinidad neighborhood and 
owed Juan Salvador de Baeza 180 pesos. Baeza was variously described as 
“chino” and “indio chino” and as a barber and a  table maker. In 1629, Baeza 
sent an associate, an “india ladina” named Angelina Guillen, to collect on 
Ximenez’s debt.  Later that year, Ximenez paid back 70 pesos and transferred 
the rest of  his debt to López, who still owed him 110 pesos (from the pre-
vious 241 pesos). López managed to evade this obligation for five years and 
found employment with another “chino” barber named Francisco de la 
Cruz. It seems unlikely that De la Cruz knew of  López’s outstanding debts 
when he became his financial guarantor,  because Baeza promptly had De 
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la Cruz imprisoned when the debt was transferred to him. De la Cruz soon 
paid the 110 pesos and hired an attorney to help him  settle the  matter so 
that he could be released from prison.114

Upon release, De la Cruz then had López imprisoned for the 110 pesos 
plus an additional 30. An alcalde released López from prison on the condi-
tion that he practice his trade in De la Cruz’s shop  until he paid off  his 
debt. Apparently overwhelmed by the many years he lived in debt with no 
improvement to his financial circumstances, López ran away. De la Cruz 
waited several weeks, as was customary, and then he prosecuted him for 
fleeing his obligation and had two witnesses testify to what had tran spired. 
The first witness was Juan Bravo, a Spanish weaver who likely operated 
an adjacent store. He noted that López had not been seen in twenty- five 
days. The second witness was Benito de la Cruz, a “chino” barber who 
worked with Domingo de Ortega, who was a “chino master barber” and 
compadre (his child’s godfather or his godchild’s  father) to Baeza. Ortega 
knew López  because he had attempted to collect the original 110 pesos 
López owed Baeza  after the debt transfer from Ximenez.  After hearing both 
witnesses, the judge ordered López found, punished with imprisonment, 
and eventually returned to De la Cruz to continue working off the rest of  
his debt.115

 These cases elucidate the credit networks that composed, tied together, 
and occasionally constrained the vibrant “chino” barber community of  
Mexico City. The strength of this group and its members’ economic suc-
cess continued to threaten their Spanish counter parts and prompted 
further  legal retaliation. In 1661, all “chino” barbers  were banned from 
practicing their trade in the main plaza.116 Throughout the city, over a 
hundred “chino” barbers  were apparently cutting hair without licenses 
in 1667, to which Spanish authorities responded by establishing a formal 
commission dedicated to banning unlicensed “chino” barbers.117  Those who 
continued to ply their trade would have had to do so from the periphery 
of the city.

The barbers of  Mexico City  were not the only cohesive “chino” com-
munity in central Mexico during the seventeenth  century. For example, the 
 will of  Villalobos documents an active and close- knit community of  
“chinos” trading along the Colima- Guadalajara corridor during the early 
seventeenth  century. In 1618,  after a months- long illness, Villalobos died 
at age thirty- one in Zapotlán, at the home of  his longtime friend and 
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business partner, Alonso Gutiérrez. Villalobos named Gutiérrez the exec-
utor of  his  will and declared his own  mother— Monica Binangan, who still 
lived in the Philippines—to be his heir. Both Villalobos and Gutiérrez 
 were Kapampangans and traveling merchants, and both  were deeply in-
tegrated into the social and economic networks of both Spanish and 
Indigenous socie ties.

Villalobos sold damask, silks, Chinese cotton, a variety of  Japanese prod-
ucts, and cloths from Pampanga. He had “chino” connections from Acapulco 
to Guadalajara, and his credit network included a few Spaniards and Afro- 
Mexicans as well. In his  will, he described one  woman, Catalina, as his co-
madre (godchild’s  mother) and said that he often spent Sundays and festival 
days with her. He donated forty pesos to his confraternity, Nuestra Señora 
del Rosario— with which his executor was affiliated as well. He was also ap-
parently involved in confraternities in the nearby towns of  San Joseph 
 Tecolopa, Ixtlahuacán de los Reyes, and Tepic.118 In addition, he employed a 
criado who lived in San Joseph Tecolapa and stored some of  his fabrics for 
him. For most  people living outside of  a major urban center, the famed trans-
pacific trade was embodied exclusively by individuals like Villalobos and 
Gutiérrez, who came to their towns with rucksacks full of  strange wares.

As soon as he fell ill, Villalobos went to stay with Gutiérrez— his friend, 
confraternity  brother, and business associate— and composed his  will in 
Gutiérrez’s home. He eventually recovered and publicly gave a petticoat 
made in Pampanga to Gutiérrez’s wife as a gesture of thanks. Fabrics from 
Luzon  were well known, and this gift also had a sentimental meaning as it 
came from his homeland.119 When he resumed his business travels,  those 
who knew him considered this return to the road reckless and ill advised. 
Predictably, he fell sick again, and he returned to Gutiérrez’s home, staying 
 there seven months before fi nally succumbing.

Villalobos’s  will survives  because Gutiérrez presented it to the royal 
court in Guadalajara in an attempt to clear his name. He had been accused 
of  keeping some or all of  Villalobos’s estate, rather than transferring it to 
the Philippines within a required period of three months. In the  legal pro-
ceedings, Gutiérrez alternately described himself  and Villalobos as “indio” 
and “chino.” When asked why he had not notified the juzgado de bienes de 
difuntos (court of the property of the dead) that he had not heard from Vil-
lalobos’s  mother, Gutiérrez played on “chino”  stereotypes and feigned 
ignorance: “this deponent said [that] for being chino and not knowing of  
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lawsuits.”120 Like other petitioners, Gutiérrez tried to bolster his reputa-
tion by emphasizing his Catholic marriage (to an “india” noble named 
doña Mariana) and the time he had spent in Mexico (he had lived  there for 
twenty years). Similarly, officials had typed Villalobos as a “chino,” a 
natu ral of the Pampanga in the Philippines, and chino de nación (of the 
“chino”  people) based on appearance. However, the court declared that 
four witnesses to his death  were sufficient: “for [his] being indio and in a 
pueblo de indios, it was enough.”121 Effectively, Gutiérrez and Villalobos 
 were both “indio” and “chino,” and both Gutiérrez and Spanish officials 
used  either or both terms depending on what was legally advantageous.

 After the death of  his friend, Gutiérrez painstakingly attempted to lo-
cate and cata log all items in Villalobos’s  will and collect all outstanding 
debts. In this sense, Villalobos could not have chosen a better executor, 
since Gutiérrez knew the pueblos de indios and trade routes that Villalobos 
frequented. Despite his thoroughness, Gutiérrez failed to find several items 
and rallied a host of witnesses to testify that his friend had sold  those items 
during his brief  recovery. One witness was Francisco Mathias, another trav-
eling “chino” merchant. He had known Gutiérrez for twenty- six years, 
including in the Philippines,  because “they are of the same land.”122 He trav-
eled frequently with Gutiérrez, selling goods in Colima and nearby 
pueblos de indios. He had even lived in Gutiérrez’s  house for four years. 
He testified not only that Villalobos had already sold the missing items from 
his  will but also that Gutiérrez had traveled extensively and diligently to 
collect all debts. Many “chinos”  were unable to pay the full amount they 
owed Villalobos, and Gutiérrez supplied the remaining sums. Through 
 these testimonies, Gutiérrez was fi nally able to convince the court that he 
had done every thing within his power to fulfill his role as executor and that 
 there had been no foul play. In 1622, he had transferred the remaining 420 
pesos and five tomines of the Villalobos estate to Juan Viscaino, the alcalde 
mayor. By 1623, Viscaino still had not transferred the estate to Binangan in 
the Philippines, leaving him suspected of  foul play. Unfortunately, the case 
fizzled out at this stage, and it is unlikely Villalobos’s  mother ever saw a 
single peso of  his estate.

The case is an extraordinary microcosm of the strength of transpacific 
connections, the deployment of  casta categories and  stereotypes, and the 
forms of  social integration that many Asians achieved in New Spain. Per-
haps most importantly, it illustrates a vibrant and active community of  
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“chino” traders, most of whom (like Francisco Luis, Juan Triana, and 
Nicolás Malanquiz) show up merely as members of  Villalobos’s credit net-
work.  These Asian traders, who peddled strange goods from strange 
lands, provided Indigenous communities with rare access to  these coveted 
luxury goods.

During the early and  middle parts of the seventeenth  century, an active 
and well- connected group of  “chino” trading communities also operated 
throughout central Mexico, from Puebla to San Luis Potosí. The first and 
longest- lasting of  these collectives was based in San Juan Tenochtitlan, 
which consisted of  four central neighborhoods (Santa María Cuepopan, 
San Sebastián Atzacualco, San Pablo Zoquipan, and San Juan Moyotlan) 
that surrounded the center of  Mexico City (figure 3.3).123  These neighbor-
hoods  housed most of the Indigenous  people in the city. As opposed to the 
monumental thirteen square blocks of the traza (Spanish district), San Juan 
Tenochtitlan contained mostly adobe casuchas (shacks) and  organized the 
Indigenous population po liti cally through elected cabildos (councils) and 
alcaldes (magistrates).124 As early as 1610, a community of  “chinos” was 
living in San Sebastián Atzacualco, in the northeast corner of the city.  There, 
they had their own congregation at the Jesuit College of  San Gregorio. 
They also had an elected alguacil (bailiff ) tasked with ensuring that they 
went to mass on Sundays and Catholic holidays (failure to do so could lead 
to imprisonment).125 By 1655, “chinos” living in San Juan Tenochtitlan  were 
considered constituent subjects of  Indigenous governance.126 In 1694, 
“chinos” joined the district’s Indigenous inhabitants to found the Confra-
ternity of the Most Holy Solitude and Agonies of  Mary.127

For Spaniards, San Juan Tenochtitlan was known as a trading sector 
and useful  labor pool. For example, when renovating the cathedral in Jan-
uary 1656, Spaniards hired two hundred “indios” of  San Juan Tenochtitlan, 
whom the viceroy paid out of  his own pocket.128 The fires that destroyed 
most merchant stalls in the main plaza at the end of  1658 ultimately shifted 
Indigenous trading from the plaza to the market of  San Juan Tenochtitlan 
in the southwest, reviving industries not pre sent  there since the flood of  
1629.129 The long decline of the pre- Hispanic market of  Tlatelolco— which 
had so enchanted Hernando Cortés— endowed the flourishing San Juan 
market with additional novelty.130

However, where  these multiethnic communities existed, Spanish fear was 
focused on them. For merchants circulating through San Juan Tenochtitlan 
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and central Mexico, licenses to trade again reveal how “chinos” navigated 
the obstacles associated with achieving and maintaining social mobility. 
Eleven of the twelve “chino” licenses and license petitions for trade 
rights that I consulted refer to local opposition to their privileges. The 
consistency of  justicia hindrance reinforces the view that  these petty of-
ficials found traveling “chino” merchants inherently suspicious. The pe-
titions of two Antonios de la Cruz are illustrative. The first Antonio de la 
Cruz, an “indio chino,” received a license in 1639 to sell flowers, anise, cotton, 

3.3  Appearance and Elevation of  Mexico City

Juan Gómez de Trasmonte’s view of  Mexico City clearly depicts the well- ordered traza in 
the  middle, with its grid structure and monumental edifices like the royal palace and ca-
thedral. In stark contrast are the hovels in the outskirts, where the Indigenous population 
and many “chino” traders lived and conducted business. Trasmonte surely reduced the 
size of  San Juan Tenochtitlan to emphasize the grandeur of the traza.

Juan Gómez de Trasmonte, Forma y levantado de la ciudad de Mexico, Carte di Castello 52, 1628. Repro-
duction courtesy of the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Florence.
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and a variety of  other goods so that he could pay tributes and support his 
wife (an “india” named Madalena Luisa) and their seven  children. He tes-
tified that for thirteen years, officials had unlawfully forced the  family to 
pay 2  percent alcabalas, although the license exempted them from  those 
taxes “as they are natives.”131 The alcabala mattered, as paying it along with 
formal tribute marked him and his  family as belonging to a non- Indigenous 
casta.132 Despite his significant social and commercial success as a slave- 
owning merchant, the Puebla city council denied a second petition from 
him in 1648, when he requested immunity from paying a hundred pesos in 
alcabalas.133 Although this large sum underscores his economic vitality, he 
strug gled for many  decades to acquire the privileges he believed he was 
owed, corroborating Cope’s well- tested thesis that social mobility was 
pos si ble for members of  casta groups but increasingly difficult the higher 
they climbed.134

Similarly, the second Antonio de la Cruz, identified as a “chino” living 
in Mexico City, received licenses in 1653 and 1661 to practice his trade as a 
traveling merchant. On both occasions, he complained that justicias regu-
larly restricted his movements and prevented him from selling his goods.135 
The fact that he raised the same grievances eight years  after the first license 
was issued reinforces how much power the justicias had in deciding  whether 
or not to implement court  orders.

Another example comes from the license of  Francisco García, an “indio 
chino” like the first Antonio de la Cruz. The court characterized García as 
a “Native of the Portuguese Indies,” a vecino of  Mexico City and San Juan 
Tenochtitlan, a married man, and a  father. His physical license to sell 
clothing from Asia, Castille, and New Spain had come apart  after four years 
on the road. During the interim, he had been  stopped and forced to pay 
fines for selling without a license, prompting his return to the court and 
his petition for a new license in 1651.136 García’s case reveals the practical 
difficulties that many  people faced in maintaining such a vulnerable and 
essential document for many years.137

Antonio de Silva, “chino,” encountered similar difficulties in selling meat 
in and around Tacuba. Like many  others, he conducted business so that 
he could pay tributes and support his  family (he and his Indigenous wife, 
Antonia de la Cruz, had three  children). Speaking about the alcalde mayor 
and justicias of  Tacuba, he testified that “not only is he impeded but they 
also cause him many incon ve niences and threats.”138 Although the petition 
does not specifically address what  these threats entailed, they sufficed for 
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the viceroy to write directly to the alcalde mayor of  Tacuba and order him 
to prevent any harm from coming to Silva.

The 1658 case of  an “indio chino” named Gonzalo Marquez de la Cruz 
is exceptional  because  here the viceroy applied a cédula from 1639 intended 
for the “indios” of  Mérida in the Yucatan. Marquez sold fruit, vegetables, 
other foodstuffs, seeds, clothing, and handmade tallow candles in mule 
trains and on  horse back. Like other petitioners before him, he had been 
prevented from trading. The 1639 cédula protected “indios” from Spanish 
officials who sought to ban them from dressing in Spanish clothing, riding 
 horse back with bit and  saddle, owning livestock, selling goods at market, 
and operating mule trains. Furthermore, it set the penalty for impeding 
“indio” merchants in  these ways at two hundred pesos. This license is the 
only one considered  here that explic itly included a clause addressing pos-
si ble  future Spanish misconduct.139 Judging from the other petitions, this 
cédula was not widely applied to central Mexico.

The Friction of  Proximity

As the license petitions make clear, geo graph i cally and socially mobile 
“chinos” inspired distrust throughout central Mexico. Applying for a li-
cense was an appeal to viceregal authority both for privileges categori-
cally denied to other “chinos” and for protection from local officials. Some 
“chinos” like Alonso and Lima pursued social advancement by distancing 
themselves from the “indio” category, while  others, like Marquez, bene-
fited legally from their proximity to the “indio” status.

Notably, the Spanish suspicion that motivated  these responses occa-
sionally hindered the ability of  “chinos” to integrate into local communi-
ties. Although the overwhelming trend was the formation of  intimacy by 
proximity,  there  were impor tant exceptions. Throughout the colonial 
period, members of  castas  were often formally prohibited from entering 
Indigenous towns for much the same reasons that “Sangleyes”  were pre-
vented from living alongside Indigenous  peoples from the Philippines. 
Spanish concerns about spiritual backsliding, economic abuse, and unsa-
vory influence also focused on “chinos” in Mexico, and Indigenous com-
munities sometimes deployed this rhe toric to protect their autonomy.

For example, in 1630, the “indios” of Atlacomulco, in central Mexico, peti-
tioned Spanish authorities to expel “chinos” for allegedly forcing them to buy 
their bread at high prices.140 In 1675, one Spanish administrator considered 
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the possibility of  forcibly segregating “indios chinos” from “indios natu-
rales,” yet another admission that “chinos”  were categorically diff er ent from 
“indios” of the Amer i cas.141 In a more enigmatic case, a “chino” named Pedro 
Vázquez was elected in 1696 to be governor of the “indios” of  Huitzuco, 
a small town located between Mexico City and Acapulco. However, the 
alcalde of  nearby Iguala was ordered to remove him, since Vázquez was 
discovered to be “chino and not indio.”142

Sometimes, public suspicion of  “chinos” intersected with other fears 
born of both the potential dangers of  spatial proximity and patriarchal ideas 
of  masculine honor. For example, in 1638, an “indio” baker named Sebastian 
de la Cruz beat his “india” wife with an iron rod for finding her in the  house 
of  a Francisco “chino” and sleeping with an enslaved “chino,” whose name 
he did not know.143 He struck his wife five times: once on the hips, once 
on her left breast, and three times on the left side of  her rib cage.  After 
he got her home, he struck her forty more times,  after which she died. Upon 
hearing the beating, the “ mother” (presumably of the wife) rushed into the 
room, only to be violently drowned (presumably by her son- in- law).

This was not the only time that a married  woman would be found in 
the home of  a “chino.” In 1634, Francisca Tereza had a public spat with 
her husband, Juan Peres, a vecino of  Mexico City.  After, Tereza de cided to 
leave Peres and told him that she was  going to stay with her  mother. 
However, Peres soon realized that Tereza had not gone to her  mother’s 
 house but was in fact staying in the home of  a “chino” barbero named 
Agustin in the neighborhood of  San Agustín of  Mexico City. When Peres 
sent several acquaintances to retrieve her from  there, Tereza fled to 
Tacuba, where she was ordered to return to her husband on pain of  major 
excommunication.144

On other occasions, “chinos”  were the aggressors against “indios” in 
criminal cases. In 1643, an enslaved “indio chino” named Gonzalo de la 
Cruz, a cart driver, accosted an Indigenous man named Sebastian de Avel-
laneda in the town of  San Lucas of  Temascaltepec to the southwest of  
Mexico City. Gonzalo yanked Sebastian’s hat off  his head and forced him 
into an abandoned stable at knifepoint, where he robbed him of ten pesos 
and six tomines. Indigenous witnesses testified that Gonzalo often mugged 
“indios” who traveled through the town. However, Sebastian dropped the 
charges  because “honorable persons” (presumably Andres Perez de las 
Mariñas, Gonzalo’s enslaver) had pressured him to do so.145
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Perhaps equally illustrative is a petition for amparo that Juan and Juana 
Pasquala, both “indios,” submitted in a complaint against Tomas Domin-
guez, a “chino.” They accused Dominguez of building a road through their 
land in 1677.146 According to the complaint, the Pasqualas had been given 
the land in 1669 to sustain themselves and pay tribute, which they did in 
“calm and peaceful possession.”147 Eight years  later, Dominguez, their 
neighbor, built a road through their property. He cleared the land and began 
construction without their consent and “with force and vio lence.”148 When 
they refused to abandon their property, Dominguez allegedly stood out-
side their home, making loud noises with the intent of  dislodging them. 
This scheme reveals that Dominguez understood that Indigenous  peoples’ 
right to land in the Spanish domain was predicated on their active occupa-
tion and use of that land. In the words of  Tamar Herzog, “land that was 
physically abandoned and left uncultivated [inculta] could be ceded to the 
first person or community who found and occupied it.”149 Thus, Domin-
guez’s strategy resembles other similarly inventive Spanish ploys to seize 
Indigenous land during the same period.150 As Spaniards began successfully 
justifying  these land grabs with new property rights, Dominguez likely did 
not think of  his own actions as radically diff er ent from  those of  other co-
lonial elites.

During the probanza (evidence- gathering stage of the trial), prosecutors 
brought three witnesses to the court in Mexico City. All  were middle- aged or 
el derly “indios” from Tacubaya who gave testimony through interpreters. 
The witnesses confirmed and condemned the abuses that Dominguez 
had perpetrated against the  couple. If the marginalia give any indication, 
though, documenting the abuse was not as impor tant as confirming the 
basic details of the case: that the land had been given to the Pasqualas and 
that Dominguez had built a road through it. Although no official statement 
exists that resolves the case, it exemplifies how Indigenous  people used 
tribute obligations and rec ords of  peaceful, assimilated cultivation of  land 
against aspiring imperial actors seeking to displace them. Their testimony 
contributed to an active colonial discourse propounding the danger of  
casta exploitation of  Indigenous communities.151

Interestingly, at least one “chino” also used amparo to protest incursions 
on his land. Juan Geronimo, a Kapampangan man, was a vecino of Acayuca, 
150 leagues north of  Mexico City. In 1654, he alleged that many  cattle from 
the hacienda of  Rodrigo Marquez had intruded on his land and prevented 
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him from planting corn. This was yet another Spanish strategy developed 
to prevent Indigenous  people from being able to cultivate their land and 
to then dispossess them of that land.152 Geronimo requested that land-
owners in the jurisdiction of  Guazaqualco be prevented from  doing him 
harm with their  cattle and that they hire enough guards to ensure that none 
of their animals stray onto his land. If they failed to do so, Geronimo asked 
permission to shoot the  cattle with bow and arrow. To support his peti-
tion, Geronimo described himself  as a principal (chief ) from the Philippines, 
a married man with  children, a regular tribute payer, and a certified “bat-
talion soldier” who “has served and serves our lord the king at my own 
cost with arms and  horses like the other vecinos of the jurisdiction [of  
Guazaqualco].”153 He was also literate enough to sign his name to the pe-
tition. In view of  Geronimo’s merit and pre sent need, the attorney who 
read the document granted his request. Thus, the discomforts of  proximity 
reveal that “chinos”  were si mul ta neously both dispossessors and dispos-
sessed, and accepted and rejected, in Indigenous and rural communities 
of  central Mexico. While most conflicts involving “chinos” occurred with 
Spanish officials, local frictions signal occasional divides between “chinos” 
and other non- Spaniards.

Although colonial society often failed to incorporate and support upwardly 
mobile casta communities, some individuals did manage to accumulate 
wealth and land and integrated themselves advantageously into colonial 
settlements and cities. However,  these cases are exceptional. More often, 
“chinos” strug gled hard to earn a living and exercise special privileges to 
trade, bear arms, and not pay tributes and taxes. Like other non- Spaniards, 
they strategically used their petitions to pre sent themselves as aligned with 
expectations of  Hispanic be hav ior— a common adaptation in the face of  
early modern Spanish race thinking. “Chinos” used claims of  productivity, 
Catholic patriarchalism, and allegiance to the crown to achieve the award 
of  licenses and granting of  amparo. In other words, Hispanicization was 
the barrier to formal privilege and protection, and Spanish perceptions of  
difference mediated what social success could mean. As  these cases demon-
strate, even special provisions won in colonial courts could not overcome 
local discrimination.

As the overlapping genres of the license and the amparo indicate, new 
forms of  community also resulted from attempts to scale the social ladder. 
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From the “chino” barbers of  Mexico City to Villalobos’s credit network, 
“chinos” collaborated with each other for mutual gain through shared 
trades and shared spaces like San Juan Tenochtitlan. The petitions reveal 
that “chinos”  were deeply integrated into colonial social structures as well. 
The petitioners  were not aimless, roving traders or temporary residents. 
“Chinos” often built families and communities with the goal of  long- term 
stability in the places where they settled and worked. However, their new 
intimacies and proximities occasionally generated conflict with Indigenous 
and Spanish communities. Thus,  free Asians occupied a hybrid social status 
that both helped and hindered them in their quest for belonging and social 
mobility.

Most “chinos” in the Amer i cas found it next to impossible to achieve the 
forms of  advancement examined in this chapter. They could not loan 
money, hire apprentices, apply for licenses, or purchase enslaved people—
indeed, many of them  were enslaved. Survival and adaptation took on 
an entirely diff er ent aspect for  those in bondage. For “chinos” robbed of  
autonomy, using the rhe toric of  assimilation rarely accomplished mobility. 
Instead, such rhe toric largely functioned as a tool to avoid punishment, for 
institutions like the Inquisition scourged the deviant but sometimes showed 
forgiveness to the penitent. For enslaved “chinos,” the objective was sur-
vival. In pursuing it, they found and cultivated new constellations of  
social solidarity, cultural exchange, and knowledge production.



4 Contesting Enslavement  
in New Spain

In 1642, the Hospital de Nuestra Señora in Mexico City refused to admit 
an enslaved “chino” named Manuel de la Cruz. Though face- to- face with 
a man  dying of  open sores and abscesses, the steward Alonso Díaz said that 
 there was “no way” his institution would treat Manuel  because it served 
neither “chinos nor slaves.”1 Forced to leave the hospital, the enslaver An-
tonio Freira brought Manuel to the master surgeon, Sebastián del Castillo, 
who provided long- term treatment to enslaved  people. Sick slaves would 
stay at his home  until they recovered or perished, and Castillo would add 
the cost of  medicine and food to the master’s bill. His remedies consisted 
of  allowing the patient to rest, providing sustenance and medicine, and con-
ducting phlebotomy. Open sores and abscesses  were often treated with a 
paste made of  egg and sulfate powder, as well as by cauterization in ex-
treme cases.2 Though the documentation of  Manuel’s illness left his fate 
unknown, it provides a brief  glimpse of  how a categorical, racializing ex-
clusion brought an enslaved “chino” into a healing community that he 
shared with other enslaved  people. This glimpse invites us to examine the 
racializing discourse that engendered  these interactions, challenge demo-
graphic assumptions about who enslaved  people  were in New Spain, and 
explore the cultural and intellectual exchanges that characterized the com-
munities they lived in.

Alongside enslaved Afro- Mexican and Indigenous  people, “chinos” la-
bored in bondage on plantations, in obrajes, at ports, in mule trains, along-
side traders, and in wealthy  house holds. They  were not autonomous 
subjects afforded the privileges of  vassalage  under the crown but rather 
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commodities to be bought, sold, bartered, paraded, inherited, exploited, 
punished, and even destroyed if that was deemed necessary. The daily re-
alities of their subjugation shared  every characteristic of Afro- Mexican and 
Indigenous enslavement as it had developed in colonial Mexico: the bodies 
of  enslaved “chinos” bore the scars of  colonial race making. Although a 
handful of   free “chinos” acquired enough wealth to become enslavers, 
the majority of  “chinos” in Mexico  during the seventeenth century were 
enslaved.

Like the experiences of  petitioners for weapon and merchant licenses, 
 those of  enslaved “chinos” sharply  counter the image of  New Spain as an 
equitably integrated colonial society populated by exceptional Asian immi-
grants. The growing scholarship on enslaved “chinos” implicitly demon-
strates that their vulnerability to bondage eliminates the possibility of Asian 
exceptionalism. Nonetheless, this new field has yet to substantively examine 
the lives of  “chinos” through the prism of  early modern race making or di-
rectly question  earlier scholars’ optimistic view of   free “chino / a” integra-
tion in New Spain (see Chapter 3). Appending race to this historiography 
 matters deeply, as the constraints of  enslavement engendered numerous 
Afro- Asian syntheses that have largely gone unnoticed in the scholarship on 
the early modern period.  These cross- cultural exchanges defined the nature 
of  life in bondage and allowed enslaved  people to imagine worlds beyond 
their immediate circumstances.

Although Orlando Patterson’s theorization of  “social death” (total so-
cial alienation and dehumanization) has defined much of the traditional 
historiography on transatlantic enslavement, numerous studies have shown 
that enslaved  people  were not solely recipients of  colonial domination.3 
Bondage did not preclude agency. According to Laurent Dubois, “We 
should begin from the assumption that  there was an intellectual life within 
slave communities, and that this life involved movement between ideas and 
action, between the abstract and the par tic u lar, between past, pre sent, and 
 future.”4 Throughout the Atlantic World, enslaved  people reconstituted 
families, forged new identities, conjured up creative imaginaries, fomented 
 resistance, and pursued  political engagement. Central Mexico was no ex-
ception. For example, Gonzalo Aguirre Beltrán and Solange Alberro have 
long argued that collective oppression and  resistance created social intima-
cies and cultural exchanges between Afro- Mexican and Indigenous com-
munities.5  These forms of   resistance and adaptation also occurred among 
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enslaved Asians in the Amer i cas during the early modern period, although 
their case has sometimes been seen as separate from that of  enslaved Afro- 
Mexicans due to the  earlier formal emancipation of  “chinos” (in 1672 as 
opposed to 1829 for Afro- Mexicans).6

For many  decades, both  resistance to enslavement and spiritual syncre-
tism in Mexico have been considered solely Indigenous and Afro- Mexican 
pro cesses.  Because studies of  enslaved populations have tended to focus 
narrowly on one ethnic group or another, they have ultimately obscured 
the fact that—at the level of  lived experience— convergence was the dom-
inant trend during the seventeenth  century. Convergence is both a histor-
ical occurrence, “a dynamic and dialogic  process  toward the meeting of  
minds and interests,” and a methodology, a way to “decipher new, revi-
sionary forms of  agency.”7 This search for historical agency through con-
vergence, articulated by Homi Bhabha, is aligned with the results of  
Giovanni Levi’s melding of  global and microhistory. For Levi, global mi-
crohistory foregrounds the interactions of  non- Europeans, who have been 
categorically excluded from yet remain integral to the story of  early modern 
global connectivity.8 Daniel Nemser applies the concept of  convergence to 
the multiethnic social, cultural, and sexual exchanges of  pulquerías (maguey 
liquor bars) in Mexico City.9 Laura Lewis invokes convergence in her 
analy sis of  Black naguales (Indigenous shape- shifting and spiritual power) 
in Mérida and Ometepec.10 In fact, colonial Mexican society featured nu-
merous convergences around specific sites (such as the baratillo [discount 
market]), cultural practices (for example, spiritual pharmacology related 
to the use of  peyote, ololiuhqui [a morning glory seed], and puyomate [a 
type of  aromatic root or mixture]), and social relationships (such as shared 
kinship communities).11 One might even argue that convergence defined 
the emergence and fluidity of  multiethnic society in New Spain during the 
long seventeenth  century.12 As Chapter 3 shows,  free “chinos”— even  those 
granted special privileges— participated in  these convergences as well, cir-
culating within social and religious settings with  people of  other ethnici-
ties and castas. Yet while  free “chinos” used convergence to increase their 
social mobility and integration, enslaved “chinos” deployed it to survive. 
For the enslaved, convergence represented the possibility of  a subjecthood 
not entirely defined by commoditization, objectification, and alienation.

 Until very recently, the historiography on the enslavement of Asian pop-
ulations in Latin Amer i ca focused primarily on the case of  Chinese inden-
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ture in Cuba during the mid- nineteenth  century, and it questioned  whether 
convergence had occurred  there on a large scale. For years, scholars have 
debated the nature of  indenture: was it a true form of  enslavement, or did 
it merely resemble the brutality of  enslavement, since indentured laborers 
 were technically contracted rather than being retained in perpetuity?13 The 
binary of the question reflects the broader historiographical argument that 
indenture replaced enslavement, that the two systems  were oppositional, 
rather than mutually constitutive. However, the case of  Cuba allows us to 
decisively reject the “replacement narrative,” since indentured Chinese 
workers and enslaved Afro- Cubans generally lived and labored side by side 
from 1847 to 1874.14 Moreover, the institution of  Chinese indenture in Cuba 
ended before the emancipation of Afro- Cubans (1874 versus 1886).

Still, some plantation  owners indeed sought to divide the two groups 
based on  imagined racial characteristics— believing that they  were fit for 
diff er ent tasks and required separate living spaces.15 For this reason, the for-
merly enslaved Esteban Montejo (1860–1973) expressed the still influential 
notion that the Chinese and Afro- Cubans had  little contact during the pe-
riod of  indenture. Even as Montejo admired the Chinese for being “rebels 
from birth,” he apparently said to the Cuban anthropologist Miguel Barnet 
that during the Sunday festivities at the Flor de Sagua plantation: “I no-
ticed that the ones who  were least involved  were the Chinese.  Those bas-
tards  didn’t have an ear for the drums. They  were standoffish. . . .  Nobody 
paid them any mind. And folks just went on with their dances.”16 According 
to Barnet, Montejo remembered the barracoons as a culturally bifurcated 
space consisting of  a dominant Afro- Cuban side rooted in West and West 
Central African heritage and a smaller, separate Chinese side whose occu-
pants  were unable to find common ground with the enslaved, regardless 
of their shared circumstances.17

Despite the firsthand authority of  Montejo’s claims, recent scholarship 
has contested the notion of  isolated social and cultural spheres. Kathleen 
López notes that “Chinese coolies mostly formed common- law  unions 
with  women of African descent” and that  these  unions “facilitated religious 
syncretism.”18 Martin Tsang’s work on Chinese– Afro- Cuban spiritual ex-
change further elaborates on the deep cultural ties binding and blending 
 these communities. Tsang demonstrates that some Chinese laborers be-
came spiritual specialists and joined in the syncretic practices of  Santería. 
 Others became consecrated as babalawos (priests) in Yoruba- derived Ifá 
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divination. They melded the veneration of the folk hero Guangong (關公) 
with that of the Yoruba Changó to create new syncretic cults of  “San-
fancón” devotion.19

López’s and Tsang’s innovative findings contribute to the field of Afro- 
Asian studies— which, for Latin American historiography, has begun 
offering fresh perspectives on  these global encounters in colonial and 
postcolonial cultures.20 Rather than focusing on discrete ethnolinguistic 
groups, Afro- Asian studies methodologies offer a language for examining 
how colonial social and  labor structures, as well as racial ideologies, pro-
duced unpre ce dented cross- cultural, spiritual, and sexual encounters. How-
ever, the field’s modern bias has kept its interventions disengaged from the 
scholarship on the New Spanish system of  enslavement and vice versa.21

In central Mexico’s multiethnic communities of  captives, linguistic bar-
riers, disparate customs, and distinct worldviews did not keep “chinos” 
from discovering that they had common ground with both Afro- Mexican 
and Indigenous  peoples. Isolation was impossible, as “chinos” made up a 
relatively small percentage of the total enslaved population— meaning that 
they experienced enslavement within highly diverse settings.  Under  these 
circumstances, the kinds of  exchanges that Aguirre Beltrán and Alberro 
identified among Afro- Mexican and Indigenous  peoples also occurred be-
tween both of  those populations and “chinos.”

Colonial bureaucratic and  legal documents confirm that enslaved “chinos” 
consistently labored in multiethnic environments and married across castas. 
Rubén Carrillo Martín initiated impor tant preliminary research in this area 
through a quantitative study of  120 “chino / a” marriages in Puebla. For 
the seventeenth  century, he found that enslaved “chinos” married Afro- 
Mexicans in 80  percent of  cases, a figure signaling the close ties formed 
between the two groups through physical proximity and enslavement.22 
 These data are far from exceptional.23 Marrying into “local” enslaved com-
munities was an impor tant survival strategy for groups with low popula-
tion densities in New Spain.24 Similarly, “chinos” founded confraternities 
and joined existing ones that participated in colonial public life, purchased 
manumission for their members, and “played a crucial role in redefining 
the social and  political roles assigned to enslaved  people.”25 Consequently, 
“chinos” learned how to respond to the conditions of  enslavement in co-
lonial Mexico from other captives. The pro cesses of  observation, commu-
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nication, and translation that facilitated  these encounters epitomize the 
meeting of Atlantic and Pacific Worlds in New Spain.

Yet much remains unclear about the relationships and communities that 
enslaved “chinos” forged. In par tic u lar, very few works have considered 
how “chinos” joined in the cultures of   resistance to enslavement and un-
orthodox spirituality in Mexico. For example,  after studying “chino / a” en-
counters with the Catholic church, Tatiana Seijas concludes, “Chino slaves 
might well have carried their native belief  systems to the New World, but 
the surviving historical rec ord does not reveal non- Christian practices.”26 
However, both the nature of Afro- Asian convergence and the colonial ar-
chive indicate that unorthodox beliefs and rituals played a central role in 
the rhythms of  life in captivity.

This chapter takes seriously the bountiful evidence of  integration and 
exchange among enslaved populations in Mexico. Ultimately, it reveals that 
Asian, Indigenous, and Afro- Mexican communities formed connections not 
only through shared social circles but also through shared reactions to 
Spanish colonialism and conditions of  enslavement. In other words, mul-
tiethnic communities often formed in response to the harsh realities of  
Spanish race thinking that kept individuals in bondage.27 In the  process, 
 these communities created and sustained alternative forms of  authority, 
developed  legal knowledge, influenced colonial power relations, and gen-
erated new forms of  exchange and synthesis.28

Such early modern encounters make impor tant interventions in Afro- 
Asian studies. Principally, they show that the Manila galleons and colonial 
Mexico  were key sites of  early multiethnic convergence, and they bear wit-
ness to the first Afro- Asian collaborations to contest bondage and colonial 
power in the Amer i cas. Given the large scale of  Indigenous coerced and 
unfree  labor in New Spain, the early modern context further encourages 
us to consider the fundamental role of  Indigeneity as a critical third point 
of  contact on the Afro- Asian continuum. The fluidity of  castas, syncretic 
and creolized cultures, and multiethnic intimacies, as well as the diverse 
nature of  enslaved communities, all signal the inviolable position of  Indi-
geneity in Afro- Asian history. In colonial Mexico, one primary anchor for 
collaborations among African, Asian, Indigenous, and mixed  peoples was 
the exchange of  knowledge about negotiating and contesting enslavement. 
Collaborations identified in the archive focus most clearly and most often 
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on three tactics: long- term flight, blasphemy, and the formation of  spir-
itual practices beyond that of  Catholic dogma— all of which  were “ex-
periential” responses to enslavement in New Spain.29 In acknowledging 
alternative authority structures in colonial Mexico, enslaved “chinos” 
often acted in ways that  were not legally advantageous but rather due to 
values, traditions, and aspirations that  were illegible to colonial bureau-
crats and, consequently, many historians.

Runaway Chinos

Before arriving in the Amer i cas, many sea- worn survivors of the Pacific 
passage had under gone multiple stages of  dislocation and displacement. 
The  people who would become the enslaved “chinos” of  colonial Mexico 
had been captured in coastal and hinterland communities everywhere from 
Gujarat to Nagasaki and  were often sold through interimperial networks 
before arriving in Spanish Manila. Most of them entered colonial Mexico 
via Acapulco. However, as John Chilton, an  English businessman, noted 
in 1569, “It is evident that a part of the Asian merchandise that the Manila 
galleon transports is introduced inland both legally and illegally through 
vari ous points of the northwestern coast.”30 For example, Domingo de la 
Cruz, an enslaved “chino,” had entered Mexico via Salagua, north of Aca-
pulco.31 Clandestine entry even occurred in Acapulco. In 1594, an enslaved 
 woman from Brunei named Catalina was disembarked during the night 
in an effort to avoid paying royal duties.32

At the port, merchants, missionaries, and administrators assigned mu-
leteers as intermediaries to purchase enslaved  people from galleon offi-
cials and sailors in Acapulco.33 Enslaved “chinos” were then forced to 
travel on the camino de china to Mexico City— where, unlike  free “chinos,” 
they often lived in the traza in their enslavers’  house holds, shops, or reli-
gious institutions.34 In 1626, some Spanish homes held as many as  eighteen 
enslaved Asians.35

This cresting wave of  “chino / a” enslavement intersected with the peak of 
transatlantic enslavement to Mexico. During the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, as many as 155,000 enslaved Africans are thought to have legally 
entered New Spain through Veracruz.36 Both slave trades climaxed in the 
1620s and 1630s and declined in mid-century as Spanish access to Portuguese 
channels of  enslavement decreased.37
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 After arriving at an obraje in Coyoacán, a wealthy home in Mexico 
City, a convent in Puebla, a mine in Zacatecas, a merchant’s ware house in 
Tlaxcala, or a plantation in Toluca, enslaved “chinos,” Indigenous  peoples, 
and Africans alike had to come to terms with the labor- intensive nature of  
enslavement in the Amer i cas. Like many of their Black and Indigenous 
peers, “chinos” strug gled to accept the quotidian cruelties of  enslaved 
life in New Spain.  Running away was perhaps the most immediate and 
risky form of  protesting and escaping bad treatment.38 According to Dennis 
Valdés, two prominent long- term flight strategies emerged in colonial 
Mexico.39 In the first, many runaways fled urban centers such as Mexico 
City, Puebla, and Veracruz and proceeded  toward rural areas. Fugitives 
had to rely on social geographies of  safe pueblos de indios and nearby 
palenques (maroon communities) to avoid recapture. The second, more 
common strategy involved flight from an urban or rural zone to a large city, 
 after which the runaway reintegrated into colonial society with an in ven ted 
identity.40

The Archivo General de la Nación México  houses numerous censuras 
(reprobations) that provide impor tant glimpses about  those who ran away 
in spite of their long odds of  success. A censura was meant to compel pa-
rishioners  under threat of  excommunication to come forward as witnesses 
to help recover stolen property. They “ were an instrument of  social con-
trol,” threatening community members with spiritual punishment and 
damnation if they helped runaways.41 As such, they correctly assumed that 
flight was close to impossible without assistance. In addition to a network 
of  collaborators, runaways also had to rely on detailed internal cartogra-
phies garnered through years of  experience and  limited mobility “to get 
and stay lost.”42

The censuras also imply that short- term flight was a common, even per-
missible, form of  releasing the pressure of the system of  enslavement. 
Enslavers would typically report a runaway to ecclesiastical authorities only 
 after three to eight weeks of  absence. For example, in 1658 doña Mariana 
Pérez Matamoros waited two months before submitting a request for 
censura for a “china” named Luisa and her twelve- year- old  daughter, 
Juana.43 The canon of the Mexico City cathedral, Doctor Luis de Cifuentes, 
received many of  these requests and issued the censuras. In 1636, he re-
ported  after a month that Tomé, his own forty- year- old enslaved “chino,” 
had escaped.44
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Unlike short- term flight, long- term flight was rarely spontaneous and 
involved monumental risks, including long-distance travel, bounty hunters, 
exposure, hunger, and extreme punishment if  caught. But runaways faced 
 these and other challenges to escape abuses that, in Frank Proctor’s for-
mulation, exceeded the colonial norms of treatment and castigation.45 
Escape often meant leaving  behind spouses,  children, parents, and extended 
kinship and social communities, signaling the desperation inherent in 
the act of   running away. Getting caught almost invariably resulted in 
flogging and other punishments like enclosure and branding. Brands 
often  stopped repeat attempts at  running away  because they could 
immediately alert a community or a neighborhood to the presence of  
a runaway. Significant variations in “chino / a” skin colors led to a higher 
probability of branding on the face with the “S” and clavo (nail), marking 
“chinos” as esclavos (slaves) to eliminate any ambiguity about their 
status.46 Enslaved light- skinned Afro- Mexicans  were also more likely 
than dark- skinned Afro- Mexicans to be branded on the face.47 In contrast, 
enslaved Indigenous  peoples from the Amer i cas rarely received the S and 
nail brand.48

Although Proctor notes that long- term flight was rare, a survey of twenty 
censuras involving enslaved “chinos” suggests that it occurred more fre-
quently than has been thought. According to this sample, “chinas” ran away 
at disproportionately high rates, and a significant minority did so to  free 
their  children. The overrepre sen ta tion of  women in  these sources (approx-
imately one out of  four enslaved “chinos” was female, but two out of  five 
runaway “chinos”  were female) suggests a desire for their children to be 
born free, indicates  women’s double marginalization as slaves and as  women, 
and perhaps suggests that they fled from the sex trafficking that domi-
nated Iberian enslavement in Asia and continued on the galleons.49

Asian and Afro- Mexican flight often relied on multiethnic participation, 
sometimes even within the same  family. In 1626, Martín de Bisola reported 
that someone “with  little fear of  our Lord” had freed a thirteen- year- old 
enslaved “chino” named Agustín. His parents, a “chino” and a “negra,” could 
not be found, implying that they  were involved in his escape.50 In 1658, 
doña Margarita de Saavedra reported that four slaves had fled in rapid suc-
cession, beginning with a forty- year- old “chino” named Pedro. A few months 
 later, a thirty- two- year- old Black  woman born in her  house named Juana la 
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Charta, then 7–8 months pregnant, escaped. A “mulato” named Manuel 
fled with her, leaving  behind his enslaved wife and mother- in- law. Manu-
el’s nine- year- old  brother, Antonio, followed shortly thereafter. In addition 
to these four, Saavedra also sought to claim the children of  enslaved women 
who had fled. She demanded the return of Juana’s baby after its birth, 
as well as ownership of two children of  another formerly enslaved Black 
woman named Leonor.51 The cold possessiveness of  Saavedra’s petition 
and the consistency of  flight from her  house hold suggest her cruelty as a 
master. Recurrent flight also points to the strength of  multiethnic run-
away networks that continued to facilitate escape from what must have 
been an increasingly hostile environment.

To survive, runaways often stole clothing to conceal themselves or small 
objects that could be exchanged for sustenance and shelter. For example, in 
1631 Simón of the “Sangley caste” managed to escape with forty gold pesos 
from his enslaver’s estate in Mexico City. Simón was thirty years old, 
branded, and a maker of  gold chains like “ those that they use and make in 
the Philippine Islands.”52 When Angelina de la Cruz, a sixty- year- old “china,” 
ran away in 1660, she took green and blue vestments lined in silver.53 Simi-
larly, when Ysabel Costarera, a forty- year- old “china,” ran, she took fine 
green cloth, priest’s clothing, and five gallons filled with silver and false 
gold.54 A branded “china” who “looks mestiza” named María de la Rosa 
ran away in February 1660 and again in July  1661. Both times, she took 
with her valuable items (including silver plates; jewels; colorful Castilian 
cloth; green silk; and clothing with silver, gold, and flower decorations) 
and left  behind her husband, a “chino” named Alonso Ylario. In 1661, she 
managed to escape  after attending mass at the cathedral in Mexico City 
with her mistress. She was last seen in the com pany of  a Spanish  woman 
and had the help of  a “mestiza” friend.55 Tragically, she was eventually 
caught and sold to an obraje  owner several years  later, a common punish-
ment for rebellious slaves.56

In 1637, María de la Cruz, a “negra,” managed to  free herself by pawning 
her enslaver’s property to a  free Black  woman named Leonor de Salamanca. 
Over three years, María pawned cacao, achiote, clothing, and reales that 
collectively  were worth the enormous sum of  eight thousand pesos. She 
kept this money in a desk. One night, she hauled it out and bought her 
freedom. She went on to live as a  free  woman with the friends who had 
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helped her, including her “chino” husband, Nicolas— ensuring that their 
 children would be born  free. Her former enslaver eventually discovered 
the plot, claimed that María had publicly bragged about pawning his 
goods, and demanded that her freedom be annulled. The paper trail ends 
as soon as María denied any knowledge of these claims, suggesting that 
the case did not proceed to a full trial or that she fled again before a trial 
could take place.57

 Others  were less fortunate. For example, Juan Baquero, a “chino,” had 
been enslaved and assigned to the mines of  Hostotipac (northwest of  Gua-
dalajara) with two other “chinos”  under the owner ship of  Lucas García. 
García rented Juan out to Diego de Zúñiga, a miner. Juan ran from Zúñiga 
several times but was repeatedly caught and punished.  After García died 
in 1654, Juan was illegally taken to Mexico City and rented out to nu-
merous other enslavers. In 1656, he was ordered returned to the García 
estate.58

The flight from Mexico City of the twenty- two- year- old “chino” Lorenzo 
Álvarez, which he accomplished in 1635 with the help of  a priest named 
Joan de Mercado, perhaps best exemplifies the collaborations that made 
escape pos si ble.  After a botched attempt to purchase Lorenzo, Mercado 
sent a friend to  free him and steal from his enslaver. The list of  pilfered 
goods is impressive, including silver plates, a  Japanese silk sash, rock salt, 
Chinese silk socks, a green and black goat- hair dress, and numerous other 
valuable items.59  After staying three nights with Mercado, Lorenzo spent 
thirty- five or thirty- six days with Mercado’s comadre. Mercado then had a 
godson, Pedro Anis, disguise Lorenzo as a priest and accompany him to 
Anis’s  mother’s home in Puebla. Afterward, Lorenzo traveled north to a 
saltpeter hacienda in Guichiapa owned by Mercado’s compadre, where he 
stayed for two months. However, a Spanish official recognized Lorenzo 
when he was en route to the next hideout in Querétaro and returned him to 
his enslaver. The most noteworthy fact about Lorenzo’s escape was that 
so many Spaniards in Mercado’s network willingly hid a runaway for so 
long. Without their assistance, it would have been nearly impossible for 
him to attempt his long- term flight.

Such cases of Asian flight in New Spain indicate that “chinos” joined in 
an active social practice of   running away to contest the conditions of their 
enslavement and escape bondage. The fact that many “chinos” chose the 
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enormous risks of  long- term flight expands Proctor’s argument that cruel 
and unusual treatment often preceded Afro- Mexican escapes. Enslaved 
“chinos” quickly learned and participated in this proven technique of  re-
sisting bondage. In their approaches to  running away, Asians relied heavi ly 
on local knowledge and collaborators in their extended networks.  Those 
who succeeded in escaping sometimes built their own  free communities, 
like the “chino” maroons who formed a palenque with Afro- Mexicans nine 
leagues from Acapulco and crept into town at night to ransack market 
stalls.60

Negotiating Enslavement through Blasphemy

In the Philippines, the  peoples known as “chinos” in Mexico  were most 
often identified as “indios.” Since Indigenous  peoples  were considered neo-
phyte Christians, they had long been exempted from formal inquisitorial 
inquiry. When Asians arrived in Acapulco, their  legal metamorphosis from 
“indio / a” to “chino / a” meant that they now came  under inquisitorial 
jurisdiction. While inquisitors in Mexico occasionally debated whether 
they could proceed against an “indio chino” or an “indio” from Asia, by the 
mid-seventeenth century, they were consistently prosecuting “chinos.”61 
One of the most common types of  denunciation against enslaved “chinos” 
accused them of  speaking profanely about the Holy Trinity and the 
saints—in short, of  committing blasphemy.

Within the labor- intensive confines of  obrajes, panaderías (bakeries), 
and plantations scattered throughout New Spain, enslaved “chinos” occa-
sionally resorted to blasphemy during moments of  extreme duress. This 
tradition of blaspheming or threatening to blaspheme to protest brutal 
punishment has been well documented for cases involving enslaved Afro- 
Mexicans. Javier Villa- Flores argues that the enslaved used blasphemy 
and exposed themselves to the bureaucratic nightmare of the Inquisition 
to show that their severe mistreatment at the hands of their slave masters 
was un- Christian. In the best of  cases, enslaved  people could prove that 
enslavers had failed in their seigneurial obligation to instruct them in the 
Catholic faith, and the inquisitors could then force an enslaver to sell their 
blaspheming slaves to a new master.  After all, conversion to Catholicism 
was a fundamental justification for slave trading in the Hispanic World. 
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Yet just as easily, blasphemy could increase the severity of  an individual’s 
punishment and sour their relations with both enslavers and the Inquisi-
tion. However, this was a risk that many enslaved  people  were willing to 
take during desperate moments. In a study of  more than a hundred blas-
phemy cases, Villa- Flores concludes that “far from being an improvised 
utterance,” blasphemy “was a socially patterned verbal act of   resistance 
that carried within itself  a legacy of  usage.”62 Villa- Flores begins his essay 
on the infamous obraje of  Melchor Días de Posadas with the story of  a 
“Sangley” named Francisco, who participated in this established practice 
when he renounced God while being punished in 1659 (figure 4.1). Unfor-
tunately, his renunciation only angered Posadas’s son, who thrust a stick 
into Francisco’s mouth and shouted: “Do you think that  because you re-
nounce God we  will denounce you to the Holy Office? I have [the] per-
mission of the Holy Office to punish you!”63 This seemingly isolated case 
was in fact representative of  a larger trend of Asians adopting Afro- Mexican 
strategies to contest their bondage.

“Chinos” accused of blasphemy also defended themselves in ways that 
Villa- Flores identifies with enslaved Afro- Mexicans, beginning with pleas for 
mercy and ending with remorse for having been compelled to renounce God 
to end their suffering.64 The case of  Lucas de Araujo, an enslaved “chino” (a 
Kapampangan from Manila), exemplifies this trend and suggests how such 
practices  were transmitted. Lucas began work one day in 1661 as he always 
did, in a panadería he detested.  These bakeries  were notorious sites that 
functioned as de facto prisons for enslaved  people.65 At 1:00 a.m. that night, 
Lucas was still kneading dough. Frustrated, he said something “rude,” and 
the foreman ordered that he be tied up, disrobed, and flogged. During the 
beating, Lucas renounced God and the saints 6–8 times, even saying that he 
had a demonic region on his right arm that would seek vengeance if  not 
released, “of which the bad nature of this criminal was known.”66 Specific 
reference to demonic markings displayed precise knowledge of what Span-
iards broadly considered to be brujería (witchcraft) and therefore worthy of  
denunciation.67 According to witnesses, he did not regret saying such  things, 
and the foreman kept him bound for fear that he might hang himself, despite 
his requests to be untied, now in the name of  God.

Lucas’s return to Chris tian ity appeared insincere  because he allegedly 
slept well the following night and did not admit his sins to a priest sent to 
hear his confession. His enslaver denounced him to the Holy Office with 
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4.1  Interior of  an Obraje with the Protective Presence of the Holy Spirit and 
the Archangel Saint Michael

Though completed during the  middle of the eigh teenth  century, this devotional 
ex- voto painting shows several characteristics of  obrajes in the seventeenth 
 century as well— namely, that their workforces  were multiethnic and that they 
 were spiritually vulnerable spaces in need of  divine intervention and salvation.

Carlos López, Interior de un obraje con la presencia protectora del Espíritu Santo y el Arcángel 
San Miguel, 1740. Reproduction courtesy of the Museo Soumaya.
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the explicit purpose of  forcing Lucas to admit that he had behaved sinfully. 
During the initial questioning, Lucas insisted on his innocence by claiming 
that he had been drunk when he was tied up and had not blasphemed in-
tentionally. Witnesses contended that “he was not drunk, but in his full 
judgment and depraved capacity and  will” and that he frequently com-
mitted such blasphemies.68

 After the inquisitors threatened him with major excommunication and 
torture, Lucas presented a very diff er ent narrative of that  evening in the 
bakery. He stated that the whipping he received was so severe that he could 
not but blaspheme against God and the saints. He spoke about demons 
only  because,  after receiving more than fifty lashes, he thought that  doing 
so might stop the beating. Tellingly, an “indio” witness at the scene had ap-
parently cautioned him to ask for mercy from God and the Virgin—an indi-
cation of  shared local knowledge about how to use blasphemy sparingly 
and strategically. Lucas then claimed that  after invoking the love of  God, he 
had blasphemed only four times and that he had not confessed his blas-
phemy  earlier out of  shame and fear. Despite this admission, the inquisitors 
condemned him to an auto de fe in which he would publicly confess his 
sins, receive two hundred lashes, and be returned to his enslaver. Lucas’s 
case confirms that enslaved “chinos,” like other enslaved  people, often re-
nounced the Holy Trinity during extreme punishment in an attempt to 
lessen its intensity. Moreover, presenting one’s blasphemy to inquisitors as 
an involuntary response in the face of  malicious maltreatment could serve 
as a strategy to expose the excessive nature of  one’s punishment. But as 
Lucas’s penance indicates, this tactic was not always successful.

Lucas was not the only “chino” who engaged in this social practice. A 
denunciation launched in 1665 by Don Gabriel Garcia Moctezuma, a min-
ister of  justice in Mexico City and “protector of  indios,” sheds additional 
light on how witnesses could share ideas about blasphemy with the de-
nounced.69 Garcia Moctezuma had caught and chained an unnamed run-
away variously described as “chino,” “mulato,” and “negro.” The captive 
threatened that if  he was not released, he would blaspheme in the pres-
ence of  Garcia Moctezuma, his nine- year- old son, an enslaved Black doctor 
named Diego, a criado of the viceroy, and numerous passersby. In the end, 
he allegedly renounced the Virgin Mary, and the public nature of the blas-
phemy heightened its scandal.70
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No witnesses corroborated Garcia Moctezuma’s claim that the runaway 
had blasphemed. Diego only heard the captive call on the Virgin to untie 
him,  after which he entered his own enslaver’s panadería saying, “come on, 
man, you are crazy.”71 Santiago Bernardo de Quirós, a Spaniard who owned 
a shop nearby, recognized that the captive might blaspheme, given his treat-
ment at the hands of  Garcia Moctezuma, and advised him not to  because 
a familiar (lay servant) of  an inquisitor was pre sent.72 The existence of the 
captive’s blasphemy was therefore impossible to prove. Instead of  further 
punishment, he received a strong warning and was ordered returned to 
his enslaver, Diego Millán.

Perhaps the best example of  how “chinos” learned the social practice 
of  strategic blasphemy comes through a denunciation in 1626 at Gaspar 
de Herrera’s obraje in Puebla. One day, an enslaved “chino” named Luis 
de Peña was made to punish an enslaved Black man named Manuel. (Slaves 
often had to punish one another at the behest of  enslavers and their foremen 
in obrajes.)73 In the presence of  several enslaved Black men, Luis gave 
Manuel five lashes, whereupon he renounced God and the Virgin Mary. 
Luis then gave him two more lashes, and Manuel renounced them a second 
time. The punishment then ceased. Shortly afterward, at the same obraje 
an enslaved man named Jusepe de Tierra Mala similarly blasphemed twice 
when punished “ because they also  stopped whipping him”  after he did so.74 
All three enslaved witnesses to the blasphemy, including an el derly enslaved 
man named Juan Mandinga, covered for Manuel and Jusepe. They insisted 
that the men had blasphemed only to prevent further punishment and so 
should be forgiven.

 These blasphemies pre sent a blueprint for cultural transmission.  After 
seeing how Manuel avoided receiving more lashes, Jusepe had clearly 
copied his strategy. It is easy to imagine that if  faced with similar punish-
ment, the enslaved Luis might have considered blaspheming as well.  After 
all, Manuel’s blasphemy had given Luis an excuse to prematurely stop the 
punishment. Just like Lucas’s interactions with the unnamed “indio” and 
the unnamed captive’s interactions with the Black doctor and Spanish shop 
 owner, Luis’s experience suggests a world teeming with the transmission 
of  vernacular knowledge.

Flight, blasphemy, and other forms of  self- advocacy in New Spain’s 
race- conscious society ultimately hint at the conversations, friendships, 
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collaborations, and learning that colonial archives suggest but rarely, if  
ever, identify directly. Yet as Ivor Miller has argued, the fact that such acts 
 were ignored in archival formation or  were historically considered illegal 
does not mean they did not happen or  were not fundamental to knowl-
edge transmission and identity formation.75 An awareness of  these ab-
sences allows us to better understand cases with few details, like that of  
an enslaved “chino” named Tomás, who blasphemed in 1663 on the 
sugar plantation of  Santiago Tenextepango in the vicinity of  Cuernavaca. 
Though the denunciation is brief, tellingly, Tomás worked alongside a 
“mestizo” and two slaves (presumably Afro- Mexican), who may have sup-
plied useful information on how to contest the conditions of  enslavement.76 
When enslaved  people like Tomás filled the air with blasphemous utter-
ances, they created a documentary rec ord of  protest against the brutalities 
of bondage designed to remind inquisitors and enslavers that fair treatment 
was not only prudent, but also a religious obligation.

Nondogmatic Spirituality

Like runaways and blasphemers, Asian spiritualists in Mexico negotiated 
enslavement with knowledge and creativity. They drew on nondogmatic 
practices originating from all over the world to gain recognition and re-
sources and to form new communities. Asian prac ti tion ers of  nondogmatic 
spiritual traditions have not been studied in detail, but they most clearly 
exemplify the  process of  convergence. Undoubtedly, the best- known ex-
ample of  an enslaved Asian spiritual authority in colonial Mexico is Cata-
rina de San Juan. Contrary to  popular belief, Catarina was not only known 
for exemplary Catholic be hav ior during her lifetime. Spaniards frequently 
cursed her as a hechicera (sorceress)  because of  her miraculous powers, 
which she often used to transcend the limitations of  her material surround-
ings and even her own body.77

By all accounts, Catarina was deeply traumatized by her captivity. Even 
at the end of  her life, Joseph del Castillo Graxeda knew her to say (in his 
allegedly accurate transcription of  her speech), “Look,  father, when they 
captured to me, they made slave; many anx i eties, much work, only the di-
vine Majesty knows what I went through.”78 Her ascetic Catholicism pro-
vided a reprieve from life in bondage, but her spiritual powers frequently 
exceeded Catholic norms of  miraculous occurrences. They  were a way for 
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her to return home, since “for this virgin the memory of the Mughal 
[country] was very pleasant.”79 The comment surely understated her ter-
rible longing for a distant land, a lost  family, and a life before captivity and 
 free from abuse.

Catarina was known to travel or “bilocate” in her visions, both geo graph-
i cally and between worlds.80 Bilocating allowed her to escape the physical 
duress of  her daily life— including her violent and unconsummated mar-
riage of  fourteen years with Domingo Suárez, a “chino” she freed from 
captivity— and contribute to the Catholic mission in other parts of the 
world, particularly Asia.81 She allegedly told her confessor, Alonso Ramos, 
that “what I have seen most frequently is my parents in purgatory . . .   until 
in one of  these years, I saw them come in the com pany of the nao [ship] of 
the Philippines to the port of Acapulco, from where, on their knees, they 
came into my presence.”82 Catarina’s spiritual visions allowed her to see 
what enslavement had taken away: her parents, the embodied manifesta-
tions of  a lost home. Consequently, the Spanish and New Spanish Inqui-
sitions censored Ramos’s hagiography and its attestation of  Catarina’s 
extraordinary power in 1692 and 1696, respectively.83

Despite the threat of  inquisitorial backlash, by the mid- seventeenth 
 century, dynamic, multiethnic traditions of  magic and healing defined the 
rhythms, controversies, and remedies of  colonial daily life in Mexico. The 
scholarship on colonial curanderismo (healing) and hechicería (magic) rec-
ognizes both the enduring presence of  Indigenous and West / West Cen-
tral African spiritualities and their confluence, exchange, and creolization.84 
As Joan Bristol writes, “orthodox Christian practice and unorthodox ritual 
practices, as defined by the Spanish church, coexisted at  every level of  so-
ciety.”85 Late sixteenth- century books of  common antidotes and local 
healing in New Spain demonstrate the highly mixed nature of  these tradi-
tions.86 In the accusatory language of  Hernando Ruiz de Alarcón in 1629, 
“ those who deal frequently with the Indians easily become infected with 
their customs and superstitions, especially if they are base  people.”87 How-
ever, the demand for folk remedies was nearly universal, as hechicería and 
brujería could offer solutions that eclipsed the therapeutic capacities of  
Catholic doctrine.

For example, in 1656, Alonso de Arsegueren, a clergyman, made a se-
ries of  denunciations based on rumors and stories he had heard in Mexico 
City. He had been staying with a friend of  his, the silversmith Francisco de 
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Ybarra, when Ybarra’s son, a sixteen- year- old student named Antonio, told 
him a strange story. Antonio apparently knew an enslaved “chino” named 
Manuel del Rosario who found a stolen silver plate  after drinking peyote. 
The word peyote comes from the Nahuatl word peyotl, meaning “a  thing 
that glimmers, glows.” It is a small, flowering cactus that produces a fruit 
with hallucinogenic properties.88

While peyote had numerous medicinal uses commonly prescribed by a 
ticitl (Nahua doctor), its ceremonial use in divinatory cults resulted in an 
inquisitorial ban on its consumption in 1620.89 To the authors of the ban, 
the  devil entered the spiritual world of  “indios” through divination with 
peyote and undermined the Catholic faith throughout the Amer i cas and 
even as far as the Philippines.90 When Arsegueren threatened to denounce 
Manuel for  doing precisely what the Inquisition had banned, Antonio’s 
 mother interceded, insisting that the “chino” was a known liar and that this 
story had to be another of  his fabrications.  Later, when the  mother was 
not pre sent, Arsegueren approached Antonio once more and asked for de-
tails. Arsegueren learned that a “mulato” had paid Manuel five pesos to 
find a stolen silver plate. With the five pesos, the “chino” bought peyote 
gendered as male and female, which he gave to a virgin to grind up. Thus, 
Manuel was following an established procedure to achieve clairvoyance 
through peyote consumption.91 Peyote- drinking rituals often required a 
virgin’s intercession to ensure that the plant’s divine powers  were uncon-
taminated.92 The “mulato” drank of the concoction three times and then 
successfully located the plate. Nothing came of this denunciation or Ar-
segueren’s  later denunciations, one of which recounted how a renowned 
“mulato” dance master told him a story of  a “mulata” who drank peyote 
and lost her mind.93

In the story of  Manuel, both  mother and son— although they disagreed 
on what happened— projected common Spanish  stereotypes of  castas. Ac-
cording to the  mother, the “chino” was simply a liar who fabricated sto-
ries for personal gain. According to the son, the “chino” practiced strange 
rituals that granted inexplicable powers. The clergyman considered  these 
rituals to be a religious offense punishable by major excommunication. For 
our purposes, this story elucidates the “chino” Manuel’s leadership in the 
cult of  peyote consumption in Mexico City. Prior to Arsegueren’s denun-
ciation, Manuel must have participated in and practiced  these rituals with 
 either Indigenous or Afro- Mexican specialists numerous times. Using 
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peyote had seemingly become a reliable source of  additional coin as well, 
which he could one day use to purchase his freedom. Manuel then taught 
the “mulato” the secrets of  its ritual consumption, exemplifying the mul-
tiethnic demand for solutions that peyote could provide. Though peyote 
had pre- Columbian roots in Indigenous cosmologies, the practice had 
broad appeal during the colonial period, and Afro- Mexicans had partici-
pated in  these cults since at least the late sixteenth  century.94 Therefore, 
prac ti tion ers like Manuel  were fundamental to the adaptations that enabled 
the survival of this persecuted Indigenous practice during the colonial 
period.

As unusual as finding a silver plate for money may seem, it was not 
uncommon for  people to consume pharmacological hallucinogens like 
ololiuhqui or peyote to find “stolen, lost, or misplaced” objects.95 Robert 
Schwaller uncovered a case from 1570 of  a “mulata” from Spain named 
Barbola de Zamora who was living in Zacatecas and drank peyote and 
charged Indigenous “Chichimecas” to find lost objects.96 Similarly, in 1675 
in Puebla, the “chino” Diego Palomino and his five- year- old  daughter, Te-
resa,  were accused of  finding lost objects for money through clairvoyance. 
A “mestiza” named Juana had apparently lost her son, Miguel (then two 
and a half  years old), and her friend, a “mestiza” named Josepha, recom-
mended that she use a zahorina (female clairvoyant) to find him. Juana 
de cided to approach Palomino and Teresa about her lost son. Apparently, 
the two “chinos” had established their divinatory reputation by success-
fully finding a wedding mantle for six pesos. Palomino told Juana that Te-
resa had gained her power from God and that she could perform her mi-
raculous feats only for money. Juana refused to pay and  later found her 
son in someone  else’s home. In the end, inquisitors ordered Palomino and 
Teresa to stop claiming divine power  under threat of  severe punishment, 
and they also commanded Palomino to raise his  daughter to be a good 
Catholic.97 In addition to providing a fleeting glimpse of  “china” girlhood 
and the believability (or lack thereof ) of  her powers, the case demon-
strates that “chinos” like Palomino recognized that the appropriation and 
manipulation of  super natural remedies  were  viable and  popular ways to 
quickly earn money.98

At least one “chino” facilitated the practice of  divination as an enslaver. 
Pedro Elen, a “chino,” worked as a drummer in the garrison of Acapulco’s 
Fort of  San Diego. During the late 1610s, he requested that Madalena, an 
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enslaved “mulata” whom he owned, take ololiuhqui to divine the location 
of the galleons expected to reach Acapulco in a given year. She responded 
that two  were coming. This was not an isolated incident. Madalena was 
one of the most impor tant galleon seers of  a cohort of  mostly  free Afro- 
Mexican  women in Acapulco who practiced divination and love magic. Ma-
dalena was their ololiuhqui specialist, and she frequently used Elen’s 
 house as the site where she worshipped ololiuhqui and made predictions 
with it.99

According to the ever- vigilant Ruiz de Alarcón, “The so- called ololiuhqui 
is a seed like lentils or lentil vetch which, when drunk, deprives one of  judg-
ment. And the faith that  these unhappy natives have in this seed is 
amazing, since, by drinking it, they consult it like an oracle for every thing 
 whatever that they want to know, even  those  things which are beyond 
 human knowledge.”100 The ololiuhqui seeds  were typically stored in bas-
kets and  later ground up and mixed into alcoholic drinks. Unlike the con-
sumption of  peyote, ceremonies involving ololiuhqui tended to be private 
and could last for days at a time. Ceremonies of  consumption involved of-
fering incense and flowers to it on an altar, reciting specific incantations, 
sweeping the area where the plant grew, and watering the plant.101 When 
taken properly, ololiuhqui made it pos si ble to communicate directly with 
gods, saints, and ancestors. The timing of  Elen’s request places Madalena 
as one of the first Black  women in New Spain to learn the ritual consump-
tion of  ololiuhqui. Her “chino” enslaver’s involvement hints at prior expe-
riences and exchanges with Indigenous populations in and around the 
transpacific port that retained  these practices.

An inquisitorial denunciation from 1628 elucidates how  these forms of  
multiethnic knowledge transfer may have occurred. An obraje  owner 
named Jacome Basalle forced an enslaved “chino,” Francisco Lopez, to ask 
the Holy Office for forgiveness for casting the cut- off  head of  a cat into 
the street. Francisco had been enslaved in Bengala and brought to Manila 
at the age of  seven.  There he was baptized, learned Spanish, and lived for 
8–10 years. A barber named Alonso Balderrama traded him across the Pa-
cific, and  after a year in Acapulco, Francisco marched to Mexico City in 
the mule train of  a ship’s captain from Peru (whose name he could not 
 later recall). In the capital, Francisco was incarcerated for wounding a Black 
man. Basalle bought Francisco from the public prison and put him to work 
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in his obraje in Texcoco. Francisco reported that Basalle would punish him 
without cause and had locked him in a room for over a year to prevent him 
from  running away.

While imprisoned in Mexico City, Francisco had met several detained 
“mulato” vaqueros of the central Mexican hinterlands who taught him how 
to  free himself  from any confinement. Since the sixteenth  century, multi-
ethnic vaqueros had acquired reputations for practicing and developing nu-
merous mixed nondogmatic rituals.102 For Ruiz de Alarcón, the vaqueros’ 
belief  in the “divine” qualities of  a certain root demonstrated that the  devil 
“does not miss a chance to introduce a heathen superstition.” Empowered 
pouches containing this root  were said to protect the vaqueros from falling 
off their mounts and suffering other forms of bodily harm.103

The vaqueros told Francisco that to  free himself  he had to place the head 
of  a black cat in a hole and, before the head, call on a god (which Span-
iards assumed to be the  devil); the god would then come and  free him. 
Their advice echoed vari ous Indigenous Tonal rituals (in which a small an-
imal like a cat, dog, or toad was killed to influence the physical world) 
that  were practiced in a wide territory between Durango to the north and 
Puebla to the south. What they recommended to Francisco also resembled 
numerous West Central African rites of  animal sacrifice. Such practices 
often included sewing materials or food into an animal or burying it alive 
to produce a desired effect in a person.104

While detained in Texcoco, Francisco managed to find a dark cat, catch 
it, and decapitate it. He then placed the severed head between two  rafters 
in his room. Tellingly, he reported that at the prospect of  calling on the 
 devil, a  great fear overcame him, and he hurled the cat’s head into the street, 
inadvertently alerting passersby to his heresy. Although Francisco had not 
hesitated to kill and decapitate the cat, his claim of  an about- face before 
the point of  no return was fundamental to his confession and stated de-
sire “to live and to die in the holy Catholic faith of  our redeemer Jesus 
Christ.”105 This strategic appeal to Catholic redemption worked well: 
Francisco left the inquisitorial audience with only a warning and, even 
better, with an order for Basalle to treat him better to avoid any  future 
temptation to offend God. In other words, the inquisitors held the en-
slaver partially responsible for Francisco’s transgressions. Not only had 
Francisco learned an Afro- Mexican technique of   resistance from the 
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detained “mulatos,” but he had also managed to manipulate the inquisi-
torial  process in his  favor to improve his treatment by Basalle. Perhaps the 
ritual had worked.

Another example of  shared knowledge comes from an enslaved “chino” 
named Antonio, who traveled to San Marcos (north of Acapulco) to pur-
chase polvos de solimán (poisonous powders) for his enslaver. He asked a 
local bruja (witch), a “mulata” named Leonor de Ontiveros, where to find 
such powders. She directed Antonio to an herbalist in the plaza who was 
an Indigenous  woman. Antonio bought the powders, but rather than de-
liver them to his enslaver, he de cided to use them for his own purposes. 
He poisoned the husband of  an Indigenous  woman named Mariana, with 
whom he had mala amistad (extramarital sexual relations).  After the hus-
band’s death, Antonio married Mariana.106 This  union ensured that Anto-
nio’s  children would be born  free, gave him the possibility of  living away 
from his enslaver, and increased his chances of being  free  later in life. 
Antonio’s actions demonstrate that “chinos” also participated in colonial 
Mexico’s energetic cultures of  love magic, which often subverted the sac-
rament of  Catholic marriage by using substances and rituals from both 
Indigenous and Afro- diasporic traditions.

The example par excellence of  an enslaved “chino” spiritualist is that of 
Antón, who in 1652 was accused of  palm reading and divination (including 
finding a silver plate). In Jacinto da Silva’s obrajes (first in Tlaxcala and  later 
in Coyoacán), Antón was known as el sabio (the wise one). In his testimony 
before the inquisitors, he recounted a dizzying series of  sales and disloca-
tions from Kochi to Melaka, Makassar, Manila, Acapulco, Veracruz, Tlax-
cala, and fi nally to Coyoacán. He was the son of  a Malabari scribe named 
Chone, was literate in the local Brahmic script, had been married in his 
homeland to a  woman named Tirimala, and had made a living as a spice 
trader. In 1622, he boarded a Portuguese vessel with nine other South Asian 
traders. When they awoke, they found that they had been enslaved and 
 were en route to be sold in Melaka. Antón was then thirty- five years old. 
By the time of  his denunciation, he had spent thirty years in captivity.

To mitigate the difficulties of  life in Silva’s obrajes, Antón performed 
palm readings for the thirty- five enslaved Afro- Mexicans working along-
side him.107 A spike in enslaved  labor in obrajes during the mid- seventeenth 
 century meant that for the first time the mills  were a predominantly Afro- 
Mexican space: Black  people represented 59  percent of the workforce in 
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obrajes in Coyoacán by 1650.108 Like Afro- Mexican healers and diviners, 
Antón quickly acquired a reputation as a gifted expert. He served a multi-
ethnic clientele, some of whom often traveled a full day from Mexico City 
specifically for his readings.109 He told clients if they would find love, when 
a baby would be born, if  a  woman would become a nun, and so on. Since 
he could not speak Spanish or Nahuatl well, he relied on a  couple of weavers 
(of  unknown origin) for translation and split his earnings with them. He 
confessed to performing dozens of  palm readings, for which he charged 
1–4 reales per prognostication. He even made predictions at the behest of  
his enslaver, who would have profited from the readings as well. When 
pressed, Antón claimed that he only wanted to make some money to buy 
choco late, tobacco, and pulque for himself  and the others laboring in the 
obraje.

In Coyoacán, he was widely known as a zahorí (clairvoyant), and he even 
claimed that he had been trained as one before becoming a Christian.110 
The word zahorí comes from the Arabic zuharí, which referred to a geo-
mancer who could read the earth— specifically, “lines drawn in the earth.”111 
Beginning in the sixteenth century, Spanish scholars frequently debated 
the secular (natu ral) or diabolic (unnatural) origins of  a zahorí’s powers.112 
In Spain, zahoríes  were clairvoyants whose sight penetrated the soil to 
discover under ground sources of  water, veins of  metal, and buried bodies. 
Several  philosophers and theologians (for example, Alphonsus Gutiérrez 
de Veracruz, Martín del Río, and Juan Eusebio Nieremberg) considered it 
pos si ble to attain some of  these abilities without diabolic intervention.113 
The ambiguous nature of  divining the earth through its surface similarly 
extended to divining the  future through the body (as in chiromancy, for 
example), which was also not always considered diabolic.114 Therefore, ad-
mitting to practicing chiromancy and emphasizing his training as a zahorí in 
Kochi all worked in Antón’s  favor. Seijas notes that Antón exhibited addi-
tional knowledge of  inquisitorial inquiries when he mentioned his heri-
tage from a “land of  gentiles, not of  Muslims or Jews.”115 In so  doing, Antón 
also tapped into the conflicts of the Malabar Rites Controversy of  1610, 
which sought to differentiate the secular cultural customs of the Malabari 
elite from transgressive religious idolatry.116

Despite the severity of the accusations against Antón— which included 
that he had made a pact with a demon and claimed to have received his 
power from God—he managed to provide mundane explanations for his 
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super natural abilities, a common defensive tactic among the accused. He 
claimed that he had made up predictions as a joke, that  others found ob-
jects for him, and that he worked with an enslaved Burmese man who 
acted as an  informant. Even the sabio moniker came from the obraje’s 
majordomo, who apparently gave all of the obraje’s enslaved chinos a 
nickname. Antón’s defense, the ambiguity of  a zahorí’s abilities, and his 
gestures of  Chris tian ity (including the ability to recite the Ave Maria and 
Pater Noster) merited clemency.  After he had spent 245 days in prison, the 
inquisitors ordered that he be loaded on a mule while wearing a miter 
and holding a green wax candle in his hands, and ordered him to both an-
nounce his crimes in the streets and abstain from divination in the  future. 
Although Antón was quick to deny any religious infraction, the spiritual 
practices unearthed during this trial resemble practices carried out among 
Afro- diasporic therapeutic communities, aimed at both elevating non-
dogmatic forms of  authority and providing immediate responses to life’s 
trou bles through practices derived from a range of  spiritual traditions 
across the Atlantic World.117

The case ends  there, but Antón’s story might not. In the meticulous diary 
of  Gregorio Martín de Guijo,  there is a curious entry for Monday, June 4, 
1657, five years  after Antón’s penance. Guijo wrote that in the central plaza 
of  Mexico City, six  people received criminal punishment. Among them 
 were an Indigenous  woman who sold pulque and an “old chino” con-
demned for participating in a theft.118 Each of the latter two received two 
hundred lashes, and they  were sold to an obraje for the next six years. Antón 
could have been the “old chino”: he would have been seventy then. The 
alleged crime fits his penchant for collaborating with Indigenous and Afro- 
Mexican  people, and “theft” was a secular term that Antón used during his 
trial to explain how he divined the location of  lost objects. Guijo’s diary entry 
opens the possibility that Antón was determined to continue being el sabio, 
the educated merchant of  Malabar, regardless of the consequences.

Fi nally, the denunciations against Antonio Rosado and María Juana—in 
1651 and 1686, respectively— are perhaps the most explicit examples of Afro- 
Asian convergence in Mexico. Described variously as a “mulato” and “of 
the chino caste,” Antonio had been born in Goa to a  father of  mixed Por-
tuguese and East African heritage from Mozambique and a  mother from 
Ternate.119 A  free man in the employ of  Franciscan missionaries, Antonio 
had been unjustly enslaved and sold in Manila. At the age of  seventy in 1651, 
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he still labored in an obraje in Mexico City. During mass, Antonio declared 
that God and the Virgin Mary had abandoned him.120 Although inquisitors 
sentenced him to receive two hundred lashes, they berated his enslaver for 
treating him badly and recommended selling him to prevent  future blas-
phemies, which the enslaver subsequently did.121 Antonio’s case clearly 
demonstrates that “chinos” could be both Asian-  and Afro- diasporic and 
that convergence in the Indian Ocean World had melded with a new form 
of Afro- Asian convergence in enslaved communities in New Spain.

Similarly, María Juana was a mulata achinada (Asian- looking “mulata”) 
from the Philippines who was a domestic servant to Madre Damiana de 
San Cristobal of the Convent of  San Bernardo in Mexico City.122 San Cris-
tobal accused María Juana of being a bad Christian since she had said that 
she loved the  devil more than God and had made a pact with the  devil, and 
she had claimed that she had seen him and considered him very beautiful. 
Experiencing sexual temptation through the  devil was known to be a way 
in which early modern  women manifested sexual desire that did not con-
form to the expectations of  Catholic marriage.123 San Cristobal testified, “I 
give all that my powers can do to subdue the mal natu ral [bad nature] of 
that china.”124 Her language implicitly compares the sexually deviant “bad 
nature” of  a “china” (conflated with “mulata achinada”) to the be hav ior and 
habits of  an assimilated Christian, parroting  stereotypes that framed mixed 
Afro- descended  women as sexually unrestrained.125 Although the inquisi-
tors  were prepared to excommunicate María Juana, San Cristobal convinced 
them to issue a significantly lighter sentence: giving María Juana a stern 
warning and requiring her to confess her sins and other wise demonstrate 
her penitence. Ultimately, San Cristobal believed that punishment would 
suffice to bring María Juana back to good be hav ior and that excommuni-
cation (which would have meant giving up on her potential transforma-
tion) would have been too harsh and unfair. At the end of the case, María 
Juana was in tears and begged for mercy.

Antonio’s and María Juana’s cases reveal that the two poles of the Afro- 
Asian binary in New Spain could not be neatly disentangled. “Chinos” and 
Afro- Mexicans lived side by side and had similar experiences of  racialization, 
economic disenfranchisement, and cultural dislocation, but  these  were 
not the only reasons why they responded to such conditions in remarkably 
similar ways. Just as impor tant, they  were often categorized in overlapping 
ways within the casta system. In the words of  Norah Gharala, “chinos 
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could also be negros,” and “the concept of  Indo- Pacific chinos or indios who 
 were also negros fit into early modern imaginations in New Spain.”126 
Indeed, “chinos” could be amulatados (“mulato”- looking), “negros,” and 
prietos (dark- skinned), often for the sake of  justifying enslavement, and 
Afro- Mexicans could also be “achinados.”127 At times, their ethnicities also 
overlapped—as in the case of Antonio, who was Portuguese, East African, 
and from Ternate.

Much as Afro- Mexicans did, enslaved “chinos” ran away, blasphemed, 
and created therapeutic communities that blurred and transgressed the 
rigid bounds of  Catholic spirituality. Confronting their own dislocation 
and disenfranchisement in New Spain, enslaved Asians, Afro- Mexicans, 
and Indigenous  people engaged in cultural and intellectual exchanges of  
uncommon diversity in world history as they sought to improve their ma-
terial and spiritual lives.



5 Trajectories Beyond  
Central Mexico

When the seventy- two- year- old Alonso Coronel denounced himself 
to the Inquisition in Durango in 1693, he described himself  as an “indio 
native and resident of the city of  Lima.”1 However, the inquisitors had al-
ready discovered that Coronel was born in Lima to Kapampangan parents 
from Macabebe. And witnesses stated that “[he is a] chino [and] apparently 
native that says he is from the city of  Lima.”2 Inquisitors in Mexico failed 
to see Coronel for what he said he was, an Indigenous person born in the 
Amer i cas. To them, he would always be only a “chino,” since he had the 
“color and eyes that  those who are called chinos in Mexico City usually 
have.”3 Phenotypical traits had transformed Coronel from a Peruvian 
“indio” to a member of the casta of  most other Asians in Mexico.

The case of  Coronel indicates several trends of  critical importance to 
the historiography of the “chinos” of  New Spain. Although most Asians 
who came to the Amer i cas in the early modern period disembarked and 
remained in Mexico, Asian mobility clearly extended beyond the viceregal 
core. For over a thousand men,  women, and  children, Acapulco became a 
point of  departure to more distant lands. It should be no surprise that Cor-
onel was born in Lima, for the Viceroyalty of  Peru hosted a substantial 
population of both  free and enslaved Asians. During the long seventeenth 
 century, Asian servants, petitioners, traders, artisans, and enslaved  people 
reached nearly  every corner of the Spanish empire. Scattered rec ords doc-
ument their presence virtually everywhere Spanish ships sailed: as far north 
as present- day California and Oregon, as far south as Lima, and even across 
the Atlantic to Spain.
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Due to the relative dearth of  rec ords from this period on Asians in the 
Amer i cas beyond central Mexico, as well as to the newness of their study, 
 these regions have received  little or no scholarly attention. The new histo-
riography of  early modern Asian mobility to and through the Amer i cas— 
pioneered by Edward Slack, Melba Falck Reyes, Héctor Palacios, Déborah 
Oropeza, Tatiana Seijas, and Rubén Carrillo Martín— focuses exclusively 
on central Mexico and its wealth of  extant documentation. In 2015, Car-
rillo Martín concluded that “the exploration of the Peruvian case remains 
unresolved and [so do  those] of  other colonial enclaves beyond the North 
American viceroyalty.”4 While the works of  Leo Garofalo (2020), Lucío de 
Sousa (2019), Mariano Bonialian (2015), and Michelle McKinley (2012) have 
begun to fill the gaps in our knowledge of  early Asian experiences in Peru, 
some regions (like Guatemala and Oregon) remain almost entirely un-
touched. No study has yet examined the full scope of  early modern Asian 
dispersion throughout the  hemisphere.

This chapter uses case studies from the full expanse of the Viceroyalty 
of  New Spain, Peru, and Spain not only to demonstrate that the Asian pres-
ence in the early modern Hispanic World was far wider ranging than pre-
viously thought, but also to show that the racialization of Asians took on 
local characteristics in vari ous parts of the Spanish empire. For example, 
colonial officials in Peru and Spain often did not uphold the Mexican par-
adigm of  chino- genesis established in Acapulco. As the case of  Coronel sug-
gests, as distance from central Mexico increased, so too did the instability 
of the “chino / a” marker. Asians often tried to leave the “chino / a” label 
 behind as they departed from New Spanish shores. Some succeeded in be-
coming “indio / a” again, as they had been in the Philippines or the Indian 
Ocean World.  Others, like Coronel,  were unable to shake their “chino / a” 
identification in Mexico despite their insistence on being “indios.”

As Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrate, the formation of the “chino / a” cat-
egory in Acapulco had an immediate effect throughout central Mexico. 
Other regions that maintained close contact with the viceregal core tended 
to mirror  these patterns of  chino- genesis. In Guatemala, for example, 
Spanish officials who had previous experience in Mexico continued to use 
“chino / a” to refer to Asian  people, particularly in  legal settings when they 
prosecuted Asians for aberrant be hav ior. In contrast, the term “chino / a” 
was used only sporadically in Lima throughout the seventeenth  century. 
For example, a Peruvian tribute register for 1613–1614 recorded 114 Asian 
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“indios” in Lima, only a handful of whom  were also “chinos.” And official 
rec ords in Lima generally categorized Asians using the fluid terms common 
in Acapulco’s  treasury rec ords from 1590 to 1615, before that port  adopted 
“chino / a” as the primary  legal designation for Asian subjects. Mexico’s 
path to chino- genesis thus was not fully replicated in Peru, owing in large 
part to the distance between the two viceroyalties: nautical travel along the 
Pacific coast was often  limited or banned, and when it did occur, the journey 
from Acapulco to Lima’s port of  Callao lasted many weeks. Comparably, 
the “chino / a” label rarely survived the transatlantic journey to Spain. On 
the Iberian Peninsula, “indio / a” retained its broader signification, refer-
ring to any Indigenous vassal subject of the empire from the Amer i cas to 
Asia. “Chino / a” referred solely to the denizens of the Kingdom of  China, 
and the Mexican use of  “chino / a” generally appeared only in correspon-
dence from the Amer i cas addressed to recipients in Spain. For example, 
Pedro de Vergara Gaviria (in Mexico) called the  Japanese Juan Antonio a 
“chino” in a letter to King Felipe IV in 1623, an identification that likely 
caused some confusion in the royal court.5

Even when the “chino / a” label did not travel, however, Asians often 
found themselves relegated to a similar, second- class-subject position as “in-
dios.” The institutions of  colonial power to which “chinos” responded in 
Mexico— enslavement, the audiencias (courts), and the Catholic church— 
existed throughout the Hispanic World. For this reason, Asians elsewhere 
in the Amer i cas often continued to contest colonial  stereotypes of be hav ior, 
petitioning for special privileges, and engaging in cultural exchanges in 
ways that had characterized “chino / a” experiences in central Mexico. This 
was not a coincidence, since like the “chinos” of  New Spain, Asians in Peru 
(for example) had often lived for years in Manila and survived the Pacific 
passage. Moreover, many of them had  either  stopped over at or settled in 
Mexico before traveling south. The patterns of  “chino / a” communal co-
hesion, intermarriage, and mutual assistance that developed in Mexico also 
appeared in Lima, due in part to the fact that  there  were more than 114 
Asians  there during the early seventeenth  century. Though the overall 
scale of Asian presence in Peru was considerably less than that in Mexico 
during this period, the concentration of Asians in Lima was high enough 
to produce documentable convergences among them.

In contrast, the low numbers of Asians in Seville greatly exacerbated 
their social isolation and their dependence on local communities in ways 
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that, with a few exceptions, largely eliminated the possibility of  intra- Asian 
contact or  family formation. Asians generally arrived on the Iberian Pen-
insula in diplomatic del e ga tions, to petition for royal  favor based on past 
 service, and in the retinues of  officials or missionaries as  either enslaved 
subjects or “ free” servants. As petitioners for the opening of  new trade 
routes, the receipt of  pensions, or protection from abuse, Asians in Spain 
used  legal language to portray themselves as subjects worthy of  royal in-
tervention. Their goals and immediate circumstances often differed from 
 those of  “chinos” in Mexico, but their manipulation of   legal rhe toric and 
Spanish expectations of be hav ior resembled similar strategies on the other 
side of the Atlantic.

Although they ended up thousands of  miles apart, Asians who journeyed 
beyond central Mexico continued to be linked through their approaches 
to negotiating their hybrid subject statuses in the colonial world.  Whether 
they had been denounced to the Inquisition in Guatemala, awarded 
freedom in Lima, or abandoned by a missionary in Seville, Asians across 
the Hispanic World confronted the politics of their surroundings as they 
sought to eke out an existence in socie ties still coming to terms with the 
new demographic realities of  global empire.

Early Expeditions to California and Oregon

As we have seen, the Viceroyalty of  New Spain stretched from Mexico to 
the Philippines. In the Amer i cas, it also had jurisdiction over an enormous 
territory that included Spanish North Amer i ca, Central Amer i ca, and 
the  Caribbean. The earliest documentation of Asians in the Amer i cas out-
side of  Mexico resulted from early Spanish expeditions to gain more knowl-
edge about the still poorly charted seas and lands of  New Spain. The true 
size of the Pacific Ocean remained unknown, and frequent sightings of  Cal-
ifornian shores inspired curiosity as to what lay beyond them.  These expe-
ditions  were often explic itly intended to investigate rumors of  legendary 
deposits of  gold or to locate safe harbors for the galleons at higher lati-
tudes than Mexico.

One such voyage, that of  Pedro de Unamuno from Macau to Acapulco 
in 1587, is responsible for the first recorded Asian presence in Las Califor-
nias (present- day California) and, therefore, in what is now part of the 
United States. Before arriving in Mexico, Unamuno’s men studied the Cal-
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ifornian coast with a contingent of  eight “Luzon indios,” who  were war-
riors, scouts, and “spies.”6 Assuming that “indios” from one land (the Phil-
ippines) would serve as useful intermediaries with “indios” from another 
(California), Unamuno deployed his Philippine auxiliaries in accordance 
with well- established Spanish military protocol in both Asia and the Amer-
i cas. In so  doing, Indigenous  peoples from the Philippines became entan-
gled for the first time in the Spanish incursions attributed to the invasion 
of the Amer i cas. Initially, they did so as “indios” from the Philippines, since 
their presence preceded chino- genesis in Acapulco.

Unamuno named the first point of  disembarkation San Lucas (a site 
known  today as Morro Bay) in accordance with the liturgical calendar, as 
was customary.7 For several days, the landing party tracked signs of   human 
activity by following footpaths, searching abandoned farms and huts, and 
trekking  toward distant fires. When the group became lost, the Philippine 
auxiliaries found high ground to  reorient the expedition.  After a fruitless 
search, the men turned back to their launch and promptly stumbled into 
an ambush. Native warriors wounded three Spaniards with arrows and fire- 
hardened spears. One Spaniard who was not wearing armor died  after 
being struck through the chest by a lance. The attack also killed one of the 
Philippine auxiliaries, who had attempted to protect the wounded with his 
shield.8 With a volley of  gunfire, the Spanish and Philippine landing party 
managed to escape.

Several days  later, the Spaniards and auxiliaries disembarked further 
south to wash their clothes and acquire fresh  water.  There, they spotted 
another band of  Native warriors. As a gesture of  peace, a Spaniard and a 
Philippine auxiliary gave the Natives some bizcocho. However,  after a fu-
tile attempt at communication, the meeting ended in a brief  exchange of  
arrows and gunfire before both sides retreated.9 Unamuno and the rest of  
his expedition then rushed south to Acapulco to seek treatment for the 
wounded.

In the following years, several more voyages to the Californian coast de-
parted from Manila and Acapulco in search of the Northwest Passage and 
the Bering Strait (el estrecho de Anian), though with similar results.10 Sebastián 
Vizcaíno’s expedition to map the North American coast left the clearest 
rec ord of Asian involvement. Vizcaíno assembled the crews of  his three 
ships— the San Diego, Santo Tomás, and Tres Reyes—in Acapulco on February 
28, 1602, in advance of their departure on May 5. This mustering period 
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benefited from the presence of  idle galleon sailors who had arrived at the 
port during the trade season. Unsurprisingly, some of the crew members 
 were Asian sailors recovering from the brutal Pacific passage. The crew of 
the San Diego included a diver (buzo) named Anton Thomas, who was de-
scribed as an “indio” of  Malabar and paid fifteen pesos per month.11 Antonio 
Bengala (“indio”) and Francisco Miguel (“japón”) are listed among the gru-
metes and  were paid the elevated rate of ten pesos per month. Christoual 
Catoya (“chino”) was hired as both a grumete and a skilled carpenter. He 
received sixteen pesos, five tomines, and four granos per month. Two 
“chinos”  were listed as pages: Agustin Longalo and Lucas Cate.12 The use of 
 these forms of  categorization (“indio,” “japón,” and “chino”) was typical of  
pre-1615 labeling practices in Acapulco. Miguel received a specific designation 
as  Japanese, signaling his perceived difference from both “indios” and 
“chinos.” Both South Asians, Thomas and Bengala,  were labeled “indios.” 
The “chinos”  were of  ambiguous ethnicities, but the trade of  one of them 
(carpenter) and their surnames suggest that they  were from the Philippines.

Vizcaíno’s expedition succeeded at charting the coast but not much  else. 
The Santo Tomás turned back early, with forty sailors sick.  Treasury rec-
ords document the onboard deaths of three enslaved Africans who served 
as grumetes.13  After being blown off course at Cape Mendocino, San Diego, 
the flagship, reached as high as 42 degrees latitude and named what they 
found  there Cape Sebastian (in what is now southern Oregon). In view of  
snowy, forested mountains Vizcaíno ordered their return to Acapulco, 
given that “ there are not three [healthy] sailors [left] that can serve to furl 
the main topsail.”14 The crew suffered from acute scurvy and hunger  until 
the ship dropped south to the Mazatlán Islands, where they sustained them-
selves by eating prickly pears.15 Meanwhile, the Tres Reyes reached 43 de-
grees and found a river that the surviving crew erroneously thought to be 
the entrance to “Anian” (the straits to Asia).16

When the San Diego lurched back into the protected Bay of Acapulco, 
only half  of  its crew still lived. Forty- eight crew members had died during 
the voyage. Amazingly, Thomas, Bengala, Miguel, Cate, and Longalo  were 
all among the living. Only Catoya, the carpenter, was not listed as a sur-
vivor, but an Agustin Sao (“chino grumete”) who did not appear in the 
ship’s initial roster figured among the survivors.17 Vizcaíno’s voyage proved 
costly in terms of both the lives of the crew and money with  little to 
show in profit. The newly appointed viceroy, Juan de Mendoza y Luna, 
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looked unfavorably on the prospect of   future expeditions and eliminated 
their funding. While they lasted,  these voyages  were markers not only of  
early Spanish interest in the West Coast of  North Amer i ca, but also of  un-
usual imperial trajectories that historicize the earliest Asian encounters 
with lands that are now part of the United States. Incentivized by higher 
pay, Asians participated in  these quests to extend Spanish control in North 
Amer i ca, since Asian ports and Acapulco remained the primary zones of  
recruitment for sailors for such ventures. The ways in which Asians  were 
identified on  these voyages echoed the prevailing forms of  categorization 
in Acapulco during the same period.

Guatemala and the Farthest Reaches of  New Spain

During the sixteenth  century, the Kingdom of  Guatemala developed early 
connections to the emerging Spanish Pacific World. Diego García de 
Palacio, a judge of the Real Audiencia in Santiago de Guatemala, entered 
the young business of  constructing transpacific galleons (supervising the 
building of the Santa Ana and San Martín) in 1578. In the same year, he 
penned an ambitious letter to King Felipe II, proposing to lead an armada 
from Guatemala to invade China. To accomplish such a feat, García de 
Palacio proposed a new Pacific- Atlantic connector via the Puerto Caballos y 
Fonseca to replace the emerging Acapulco- Veracruz route.18 Although his 
plan was never carried out and the Kingdom of  Guatemala never became a 
 great center of transpacific exchange, its westward orientation generated a 
 limited Asian presence within it during the seventeenth  century.19

 Treasury rec ords from Acapulco indicate that “chinos”  were deeply in-
volved in Pacific coast trading into the Ma ya regions of  New Spain, and it 
is likely that Asians arrived in Central Amer i ca via  these involvements, as 
well as with the ubiquitous overland mule trains.20 The confessions to the 
Inquisition of Joseph Fernández de Isla (“mulato”) in 1648 affirm that 
“chinos”  were not only pre sent in Guatemala but also engaged in nondog-
matic spiritual practices similar to  those practiced by Asians in Mexico. At 
the age of  seventeen or  eighteen, Fernández de Isla traveled from Mexico 
to Santiago de Guatemala for an unknown reason.  There, he encountered 
a  woman named Antonia, whom he described as a “china.” Fernández de 
Isla’s use of the word indicates his familiarity with it in the central Mexican 
context and his assumption of  its applicability to a person in Guatemala. 
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Antonia was a freed  woman who had once been enslaved by a Captain 
Caraba. She allegedly told Fernández de Isla that she could give him an 
herb that would aid him in his next quarrel if  he said, “Now is the time, 
Lucifer. Help me.”21 She also informed him that she had given two live 
worms wrapped in cañuela (fescue grass) to another “mulato” from Spain 
for courage. Together, Fernández de Isla and Antonia walked a league be-
yond Santiago de Guatemala in search of  such herbs. Antonia found three 
suitable types. On picking the final variety, she flicked the leaves. As the 
plant folded inward, she said, “close it, old whore.”22 Fernández de Isla 
watched Antonia and then mimicked her actions and words.

 After returning to the city, Fernández de Isla de cided to conduct a test. 
He called on Lucifer for help with the herbs in his possession and waited 
to see if  using them invigorated him. When nothing happened, he threw 
the herbs out and denounced Antonia to the Inquisition. Although brief, 
Fernández de Isla’s testimony provides tantalizing evidence of  a “china” 
being active in Indigenous and Afro- descendant spiritual communities in 
ways that echo patterns pre sent in central Mexico.

Most “chinos” like Antonia had arrived in the Kingdom of  Guatemala 
with their enslavers. An enslaved “chino” named Mateo de la Torre and 
his  legal representative used evidence of travel to the Kingdom of  Guate-
mala in his enslaver’s com pany to prove a rec ord of  faithful  service during 
his first manumission trial, in 1639.23 This pattern of travel through bonded 
 labor also applies to an enslaved man named Diego de la Cruz, who had 
run away and was captured in Santiago de Guatemala in 1659.

According to the rec ords about Diego’s case, in the early hours of July 10, 
an Indigenous Kaqchikel Ma ya  woman named María Setina rushed down 
the road called Aguas Calientes in the neighborhood of  Espíritu Santo. She 
roused the alguacil mayor (chief  constable) and his two assistants, all Indig-
enous men, from their slumbers and reported that someone had robbed 
her home of  all the  family’s clothing. Not even a shirt for her two  daughters 
remained. At approximately 4:00 a.m., the men discovered someone 
sleeping on a bench next to a suspiciously large bundle of  clothes.24  These 
officials would  later describe the man as “mulato,” a common marker of  
ambiguous otherness.25 They woke him, forced a confession out of  him, 
and escorted him to the public jail before sunrise.

The next day, a scribe recorded the culprit’s testimony. The man told the 
scribe that his name was Diego de la Cruz and that he had been born into 
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enslavement in Manila. His enslaver, Diego Ruiz, had embarked with him 
on the Nuestra Señora de la Victoria in July 1656. By March 1657,  after an ex-
cruciating eight- month crossing, the derelict ship had drifted past Acapulco 
to the port of Amapala (in present- day Honduras) with only a handful of  
survivors. Amapala was a quiet fishing port known for shipping pitch up 
and down the coast.26 The arrival of  a deathly  silent Manila galleon filled 
with bodies would have been a bizarre, otherworldly occurrence.

Ruiz was one of the many  people who had died during the passage.  After 
the survivors landed, a small band of   free and enslaved  people fled into the 
countryside. Diego had been on the run for two years when he was fi nally 
apprehended, alone, in the outskirts of  Santiago de Guatemala.27 It was 
not  until his formal sentencing to fifty lashes and sale for 225 pesos that 
officials of the royal court referred to the captive as a “chino.”28

The case is telling, for Diego’s categorization depended on who was de-
scribing him. The Indigenous officials felt that Diego conformed to local 
 stereotypes of  “mulato” deviancy. The Spanish officials, who had the ben-
efit of the captive’s testimony, drew on the Mexican colonial lexicon to 
identify him as a “chino.” This dissonance between the observations of  
Indigenous and Spanish officials reveals that they racialized Diego (who 
was perceived as physically ambiguous) using Afro- descendant and Asian 
identifiers. At the same time, the cases of Antonia and Diego reinforce the 
view that chino- genesis extended beyond central Mexico in the labeling 
practices of   people with a link to the viceregal core. Therefore, the pre ce-
dent of Acapulco informed but did not always determine how Asians  were 
identified elsewhere. Yet no  matter where they lived, “chinos” remained 
deeply engaged in the pro cesses of  colonial contestation and exchange that 
 were fundamental to Afro- Asian convergences in central Mexico.

Transpacific Lima in the Seventeenth  Century

As distance from the viceregal core increased, the “chino / a” label became 
increasingly fluid. Outside of  Mexico, the largest Asian population in the 
Amer i cas during this period resided in Lima, in the Viceroyalty of  Peru. 
When  free and enslaved Asians disembarked at the port of  Callao, they en-
tered the Andean World having already experienced multiple continental 
displacements, which often included at least one trans- American journey 
from Acapulco. In contrast to Mexico, in Peru  there was no Odyssean 
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overland journey to the metropolis, given the short distance between 
Callao and Lima. Few Asians had any reason or opportunity to leave Lima 
 after arriving  there.

As in Mexico, in Peru the demand for Asian merchandise fostered the 
movement of   people. Limeño elites owed their access to Asian products 
and  labor in part to the long history of Andean- Pacific connections that 
preceded Spanish arrival. Indeed, Andean- Pacific contact predated the 
Spanish invasion by over half  a  century. One of the principal sources for 
this history is Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa’s provocative 1572 manuscript 
titled “Historia de los Inca.”29 Sarmiento was a Spanish navigator and in-
tellectual who had traveled widely in the Viceroyalty of  Peru to gather oral 
testimonies and documents pertaining to pre- Hispanic Andean histories. 
He structured his manuscript as a biographic chronicle of  Inca kings (com-
plete with Inca origin my thol ogy), leading up to the Spanish invasion.

The manuscript recounts that during the reign of  Pachacuti Inca 
Yupanqui (1418–1471), one of  his sons, Tupac Inca Yupanqui, received strange 
visitors from across the sea as the son and his troops invaded the Pacific 
coasts of  present- day northern Peru and southern  Ecuador.30 The visitors 
 were merchants who had arrived in a town called Tumbes on wooden ships 
with sails. They claimed to be from two islands far to the west, whose 
names  were translated into Quechua as Auachumbi (outer island) and Nin-
achumbe (fire island), “where  there  were many  people and gold.”31

Tupac Inca resolved to find  these distant islands. He ordered the con-
struction of  a  great number of  ships, commanded a monumental force of 
twenty thousand men to accompany him, and named his  brother, Tilca 
Yupanqui, admiral of the fleet.  After nearly a year at sea, they  were all be-
lieved dead. But Tupac Inca fi nally returned from the islands and entered 
Cuzco “with the biggest, most solemn, and most rich triumph that any Inca 
had entered [with] in the  House of the Sun.”32

Sarmiento believed Auachumbi and Ninachumbe to have been the Sol-
omon Islands. He and Álvaro de Mendaña had sailed to the Solomons in 
1567, and according to their  measurements, the island chain lay about two 
hundred leagues west of  Lima.33 In fact, it was Sarmiento’s awareness of  
Tupac Inca’s oceanic feats that motivated his proposing a follow-up expe-
dition to the governor of  Peru.34 Moreover, Sarmiento was not the only 
Spaniard to hear stories of  Pacific encounters from Andeans or to find ev-
idence of Andean navigation of the Pacific. Pedro Cieza de León (1553) 
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and Pedro Pizarro (1571) both paid special attention to Andean experiences 
with and knowledge of the world’s largest ocean.35

Andean- Pacific encounters increased Spanish interest in maintaining Pa-
cific connections with the Viceroyalty of  Peru. Due to Sarmiento’s and 
 others’ budding interest in Pacific exploration from Callao, colonial Peru 
nearly became a new frontier of transpacific galleon trade. Its residents had 
a formidable demand for East and Southeast Asian products, fueled by a 
booming extraction economy from Potosí—an Andean silver “mountain” 
located in present- day Bolivia.36

However, for New Spanish traders and Atlantic- based investors Peru 
was the source of  pos si ble unwanted competition with established trade 
routes across both the Atlantic and the Pacific. Against their wishes, the 
crown’s initially un regu la ted stance on transpacific trade had allowed two 
galleons to travel directly between Cavite and Callao during the early 
1580s. Then in 1582, royal  orders and local laws formally prohibited trans-
pacific trade between the two ports and sought to severely limit commu-
nication between Callao and Acapulco as well. Nonetheless, two more 
ships sailed directly from Asia to Peru, illicitly bypassing New Spain and 
arriving in 1589 and 1590.37 The last ship to leave Callao for Asia during 
this period was the Nuestra Señora del Rosario, whose 1591 departure led to 
a decisive ban on further transpacific trade missions from the Viceroyalty 
of  Peru in 1593.38

To circumvent  these prohibitions, Limeño merchants continued to con-
duct trade through the two ships permitted to travel along the American 
coast between Callao and Acapulco. They also employed contraband traf-
ficking, intermediary ports, and representatives with established networks 
through Central Amer i ca to increase their access to the Manila galleons’ 
wares.39 Sustaining this trade was no small feat, since traveling south from 
Panama required months of tacking against the wind (the return journey 
took only three weeks).40 The decks of the southbound ships had to be 
relatively clear, “without any kind of  superstructure,” to decrease the ad-
verse effect of the winds. As a result, “the passengers, no  matter who they 
are, must remain uncovered day and night throughout the voyage,” exposed 
to the ele ments.41

By the beginning of the seventeenth  century, Limeño elites  were sys-
tematically investing in transpacific trade, and they continued to do so de-
spite increasing prohibitions. Roughly half the cargo of  ships sailing from 
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Acapulco to Callao during this period consisted of Asian goods.  These 
products  were cheap, selling them was profitable, and Bonialian argues that 
they also made it more  viable to acquire highly coveted Spanish goods from 
Acapulco than from nearby Portobelo. During the early seventeenth 
 century, the Pacific Mexico- Peru trade corridor even eclipsed that of the 
Atlantic Seville- Portobelo corridor in terms of  volume and profit. By 1620, 
several merchants on the Calle de los Mercaderes (Merchant Street) in Lima 
 were regularly selling goods imported from Asia via Acapulco.42 Pedro de 
León Portocarrero, a traveling Portuguese converso, reported seeing nu-
merous Asian  peoples in Lima in 1607–1615.43

Indeed,  these enduring networks had produced a distinct community 
of Asians in Lima, most of whom  were enslaved. The Pacific coast boasted 
an active slave trading network from Perico, in Panama, down “to markets 
in Guayaquil, Paita, or Piura, as well as Trujillo before reaching Callao, Li-
ma’s port.”44 Ships traveling that route and stopping at its ports relied pri-
marily on both  free and enslaved Africans and Afro- descendants for sailing 
and dock  labor. However,  there is some evidence that Asian sailors joined 
Black crews for the journey south from Acapulco. On a journey to Lima 
in 1607, three of the San Francisco’s five grumetes (Lope Adal, Juan Bagio, 
and Andres Tacotan)  were “indios chinos.”45  These cir cuits distributed 
Asian sailors and captives along the Pacific coast.  Those who ended up at 
Lima, the southern terminus, left an impression on the archival rec ord.

For scholars of Asians in early colonial Peru, the Lima padrón of  1613–
1614 is an essential source. The padrón was a tribute register that cata loged 
personal details relevant to pre sent and  future tax collection to give the 
crown “recourse in the event of   resistance to payment.”46 Juan de Men-
doza y Luna instituted this form of  census when he became viceroy, to 
increase tribute revenue.47 For him, the padrón functioned as a tool that 
could be used to verify the tribute obligations of  vari ous “indios” and 
their original pueblos in the context of  a highly mobile and rapidly ur-
banizing population. The viceroy charged Miguel de Contreras with im-
plementing the padrón, requiring him— with the help of  collaborating 
clergy, alcaldes, and caciques (Indigenous nobles)—to go to each of  Lima’s 
3,163  houses. The officials asked Indigenous residents their name, age, oc-
cupation, origin, and how many years they had resided in the city, as well 
as the names of their cacique and the encomendero to whom they owed 
tribute.48
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It is likewise impor tant to note that the census did not rec ord “indios” 
in the nearby populous district of  Cercado and that many Indigenous 
 people fled Lima to avoid being recorded in the census, a common re-
sponse.49  After four months spent accumulating information, the visita 
(inspection) ended on January 28, 1614. Despite  these gaps in the padrón, 
Noble David Cook found that the inspection had been rigorously executed 
and argued that the padrón’s information had few errors.50 For Cook, what 
made the census historically valuable—in addition to its mere survival and 
its thoroughness— was its snapshot of  a population that had recently ar-
rived in Lima to  labor: most of the “indios”  were single young men.

Surprisingly, the end of the padrón rec ords a population of  114 “indios 
and indias of Asia [la china], Japan, and Portuguese India.”51 They made 
up 5.5  percent of the “indio / a” population in Lima and 5.6  percent of the 
laboring “indios” in the city, at a time when Lima’s “indios” constituted 
roughly 8.0  percent of the city’s population.52 McKinley considers the con-
flation of Asians and Andean  peoples into “indios” to be the result of  a 
broadened definition of the “indio / a” category in Peru, which established 
their subordinate position as colonial subjects.53 Identifying Asians, most 
of whom  were enslaved, as “indios” rather than as “chinos” also had an eco-
nomic function: it inflated the number of  subjects used to calculate the 
tribute obligations of  Indigenous leaders to encomenderos and the royal 
 treasury.

A relatively high share (42  percent) of the 114 Asians  were  women, and 
approximately half  of the 114  were enslaved.54 Thirty- eight claimed to be—
or  were identified as— from Asia (“la china”), fifty- six from the Portuguese 
Indies, and twenty from Japan. In addition to  these broad regional desig-
nations, some individuals mentioned a specific provenance. For example, 
fourteen “indios” of  “la china” listed Manila as their birthplace, three (one 
from “la china” and two from the Portuguese Indies) mentioned Macau, 
and nine (two from “la china” and seven from the Portuguese Indies) men-
tioned Melaka. Other locations in “la china” included Xagua (mentioned 
by three Asians), Vonbon (Ambon; one), Pampanga (one), and Penaqui 
(identified as close to Manila; one).55 “Indios” from the Portuguese Indies 
mentioned other specific sites: Geba ( Java; one), Lisboa (Lisbon; one), Pigo 
(Pegu; one), Xaguay (one), casta Mancasa (Makassar; one), Mengala (Ben-
gala; one), Xaguo (two), Busarate (Gujarat; one), Chauli (Chaul; one), Cam-
boxa (Cambodia; one), Cuchi (Kochi; one), and Salao (possibly in Laos; one). 
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Of the  Japanese, one came from Nagasaki, and two had been born in Goa. 
One person from Macau in the Portuguese Indies was “mestizo”: his  father 
was Spanish and his  mother was baptized and  Japanese. Many (both chil-
dren and adults) did not know how old they  were or where they  were 
from, since they had been enslaved and displaced at a young age.

Significantly, only 3 of the 114 total identified themselves as “chino”: An-
dres Chino (from Melaka, in the Portuguese Indies), Melchior Chino 
( Java), and Geronimo Chino (the Portuguese Indies). They  were all named 
“Chino” but did not use the word when describing where they  were from. 
The varied geographic origins of  those who called themselves “Chino” re-
flect the emerging formation of the “chino / a” label in Acapulco as a 
socially constructed, rather than an ethnolinguistic, category. Clearly, “Chino” 
had a similarly broad range of  meanings in Lima during the same period, 
albeit on a far smaller scale. Interestingly, the padrón also labeled five Asians 
as “indios chinos” and two as “chinos,” even though none of them used 
 those terms to describe themselves. The two “chinos”  were Francisco 
Manila and Juan Alvarez (both from Manila), and the “indios chinos” 
 were Andres Pérez, Juan del Campo, Esperanza ( Juan del Campo’s wife), 
Isabel Mexia, and an unnamed shop  owner.56 In contrast to  those who 
called themselves “Chino,”  those labeled “chinos” and “indios chinos” 
 were all from Manila. Although this evidence is  limited, the discrepancy 
in origins between  those who named themselves Chino and  those de-
scribed by  others as “chinos” or “indios chinos” suggests that some officials 
in Lima thought of the two categories as including only  people indige-
nous to the Philippines.

Since most Asians in Lima had arrived from Mexico, where they  were 
likely called “chino / a” or “indio / a chino / a,” the register was clearly in-
consistent in applying  these labels. For example, Diego Matigon, Elena, 
and Susana, had arrived in Lima from Mexico City nine months  earlier but 
 were not categorized as “chino / a.”57 Thus, the “chino / a” pre ce dent in 
Acapulco seldom informed what categories Asians  were assigned to in the 
1613–1614 padrón. At the same time, this document did not deliver the final 
word on official identifications of Asians in Lima. For example, McKinley 
found that Francisco Ximenez “de la china” (of Asia)  later appeared as a 
“chino” in a Lima marriage rec ord, along with his  children of  “chino” and 
“morena” description.58
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Given the padrón’s general lack of  direct references to  people’s previous 
histories in Mexico, as well as its inconsistent use of  “chino,” it is pos si ble 
that a few Asians recorded  there had arrived directly from Asia on one of 
the four galleons that docked in Callao from 1580 to 1590. In so  doing,  these 
Asians would have bypassed the  process of  chino- genesis geo graph i cally 
and also preceded it in time. However, the majority of Asians had arrived in 
Lima within the previous ten years. The use and significance of  “chino / a” 
in Lima, therefore, can likely be traced back to Acapulco and not to lin-
guistic traditions native to Peru (for example, the use of  “china” to mean 
“servant girl” in Quechua). The preference in Peru for “indio / a” to de-
scribe Asians resembled  earlier practices in Mexico and  those in the Philip-
pines. However, in the Peruvian case being identified as “indio / a” was 
hardly a protection from enslavement. For example, the padrón listed four-
teen Asian “indios” as branded (like Pedro Andrés, who had been branded 
on the face) and / or enslaved at a young age (such as Antonio, who had been 
captured at the age of  six and had served his enslaver for thirteen years).59 
Being from the Portuguese Indies, having been branded on the face, and 
having been captured in a so- called just war all characterized what was 
 considered to be legitimate enslavement throughout the Hispanic World, 
despite the formal protections for members of the “indio / a” category 
inscribed in the New Laws of  1542.

 Whether they  were categorized as “indios” or “chinos,” Asian  people 
adapted to colonial Peru’s social hierarchies and colonial institutions much 
as they did in Mexico, though on a smaller scale. Of the 114 Asians in the 
padrón, 41  were married, and 24 of  those  people had chosen other Asians 
as spouses. Only a few of  these  couples identified themselves as being of 
the same ethnolinguistic group, indicating that patterns of  pan- Asian com-
munal formations in Peru  were comparable to “chino / a” marriage and 
godparentage in Mexico. Such communal formations are even more sig-
nificant in the Peruvian case, however, given that  there  were far fewer avail-
able Asian partners than was the case in Mexico. The remaining seventeen 
of the forty- one married Asians in the padrón had wed “indios” from Peru 
(four), New Granada (two), and New Spain (one);  free or enslaved “negros” 
(four); “mestizos” (two); a “mulato” (one); a “morena” (one); and someone 
of  unknown casta category (two). The presence of  early marriages among 
Asians, Andeans, and Afro-Andeans broadens Rachel O’Toole’s claim 
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that “enslaved and indigenous  people relied on each other for the necessi-
ties of  daily life” in Peru.60

The  house hold of Juan del Campo, a carpenter, further suggests the 
close ties within Lima’s Asian community.  After spending eight years in 
Lima, Juan del Campo married Esperanza (as noted above), a  woman who, 
like him, was from Manila. They had a son named Jusepe, who was one 
and a half  at the time of the padrón. They de cided to adopt another boy—
an orphan named Geronimo, whose  father (Diego Banero, also from Ma-
nila) had died. This adoption, which would have been a costly commitment, 
is an impor tant example of  how  people with shared origins protected each 
other in a distant land.61

The Asian population in Lima also demonstrated a notable integration 
with other non- Spaniards in their communities. For example, Juan Álvarez, 
an “indio of  la china” and abridor de cuellos (ruff  opener; a type of  artisan), 
employed a thirteen- year- old “indio” apprentice named Juan Agustín, who 
had come from Guamanga.62 Juan López, another abridor de cuellos, pro-
vides a further example: he married Juana López, a “negra criolla” of  Lima, 
whom he freed from enslavement.63

The padrón also recorded the protest of  an unnamed  Japanese man from 
Nagasaki. When asked for the names of  his cacique and encomendero, he 
responded only that in his homeland “ there are no caciques or encomen-
deros since all the indios are  free [libres].” He had married Andrea “de casta 
Mancasa” (from Makassar in the Portuguese Indies) and purchased her 
freedom for three hundred pesos.64

While the padrón remains a key source of  information about early 
modern Asian mobility to and through the Amer i cas, it provides an incom-
plete rec ord. With its narrow focus on Lima’s “indios,” it missed an un-
known number of Asians residing outside the city in places like Callao and 
 those who evaded categorization as “indio / a” altogether. For example, 
from 1608 to 1610, four “indios chinos,” one  Japanese man, and a “chino” 
joined a multiethnic  labor force to construct a bridge renowned in Lima 
for its six arches. The bridge crossed the Rimac River and connected the 
center of  Lima to its San Lázaro district.65  These laborers appeared in the 
 will of Juan de Corral, the bridge’s architect, as Phelipe Mata, Diego Choa, 
Andres Tagotan, and Bartolomé Guidal (the four “indios chinos”); Miguel 
de Silva (“japón”); and Alonso Leal (“chino”).66
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Only one of  these  people, Andres Tacotan, appears in the padrón, where 
he was listed as an “indio” from Manila.67 Tacotan had worked as a gru-
mete aboard the San Francisco, which had sailed from Acapulco to Callao 
in 1607. Like Corral’s  will, the  treasury rec ord from Acapulco identified him 
as an “indio chino.” The fact that Tacotan had been an “indio chino” in 
Acapulco in 1607 and again in 1610 in Lima suggests that the wide range of  
categories used in Acapulco before 1615 may have been more influential to 
the identification of Asians in Peru beyond the context of the padrón. By 
1614, Tacotan (now an “indio,” according to the padrón) had found employ-
ment in the store of  a man named Simon Diaz as an abridor de cuellos 
and soletero (darner) on the Calle de las Descalzas. An unnamed “indio” 
from Penaqui also “comes and goes” from Tacotan’s  house to the district 
of  Surco to work as a stonemason (both  were single men).68

The sparse information available about other laborers gives a sense of 
the socioeconomic difficulties that many Asians in Peru endured. Juan de 
Baeza, a  Japanese man in Callao, left a  will in 1625 that revealed he was both 
single and poor and had worked as a soletero. He was buried in the main 
church of  Callao, and he had no money to pay for any masses in his name. 
Similarly, Juana Xapona, a  Japanese  woman, served the wife of  a  lawyer of 
the royal court of  Lima for two years and received a paltry twelve pesos 
per year for her  labor.69

Although most Asians in early modern Lima  were enslaved or lived 
among the urban poor, at least one acquired a moderate social standing. 
In a  will dated 1644, Leonor Alvarez of the East Indies included four en-
slaved  people in her estate and left two hundred pesos for her burial, masses, 
and candles.70 She had lived in Lima for at least twelve years (likely longer), 
was the  widow of  Hernando Gutiérrez (“nación chino”), and had no 
 children.71 With no blood relatives to inherit her estate, she left every thing 
to an enslaved  woman, Isabel de la Cruz— a “china” of  Canton whom she 
freed along with Isabel’s  daughter, Gracia de la Ascension,  because “even 
though both  were my slaves, I have raised them and had them as my com-
panions.”72 Along with Isabel, Alvarez named Tomas de Aquino, an Indig-
enous Philippine man from Manila, as her executors. She urged them to 
take care of  Isabel’s son, Marcos, “given that the boy turned out somewhat 
naughty . . .  so that he did not end up in jail or punished.”73 Although Al-
varez had granted them freedom via manumission  after her death, the fact 
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that she had not done so  earlier problematizes the affective, maternalistic 
language of the  will. Slave owner ship differentiated Alvarez, as a non- 
European  woman, from  those in bondage and allowed her to participate 
in Lima’s social life as a member of the lower rank of the elite.74 The fact 
that Alvarez called herself  a person from the “East Indies” and not a “china” 
reinforced her social distance from enslaved  people.

Alvarez’s manumission of  Isabel coincided with a larger push to  free “in-
dios” in Peru during the same period, and according to the jurist Juan de 
Solórzano Pereira, this movement included “indios” of the “East Indies” 
as well.75 Solórzano Pereira was a leading writer on the legitimacy of  
Spanish rule in the Amer i cas and the rights of  Indigenous  peoples  under 
the colonial system.76 In the first volume of  Política Indiana (1648), he chal-
lenged the enslavement of Asians who had been captured in the Portuguese 
sphere once they crossed into the Hispanic World. He wrote that the Real 
Audiencia of  Lima had zealously applied royal  orders aimed at freeing In-
digenous  peoples in the Amer i cas to Asians “who the Portuguese trade 
through the route between the Philippines and Mexico.”77 It is probable 
that the court began to liberate Asians in Lima while Solórzano Pereira was 
a judge  there (from 1609 to 1627).78 Perhaps the infrequent use of the “chino” 
label in Peru facilitated the inclusion of Asians in the category of  “indios” 
who deserved freedom. This early effort to emancipate Asians alongside 
other “indios” in Peru marks the first instance in which the enslavability 
of Asians was collectively challenged in the Amer i cas. However, the en-
slavement of the “chinos” of  New Spain would not be substantially 
contested  under  these terms  until the 1670s, nearly two  decades  after 
Solórzano Pereira’s death in 1655 (see Chapter 6).

 There are only sparse rec ords about the second generation of Asians 
born in Lima, like the abovementioned Gracia de la Ascension. The case 
of  Coronel, which opened this chapter, is a significant exception. Coronel’s 
self- denunciation before the New Spanish Inquisition in 1693 exemplified 
the clash between the fluid Asian identifications in Peru and the more rigid 
use of  “chino / a” in central Mexico. In positioning himself  as an “indio,” 
rather than a “chino,” Coronel certainly sought to mitigate the possibility 
of  inquisitorial punishment.

Although he called himself  an “indio,” witnesses and inquisitors in 
Mexico consistently rejected his self- fashioning. One physical description 
in the Inquisition’s rec ords is particularly revealing: “the said Alonso Cor-
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onel is of  medium stature, wide face, of  color and eyes that  those who 
are called chinos in Mexico City normally have, hair and lips all black, and 
some gray hair in his sparse beard. His dress is wool clothes.”79 Owing to his 
physical appearance, Coronel was definitively identified as a “chino” in 
New Spain.

Although Coronel initially denied knowledge of  his parents and their 
origins, he  later admitted that his  father was Xptobal Peres of  Macabebe. 
At a young age, Coronel had left Peru for New Spain, then traveled to Spain, 
and eventually returned to central Mexico. In his early sixties, he settled in 
Petatlán, forty leagues north of Acapulco— the port where his parents 
had landed many  decades before.80 In Petatlán, he had married Leonor de 
Hinojosa, an enslaved “mulata,” on a cacao plantation, and they had had 
two  children, María and Joseph. Leonor’s enslaver, Juan Martin de Hi-
nojosa, described the  children as “mulatillos.”81 According to Hinojosa’s 
testimony, during  these years Coronel ran a mule train from Petatlán to 
Michoacán, selling agricultural products.  After two or nine years (de-
pending on the witness), Leonor fell ill. Rather than help her recover, Cor-
onel abandoned the  family, gave his wife up for dead, and stole 172 pesos 
from Hinojosa. In 1693, the  daughter, María, was  either sixteen or  eighteen 
and remained enslaved. The son, Joseph, had died at the age of  four, and 
Hinojosa testified that Leonor had succumbed to disease in 1688.

A man with picaresque wanderlust, Coronel reached the far northern 
Súchil Valley near Durango and the mines of  Sombrerete several years 
 later. A mining boom from 1630 to 1680 had created  great interest in the 
distant silver outposts of  Mexico, especially Parral. As the boom depleted 
local Indigenous populations, mining entrepreneurs recruited  free and en-
slaved laborers from further afield, including members of the Yaqui Indig-
enous group, Pueblos, Afro- Mexicans, and even “chinos.”82

In the Súchil Valley, Coronel quickly immersed himself  in the mixed so-
cial circles of  these mining communities and acquired a reputation for 
befriending “mestizos” and “chinos.” At the age of  seventy- one he mar-
ried a  woman named Ana María Cano, whom he claimed to have known 
for five years. In the rec ord, she appears as originally from San Luis Potosí 
and as both a “morisca” and a “mestiza” who had a “white face.”83 Coro-
nel’s self- denunciation occurred  after just one year of this marriage. The 
inquisitors of  Durango imprisoned him as punishment for having mar-
ried a second time without knowing  whether or not his first wife was still 
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alive. Since Leonor had, in fact, been interred for four years before the 
second marriage, Coronel received an official ratification of  his  union 
with Cano.

Although the decision to denounce oneself  may initially seem strange, 
 there are several reasons why Coronel might have chosen to do so. First, 
he claimed that the desire to save his soul at the end of  his life compelled 
him to come forward. If this statement was true, it reflected a second- 
generation mind- set that had absorbed the Hispanic and Catholic rhe toric 
of  guilt for sinful be hav ior. Second, self- denunciation was a common way 
to appeal to the inquisitor’s Catholic sense of  clemency in the hope of  
mitigating punishment. Coronel may have opted for this approach if  he 
believed that someone (perhaps his wife or one of  her relatives) was on the 
verge of  denouncing him anyway. Third, by initiating the case, Coronel 
confirmed Leonor’s death and the survival of  his  daughter, María. If  Cano 
had learned of  Coronel’s first marriage and pressured him to confirm his 
former wife’s state, then the inquisitorial procedure allowed Coronel 
(then an el derly man) to access that information without having to travel 
hundreds of  miles through dangerous territory.

Coronel’s wayward story sheds light on the forms of  mobility available 
to American- born  free Asians, as well as on the  stereotypes of  foreignness 
that they encountered throughout the empire based on their physical ap-
pearance. It further highlights how some second- generation Asians in the 
Amer i cas sought to claim local Indigeneity to shed categories that empha-
sized their overseas heritage. By 1636, only twenty- two enslaved Asians ap-
peared in a list of the population of the archbishopric of  Lima. It is safe to 
assume that diminishing contact with Acapulco during the mid- seventeenth 
 century translated to lower numbers of Asian entries into Peru through 
Callao.84 The padrón of  1613–1614 represented a high point in the pres-
ence of Asians in Peru that was not surpassed  until the period of  inden-
ture in the nineteenth  century. Sporadic contact with Acapulco  after 
1615  until the late seventeenth  century meant that use of the “chino / a” 
label had spread unevenly across the Viceroyalty of  Peru. Yet the realities 
of  galleon travel, enslavement, and colonial racialization— whether as 
“indios,” “indios chinos,” and / or “chinos”— continued to produce pan- 
Asian, Asian-Indigenous, and Afro- Asian convergences comparable to  those 
found in central Mexico.
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Spain, the Other Side of the World

In the early years of the seventeenth  century, a man from the Philippines 
named Gregorio Moreno accompanied a Spanish official traveling from 
Acapulco to Callao.  After the journey, Moreno desired to return to his 
homeland across the Pacific. In Peru, a chaplain named Francisco Luis 
promised Moreno sponsorship on a Manila galleon if  Moreno would serve 
him on the voyage back up the coast to Acapulco. Luis did not keep his 
promise. Instead, he coerced Moreno into serving him on the journey to 
Spain and abandoned him in Madrid in 1607 with no resources. Although 
officials of the Casa de Contratación ( House of  Trade) in Seville granted 
Moreno’s petition for a hundred ducados to pay for the return journey to 
the Philippines, he complained eight months  later that he had not received 
any funds.85

Moreno’s story of   service, abandonment, and delayed justice from 
Spanish institutions reveals the contours of  early modern Asian dispersion 
from the Amer i cas to Spain. Asians often served in the retinues of  mission-
aries, enslavers, and officials on the Pacific crossing, and the same was 
true of the transatlantic journey to Spain. Sometimes, Asians accompanied 
the same sponsors from their journeys on the Manila galleons, or like 
Moreno, they found new sponsors in the Amer i cas to serve on the ships to 
Spain. Once in Seville,  these sponsors frequently abandoned their charges, 
who had no means of  surviving in that strange and distant land, leading 
them to petition for assistance from Spanish institutions like the Casa de 
Contratación. While some transatlantic Asian travelers arrived at Spanish 
ports in relative comfort, the majority did so in conditions that resembled 
 those of  Moreno, or they  were outright enslaved.

However, long before Asian subjects like Moreno traveled across the At-
lantic to the Iberian Peninsula, Asians— particularly the enslaved— had 
been coming,  going, and settling with their enslavers in both Spain and 
Portugal via the Cape of  Good Hope. Nancy van Deusen and Juan Gil 
have initiated impor tant work on the porousness of  Iberian imperial spaces 
that generated a significant Asian population on the peninsula during the 
mid- sixteenth  century.86  These Asians  were almost never called “chinos.” 
In Spain, the colonial lexicon relied on a longer history of  parading  people 
claimed as “indio / a” vassals through the seat of  empire. Indigeneity 
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indicated displacement and vulnerability and connoted a paternalistic obli-
gation to protect  people from abuse.

Beginning in the early sixteenth  century, Portuguese officials and mer-
chants returning to the peninsula from the Indian Ocean often transported 
enslaved  people in their retinues for  service and sale.87 Ships headed to 
the peninsula from India could carry as many as 200–300 captives.88 En-
slaved Asians and East Africans who had been punished by the inquisito-
rial tribunal in Goa  were also often sold to merchants in Portugal. Some 
of  these captives served the royal court. For example, Catherine of 
Austria, the queen of  Portugal during the early to mid- sixteenth  century, 
owned an enslaved Chinese man named António and seven other  people 
from India.89

From Portugal, Andalusian merchants purchased some of  these early 
captives, creating new intrapeninsular networks of Asian enslavement. 
According to Gil, most of  those who  were trafficked in the early sixteenth 
 century  were young boys from Malabar. This trade even occasionally ex-
tended to the Amer i cas before the 1565 opening of the Pacific.90 The best- 
known case of  an early transatlantic Asian crossing is that of Juan Núñez, 
an enslaved cook from Calicut in the  service of Juan de Zumárraga, the 
first bishop of  Mexico. Juan arrived in Mexico in 1528 or 1534 and was 
likely the first Asian man to live in the colonial Amer i cas. He received his 
freedom in Zumárraga’s  will in 1548.91

Although few of the approximately 650,000 displaced and relocated 
“indios” throughout the Spanish empire during the sixteenth  century 
originated in Asia, their steadily increasing numbers on the Iberian Penin-
sula, along with the influx of  luxury goods  there, rapidly expanded Spanish 
curiosity about Asia and its  peoples.92 Van Deusen argues that “indio / a” 
domestic laborers in Castile  shaped Spaniards’ conceptions of the broader 
world and  were “integral to the development of  understandings of  self  in 
relation to other and to the formation of  social and cultural governance 
as  European contacts throughout the globe expanded.”93 This growing con-
tact between the peninsula and the “indio / a” inhabitants of the empire 
rapidly expanded Spanish understanding of  “indio / a” subjecthood and 
personhood. As in the Amer i cas, Asians in Spain  were involved in legal dis-
putes determining the legitimacy of  “indio / a” enslavement. For example, 
enslavers in Carmona, Andalusia, coerced four enslaved Calicut witnesses 
in 1562 to testify that Felipa, an “india,” was from Calicut, not Mexico, and 
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could therefore legally be kept in bondage as someone who came from the 
Portuguese Indies.94

The opening of the Pacific in 1565 further transformed peninsular aware-
ness about and interest in distant regions. As Asians began arriving in 
Mexico in larger numbers, a few of them began departing from Veracruz 
in the companies of  enslavers and missionaries and traveling across the At-
lantic to the peninsula, often  after stopping in Cuba.95 This unpre ce dented 
transpacific- to- transatlantic channel consequently created new possibilities 
for diplomatic contact between the peninsula and Asian polities— namely, 
Japan.96

The first del e ga tion to the peninsula from Japan, the Tenshō embassy, 
landed in Lisbon in 1584.  Organized by the Jesuit Alessandro Valignano to 
bolster support for his order in Asia, the del e ga tion featured two ambassa-
dors (Mansho Ito and Miguel Chijiwa), two nobles ( Julian Nakaura and 
Martino Ha ra), two servants (their names are not known), and two  Japanese 
Jesuits (Costantino Dourado and Jorge de Loyola). From Lisbon, they went 
to Madrid and Rome. Christina Lee argues that despite the spectacle of 
their arrival, they did not inspire lasting curiosity about the  Japanese “as a 
distinct  people” in Spain and that “the treatment [of] and interest in the 
 Japanese  were mainly determined by the social standing and public repu-
tation of their spokesmen (within Spanish society).”97

Marco Musillo has demonstrated that the del e ga tion was not treated 
so dismissively when it arrived in the Italian kingdoms to visit Pope 
Gregory XIII. He argues that not only did the  Japanese receive support as 
a ploy to bolster Medici  political power in the region, but they also won 
widespread acclaim thanks to their own efforts. The  Japanese joined in 
Italian court traditions and demonstrated their nobility in ways that would 
have been recognizable to their aristocratic audiences. In the town of  Imola, 
they left a gift of  calligraphy, which has been retained to this day as an en-
during message of  friendship.98 Among the Catholic kingdoms, therefore, 
Spanish Castile was an outlier in that its reception of  Japanese embassies 
rarely matched the re spect and solemnity apparent in its neighbors’ 
reception.

The Keichō embassy of  Hasekura Rokuemon Tsunenaga to  Europe 
(1614–1617) received an even less enthusiastic welcome in Spain (figures 5.1 
and 5.2).99 According to Lee, Hasekura’s poor reception was evidence that 
Spaniards failed to make direct associations between his group and the 
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5.1  Statue of  Hasekura Rokuemon Tsunenaga in Old Havana

Hasekura’s brief  stop in Havana, Cuba, has been commemorated on 
the eastern side of the old city. Funded by the Sendai Ikuei Gakuen 
school in 2005, the monument preserves and expands the historical 
memory of the embassy. The site also includes a  Japanese garden 
(where members of the local wushu school often train), pieces of the 
wall of  Sendai  Castle, and markers pointing east and west  toward 
Sendai and Rome (11,850 and 8,700 kilo meters away, respectively).

Photo courtesy of the author.
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 earlier Tenshō embassy. They did not extend the initial interest they had 
shown Valignano’s del e ga tion to that of  Luis Sotelo, a Franciscan friar in 
Hasekura’s embassy with a reputation for being an avaricious social climber. 
King Felipe III rejected most of  Sotelo’s petitions, including  those referring 
to a trade treaty with Masamune Date (the daimyo [local lord] who had 
sent the ambassadors), a promotion to the rank of bishop for Sotelo, and 
a knighthood of the Order of  Santiago for Hasekura “for being of  a gen-
tile nation.”100

5.2  The Bay of Acapulco

Nicolas de Cardona drew a map of Acapulco during his stay in 1615 before heading up the 
Mexican and Californian coasts. “D” shows the location of  “a ship that had come from 
Japan” (una nao que auia venido del japon), a clear reference to the San Juan Bautista that had 
transported Hasekura and approximately 120 other  Japanese merchants across the Pacific 
from 1613 to 1614.

Nicolas de Cardona, “Descripciones geográphicas e hydrográphicas de muchas tierras y mares del 
Norte y Sur en las Indias, en especial del descubrimiento del Reino de la California,” 1632. Reproduc-
tion courtesy of the Biblioteca Nacional de España.
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By the end of their stay in Spain, the  Japanese and Sotelo had been asked 
numerous times to leave the peninsula. They had even been robbed and 
forced out of the Franciscan convent in Madrid that had  housed them. 
Hasekura eventually received the discriminatory moniker of  “el japón” 
(“the  Japanese one”), with no accompanying title.101 One member of the 
entourage, don Tomás Felipe Japón (also called don Tomás de la Puente 
Japón), was even illegally branded as a slave in 1622. In 1623 he petitioned 
to return to the Philippines through the province of  Honduras.102 A handful 
of  Japanese stayed  behind voluntarily, though, and settled in Spain at Coria 
del Rio, near Seville. They married local  women, generating a population 
with the surname “Japón” that persists to this day.103 Even more  Japanese 
members of this del e ga tion remained in Mexico, and by 1629 Mexico City 
had a “Barrio de los Japones” ( Japantown).104 One member of the embassy, 
Luis Sasanda, settled temporarily in Michoacán and is a rare case of  a non- 
European becoming a Franciscan friar. He was martyred in Japan with 
Sotelo, his old sponsor, in 1624 and beatified in 1867.105

 These  Japanese del e ga tions  were not the only examples of Asians trav-
eling to Spain to seek royal  favor. A Chinese gunsmith from the Philippines 
named Antonio Perez traveled to the court of  King Felipe III in 1608 to pe-
tition for privilege based on merit. He claimed to have been impoverished 
by his twelve years of   service in Spanish expeditions from Cambodia to 
the Chinese coast. He must have been one of the very few “Sangleyes” in 
the Spanish military in Asia at the time of the 1603 uprising. In  battle, he 
had been shot several times, and an exploding powder keg had mutilated 
his arm.106 To earn a living, he requested employment as a Chinese trans-
lator in Manila at the rank of  alguacil mayor. Although this request was 
denied, Perez’s fortunes would soon improve.

The same year that Perez arrived in Spain, Hernando de los Ríos Cor-
onel had requested updated information on artillery makers in the Philip-
pines, since the only ones he knew had begun work  decades  earlier, in 1587 
and 1593. The surprising response from one official was that Perez was 
the only person who still practiced this trade. Coronel’s reply expressed 
the familiar dilemma at the heart of  colonial social politics in Manila, 
 whether to be governed by pragmatic need or racialized  stereotypes: “I am 
informed that [Perez] is a very good manufacturer of  gunpowder and 
that he knows about fireworks. If  it is not an impediment [his] being 
Chinese to do it, he is suitable.”107 Since no other skilled gunsmiths resided 
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in Manila, Perez was hired for a substantial four hundred pesos per year. 
Though Spanish master gunsmiths could expect to receive six hundred 
pesos per year and Perez’s  predecessor had made five hundred pesos per 
year, Perez stood to do quite well.

When petitioning to be able to return to the Philippines in 1610, Perez 
excised his ethnicity from the documentation.  Doing so made him less 
threatening to colonial authorities— who, even in Spain, may have been 
wary of  “Sangleyes” with military experience and influence  after the 
devastation of  1603. Perez described himself  as an “indio from the city 
of  Manila” and a “citizen of  Manila.”108 Only his witnesses, Diego Adu-
arte and Pedro Matias, commented that Perez was originally from  either 
Macau or Guangdong province. However, the officials of the Casa de 
Contratación in Seville simply concluded that he was an “indio from the 
city of  Manila.”109 The physical description of  Perez accompanying his 
travel license reinforced this ambiguity, noting that he was “of   little 
beard, hairless, dark [parda] in color due to extreme pockmarks on the 
face.”110 It is likely that he survived the return voyage and successfully 
took up his new post.

Similarly, don Diego Dimarocot, the son of  one of the two Philippine 
war heroes of  1603 (see Chapter 1), traveled to Spain via Mexico to peti-
tion for royal  favor in 1623. His  father, don Guillermo Dimarocot, had died 
without receiving royal compensation despite the extraordinary  services 
he had rendered. The son had risen to the rank of  sargento mayor (third in 
command)  after numerous campaigns in the Spice Islands. He arrived at 
the court of  King Felipe IV  after surviving the Pacific passage, traveling 
overland through Mexico, and sailing across the Atlantic to Spain. Based 
on his own merits—as well as the merits of  his  father and the fact of  his 
 brother’s death in Ternate— don Diego petitioned to be awarded the en-
comienda of  Guagua, his hometown in Pampanga. Collectively, his  family 
had fought the Zambales, the “Negrillos,” Pangasinan rebels, “Sangleyes,” 
the Dutch,  Japanese pirates, and Malukans, in addition to disarming their 
own  people  after 1603 at Spanish insistence. To his petition, don Diego ap-
pended the praise of  his commanding officers, who described him and his 
 father as “honored,” “virtuous,” and “valiant.”111 He also demonstrated 
that, instead of  receiving just reward for their loyalty, soldiers from the Phil-
ippines  were often treated “[as] if they  were slaves” and given excessive 
work while on campaigns.112
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Don Diego’s displays of  valor and clear Hispanicization conformed to 
discourses of  honor and meritorious  service. His full petition asked for 
the encomienda of  Guagua with its two thousand tribute- paying resi-
dents, a pension of  eleven hundred escudos per year, and five hundred 
ducados for the return trip to the Philippines.113  After deliberation, the 
Council of the Indies refused the encomienda request but did award don 
Diego a considerable pension of  five hundred ducados per year and a one- 
time payment of the same amount for his return to the Philippines. 
While far short of what don Diego felt that he and his  family  were owed, 
this reward formally represented the crown’s recognition of the military 
 services of  Philippine soldiers and their merit at court.

Shortly  after don Diego’s departure, however, the king ordered the gov-
ernor of the Philippines to ban “indios” from traveling to Spain.114 Like 
many royal proclamations, this one proved ineffectual. Don Nicolás de los 
Ángeles, the nephew of  don Ventura de Mendoza (the other hero of  1603), 
arrived in Spain in 1630 to request an encomienda as well. Although his ini-
tial petition was unsuccessful, he fi nally received an encomienda in 1652 
 after fighting against “Sangleyes” during their uprising in Manila in 1639.115 
Similarly, don Geronimo de Lugay traveled to Spain and petitioned for (and 
eventually received) an encomienda based on the merits of  his  father, who 
had fought in numerous military campaigns from 1606 to 1647.116

However, the experiences of the Tenshō and Keichō embassies, the gun-
smith Antonio Perez, and war heroes like don Diego Dimarocot  were ex-
ceptional. Most Asians arriving on the Iberian Peninsula did not travel in 
del e ga tions with official sponsors, never attended court, and  were in no 
position to ask for encomiendas or other coveted forms of  social advance-
ment. They had more in common with  people like Moreno. They arrived 
as servants or in enslaved retinues accompanying Spanish officials, mission-
aries, merchants, and nobles. The experiences of two Kapampangan men 
from the town of Apali— Lucas Luis and Diego Farfán— are indicative of 
the difficulties Asians often faced on the Peninsula.

Although they arrived in Spain three years apart (in 1606 and 1609, re-
spectively), Luis and Farfán had grown up together and traveled to Seville 
in the  service of Augustinian missionaries, who had presided over the con-
version of  many Indigenous  people in the Philippines. In 1612, both Luis 
and Farfán lodged petitions with the Casa de Contratación to return to 
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“their homeland” in the Philippines  after having been abandoned abroad.117 
Farfán’s patron, Fray Juan Gutiérrez, had left him to travel to Madrid and 
Toledo. Luis’s sponsor, Fray Juan de Pineda, had also gone to Toledo and 
had then died. Without the friars,  these men had no resources or means 
of  sustenance “for being in a strange land.”118 Together, they sought aid at 
the Augustinian convent in Seville and managed to enlist the help of  a man 
named Fray Miguel, whom they both had met in the Philippines in 1601. 
During their court appearances in 1612, they presented Fray Miguel and 
each other as witnesses to affirm that they “went about helpless, suffering 
hardship and lack of  religious instruction” and needed to return home.119 
By then, the Casa de Contratación had developed special protections for 
“indios” abandoned on the Iberian Peninsula and sponsored them with li-
censes for a return journey.120 Luis departed in 1612, and Farfán left in 1614 
 after recovering from an illness. Their experiences demonstrate the  great 
 dependency of  such  people on the missionaries or other officials in whose 
 service they traveled. Desperate,  these two men successfully mobilized the 
rhe toric of  “indio / a” vulnerability to obtain permits to return to the 
Philippines.

The  Japanese Juan Antonio’s  later journey in 1623 had some similarities 
with  those of  Luis and Farfán. Having lost his  father,  mother, and two 
 brothers “in defense of the Catholic faith” (it is pos si ble that they  were mar-
tyred in Japan), Antonio had left the Philippines and spent two years in 
Mexico City.121  There, his knowledge of  Japanese furniture caught the at-
tention of  a judge named Pedro de Vergara Gaviria. Gaviria hired Antonio 
to assem ble a  Japanese bed that he had purchased as a gift to the recently 
crowned Felipe IV. Antonio sailed from Mexico across the Atlantic to Spain 
and arrived at the royal palace in 1623.  There, he successfully assembled 
the bed before the king. He carried a letter from Gaviria, which stated that 
Antonio could repair the bed if  it had arrived damaged and noted that “this 
chino also knows how to repair biombos [ Japanese screen panels] and every-
thing of  his land that is damaged.” Gaviria also mentioned that Antonio 
might need financial assistance  because “he is poor and very  humble.”122

Shortly thereafter, Antonio submitted a petition to the crown for em-
ployment as a soldier  because he had “spent all he had for the route being 
so long, and he suffers extreme hardship for being where he has no famil-
iarity with no one that can help him.”123 The king ordered Juan Ruíz de 
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Contreras to send a letter to Gaviria, asking  whether any assistance had 
been given or was forthcoming from his estate in Mexico City. Gaviria’s 
 brother, Diego, responded, saying that Antonio had gone to Spain volun-
tarily and that Gaviria had already given him three hundred pesos for 
the journey out of  good will, not  because he was obliged to do so. 
 Whether or not this was true, Diego had effectively freed Gaviria of  fur-
ther responsibility.

In the following months, Antonio filed two more increasingly desperate 
petitions to the crown. In the first, he asked for work as an interpreter 
“ because he is a man familiar with the languages of  those parts [Asia] and 
he knows them very well.” He also requested an appointment as a consul 
with a salary “that is usually given to  those who have similar offices.”124 In 
his next petition, submitted just two days  later, Antonio had already aban-
doned his quest to be an interpreter. Instead, he asked to serve as a soldier 
in the fleet leaving for San Juan and then for Mexico “ because he has no 
other means of traveling for his  great [financial] need.”125 A brief  re-
sponse from the Council of the Indies allowed “that he be given license 
to return.”126

Antonio’s case— like  those of  Luis and Farfán— reinforces the common 
theme of Asian  dependency in Spain on official assistance and sponsor-
ship. It also reveals that for Gaviria, the “chino” Antonio was merely a 
disposable accessory to his gift to the king. Once Antonio carried out his 
task, Gaviria absolved himself  of  any responsibility for Antonio’s well- 
being. Material fascination with Asian goods was never removed from the 
colonial management of Asian bodies. Antonio had to rely on the pious 
deaths of  his  family members and appeals to patriarchal sympathy in mul-
tiple petitions simply to be allowed to return across the Atlantic, months 
 after his initial request.

Worse still  were the experiences of  enslaved “indios” from Asia, as a 1655 
petition to the Council of the Indies by Pedro de Mendoza reveals. Men-
doza had been captured and enslaved at the age of  six during Governor 
Sebastián Hurtado de Corcuera’s war against Jolo in 1635. Pedro’s godfa-
ther, don Pedro Díaz de Mendoza (from whom he received his Christian 
name), told him that his parents  were “moros” from Jolo.  After Mendoza 
was captured, Corcuera sold him to doña María de Francia, who took him 
to New Spain. She died shortly afterward, and Corcuera then brought 
Pedro to Spain. Pedro testified that Corcuera was a brutal master, giving 
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him mala vida (a bad life or lifestyle), so he escaped in Toledo and made 
his way to Seville, where he was recaptured, beaten, and branded. Pedro 
sought  legal recourse and argued that all “indios” in Spain had been freed 
by royal order. He challenged Corcuera to produce documentation that 
he had been legitimately enslaved.

In response, Corcuera recounted a lengthy tale of  his conquests in Min-
danao and Jolo and asserted that all “moros” captured in just war  were le-
gitimate slaves. Therefore, he argued that Pedro was not a protected 
“indio” but a vulnerable Muslim captive. Corcuera then claimed that he 
treated all of  his captives “with love and teachings as if they  were  children” 
and that the men petitioning for freedom (Pedro and another enslaved man 
from Ternate)  were “ingrates.” He also sought to discredit Pedro’s char-
acter by alleging that he had robbed the castellan of  Toledo, don Matheo 
Varona, of  silver and had a history of  flight.127 Corcuera interpreted Pe-
dro’s escape as evidence that he feared punishment for theft, rather than 
that he had been badly treated by his enslaver. In the end, Corcuera said 
that “if the Council  were to judge . . .  that [his slaves] should be made 
 free . . .  he would deliver and send them . . .  with very good  will  because 
they are of  greater expense than  service.”128 In the end, the council sided 
with Corcuera  because of  Pedro’s Muslim background and history of  flight 
and theft. Council members merely encouraged Pedro to seek assistance 
from the procurador de pobres (attorney of the poor).

In contrast, the case of Juan Castelín Dala in 1632 was straightforward. 
Born in the Philippines, Dala had been enslaved and brought to Spain by a 
galleon’s master of  artillery, Juan Baptista de Molina, who  later sold him 
to don Antonio de Mendoza. In response to recent crown  orders to send 
“indios” to their homelands, Mendoza had granted Dala his freedom to 
return to the Philippines “where he has his parents.”129 Unlike for Pedro, 
the rhe toric of  “indios” in need of  protection was occasionally a path to 
freedom for enslaved Asians in Spain like Dala who had no alleged Muslim 
background and  were not captured in just war.

As  these cases show, for most Asians who crossed the Atlantic, the 
Spanish provinces and royal court  were exclusionary, prohibitively costly, 
and often outright hostile. Although the Council of the Indies was more 
likely (though not guaranteed) to enforce liberatory royal decrees than 
 were governors in the colonies, Asian “indios” in Spain remained plagued 
by hardship. Moreover,  because of their transience they only rarely formed 
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the kinds of  multiethnic communal ties that their counter parts developed 
in the Amer i cas.

 These cases also demonstrate that the “chino / a” label rarely survived 
the Atlantic crossing. Its deployment was usually  limited to documents 
written and sent abroad by Spaniards in Mexico, like Gaviria’s description 
of the  Japanese Juan Antonio. Though most Asians arriving on the Iberian 
Peninsula had passed through Mexico, where they became “chinos,” in 
Spain they reasserted their claims to the rights afforded to “indios” that had 
been categorically obliterated in Acapulco.

In this re spect, Spain offers perhaps the most extreme example of  a pat-
tern also vis i ble in other parts of the empire: chino- genesis sometimes in-
formed but rarely determined how Asians  were legally identified beyond 
New Spain. As distance from the viceregal core increased, the use of  
“chino / a” became less consistent. Asians who traveled beyond New Spain 
often identified themselves as “indios” to claim protections that they had 
lost in Acapulco. Far from their homelands, many Asians preferred to dis-
appear into the protection of  larger groups rather than reclaim an identi-
fication with places that existed only on the lips of travelers or in a fading 
memory of  a world that was now distant and perhaps unfamiliar.



6 The Elusive Eigh teenth 
 Century

In 1746, Alexandro Mauricio de Arabo— “de nación china” (Asian) and 
“de nación Philipino” (from the Philippines)— died alone of  an unspecified 
illness at the inn of Juana de Azebedo in Matanchén, Mexico.1 The town is 
just east of  San Blas, a port in the present- day state of  Nayarit. At San Blas, 
the Manila galleons could stop and restock on supplies on their way south 
to Acapulco. Mauricio was traveling northwest from Guadalajara, where 
he was a citizen and worked as a cigar maker and barber. He clearly had 
not anticipated  dying on this trip, as he left no  will. The subsequent inves-
tigation into his possessions included interviews with vari ous merchants 
who knew basic details about his life. He had been married with a son, but 
both his wife and child had already died. He had raised his wife’s cousin, 
Juan Ygnacio Auriel, who still lived in Guadalajara. Mauricio had offered 
 these details to his colleagues but had never spoken of  his parents or life 
before arriving in New Spain. Although he barely owned enough to cover 
the expenses of  his funeral, what he did possess reveals his participation in 
the transpacific trade that crept up the northern coast during the eigh teenth 
 century. Mauricio owned “three pairs of  socks from China,” “a pair of  new 
stockings from China,” “four fine plates from China,” “two choco late bowls 
from China,” and other Asian goods. He was literate enough to keep his 
own account books and even owned “seventy- two cartillas [small books] 
from Asia,” likely in Chinese characters.2

One of the most striking aspects of  Mauricio’s story is the year in which 
he made his final trip, 1746. As Tatiana Seijas accurately states, the study of 
Asians in the Amer i cas in the late colonial period is a “historiographical 
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vacuum.”3 A  couple of  articles and scattered notations in other texts broach 
the subject, but the question of  how Asians in New Spain adapted to life 
in the last  century of  colonial rule remains unanswered. This shortage of  
scholarship on the topic has supported a common historiographical argu-
ment that Asians faded from the colonial Mexican archive during the eigh-
teenth  century.  These claims center on the notion that the term “chino / a” 
ceased to refer to Asians over time and that, consequently, it is now nearly 
impossible to track Asian  peoples in Mexican archival rec ords from the late 
colonial period.4 Yet Mauricio’s story and  others like it indicate that Asians 
did not vanish from the New Spanish core in the eigh teenth  century, nor 
did they stop being “chinos.” The “vacuum” of the late colonial period is 
therefore more a prob lem of  historical study than a dearth of  archival 
material.

The narrative of Asian disappearance may be due most prominently to 
the visually striking colonial genre of  art known as the casta paintings. This 
genre became  popular in Mexico during the mid- eighteenth  century, and 
many such paintings  were designated for the export market. They exhaus-
tively categorized permutations of  colonial mestizaje (racial mixing) and 
often exemplified Bourbon- era bewilderment about the diversity and cus-
toms of  colonial Mexico’s masses.

Typically, each painting depicts a  father,  mother, and child and assigns a 
casta to each. Collectively, the images of  families in the paintings illustrate 
the  process of  ethnogenesis: they create a visual way to racially classify 
which  people originated from which combination of  parents. The paint-
ings’ intimate depictions of   family life are often pastoral and suggest the 
emergence of  creolized cultures structured around racialized hierarchies 
of  power and heredity.

According to  these paintings and the discourses under lying them, 
“chinos” descended from castas already pre sent in New Spain, not  people 
from Asia. The casta combinations that could produce “chino / a”  people 
were largely Afro-Indigenous and included “mulato” and “india,” barcino 
(spotted animal) and “mulata,” lobo (wolf ) and “india,” “lobo” and “negra,” 
“coyote” and “mulata,” “español” and “morisca,” and chamicoyote (com-
bination of  chamizo [another Afro- Indigenous category] and coyote) and 
“india.”5 In par tic u lar, a 1777 casta painting by Ignacio María Barreda offers 
one of the clearest visual interpretations of  non- Asian “chino / a” identity 
and its permutations in Mexico during the eigh teenth  century (figure 6.1).
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6.1  Castes of  New Spain

Casta paintings expressed a profound anxiety about the mixing of  castas over time and 
the gradual dissolution of  Spanish blood in families in the Amer i cas.

Ignacio María Barreda, Castas de Nueba España, 1777. Reproduction courtesy of the Real Academia 
Española de la Lengua.
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The painting’s depiction of  mestizaje unfolds across sixteen generations. 
It begins with the classic  union of  a Spanish man and an Indigenous  woman, 
who have a “mestizo” child. At the end of the first row, a Spanish  woman 
(the  great grand daughter of the first Spaniard) interrupts her  predecessors’ 
return to whiteness by having a “mulato” child with a “negro.” From this 
point on, Blackness defines the lineage. Three generations  later, two phe-
notypically white parents have a tornatras (throwback) “negro” child, and 
this moment signals the definitive end of whiteness in the  family. The final 
panel in the bottom row depicts a child called “hold yourself  in the air” 
(tente en el aire)  because he or she is “neither less nor more than his or her 
[Black] parents.”6 The painting is thus a warning of  how a Spanish  family 
line could end with Black descendants.

On the path to this final panel, the third row traces how “chino” per-
sonhood could influence casta categorization. In the first panel, an 
“indio” and a “loba” have a “chino” child. In the second, the “chino” has a 
“zambaiga” child with an “india.” In the third, the “zambaiga” finds a “chino” 
partner, and they have a cambujo (chicken or dark- skinned person).7 Fi nally, 
a “cambuja” and a “chino” have a genizara (a word referring to a captive 
Indigenous person of the northern Mexican frontier).8 The first panel of 
the fourth row is the culmination of this  process: “From Chino and Geni-
zara. Albarazado.”9 In the image, the husband and wife grab each other’s 
hair, and the “chino” holds a rock in his left hand as if to dash the wife’s 
brains out. Such is the result, in Barreda’s view, of  generations of  mixing 
with “chinos.” Nowhere does Barreda suggest that  these “chinos” could 
be Asian.

In the early nineteenth  century, Alexander von Humboldt confirmed the 
widespread nature of the non- Asian “chino / a” casta during his travels to 
the Spanish Amer i cas: “The descendants of  negroes and Indian  women 
bear at Mexico, Lima, and even at the Havannah, the strange name of  
Chino, Chinese.”10  These “chinos”  were entirely separate from his racial tax-
onomy of  “the men of  mixed extraction” who lived in Mexico. The latter 
consisted of  “ Europeans, Africans, American Indians, and Malays; for from 
the frequent communication between Acapulco and the Philippine islands, 
many individuals of Asiatic origin, both Chinese and Malays have settled 
in New Spain.”11 In natu ral histories, paintings, and new ethnographic dis-
courses from the mid- eighteenth to the early nineteenth centuries, “chinos” 
had ceased to be Asian— even though Humboldt made crystal clear that 
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Asians remained a significant demographic group in New Spain  until the 
end of the colonial period.

Accompanying  these categorical changes in the eigh teenth  century, a 
strong disconnect emerged between what had become fluid definitions of 
the “chino / a” casta in the Amer i cas and the word’s definition in Spanish- 
language dictionaries published in Spain. The Diccionario de autoridades 
(1729) was among the first to define “chino,” and it did so as follows: “a 
type of  dog that has no hair and has the shape of  a small hound, extremely 
cold and useful for [treating] kidney stones [el mal de ijada], applying it to 
that part. It was given this name  because the first ones came from Asia [la 
China].”12 According to Eliette Soulier, this species of  dog arrived in the 
Amer i cas via the Manila galleons, as the dogs  were known for hunting rats 
on the ships. The use of  “chino” to denote a dog—in a period when the 
word still referred both colloquially and legally to  people throughout the 
Hispanic World— aligns the word with other derogatory casta labels that 
conflated mixed  people and animals, like “lobo,” “mulato” (from mula 
[mule]), and “coyote.” Formal definitions from both Spain and the Amer-
i cas did not use “chino / a” to refer to Asian  people for most of the eigh-
teenth  century: the identification of  “chinos” with the “kingdom of  China” 
did not appear in Spanish dictionaries  until 1780.13

In seeking an explanation for this semantic shift, Edward Slack and Rubén 
Carrillo Martín have proposed that the “chino / a” category became “Afri-
canized” during the eigh teenth  century. According to them, “chino / a” 
gradually lost its association with Asian populations and, as indicated by 
the casta paintings, became a vague marker of  mixed Indigenous and Afro- 
Mexican heritage. Carrillo Martín explains the disappearance of Asians 
from the “chino / a” category as a  process hastened by multiple  factors: 
Asian claims of  “indio / a” status to escape enslavement  toward the end of 
the seventeenth  century; a reduction in galleon travel during the same pe-
riod, which lowered the number of Asians arriving in Mexico; per sis tent 
intermarriage patterns between Asians and Afro- Mexicans; and the rav-
aging of Asian populations in Mexico by tropical diseases.14 The notion 
that “chino / a” became an Afro- Indigenous category remains an impor-
tant and dominant claim in the scholarship on this period.15

As the Africanization thesis suggests, the notion that Asians dis appeared—
either demographically or simply from archival rec ords—in colonial Mexico 
during the eigh teenth  century is closely tied to the evolution of the “chino / a” 
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label. The example of the  family of Juan de Páez, a  Japanese man in Gua-
dalajara, demonstrates the difficulty of tracking Asian individuals using 
the colonial lexicon  after more than one or two generations. In 1635 or 
1636, Páez married Margarita de Encío, the  daughter of  a  Japanese man 
named Luis de Encío (colloquially called “Luis the chino”) and an Indige-
nous  woman named Catalina de Silva.16 They had nine  children between 
1637 and 1660 and thirteen grandchildren between 1659 and 1682.17 Though 
Páez maintained that he was a “native of the city of  Osaka in the Kingdoms 
of Japan” when he died in 1675, his mixed  children and grandchildren 
did not claim  Japanese heritage in  legal settings.18 Generational mixing 
and economic security allowed members of the Páez clan to shed their 
markers of Asian heritage over time.19 Similarly, the half- Japanese Barranca 
 children in Veracruz in 1666 did not carry casta descriptors in their peti-
tion for a license to bear arms (see Chapter 3).

The difficulty of tracing second-  and third- generation Asians through 
the archives extends to other parts of  Central and South Amer i ca, including 
Peru and Guatemala, where Asian populations  were much smaller to begin 
with. While long- range Asian migration from central Mexico proliferated 
during the seventeenth  century, its archival imprint in Central and South 
Amer i ca had diminished significantly by the eigh teenth  century. The image 
of the el derly, Lima- born Alonso Coronel (see Chapter 5) calling himself  
“indio” in the far northern frontier of  Mexico in the late seventeenth 
 century aptly embodies the latter trend. For  these reasons, the task of 
tracking Asians outside of  Mexico in the late colonial period is extraordi-
narily difficult.  Because  there was significant variation in how second-  and 
third- generation Asians categorized themselves, only areas that had direct 
access to transpacific trading routes over the longue durée could maintain 
traceable Asian populations over time. Therefore, it is difficult to determine 
the extent to which Asians continued their hemispheric cir cuits during the 
eigh teenth  century, using the extant rec ords.

Despite  these challenges, and even though the “chino / a” category ac-
quired new meanings during the late colonial period, archival docu-
ments reveal that Asians in Mexico continued to call themselves and  were 
called “chinos” throughout the eigh teenth  century. Asian “chinos” never 
dis appeared: instead, they remained prominent in colonial social and  legal 
imaginaries. Overreliance on the export- oriented casta paintings and their 
accompanying discourses has confounded the search for crucial Bour-
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bon- era adaptations and continuities in Asian populations.20 Although 
“chino / a” became a more contested category in the eigh teenth  century, 
its  legal and vernacular uses then remained consistent in many ways with 
 those of   earlier periods.

What did change to a greater degree during the eigh teenth  century  were 
patterns of Asian spatial and social mobility. For example, in the half- century 
 after the emancipation of  “chinos” in 1672, the number of  enslaved Asians 
dropped significantly in Mexico. The subsequent end of the transpacific 
slave trade in Asian captives significantly reduced the overall numbers of 
Asians arriving in Acapulco, especially the number of Asian  women— almost 
all of whom had been enslaved. However, the natu ral increase in second-  
and third- generation Asian populations in Mexico meant that a larger 
number of Asian and Asian- descended  women now lived in the Amer i cas 
than ever before. Late eigh teenth  century parish rec ords from the Pacific 
coast provinces demonstrate that real ity.21

Furthermore, the transition to Bourbon rule  after the War of  Spanish 
Succession (1701–1714) and subsequent reforms to colonial trade policies af-
fected the distribution of Asian communities along Mexico’s Pacific coast. 
As Mauricio’s story demonstrates, Asian populations slowly migrated north 
as an adaptation to new initiatives that began to reroute trade from the old 
centers of Acapulco and Veracruz to smaller ports. This migratory pattern 
brought new commercial prospects to regional centers like Guadalajara.

Despite  these structural changes, much also stayed the same. Both tran-
sient and migratory Asian individuals and communities remained highly 
vis i ble in Mexico in the late colonial period. Asian sailors continued coming 
and  going with the seasonal arrival and departure of the Manila galleons. 
They still regularly deserted, married members of  local populations, and 
developed the plantation economies of the Pacific coast. Concurrently, 
pious inquisitors remained wary of Asians who participated in and con-
tributed to non- Catholic spiritual and sexual practices.

Still, the study of  “chinos” during the late colonial period requires a 
careful consideration of what Ben Vinson calls “caste pluralism,” or the 
fluid state of  drifting among several casta categories si mul ta neously.22 
Frequently, officials used multiple labels, such as “chino or lobo,” to iden-
tify colonial subjects whom they found racially ambiguous.23  Today, our 
ability to ascertain  whether  these subjects  were Afro- Indigenous or Asian 
remains rooted in other markers connected to nación, naturaleza (essence), 
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geographic context, and physical description.24 For this reason, I have pri-
oritized the use of  sources that contain  these more direct references to 
the Asian provenance of  a “chino / a.” Even when we conservatively ex-
clude cases that do not contain qualifying descriptors beyond “chino / a,” 
the archive reveals not only the long- term presence of Asians in the 
Amer i cas but also a wide range of  continuities— and some changes—in 
patterns of  geographic concentration, inquisitorial denunciation, and 
 labor hierarchies.

By the Wars of  Mexican  Independence (1810–1821), the decline of the Ma-
nila galleons had overlapped with the emergence of  new forms of Asian 
displacement and diaspora to the Amer i cas via indenture (1806–1917).  After 
the Manila galleons fi nally collapsed, along with New Spain itself, other 
 European powers dominated the new era of Asian mobility to the Amer-
i cas. Thus, this chapter covers the period from the end of the seventeenth 
to the early nineteenth  century to address the “historiographical vacuum” 
that Seijas identifies— and to populate it with  people who did not 
“dis appear” but lived fully, much as their  predecessors had in previous 
centuries.25

The Old and the New in the Eigh teenth  Century

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, “chinos”  were highly 
mobile Asian subjects who created new forms of  multiethnic community 
in the Amer i cas with Indigenous and Afro- Mexican populations.  These 
patterns remained consistent into the eigh teenth  century. Galleon trade 
had declined in the mid- seventeenth  century, owing to the Qing invasion 
of  Ming China and stagnating silver production in the Amer i cas. How-
ever, shipping volume increased again in the 1680s and remained at its 
highest levels  until 1740.26 A boost in silver output in the Amer i cas, a stabi-
lization in the Chinese demand for silver, and rising populations world-
wide fueled the revitalization of transpacific trade.27 Over several  decades, 
many “chinos” gravitated to coastal regions north of Acapulco to profit 
from  these strengthened mercantile connections.

Yet daily life in colonial Mexico did not change dramatically with the ar-
rival of the new  century. Antonio de Robles’s Diarios de sucesos notables 
(1665–1703) describes many seasonal rhythms during the first years of the 
eigh teenth  century that  were the same as  those during the last years of 
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the seventeenth. On Sunday, January 17, 1700, news of the Manila galleon’s 
anchorage in Acapulco reached Mexico City, almost exactly a year to the 
day since it had last arrived.28 Undoubtedly, the year’s most noteworthy 
event for the colony had tran spired in Madrid, thousands of  miles away. 
King Carlos II, known as “el Hechizado” (the bewitched), died without an 
heir in November 1700, ending Hapsburg rule in Spain. The War of  Spanish 
Succession (1701–1714) would soon follow, and the Peace of  Utrecht that 
marked the war’s end confined Spanish rule in  Europe to the Iberian Pen-
insula and confirmed the Bourbon inheritance of the Spanish Crown. The 
first of  these monarchs, King Felipe V, initiated a series of  administrative 
reforms (known to historians as the Bourbon Reforms) that his successors 
would expand to centralize power, entrench colonial rule, and maximize 
overseas revenue.

But news of the Bourbon succession would not arrive in Mexico  until 
March 1701, five months  after King Carlos’s death.29 The previous year was 
an unexceptional one for most denizens of the Viceroyalty of  New Spain. 
“Chinos” continued to be mistreated with impunity. For example, Robles’s 
diary mentions an incident in which an unnamed “chino” coachman was 
shot dead with a blunderbuss on Monday, October 18. Five days  later, the 
murderer, called only “the captain” and identified as the son of  a man 
named Pascual Rodríguez, mortally wounded a “mulato” coachman who 
had only asked not to be splashed in the street.30  Until the end of the diary, 
Robles commented on the comings and  goings of the Manila galleons, the 
dangers of the route they took, and contraband trade. He ended his diary 
with a lament that since no galleon had arrived in 1703, “all goods have risen 
to very elevated prices.”31 Also in 1703, a “chino” named Sebastian de 
Gusman, a clock repairman and shop  owner in Zacatecas, had insulted the 
corregidor (chief  magistrate) by claiming that he had been a servant in the 
corregidor’s  house hold. Gusman apparently did so to avoid paying taxes, 
but his action prompted the corregidor to send out bounty hunters to im-
prison Gusman. He took shelter in the Convent of  San Agustín.32  Great 
changes had begun to occur in Spain, but daily life in Mexico was business 
as usual at the onset of the eigh teenth  century.

What had changed significantly for “chinos” by the end of the seven-
teenth  century was their status as enslaveable subjects. Although some 
“chinos” had petitioned for manumission on the basis of  unlawful enslave-
ment, their occasional successes  were determined only case by case.33 Many 
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“chinos” argued that they had not been captured in just war, that they had 
been taken from their families as  children, and that they belonged to 
groups that  were supposed to be protected from enslavement. However, 
convincing cases of  unjust capture or enslavers’ verbal promises of  freedom 
upon their deaths could be subverted through the intervention of  power ful 
Spaniards. For example, Mateo de la Torre, an enslaved “chino” from the 
Bay of  Bengal, opened a second bid for freedom in 1647 (he had failed pre-
viously in 1639) with a request for eight years of backpay. The case’s result 
depended less on Mateo and his assigned  lawyer’s arguments for freedom 
and more on the derailing influence of the executor of the  will of  Mateo’s 
former enslaver. The executor, Juan de Ontiberas Barrera, had petitioned 
successfully to append the “voluminous” documentation of  a “totally 
 independent” case to Mateo’s manumission proceedings to flood the trial 
with paperwork.34 Ontiberas also argued that Mateo had brought his peti-
tion before the wrong court, such that Mateo “has to recognize to whom 
the knowledge of  his case pertains.”35  These maneuvers resulted in Mateo 
being “justly fearful to litigate” against someone “so favored and power ful” 
as Ontiberas.36 Meanwhile, Mateo’s new enslaver tried to smuggle him 
away so that he could not appear in court, and one year  later, Mateo was 
still enslaved and confined in an obraje that Ontiberas owned. The case for 
manumission was dropped.

However, the fates of  many enslaved “chinos” would soon change. Fer-
nando de Haro y Monterroso, a Spanish prosecutor who arrived in Gua-
dalajara in 1670, became the leader of  a movement to end the enslavement 
of  “chinos.”37 When he took up his post, Haro y Monterroso was largely 
unknown and even unimportant. But soon thereafter, he began speaking 
out and writing letters against vari ous injustices he observed in Guadala-
jara and the greater region of  New Galicia. On July 17, 1671, he joined an 
ongoing  legal denunciation of the president of the Real Audiencia of  Gua-
dalajara, Antonio Álvarez de Castro, for his rampant abuse of  Indigenous 
 people for “personal  services.”38  These  services  were often thinly disguised 
forms of  de facto enslavement. They consisted primarily of  such tasks as 
providing agricultural  labor, working on construction proj ects, looking 
 after  children, and cooking for a  house hold.39 This imbroglio resulted in 
the removal of  Álvarez de Castro from his position.

Haro y Monterroso’s vision of  justice extended beyond this controversy. 
In 1671, he reopened a discussion on the emancipation of  Indigenous 
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“Chichimecas” that had been tabled in 1659. Tapping into the earliest argu-
ments against slave trading in the Amer i cas, he maintained that enslave-
ment hindered conversion and unlawfully split up families.40 Crucially, he 
believed that enslaved “chinos” deserved freedom along with enslaved In-
digenous “Chichimecas,” Indigenous Sinaloas, and Indigenous  peoples of  
New Mexico and the New Kingdom of  Leon.41 Adding the emancipation of  
“chinos” to that of  “indios” effectively expanded the arguments for freedom 
that Juan de Solórzano Pereira had considered in the Peruvian case, which 
had appeared in his Política Indiana over two  decades before.42

Haro y Monterroso wrote that in Mexico City “ there are a  great number 
of  these chinos . . .  taken for slaves and the  women chinas too and their 
 children without any difference.”43 Then on October 9, 1671, at Haro y Mon-
terroso’s encouragement, the Real Audiencia of  Guadalajara made a his-
toric pronouncement: it ruled that the slave trade in “indios chinos” must 
cease and “all  women of  any age and all of the sons youn ger than four-
teen at the time they  were taken in just war be declared  free.”44 This ruling 
was intended to  free all subsequent generations of  “chinos,” since they 
would be born to  free  mothers. Moreover, all other enslaved “chinos” 
would have the legitimacy of their enslavement checked. Despite the broad 
applicability of this order, only six “chinos” received their freedom.  These 
liberated “chinos”  were to be deported to Asia on the next galleons to leave 
Acapulco.45

Early in 1672, Haro y Monterroso continued his bold reforms by at-
tacking the encomendero elites: he petitioned the Real Audencia of  Gua-
dalajara to dissolve the remnants of the encomienda and repartimiento sys-
tems and to give back pay to all Indigenous laborers at a rate of two reales 
per day of work.46 The Audiencia soon issued a sweeping order to  free all 
“indios” and “indias” of  New Vizcaya.47 What Haro y Monterroso lacked 
in station and experience, he compensated for in ambition.

On March 20, 1672, Queen Regent Mariana of Austria discussed the 
merits of  Haro y Monterroso’s arguments in the Council of the Indies, and 
on April 7, she confirmed the Real Audiencia’s order to liberate the “indios 
chinos.” She thanked Haro y Monterroso for his “zeal” and concluded that 
“it is so just and proper to leave the indios with their freedom.”48 On De-
cember 23, she expanded the order to apply to all Indigenous  peoples (in-
cluding all “chinos”) throughout Mexico.49 Only  those whose enslavement 
could be proven to be the result of  a “just war” would remain in bondage.50 
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With  great enthusiasm, Haro y Monterroso carried out her decree in 
Guadalajara.

However, the reception to emancipation in Mexico City was hostile. In 
1673, the prosecutor Martín de Solís Miranda questioned who the order ap-
plied to. Suddenly,  there was  great interest in determining who exactly 
“chinos” and “indios chinos”  were. Did the queen regent’s order mean that 
all Asians  were  free or only  those from certain regions? How could an en-
slaved person’s origins be proven? By making freedom a technical and ac-
ademic issue, Miranda delayed emancipation. Meanwhile, a report from 
1674 noted that enslavers in Mexico City “took [chinos] away to obrajes and 
mining settlements with the intention of  hiding them so that they cannot 
reach justice.”51

In 1675, Miranda declared that the liberated “indios filipenses” (Philip-
pian indios) and “enslaved Orientals (called chinos)”  were “very diff er ent 
from the docility and sincerity of the native indios of this kingdom for their 
being cleverer and of  not as good inclinations and customs.”52 He proposed 
to segregate  these populations from the city’s Indigenous  people by giving 
them  either land outside the city or a special district within its borders. Fur-
ther, he argued that the emancipation order would unjustly  free members 
of  enslaved communities whose parents or grandparents had been in ser-
vitude (implying that their bondage was legitimate). Allegedly, the decree 
would also scandalize the viceroyalty by freeing enslaved Muslims, give en-
slaved Afro- Mexicans cause for revolt out of  jealousy, and impoverish no-
bles who kept enslaved  people as wealth.53 He added that “although this 
 matter was easy to implement in the Audiencia of  Guadalajara for the 
number of  these slaves not reaching twenty in the entire district,  here it is 
recognized as very damaging and dangerous.”54

In response to Miranda, Haro y Monterroso confessed that he had shared 
some of the same doubts about categories and cases of  legitimate enslave-
ment in his initial letter to the crown. The emancipation  orders would nec-
essarily violate colonial pre ce dent. Nonetheless, he wrote that “the goal 
of  Her Majesty is not in gaining vassals [through slavery] but to increase 
the guild of the church, and slavery is in opposition [to this goal].”55 The 
royal order held.

Miranda’s  resistance, as well as that of  other enslavers, meant that awards 
of  freedom came slowly and at  great personal risk to “chinos.”56 Robles 
recorded that three years  after the queen regent’s proclamation, the Real 
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Audiencia of  Mexico City relented and freed thirty- one “chinos.”57 How-
ever, enslavers who presented “legitimate” titles of  owner ship  were per-
mitted to keep their enslaved  people.58 In 1676, the crown reprimanded the 
Real Audiencia for delaying the emancipation of  “chinos” and instructed 
its judges to implement the order of  1672.59 Such intransigence meant that 
enslavement would persist for  decades  after formal abolition.60 For ex-
ample, a parish register of  Petatlán, near the contraband port of  Zihuata-
nejo, recorded the presence of twenty- five enslaved “chinos” in 1681, nine 
years  after emancipation.  These twenty- five  people even outnumbered the 
district’s thirteen  free “chinos.” Ten of the twenty- five enslaved  people lived 
in the town itself, while the other fifteen toiled on nearby estates.61

Enslaved litigants who fought to receive an audience at court cited the 
new rulings and had some success. For example, Domingo de la Cruz pe-
titioned for and received freedom in Zapotlán in 1678 on the basis that all 
“chinos”  were  free.62 Since he was Indigenous to the Philippines, he was a 
“chino” and therefore  free. Perhaps more telling is the case of  Inés Rodrí-
guez, whose husband, an Indigenous man from Tepic named Marcos Xil, 
managed to successfully litigate for her freedom in 1683. She was the 
 daughter of Agustina Castellanos— a “china” born out of wedlock in New 
Spain who was the  daughter of  María, a “china” from the Philippines. 
Castellanos’s  brother had also been ruled  free as a “chino,” and on the basis 
that all members of the  family  were “chinos,” Rodríguez received freedom 
from bondage.63  After three generations of  enslavement in Mexico, her 
 family was now  free. In the  decades following the emancipation  orders, 
their enforcement and cases of  individual litigation succeeded in liberating 
hundreds of  enslaved Asians throughout the viceroyalty.64

Still, the rhe toric justifying the enslavement of Asians persisted. It per-
vaded the hagiographies of  Catarina de San Juan, composed after her death 
in 1688–1692. The authors of  these texts repeatedly argued that enslave-
ment, despite its unquestionable traumas, had brought Catarina to the 
Catholic church. In the words of Alonso Ramos, “It cannot be doubted that 
among the extremely serious sorrows that this innocent virgin suffered in 
such miserable captivity, especially in the repeated and almost continuous 
risks of  death, the greatest [sorrow] would be not being baptized.”65 The 
implication was that it was better to be an enslaved convert than to be a 
 free pagan. This rhe toric echoes Solórzano Pereira’s notion that (in the 
paraphrasing of James Muldoon) the sufferings of the enslaved “ were 
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minimal in comparison to the  political and spiritual freedom they ob-
tained as a consequence of  coming  under Christian domination.”66

 These hagiographies even depicted Catarina as a willing slave  after she 
landed in Mexico. Even though Miguel de Sosa allegedly tried to treat her 
like a  daughter, Catarina offered her voluntary submission when she told 
him “not to treat her like a  woman, nor like a  daughter, but like a slave.”67 
 After receiving her freedom upon his death, Catarina repeatedly belittled 
herself before the Virgin Mary, Jesus, God, and Santa Ana by proclaiming 
herself  a “slave of  your slaves.”68 Although her efforts to manumit other 
enslaved men and  women make it clear that she abhorred enslavement, 
her alleged humility as a voluntary slave of  God was meant to exemplify 
her holiness. In other words, Catarina’s hagiographers used her subjection 
to regimes of bondage to uplift the church. Catarina’s piety as an enslaved 
person fueled the hope of  placing Asia  under Catholic hegemony, and in 
her visions, she bore witness to the global spread of  Catholic fervor.69 Al-
though the legitimacy of Asians’ enslavement could now be contested in 
court, such hagiographic repre sen ta tions suggest that even among  those 
who most admired Catarina, her “willful” submission to enslavement and 
her Catholic piety remained  popular justifications for her bondage.

Royal edicts from 1700 reveal that although the enslavement of  “chinos” 
in Mexico had formally ended, the transpacific slave trade had not. The 
Nuestra Señora del Rosario, which landed in Acapulco in 1699, had an “ex-
cessive” number of  enslaved passengers and amount of  contraband.70 Ac-
cording to one of the edicts, the principal reason for the crown’s desire to 
limit the flow of  enslaved  people across the Pacific to Mexico was that 
“many profess the Muslim faith.”71  Because enslaved Asians could no longer 
legally be traded across the Pacific, most captives  were now East African. 
An enslaved man from Mozambique named Antonio was prob ably a pas-
senger on the 1699 crossing. Sold in Manila on November 8, 1698, his owner-
ship was transferred to Antonio del Pozo to clear a debt in Acapulco. This 
enslaver then sold him in Antequera to Antonio Martínez in 1703.72

One of the last enslaved Asians brought across the Pacific was also 
ensnared in  these continuing cir cuits of  enslavement. In December 1710, 
Joseph Moret of  Malabar arrived in Acapulco in bondage on the Nuestra 
Señora del Rosario. A cirujano (surgeon) by trade, he was declared  free in 
March 1711, although he remained in the  service of  his former enslaver, don 
Francisco Moret, in Mexico.73  After 1710, Asians do not appear in the ros-
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ters of the enslaved on the galleons. For example, when it arrived in Aca-
pulco in 1714, the Nuestra Señora de Begoña carried at least ten enslaved Af-
ricans, five of whom remained on board for the return journey to the 
Philippines, but no enslaved Asians  were recorded as passengers on this 
voyage.74 It is not known exactly how long the transpacific slave trade in 
Africans continued, but enslaved Africans (who  were often sold on the is-
land of  Mozambique and elsewhere in the Indian Ocean World) appear in 
New Spanish rec ords through the end of the colonial period.75 Africans and 
Afro- descendants also continued serving on the galleons at least through 
the end of the eigh teenth  century.

In 1718, more than four  decades  after “chinos” had been declared  free 
of  enslavement, Juan de Balenzuela petitioned for manumission from 
Fernando de Balenzuela in Mexico. Juan was labeled as a “chino” and 
described as having the “appearance [of] being native to  those islands 
[the Philippines] or Pampango.”76 Witnesses had assumed he was  free 
in the Philippines and during the galleon crossing “ because all of the 
chinos of  said islands enjoy liberty.”77 In the absence of  any documentation 
of  his enslaved status, he was ruled  free. In the eigh teenth  century, rather 
than marking his vulnerability to enslavement, his “chino” appearance 
had become a marker of  freedom.78

But this was not always the case. Danielle Terrazas Williams located a 
handful of  sales of  enslaved “chinos” and “chinas” in and around Xalapa 
in 1736 and 1738.79 Although the transpacific slave trade in Asian captives 
had been outlawed, some “chinos” clearly still lived in bondage in colonial 
Mexico well into the eigh teenth  century. While  these “chinos” may have 
been Afro- descendants, rather than Asians, their continued enslavement 
proves that the emancipation  orders of the late seventeenth  century failed 
to fully eradicate slave trading in “chino / a” captives. If the Africanization 
of the “chino / a” label began during this period, it may well have been 
 because some Afro- Mexicans (and / or the mixed  children of  “chinos” and 
Afro- Mexicans) chose to pass as “chinos” to try to avoid enslavement. The 
physical ambiguity of  “chinos” likely facilitated this exchange of  castas.

 Decades  after their initial promulgation, the emancipation  orders issued 
at Haro y Monterroso’s insistence gradually ended the nefarious transpa-
cific slave trade in Asian captives that had lasted for over a hundred years. 
Demographically, the end of the trade significantly reduced the total 
number of Asians entering the viceroyalty. It also  limited the ethnic and 
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gender diversity of Asian populations reaching the Amer i cas. Newly ar-
riving “chinos”  were almost exclusively Asian sailors and merchants and, 
therefore, predominantly from the Philippines and male. Asian  women in 
the Amer i cas during the eigh teenth  century, who  were now pre sent in 
larger numbers than ever before,  were almost always second-  or third- 
generation descendants of   people from Asia.

However, the legacy of transpacific enslavement would continue to 
haunt “chinos” in Mexico through the end of the colonial period. In 1810, 
Viceroy don Francisco Xavier Venegas republished a royal decree from 1803 
forbidding blancos (white  people) from marrying  people who “had a near 
or distant origin to slaves.”80 Included in the list of  castas covered by this 
totalizing law  were “chinos,” and the  measure was specifically designated 
to be read aloud in Acapulco, as well as a few other urban centers. Although 
this order was largely unenforced, it conjured up a historical imaginary of  
“chinos”— both Asian and Afro- Indigenous—as enslaved  people almost 
150 years  after they had been formally emancipated.81 While the decrees 
promulgating the end of  “chino / a” enslavement are sometimes thought 
to signal the end (or nearly the end) of the Asian presence in New Spain, 
the existence of   free and newly freed Asians over the next few  decades, par-
ticularly along the Pacific coast, proves that this was not the case.

“Chino” Mobility and Bourbon Reform

In the mid- eighteenth  century,  free and freed “chinos” in Mexico continued 
to live in coastal communities and expanded trade routes to new sites along 
the northern coast. Writing about Acapulco in 1746, Joseph Antonio de 
Villa- Señor y Sánchez noted that “indios do not live in this city but in the 
towns of  its jurisdiction, and in it alone, close to four hundred families of  
chinos, mulatos, and negros vecinos are found” with “barely . . .  eight fam-
ilies of  Spaniards.”82 Furthermore, Acapulco had three militia companies: 
“one of  chinos, the other of  negros, and the third of  mulatos, [they are] 
 those that do their watches in continual lookout in the patrols at the port 
as well as on both coasts.”83 In 1743, Francisco de Solano wrote that the gar-
rison of the Fort of  San Diego belonged to a confraternity that sponsored 
masses  every Tuesday and buried its  brothers with a holy shroud called that 
of  San Francisco.84 The garrison and militias  were well disciplined and re-
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ported to the fort  every month for military drills and exercise. When fully 
mustered from Acapulco and the surrounding lands, they could contain 
as many as 609 troops.85 Definitively, “chinos” remained prominent and es-
sential citizens of the port as the militias expanded during the eigh teenth 
 century.86

A journey north of  a day and a half was Coyuca, which consisted of the 
town proper and two larger nearby pueblos de indios. One of  these settle-
ments was San Nicolás Obispo, also known as San Nicolás de los Chinos. 
Villa- Señor y Sánchez noted in 1746 that it was home to 120 families of  
“chinos,” or seven families more than three years  earlier.87 Significantly, this 
number was larger than the 100 Indigenous families residing in the town 
center and in the other settlement (San Agustín Tixtlanzingo).88

The “chino / a” community in Coyuca was fairly tight knit and dated 
back to at least the early seventeenth  century.89  Free “chinos” settled in 
Coyuca most visibly in 1643, when four “chinos” purchased a caballería. As 
the  free population grew, it consisted primarily (in the words of  Solano) 
of  “Philippine indios of  Luzon vulgarly called chinos.”90 Many of them 
married Indigenous  women, though Solano noted that some of  Coyuca’s 
“chinos” appeared to be “pardo.”91  These “chinos” labored at nearby plan-
tations, repaired the galleons in Acapulco, served as shore sentinels and mi-
litiamen, and “ferried  people across Coyuca lagoon on their boats.”92 
They enjoyed relative  political autonomy, with their own town alguacil and 
alcalde. They also founded their own parish, which encompassed outlying 
townships like San Agustín Tixtlanzingo and nearby haciendas.93 In defense 
of their right to the land and exemption from a proposed tax, the alcalde of  
San Nicolás, a “chino criollo” named Pedro Zúñiga, recounted in 1744 that 
“our neighborhood of  San Nicolás was founded since ancient times by the 
Philippine indios who came yearly from Manila” and married Indigenous 
 women, “giving the population the size that it has  today.”94

On April 21, 1766, a devastating earthquake hit Acapulco, and many sur-
vivors fled northward. The seismic shock destroyed the venerable Fort of  
San Diego and damaged  every home in the city. The residents erected 
makeshift shelters in the plazas, but many de cided to move away rather 
than rebuild. This outward migration from Acapulco likely contributed to 
the long- term vitality of  “chino / a” communities in nearby towns.95 A 
parish register from 1777 recorded 388 “chinos” living in Coyuca, a clear 
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example of this demographic continuity.96 This number even surpassed 
the 121 “chinos” (63 men and 58  women) recorded in Acapulco for the 
same year.97

The Bourbon Reforms accounted for some of this mobility as well.98 
One key piece of the reforms was an effort to revitalize the Iberian Penin-
sula by increasing tax revenue and undermining the old Hapsburgian trade 
monopolies and institutions.99 Through a mastery of  colonial commerce, 
the Bourbons sought to stabilize Spanish finances, in large part to fund new 
wars and expansion in  Europe and elsewhere.100 In the words of  D. A. 
Brading, “by the close of the  century New Spain had emerged as a source 
of  revenue second only to the metropolis itself.”101 During the eigh teenth 
 century, colonial Mexican tax revenue  under Bourbon rule increased from 
three million pesos to over twenty million.102 By 1800, Mexico was respon-
sible for 66  percent of the world’s silver production.103

Central to this economic “revolution” was the establishment of trade 
routes with navíos de perimso (register ships), beginning shortly  after the 
Bourbon succession. This change from the previous fleet system sought 
to increase the efficiency of trade and end the contraband trafficking that 
flourished during and  after the succession. Although  these early efforts 
largely failed to achieve the latter goal, they began to stimulate mercantile 
interest and activity in coasts and ports that had been considered far- flung 
backwaters for most of the colonial period.104

For example, the new policies drew fresh metropolitan interest to sites like 
Guadalajara and further north to San Blas.105 As a result Guadalajara ex-
panded rapidly, along with the rest of  urban Mexico during the eighteenth 
century. It was transformed from a “modest, desolate city” to a “handsome 
urban center.”106 Its population increased sixfold, to over thirty thousand 
 people— a surge largely driven by migration from other regions.107 Similarly, 
the diocese of  Michoacán, north of Acapulco, had contained 11  percent of  
colonial Mexico’s population in 1742 but held 19  percent by 1810.108

Undoubtedly, this population growth also encompasses the renewed 
northern movement of Asians from Acapulco. As Jaime Olveda demon-
strates, numerous marriage rec ords attest to this trajectory, as well as a rare 
1728 license to a Philippine man named Pedro Pérez that permitted him to 
fish for pearls along the seaboard.109 Parish registers from Atoyac, just south 
of  Guadalajara, provide decisive evidence of  northward Asian mobility. 
One register from 1770 documented that 148 “chinos” (a considerable 
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number) lived in its jurisdiction, primarily in the small towns of  Monte 
 Obscuro (home to 28 men and 40  women) and San Juan Chiquito (33 men 
and 19  women).110 By comparison, a parish register of Atoyac and its envi-
rons from 1683 listed only 62 “chinos” living in the neighborhood of  San 
Francisco and on two farms.111 Therefore, the population of  “chino / a” 
parishioners in Atoyac increased by roughly 138   percent over an eighty- 
seven- year period.

Alexandro Mauricio de Arabo, whose story opened this chapter, was 
one Philippine merchant who adapted his trade activities to serve the 
Guadalajara– San Blas corridor. As Spanish reformers began searching 
for alternatives to the Manila galleon route in the second half  of the 
eigh teenth  century, San Blas emerged as an impor tant shipyard for the 
galleons, in part due to its connection to Guadalajara.  There, galleon 
officials began to make a habit of  exchanging trade goods for ship re-
pairs.112 In 1784, the writer Agustín Íñigo Abbad y Lasierra proposed a 
new transpacific alternative to Acapulco centered on San Blas.113 “Chinos” 
with connections to Guadalajara helped actualize Abbad y Lasierra’s vi-
sion by rerouting Pacific coast trading into San Blas, and they participated 
in this trade  until at least 1818, when the “unparalleled prosperity” of this 
new route peaked.114 One “chino” merchant was Miguel Sales, a “Native 
of the Kingdom of  Manila” who worked in the import sector.115 In 1811, 
rebel “insurgents” captured him and stole two  saddles— including one 
with silver garnish—as he escorted a group of  five Spanish merchants to 
Guadalajara.116 Eventually, the thieves  either returned the  saddles to him 
or gave him their approximate value.

 There are only sparse rec ords from this period of Asian “chinos” scat-
tered throughout the viceroyalty’s core, away from the coast.117 As migra-
tion northwest from Acapulco increased, the number of Asians in the cen-
tral highlands dropped. Using primarily matrimonial rec ords, Carrillo 
Martín located cases pertaining to eleven Philippine Natives in Mexico City, 
Puebla, Toluca, and Otumba from 1752 to 1803.118 In 1753, twenty “chinos” 
and “indios chinos”  were counted among the population of  foreigners in 
Mexico City.119 In 1811, a census recorded only two “chinos” of  ambiguous 
provenance in Mexico City, out of  a total population of  more than 168,000 
 people.120 Although it is difficult, if  not impossible, to know precisely why 
so few “chinos” appear in  these rec ords,  these numbers undoubtedly are 
due to several overlapping  factors: the ambiguous meanings of  “chino / a,” 
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mestizaje, increased movement to the coast, the general decline of the gal-
leon route, and spikes in death rates due to disease at the beginning of the 
nineteenth  century.121 When combined with the contemporaneous counts 
of  “chinos” in coastal areas,  these data from the highlands cannot indicate 
that Asians dis appeared from Mexico during this period.

Eighteenth- Century Convergences

Although population counts are useful tools for tracking the movement 
of  “chinos” in Mexico, they can only imply how “chinos” adapted to life 
in New Spain during the eigh teenth  century. Inquisition rec ords from this 
period signal both impor tant continuities in collaborative spiritual practices 
and manifestations of  racialization in the late colonial period. During the 
seventeenth  century, as noted in Chapter 4, “chinos”  adopted a diverse array 
of  spiritual practices common in multiethnic communities to mitigate the 
harsh realities of  enslavement, make money, and resist colonial authority. 
 Doing so meant engaging in intellectual exchanges and knowledge produc-
tion with Indigenous, African, and Afro- descendant spiritual and pharma-
cological experts.  These convergences continued during the Bourbon era 
long  after the emancipation of  “chinos.” Asians navigated the Holy Office 
 under Bourbon rule much as their  predecessors had during the Hapsburg 
period. Early eighteenth- century denunciations resemble  those of the pre-
vious centuries and reveal that Asian  people continued to display similar 
inclinations  toward creolization, spiritual leadership, and multiethnic 
convergence.

Late colonial Bourbon rulers had not only transformed colonial eco-
nomics but had also sought to reform religious governance in Spain and 
its colonies by reducing the power of the Catholic Church through  measures 
that Brading has called an outright “assault” on Baroque Catholicism. 
Across the Hispanic World, the mendicant  orders lost control of  parishes; 
 popular spiritual practices and confraternities  were suppressed; religious 
festivals  were canceled or reduced in size; the Jesuits  were expelled from 
the colonies; and ecclesiastical property was confiscated, among other ag-
gressive policies.122

The move  toward secularism and reduced church influence affected the 
Inquisition as well. By the late eigh teenth  century, the Holy Office had 
largely become a  political tool for policing not religious faith but royalist 
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sentiment. Although zealous parish priests and concerned citizens con-
tinued denouncing unorthodoxy, fewer spiritual infractions merited the 
trou ble of  a full trial or the spectacle of  punishment.123 While some cler-
gymen and inquisitors continued to undermine the large- scale  popular 
devotions of  Baroque festivals, top- down efforts to suppress vernacular 
religiosity proved largely unable to unseat the old ways.124

Nondogmatic practices survived alongside Baroque devotions as well. 
For example, in 1719 in Acapulco, an “indio or chino” from the Philippines 
advised José de la Asención, a “ free mulato,” on how to attract  women.125 
He told Ascención to give some tobacco mixed with three  human hairs to 
the  woman he sought to seduce. Tobacco smoke was a sacred, purifying 
ele ment in Indigenous communities in central Mexico, and numerous West 
Central African spiritual practices that appeared in colonial Mexico used 
 human body parts like hair and bones for many rituals.126 Ascención al-
legedly followed the instructions, but the procedure failed to produce 
results— which led him to denounce his erstwhile adviser. The denuncia-
tion also referred to a broader community of  “indios or chinos” of the 
Philippines in Acapulco who regularly practiced vari ous enchantments to 
seduce  women.127 Given the transience of Asian sailors in Acapulco,  these 
seduction rituals  were often intended to swiftly initiate sexual relations be-
tween sailors and members of  local groups.

In a similar vein, denunciations in the late eigh teenth  century against 
Asian husbands who had abandoned their spouses in one region before set-
tling in another region and marrying someone  else resulted in less severe 
punishments than during  earlier periods.128 The continued mobility of  
“chinos” throughout Mexico meant that bigamy was almost too common 
to prosecute. One of the most complete cases involving this cohort of big-
amist husbands is that of  Nicolas Soza. He appeared before an inquisito-
rial tribunal in 1772  after having been accused of  marrying  women in both 
Cavite and Cuernavaca. The case is significant for the careful attention that 
the inquisitors paid to both Soza’s racial categories and their own jurisdic-
tion to prosecute him.

Soza identified himself to the inquisitors as a “Sangley mestizo,” a 
reference to the descendants in the Philippines of  “Sangley” men and 
Philippine  women. Unlike “Sangleyes,” “Sangley” mestizos had acquired 
a reputation for being loyal to the crown, Hispanicized, and stalwart de-
fenders of  Manila. Despite Soza’s self- identification, the scribe depicted 
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him as follows: “he is tall and thin, small eyes, like a Sangley, snub- nosed, 
chino colored, and short black hair, and uses a biretta.”129 This observer 
deployed  stereotypes about the appearance of both “Sangleyes” and 
“chinos” (such as eye shape and skin color) to describe Soza’s physical 
appearance. In this way, he discounted Soza’s claim to be part of  a privi-
leged group, associating him instead with the “chino / a” casta and the  legal 
vulnerabilities that this designation still carried. Importantly, this descrip-
tion indicates that some Spanish officials during the late eigh teenth 
 century still understood both “Sangley” and “chino” to indicate specific 
physical features associated with Asians in Mexico.

However, when Soza was asked to describe his origins, he undermined 
 these constructions of  racial difference to his benefit. He said that he was 
a shoemaker from Santa Cruz, Manila, and that his calidad (overall quality) 
was that of  a “Sangley mestizo.” Since “mestizo” in central Mexico referred 
most often to the descendants of  Spanish men and Indigenous  women, the 
inquisitors asked Soza if  he had any Spanish ancestors. Soza replied that 
his parents  were “Sangley mestizos” and not Spaniards “nor any other 
casta.”130 In his testimony, therefore, Soza refused to divide his heritage be-
tween “Sangley” and “mestizo.” He could not be reduced to two halves 
but was a pure “Sangley mestizo,” which the inquisitors conflated with 
“pure chino.”131 Soza’s self- presentation confused the inquisitors, who con-
cluded that they did not have jurisdiction to pursue the case— despite So-
za’s confession that he had gotten married in both Cavite and Cuernavaca.132 
Echoing numerous  earlier cases in which “chinos” had rhetorically manip-
ulated racial categories to their benefit, Soza crafted a careful testimony 
that successfully evaded inquisitorial punishment. He may also have ben-
efited from the Bourbon- era movement in the Inquisition away from indi-
vidual denunciations and  toward the persecution of  those using Baroque 
Catholic practices and of  uncertain  political allegiance.

During this period, change came to the viceregal capital as well. In 1769, 
a canon named Manuel Joachin Barrientos Lomelin y Cervantes had juris-
diction over the Tribunal (provisorato) of  Indios and Chinos in Mexico City. 
In an inflammatory pronouncement against apostasy, Lomelin y Cervantes 
described  those “commonly called Chinos” as “ those of the Philippines, 
who reside in their district.”133 In addition to their tendency  toward 
bigamy, “chinos” and “indios” alike  were supposedly likely to commit blas-
phemy, participate in superstitious curing, consume peyote, suck myrtle, 
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take pipitzitzintli (a hallucinogen), experience ecstasy and miracles, profess 
that they had had revelations, use divinatory dolls, give offerings to spirits, 
light incense in caves, bathe together, and more. The punishment for 
committing  these crimes was fifty lashes and imprisonment.134 However, if 
the extant documentation is any indication, Lomelin y Cervantes’s fervor 
did not snare offending “chinos.” The existence and pronouncements of 
the Tribunal of  Indios and Chinos in Mexico City testify to the continuity 
of Afro- Asian- Indigenous convergences described in Chapter 4. Despite 
the zealotry of  individual officials like Lomelin y Cervantes, the reforms 
that reduced the power of the Catholic Church made  these deeply en-
trenched practices less worthy of  a full trial and castigation than they had 
been in previous centuries.

Eighteenth- Century Galleons and Transient Communities

 After devastating the southern Chinese coast during its southward inva-
sion against the last Ming holdouts, the Qing dynasty gradually restabilized 
the Chinese market for foreign goods by the late seventeenth  century. The 
ensuing peace led to a renewal in the demand for silver, which revitalized 
the Manila galleons. The period from 1680 to 1740 is known as a golden age 
of transpacific shipping.135 However, the increased volume of  merchandise 
in cargo holds and the favorable profit margins for merchants on both sides 
of the Pacific did not greatly affect the migratory rates of   free  people  after 
the emancipation of  “chinos.” Asian migration during this period owed its 
stability simply to the annual coming and  going of the galleons. Sailors still 
regularly abandoned the sea for life in central Mexico, despite the now in-
stitutionalized punishment of  up to ten years in the galleys if they  were 
caught.136 For example, in 1790 port officials in Acapulco found that twenty- 
one crew members had failed to board the San Andrés for its return to the 
Philippines due to sickness (three  people) or desertion ( eighteen).137

By the  middle of the eigh teenth  century, the Bourbon movement  toward 
large- scale economic reform had intersected with a series of  practical 
setbacks for the galleons: the system of  registered ships undermined the 
existing commercial system, Chinese trade to Manila began to falter 
again, and continual war with the British was punctuated by George An-
son’s dramatic capture of the Manila galleon Nuestra Señora de Covadonga 
in 1743. Drastic financial losses for the crown ensued.138
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Yet during this period of  imperiled transpacific shipping, the lives of  crew 
members on the ships broadly resembled the experiences of  crews in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth  centuries. Poorly paid wage laborers continued 
to perform most of the work in Cavite and at sea. Of the Philippine port, 
the German Johann Christian Sinapius wrote in 1763 that “generally, all of 
the ships that are required for the trade with Acapulco are  there.  Here one 
can see constantly between two hundred and three hundred Natives, at 
times up to six hundred, that work loading the warships and Spanish gal-
leons.”139  These  labor patterns had been in place for generations.

An exhaustive review of the crew of  La Santísima Trinidad y Nuestra 
Señora del Buen Fin in 1751 also reveals that the composition of  galleon crews 
in the eigh teenth  century had some similarities with that of  crews in  earlier 
centuries, with a few impor tant discrepancies (see the appendix).140 Nick-
named  either the Poderoso or the Filipino, this enormous vessel displaced 
two thousand tons and was the largest Manila galleon to sail the Pacific 
route. It made its maiden voyage from Manila to Acapulco in 1751, arrived 
in good order, and set sail for the return voyage in April 1752. From 1751 
to 1762, it was the only full- sized galleon to sail between the Philippines 
and Mexico.

The review is exceptional for its abundance of  details about most mem-
bers of the crew. Galleon crew lists typically recorded only names and ship-
board jobs. In contrast, entries in this review provide details including the 
crew member’s hometown, age, marital status, identifying physical fea-
tures, and  father’s name.  These details invite a closer examination of  how 
place of birth and role on the ship  were aligned.

According to the review,  there  were 407 crew members and officials, 297 
of whom had recorded hometowns. Of  those 297, 222 (75  percent) listed an 
Asian locale (most often Cavite) as their place of birth. While we cannot 
be certain that an Asian hometown always indicated Asian ethnicity, the 
review implies a strong correlation between the two. For example, it iden-
tifies Eujenio del Rosario, a sailor and battalion drummer, as a “criollo” of  
Manila, meaning that the other crew members from Manila (or elsewhere 
in the Philippines)  were likely Indigenous. Even if we make a small allow-
ance for variance between hometown and ethnicity, this document demon-
strates definitively that galleon crews remained overwhelmingly Asian 
during the eigh teenth  century. It also shows that Asians achieved greater 
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social mobility on the galleons during the  decades following the emanci-
pation of  “chinos.”

During the seventeenth  century, Asian sailors had served almost exclu-
sively as grumetes, the lowest- ranking position on board except for enslaved 
laborers. The only exceptions  were a handful of  marineros, guardianejos, 
and Cagayan carpenters.  After emancipation, ship rosters demonstrate that 
Asians came to occupy a wider variety of better paying positions.141 Sig-
nificantly, the Spanish grumete positions  were no longer for Spaniards 
alone. Sixteen of the thirty- one Spanish grumetes on the 1751 crossing listed 
an Asian hometown.142

The title of  Spanish grumete had once allowed ship captains to distin-
guish higher- paid Spaniards from lower- paid Asian grumetes performing 
similar tasks. In 1751, experienced Spanish and Asian grumetes could earn 
the same title and receive the same pay. Unlike in the seventeenth  century, 
many sailors of Asian provenance  were listed as full sailors and artillerymen 
and in more specialized roles as well. For example, don Andres de Sarrate 
was from Manila and held the rank of  captain (distinct from the ship’s “gen-
eral” or overall commander) and the position of  pi lotage master.

Of the 221 crew members in the review with a confirmed Asian home-
town (not counting the Spanish “criollos”), the overall breakdown is as fol-
lows: Cavite (140), Manila (56), Cagayan (8), Bulacan (4), Macau (3), Cebu 
(2), Pangasinan (2), Pampanga (1), Philippines unspecified (1), Siam (1), 
Ilocos (1), Camarines (1), and Marianas (1). Thus, all but five of  those with 
Asian origins hailed from the Philippines. Ninety- nine crew members listed 
as Asian  were married. This shows that despite the promise of  months and 
years away from a spouse, many married sailors still labored on the gal-
leons, and it provides an impor tant context for the continuity of bigamy 
cases against Asians in New Spain. Lorenzo Theodoro was one bigamous 
sailor who, during the 1770s, received inquisitorial punishment for having 
married both Dorotea la Colorada in Mexico and Dominga Gerbacia in 
Manila.143 Many non- Asian sailors also clearly had established kinship ties 
through marriage in the Philippines: twelve non- Asian crew members in 
the review had been married in Manila (seven) or Cavite (five). Only four 
non- Asians had been married outside of the Philippines.

Undoubtedly, this cohort of  crew members and sailors was a diverse and 
eclectic group. The physical descriptions note with startling frequency the 
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presence of  facial and bodily scarring:  these rough- and- tumble men  were 
veterans of  a brutal oceanic world.144 Perhaps most significant, though, is 
a clustering of words used to describe Asian men that conformed broadly 
to racialized and gendered  stereotypes: yellowish skin (often referred to 
elsewhere as “quince- colored” or in the review as trigueño [wheat- colored]) 
and beardlessness. The review uses “wheat- colored” for thirty- two individ-
uals identified as having Asian origins and lampiño (beardless) for six-
teen.145  These descriptors  were assigned to European-  and American- born 
crew members at significantly lower rates (only nine of  these  people  were 
referred to as “wheat- colored” and five as “beardless”). Furthermore, sev-
enteen crew members of   European or American origin  were described as 
cerrado de barba (full- bearded), versus only seven of Asian birth. In colonial 
ethnography, the presence or absence of  facial and bodily hair was a core 
indication of  masculinity and a sure method of  distinguishing Spanish from 
non- Spanish  people.146 The prevalence of  these tropes in relation to Asian 
crew members expresses long- standing Spanish  stereotypes of Asian and 
Indigenous men as physically nonnormative and effeminate.147

Although the level of  description of the review of  La Santísima Trinidad 
y Nuestra Señora del Buen Fin is exceptional, the ship’s crew demographics 
are representative of broader maritime  labor patterns in the region during 
the eigh teenth  century.148 While the availability of  experienced sailors in 
the Philippines had generally declined during the seventeenth  century,  these 
 labor pools had slowly begun to recover on Luzon as Indigenous popula-
tions stabilized  after  decades of  demographic collapse. By the eigh teenth 
 century, numerous imperial powers sought to hire Philippine mari ners who 
 were renowned as skilled and reliable sailors.

In 1762, Spain entered the Seven Years’ War as an ally of  France and an 
opponent of  Britain. This intervention led almost immediately to Spain’s 
devastating losses of both Havana and Manila, which permanently affected 
its transatlantic and transpacific trades for the remainder of the colonial 
period. When the British captured Manila, they managed to seize La Santí-
sima Trinidad y Nuestra Señora del Buen Fin. The ship’s loss was a ca-
tastrophe, representing the Spanish forfeiture of  millions of  pesos.149 Some 
of the youn ger men in the 1751 crew list likely witnessed this defeat.  After 
the British victory, no full- sized Spanish galleon would ever again navigate 
the Pacific passage. From 1762 to 1815, the Manila galleons  were actually 
frigates and smaller vessels.150
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With this enormous amount of  plunder, the British held onto Manila 
 until 1764, relinquishing control of  it only at the conclusion of the war. The 
conflict’s aftermath permanently altered the Iberian Peninsula’s economic 
relationship to the Philippine archipelago in ways that further undermined 
the Manila galleons. In 1765, some warships and trading vessels began sailing 
directly from the Philippines to the Peninsula instead of  across the Pacific 
to Mexico. According to Mariano Bonialian, “ until at least 1784, the penin-
sular position was that of  intervening in the Philippine route and trying to 
displace the New Spaniards from the business of trafficking Asian goods 
in New Spain.”151 This move provided unpre ce dented opportunities to pen-
insular elites and decisively undercut the dominance of the transpacific 
galleons through the formation of  new trade companies that had direct 
contact with the Philippines, such as La Real Compañía de Filipinas (the 
Royal Philippines Com pany).152 Though the Com pany declined  after a 
 couple of   decades in operation, it decisively fortified the direct connection 
between Spain and the Philippines, promoted archipelagic economic de-
velopment, and even created new ave nues for the introduction of Asian 
goods to Mexico— all of which reduced the viability of the Manila 
galleons.153

Asian sailors, primarily from the Philippines, served as crew members 
on the fifteen vessels that sailed this new route around the Cape of  Good 
Hope.154 The Santa Rosa de Lima arrived in Manila from Acapulco in 1768, 
and in 1770, it sailed from Manila to Cádiz, entering the harbor on Au-
gust 11.155  There, it unloaded crate  after crate of Asian merchandise des-
tined for direct consumption on the Peninsula without the mediation of  
New Spain.156 At least ninety- nine “chino” sailors helped operate the ship.157 
 These crew members remained in Cádiz and worked in local shipping  until 
1772. Realizing that they had no way to return to the Philippines on their 
own (and perhaps wanting them gone), Spanish officials devised a plan to 
“return them to Manila, their homeland.”158 The ninety- nine sailors would 
embark on three separate ships headed for Veracruz: the Urca Peregrina, 
the San Juan, and the San Carlos. When they arrived in Mexico, they  were 
to be given half their pay in wine and twenty pesos to pay for the overland 
“march” to Acapulco.159  There, they would board a Manila galleon that 
would fi nally return them to the Philippines, which would complete their 
Odyssean circumnavigation— prob ably in 1774. The list of the ninety- nine 
“chinos” demonstrates that Asian crew members  were dominant on the 
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new Cavite- Cádiz route and that a greater proportion of them served as 
full sailors than their counter parts had on the Manila galleon route during 
the long seventeenth  century.160 Six of the “chinos”  were artillerymen, a 
military role that Spanish and Afro- descendant soldiers typically held during 
the seventeenth  century.161

Like any notarial rec ord, crew lists provide just enough information to 
remind us of  how much we do not know about the  people listed and their 
lives, friendships, rivalries, memories, and hopes. However, the lists do in-
dicate that galleon crews crossing both the Pacific and the Atlantic re-
mained dynamic, global communities including Asians through the late 
colonial period. Even as the Manila galleon route began to decline, men 
(most of whom  were from the Philippines) continued practicing their mar-
itime trades on alternative routes, no longer restricted to the old Cavite- 
Acapulco line. By the end of the eigh teenth  century, they also served in 
increasing numbers on ships flying the flags of  other  European empires.162

The End of the Galleon Line

From 1565 to 1740, the Manila galleons had monopolized transpacific trade. 
Only the rare privateering venture and the environmental  hazards of the 
route undermined their dominance.163 However, by the  middle of the eigh-
teenth  century, significant British, French, and Dutch penetration into the 
Pacific Ocean challenged Spanish hegemony. Although scholars like Warren 
Cook and Rainer Buschmann have demonstrated that Spaniards remained 
active and relevant in the eighteenth- century rush to claim the Pacific, the 
ocean had ceased to be a “Spanish Lake”—if  it ever had been one.164

Several related developments precipitated the shrinking influence of the 
Manila galleons. The War of Jenkins’ Ear (1739–1748) and the Seven Years’ 
War (1756–1763) had dealt major blows to galleon commerce in the Philip-
pines. In par tic u lar, the British seizure of  Manila generated uprisings against 
the Spanish in Guagua, Cagayan, Ilocos, Laguna, Batangas, Tayabas, Cavite, 
Samar, Panay, Cebu, and Zamboanga.165 In addition, steeply rising prices 
of  Chinese and Indian goods reduced demand for and thus commercial in-
terest in such products in Acapulco, leading to an overall reduction in the 
flow of bullion from the Amer i cas in Asian markets.166 Unsurprisingly, the 
concurrent expulsions of  Chinese from Manila in 1755 and 1766 did  little to 
reduce this decline.167
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Edicts legalizing comercio libre ( free trade) between specific territories in 
1765 and 1778 further undermined the Cavite- Acapulco mono poly on trans-
pacific shipping and opened the possibility for new, alternative routes 
across the Pacific that could respond more flexibly to market demand.168 
In 1770, a French ship sailed from Bengal to Callao, carry ing goods worth 
3–4 million pesos. Another arrived in Buenos Aires in 1782 with Asian mer-
chandise worth 22,000 pesos.169  These edicts si mul ta neously facilitated the 
entry of Asian sailors, primarily from the Philippines, into all major Western 
maritime ventures. For example, Philippine Natives became prominent on 
US whaling vessels sailing out of  New Bedford, Mas sa chu setts, and they 
would eventually establish the fishing village of  St. Malô outside of  New 
Orleans during the early nineteenth  century.170

While the transfer of trading power from the Cavite- Acapulco line to 
other, transimperial commercial routes had already fundamentally altered 
the nature of transpacific trade, the Wars of  Mexican  Independence (1810–
1821) marked the definitive end of the Manila galleons. In 1810, a parish 
priest named Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla inaugurated the famous rebellion 
against “bad government” with a speech, the Grito de Dolores (Cry of  Do-
lores). He assembled a large but untrained force that began its war against 
New Spain by seizing the city of  Guanajuato and its mines.171 The insur-
gency “broke silver capitalism” and definitively ended the use of the Cavite- 
Acapulco route when José María Morelos and his revolutionary forces 
captured and burned Acapulco in 1813.172 The Magallanes, San Carlos, and 
San Antonio sailed to Acapulco in 1811, 1812, and 1813, respectively, but  were 
unable to unload and sell their cargo  there. Trade was redirected up the 
coast with the help of  “chino” merchants in San Blas. The Magallanes was 
forced to sell its merchandise at low prices and returned to Cavite in 1815 
with only a small profit. On April 13 of that year, the crown fi nally decreed 
a formal end to the transpacific trade between the Philippines and Aca-
pulco. The Manila galleons  were no more.173 Silver exports plummeted 
from an all- time high in 1809, and this shock wave disrupted economies 
from the Amer i cas to East and South Asia. British manufacturers filled this 
market vacuum by positioning themselves “to adapt to a world without 
silver.”174

Nevertheless, a handful of  ships from the Philippines continued to ar-
rive in San Blas and other trading towns on the Mexican Pacific coast  until 
the early 1820s. They made  little money for their trou ble.175 The man who 
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would become the first emperor of  a  free Mexico, Agustín de Iturbide, con-
fiscated the large sum of  525,000 pesos from a vessel that arrived in Aca-
pulco in 1820 to purchase wares from Mexico City. In 1822, El Feliz arrived 
from the Philippines to request reparations for this loss. Iturbide’s refusal 
to pay signaled the beginning of  a long- term break in contact between the 
Spanish Philippines and the newly  independent Mexico.176 The transpacific 
migratory channels that had sent Asians to Mexico’s Pacific coast for over 
250  years had fi nally ground to a halt. The end had come slowly but 
definitively.

Yet even in  these final moments, Iturbide’s and the rebel commander 
Vicente Guerrero’s declaration of   independence for Mexico, the “Plan de 
Iguala,” began with an inclusive vision of  americanos (Americans) that in-
dicates the demographic influence of both the Atlantic and Pacific on the 
new nation.177 Iturbide announced that americanos  were “not only  those 
born in Amer i ca, but also the  Europeans, Africans, and Asians [asiáticos] 
who reside  there.”178 Iturbide clearly appropriated the radical language of  
 earlier leaders in the fight for  independence like Morelos (against whom 
Iturbide had once fought), but this broad appeal was still an impor tant and 
rare acknowl edgment of the transoceanic heritage of  newly independent 
americanos, no  matter who articulated it.179

The interimperial competition that contributed to the end of the Ma-
nila galleon line si mul ta neously facilitated a new wave of  nineteenth- 
century Asian movement to the Amer i cas via indenture. As Lisa Yun and 
Richard Allen have argued, Dutch and British experiments in forced  labor 
regimes and displacement in the Indian Ocean World (and, to a lesser ex-
tent, in the Amer i cas) began as early as the seventeenth  century.180 Sites of  
forced displacement included Batavia (1619–1740),  Virginia (1635), the Cape 
Colony (1652), Southern Sulawesi (1653–1682), and Nootka Sound (1788).181 
 These initiatives redirected Iberian cir cuits of   labor exploitation in Asia 
away from the Manila galleons and  toward British and Dutch imperial chan-
nels worldwide.  These many colonial experiments— which had varying 
gradations of  forced  labor, from outright enslavement to seasonal 
servitude— inspired and legitimized the large- scale displacements of the 
 period of  indenture. From 1806 to 1917, over 700,000 Chinese and South 
Asians arrived in the Amer i cas as conscripted laborers or indentured ser-
vants  under coercive contracts.182

When the British Lieutenant William Layman proposed to ship Chinese 
laborers to Trinidad in 1802, he had already accumulated considerable co-
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lonial experience in the Indian Ocean World, and he even cited examples 
of  Chinese productivity and industriousness in Indonesia as pre ce dents for 
his plan. Robert T. Farquhar implemented the plan in 1806, and he had also 
already experimented with displacing Chinese artisans in the Maluku Is-
lands, Penang, and Borneo.183 The result was a shipment of  200 Chinese 
laborers to Port of  Spain, where the 192 who had survived the journey dis-
embarked in 1806. Their arrival in the  Caribbean occurred at a time when 
Manila galleons crewed by Asian sailors  were still coming and  going from 
Acapulco.

While the Trinidad experiment was eventually abandoned (only seven 
Chinese remained by 1834), it marked the beginning of  a new wave of Asian 
mobility to the Amer i cas.  These transnational cir cuits would profoundly 
influence the language and  process of  abolition, as well as the relational 
racialization of both Asian-  and Afro- diasporic  peoples in the Amer i cas.184 
The contracts that supposedly differentiated the  labor of  indentured Asians 
from that of  enslaved Africans  were often mere fiction despite promises 
of  fair treatment.  These new regimes of  exploitative  labor defined the 
emergence of  modern Asian diasporas in the Amer i cas. They originated 
during the final years of the Manila galleons and grew from the geopo liti cal 
pro cesses contributing to the ships’ decline. Still, a few Philippines Natives 
remained vis i ble as “chinos” in early national Mexico even as the first Chi-
nese began appearing in rec ords in Trinidad (1806), Brazil (1810), and Cuba 
(1830s).185 Migratory channels in the early modern and modern periods 
 were contiguous for a brief time, and multiple meanings of  “chino / a” as 
Asian, Afro- Indigenous, and Chinese proliferated si mul ta neously.

From 1847 to 1874, an overlapping web of  British, US, French, Spanish, 
and Portuguese interests conspired to coerce 125,000 Chinese laborers to 
sign contracts that landed them in the brutal sugar plantation economy 
of  Cuba.186 Cutting cane and enduring a cloistered existence in the bar-
racoons, new Chinese arrivals lamented that they had become de facto 
slaves. One indentured Chinese laborer, Xian Zuobang, reported, “No 
 matter what status one had in China, one  will become a slave [in Cuba].”187 
His compatriot Li Zhaochun mourned, “We  didn’t know that we  were sold 
to Cuba to be slaves for the rest of  our lives and suffer so much that we 
would hope to die soon, but our hope has not been granted.”188 Similarly, 
beginning in 1849, 100,000 Chinese  were shipped to Peru to work in the 
plantations and guano mines.189 New waves of  Chinese mi grants  were 
contracted for work in the United States, Mexico, and Central Amer i ca as 
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well, initially on a small scale. The Treaty of  Guadalupe  Hidalgo in 1848 
forced Mexico to cede a third of  its land to the United States, and Chinese 
indentured laborers, prospectors, and merchants soon arrived in the newly 
occupied California territory. On land that many still  imagined as Mexican, 
325 Chinese arrived in 1849, “followed by 450 in 1850, 2,176 in 1851, and, sud-
denly, 20,026 in 1852.”190 Farther south, in 1855, forty- five Chinese arrived 
in Puntarenas, Costa Rica, to  labor as servants and on plantations.191 Chi-
nese railroad workers landed in Mexico as early as 1864. Larger numbers 
would not arrive  until  after 1880 “as a solution for  labor shortages”  under 
the regime of  Porfirio Díaz, president of  Mexico in 1876–1880 and 1884–
1911.192 A  little over four  decades  after the end of  Spanish galleon contact 
with the Mexican Pacific coast, new imperialisms had produced migratory 
channels propelling Asian populations to the old centers of transpacific 
trade. By the beginning of the twentieth  century, Chinese laborers (and 
the new waves of  Japanese and Korean mi grants who joined them) would 
again be labeled “chinos” irrespective of their origin.193  Whether intention-
ally or not, this new pattern of  identification echoed the old colonial 
usage of the term and carried many of  its orientalizing  stereotypes. The 
migratory modernity of  Díaz’s Mexico, it turned out, was just a “trick of 
time.”194

Ultimately, the temporal “vacuum” that Seijas identified as a central 
prob lem in the historiography of Asians in the Amer i cas is what connects 
two major migratory periods: one centered in the long seventeenth  century, 
and the other in the nineteenth. Instead of  compartmentalizing the early 
modern and the modern periods, we should see them as overlapping and 
interconnected. By the nineteenth  century, the Amer i cas had been receiving 
galleon- confined Asians for nearly 250 years.  These trajectories never fully 
ceased but  were rerouted through transimperial networks. The forms of  
racialization that justified large- scale Chinese and South Asian dislocation 
to the Amer i cas during the period of  indenture had already been consoli-
dated hundreds of  years before, during Spanish and Portuguese cir cuits in 
Asia. In the Amer i cas during the early colonial period, we also find the his-
torical antecedents of  displacement,  labor migration, and knowledge pro-
duction that  were manifested during the nineteenth  century. While 
nineteenth- century Asian migration occurred on a much larger scale, what 
enabled  these modern diasporas was a reinvention and expansion of  a 
nearly forgotten Baroque pre ce dent.
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Today, the building in Puebla where Catarina de San Juan supposedly 
lived is a boutique  hotel called the Casona de la China Poblana (Noble 
 House of the China Poblana). Across the street is the Jesuit Templo del 
Espíritu Santo ( Temple of the Holy Spirit) where Catarina was interred in 
1688. The luxurious Casona features an intimate courtyard, vibrant inte-
riors, and a statue of the China Poblana herself. She greets all her guests 
with an alluring smile, wearing an elegant version of the attire that bears 
the same name (see the Introduction). Antonio Carrión speculated that 
“maybe the zangalejo [buckram clothing] or castor of the China of  Puebla 
has an origin in the dress of  Catarina de San Juan, as they used to say.”1 
Many commentators have taken Carrión’s “maybe” to indicate a definitive 
connection.2

The  hotel features ten suites that heighten its exotic, pseudohistorical 
appeal. They bear names like “The  Grand Mughal,” “Samarkand,” “Agra,” 
“Mirra,” “The Ship,” and “Akbar.” A stay in the  hotel, then, is a journey both 
in time and to distant places. However, the  hotel’s delicate touches and or-
nate orientalisms would have been quite foreign to Catarina, who led an 
ascetic life. According to Joseph del Castillo Graxeda, she “lived in vari ous 
places [in Puebla], and in them she always lived in gloomy  little rooms, filled 
with filthy creatures, the floors deserted of  any refinement, and covered 
with some cold cobbles that came with them.”3 Catarina sought to imitate 
the model and suffering of  Christ by eschewing all earthly  pleasures.

She lived on alms alone and never wore the elaborate style of  dress now 
attributed to her. In fact, Castillo Graxeda described her vestments as 
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“fleeing from the delicacy of  silk.”4 Far from influencing the fashion of  co-
lonial Mexico, she wore only second hand clothes and “always the crudest, 
the coarsest.”5 She died with only five reales (less than one peso) to her 
name. According to Castillo Graxeda, she once said, “I eat the breads that 
they give for the dogs  because I, what am I but [a] china dog baptized on 
two legs.”6

Despite Catarina’s abject poverty and extreme humility, Castillo Graxeda 
and her other hagiographers maintained that she lived with dignity and 
did not tolerate abuse. She once accepted a peso from a confessor who re-
sponded, “Who does this china think she is, as if  [she  were] holy.” To this, 
she responded, “Take your peso. How holy or china? I do not need [a] peso. 
 There I have my redeemer, who takes care of  me.”7 Catarina withstood 
endless abuse and earthly hardship to exercise her material and spiritual 
freedom. How ironic, then, that the place where she supposedly spent her 
last days of  pious suffering unabashedly commodifies and misconstrues 
her legacy.

The Jesuits who knew her and clamored for her beatification have long 
gone, but through their writings, the blurred image of  a holy  woman who 
escaped enslavement and chose austerity remains. What do we do with 
 these fragments and the fleeting glimpses of   others who crossed the Pa-
cific, who lived and died in the central Mexican highlands, or by the coast, 
or in the cities, mines, and mills—in the Andes? What do we do with the 
mountain of  names and stories that accompanies Catarina’s (each of which 
is worthy of  remembrance) and that together constitute a new canon about 
a new  people who populate and reshape a once familiar history?

I offer this book as evidence that  these names represent the historical 
 predecessors— the diasporic ancestors, in the broadest sense—of   every 
person of Asian descent who has made a home in the Western  Hemisphere. 
Though they lived and died hundreds of  years ago, their example inspires 
us to turn difference into empathy, division into solidarity, and a fragmented 
past into a shared historical heritage.8 In the thousands, they transformed 
the colonial world, from Mexico’s hot Pacific lowlands to its northern fron-
tier. In small towns and urban centers, they articulated new modes of  
self- fashioning both within and distinct from  those of the “chino / a” mono-
lith. They contributed to and led vibrant spiritual cultures that converged 
with Indigenous,  European, and Afro- diasporic traditions. Improbably, they 
persisted through generations and remained vis i ble even when the last 
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 Manila galleon left Mexican shores forever and when the clamor for inde-
pendence shook the decaying bastions of  colonial rule.

Yet in the land that was once the heart of  a vast, transpacific empire, 
 little remains to remind its denizens of the early Asian presence  there. Ex-
cept for the fading plaque on Catarina’s tomb, the Museo Histórico de 
Acapulco (housed in the rebuilt Fort of  San Diego), the tuba still consumed 
on Mexico’s Pacific coast, and the colonial- era Asian furniture and art in 
the Museo Franz Mayer and a  couple of  other institutions, the imprint of 
the “chinos” of  New Spain has seemingly faded away. The focus on modern 
migratory waves from the late nineteenth  century on has occluded the re-
membrance of  a diverse Baroque past.

But the new need not take away from the old. On May 17, 2021, Presi-
dent António Manuel López Obrador of  Mexico issued a formal apology 
for the “ little genocide” of  303 Chinese residents in Torreón, Coahuila, 
during the Mexican Revolution.9 From May 13 to May 15, 1911, insurgent 
forces and  bitter locals attacked Chinese residents and, as had happened in 
Manila in 1603, looted and appropriated their property. On behalf  of the 
Office of the President of the Republic, Donají Morales Pérez  organized a 
conference (held on September 8–10, 2021) to commemorate the “memo-
ries of the Chinese community in Mexico.” This gathering not only was 
an opportunity to celebrate the cultural contributions of  Chinese Mexi-
cans to the nation, but it also created space to recognize the long- term Asian 
presence in New Spain as a diasporic precursor to con temporary Chinese 
Mexican history.  These proceedings signaled that the discourses of  mes-
tizaje, so emblematic of the Mexican national narrative, have blocked 
out the historical legacies of Asian  peoples in Mexico from the sixteenth 
 century to the pre sent. The generations of Asians and Asian descendants 
who settled on the Pacific coast left an indelible mark that scientific methods 
are only beginning to confirm. A preliminary ge ne tic study has found 
heterogeneous Asian DNA at higher rates in the population in Acapulco 
(5–14.5 percent East Asian and Melanesian ancestry in some individuals) 
than elsewhere in Mexico, and that DNA has been pre sent for thirteen gen-
erations (since approximately 1620).10 The descendants of the first Asians 
in the Amer i cas are still  here.

The notion that the experiences of Asian  peoples in Mexico have any 
connection to Asian  peoples elsewhere in the  hemisphere has not been 
much discussed. Although a handful of  scholars have been thinking about 
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transnational Asian networks that include Latin Amer i ca, the study of Asian 
diasporic populations in the Amer i cas remains startlingly bound to specific 
nations.11 Nowhere is this nation- centric approach more apparent than in 
the United States, the birthplace of the Asian American. As Asian Amer-
ican studies turns back to its radical origins, however, a path  toward trans-
national inclusivity opens.

The  political proj ect of  establishing “Asian Amer i ca” and “Asian Amer-
ican” consciousness owes its origins to the student strikes at San Francisco 
State University in 1968–1969.12 Young educated Asian Americans found 
commonalities that cut across ethnic lines through decolonial advocacy, the 
movement against the Vietnam War, and the fight for civil rights for Black 
Americans. Many Asian Americans expressed broad solidarity with all op-
pressed  peoples against “the twin chains of  Babylon— racism and imperi-
alism.”13  These radical (often Afro- Asian) connections always represented 
strong counterarguments to the racist motifs of the model minority myth 
that viewed Asians as perpetually foreign overachievers. Asian American 
studies emerged out of the strikers’ call for an education that would reflect 
the diversity of the student body and for a new canon neither invested in 
romanticizing the so- called Far East nor obsessed with the Cold War’s 
domino theory in Southeast Asia and Indochina.

Asian American histories examine what it means to be diasporic in the 
United States, and one of the central features of the diasporic condition is 
the act of  searching or yearning for an origin, beginning, or first. Publica-
tions in this field offer new firsts that hammer yet more nails into the coffin 
of the old canon. The list of  these publications’ topics includes Afong Moy, 
the first Chinese  woman to reach the United States (in 1834); St. Malô, the 
first Philippine town established in the United States (early 1840s); and Miyo 
Iwakoshi and her  family, the first  Japanese immigrants to  settle in Oregon 
(1880).14 We long to know where and who we came from. Who  were the 
pathfinders,  those who endured hardship so that  later generations could 
live better? As timelines lengthen and firsts multiply to accommodate new 
findings, the United States inevitably loses its monumental status as the pro-
prietor of Asian American histories. The term Amer i ca becomes unfixed 
from the megalithic United States and returns to its true meaning, referring 
broadly to two continents and the islands between them.

The early modern period contained many firsts, and the fact that they 
 were firsts  matters. By the end of the sixteenth  century, Asians  were coming, 
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 going, and settling in the Amer i cas via central Mexico. Philippine crew 
members on a Spanish ship landed in California on the way to Acapulco 
twenty years before the founding of Jamestown, in  Virginia. A multiethnic 
Asian crew accompanied Sebastián Vizcaíno on the 1602 voyage that named 
Oregon’s Cape Sebastian in 1603. In 1613–1614, 114 Asians originating in 
places from Goa to Japan appeared in a tribute register in Lima.  These 
stories and  others like them hold enormous potential to unseat the 
nation- state— the United States, in particular—as the arbiter of  historical 
memory, and they deserve to have an inviolable position in the annals of 
Asian American history.

Strikingly, the experiences of Asians in the Amer i cas during the early 
modern period provide some of the earliest instances of  panethnic soli-
darity that are at the heart of Asian American  political consciousness. Con-
sider, for example, the numerous ways in which enslaved Asian, Indigenous, 
and Afro- Mexican  people collaborated to negotiate the conditions of 
bondage. Asians in the Spanish Amer i cas consistently created social, eco-
nomic, and cultural communities that transcended the bound aries of  
ethnic kinship. Or consider how the Pacific passage engendered multiethnic 
communication and collaboration that “chinos” would replicate in Mexico. 
Transpacific movement via the Manila galleons inaugurated a new era in 
global history that directly speaks to the  political, social, cultural, and ped-
agogical aspirations of Asian American studies  today.

But settling the issue of Asian origins in the  hemisphere with a nod to 
the sixteenth  century is to arrive at a false summit. Uncovering the first 
“first” is not the final objective. Asian American lit er a ture has long con-
fronted the disorienting difficulty of trying to unearth a corroded past that 
dissolves at a touch, for the geographic journey from continent to conti-
nent is also ephemeral. It is more remembered than embodied, more in-
herited than lived. Thi Bui communicates this real ity in her masterful 
graphic novel, The Best We Could Do: An Illustrated Memoir (2018). For her, 
the idea of  a fixed origin fades into past traumas whose echo reverberates 
through the generations. She asks, “How did we get to such a lonely place? 
We live so close to each other and yet feel so far apart. I keep looking  toward 
the past . . .  tracing our journey in reverse . . .  over the ocean, through the 
war, seeking an origin story that  will set every thing right.”15 The illustrated 
panels of  Bui’s novel depict empty sidewalks, power lines, a shadow, and a 
two- page spread of  her watching her  father navigate tumultuous seas in a 
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flat bottom fishing boat as they fled Vietnam. Yet for her, the impossibility 
of  a settled origin is not paralyzing: the act of  searching convalesces and 
fulfills.

Bui’s quest recalls the legendary Cuban writer Alejo Carpentier’s Viaje 
a la semilla ( Journey to the source), a narrative told in reverse, where the 
beginning and end are both themselves and each other.16 For Carpentier, 
it is not the protagonists of  Spanish descent but an enslaved Afro- Cuban 
man who controls the flow of time forward and backward. How can the 
stories of  colonized  people be anything but their own? In the exchange of  
past and pre sent, the archival rec ords of   peoples long gone come alive as 
they lift off  from tattered pages and alight in our minds. Thus, the search 
for the first Asians in the Amer i cas should not end when we gaze at a 
sprawling archival cemetery spread across several continents or when we 
stand before the locked vault of  Catarina. Rather, the quest reaches a new 
plateau when we direct our attention inward and allow  these archival phan-
tasms to stimulate a new historical consciousness— one that is sensitive to 
silences, empathetic  toward difference, and radical in its search for new 
ways of being in the world.

Prophetically, the last stanza of the Jesuit Joseph de Tapia’s funerary 
poem in honor of  Catarina reads:

The eternity to which she flew competes:
That lying on the pyre bearing Catarina,
The  eagle lives on, [while] the phoenix may resurrect.17

 Whether we believe that Catarina became the undying  eagle or the phoenix 
awaiting rebirth, each of  these spectral paths immortalizes her and  others 
like her who once lived and never truly departed. When we choose to 
follow them, these paths reward our flight to worlds far beyond our sur-
roundings, time, and spiritual horizons.
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La Santísima Trinidad y Nuestra Señora del Buen Fin was the largest galleon to sail 
on the Pacific route from 1565 to 1815. It had 407 crew members on its maiden 
voyage in 1751, from Manila to Acapulco. The ship was captured by the British 
in 1762.

Name in the order 
of  appearance Position

Origin or 
casta Age

Marital 
status

 Father’s 
name

Identifying 
features

Don Francisco 
Urtariz

Shipboard general

Don Pedro Jurado Chaplain
Don Juan de 

Araneta
Master of  silver

Don Faustino 
Matienso

Chief  navigator

Don Simón Buteo Second navigator
Don Francisco Fonz 

Serrada
Third navigator

Don Manuel Viejo 
Marquez

Boatswain

Valentino Andres de 
San Miguel

Carpenter

Nicolas de la Rosa Caulker
Andres Lujardo Diver
Don Estevan 

Mairineire
Artilleryman, 

sergeant major
Genoa 45 Single Don Francisco Full beard

Don Luis del 
Castillo

Artilleryman, 
battalion 
captain

Kingdom of  
Murcía

40 Single Short body, 
somewhat 
wheat- colored

Don Cassimiro de 
Norsagaria

Artilleryman, 
shipboard 
lieutenant 
captain

Province of 
Alaba, 
dominion de 
Vizcaya

32 Don Francisco With a scar on the 
forehead, short 
body

Appendix

The 1751 Review of the Crew of  La Santísima Trinidad y 

Nuestra Señora del Buen Fin

(continued)
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Name in the order 
of  appearance Position

Origin or 
casta Age

Marital 
status

 Father’s 
name

Identifying 
features

Don Juan de Galban Artilleryman, 
shipboard 
lieutenant 
captain

Kingdom of  
New Spain

22 Single Don Juan 
Eusevio

With a scar on the 
right side of the 
forehead, short 
body

Don Andres de 
Sarrate

Artilleryman, 
captain, 
pi lotage master

Manila 30 Don Juan 
Ygnacio

With a mole on the 
right side of the 
neck

Don Estevan de 
Acuña

Artilleryman and 
lieutenant

Galicia in the 
Kingdom of  
Castille

35 Single Don Estevan With a scar on the 
bottom lip

Don Joseph Nabarro Artilleryman, 
cadet

Manila 23 Single Don Andres Tall body and 
pockmarked

Don Vicente 
Quiroga

Artilleryman, 
cadet

Manila 28 Single Short body and with 
a scar on top of 
the left hand

Don Andres 
Cauiedes

Artilleryman, 
cadet

Native of  these 
islands 
[Philippines]

21 Single Domingo 
Joseph

With a scar on top 
of the  middle 
fin ger of the right 
hand

Don Pedro Abadia Artilleryman, first 
constable

San Juan de 
Luz, 
province of  
Guipúzcoa

35 Married in 
Manila

Don Salomon Freckled with 
pockmarks with a 
scar on the 
forehead

Don Francisco de 
Salinas

Artilleryman, 
second 
constable

Barcelona 40 Married in 
Manila

Don Juan Freckled, blue eyes, 
short body

Don Juan Thomas 
de Erazo

Brigade 
artilleryman

The town of 
Arruazo, 
Kingdom of  
Navarre

30 Single Don Domingo Full- bodied, ginger, 
with a mole on 
the left cheek

Joachin Barreiro Brigade 
artilleryman

Santiago [de 
Compostela] 
of  Galicia

25 Single Domingo With a scar next to 
the right side of 
the lip

Joseph Lazaro del 
Pino

Brigade 
artilleryman

Port of  
Veracruz

29 Single Venito With a scar on the 
right hand and a 
mole on the nose

Francisco de la Rosa Brigade 
artilleryman

Aramonte in 
Andalucía

24 Married in 
Manila

Juan With a big scar on 
the forehead

Don Pablo 
Guimpines

Artilleryman, 
second 
boatswain

Mallorca 38 Married in 
the port 
of  Cavite

Jaime With a scar on the 
left cheek

Don Marttin de 
Calizondo

Artilleryman, 
second 
guardian 
[subordinate 
boatswain]

Yrun in 
Guipuzcoa

40 Single Don Mun Short body with a 
scar on the 
forehead
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Name in the order 
of  appearance Position

Origin or 
casta Age

Marital 
status

 Father’s 
name

Identifying 
features

Mattheo Sarmiento Artilleryman, first 
cooper

Cavite 30 Married Matheo With a scar on top 
of the  middle 
fin ger of the right 
hand

Antonio Cardeño Artilleryman, 
battalion 
sergeant

Kingdom of  
New Spain

Wheat- colored, of  
medium stature 
with a scar, 
drooping right 
eye

Don Miguel de 
Prada

Artilleryman, 
battalion 
sergeant

Monicillo in 
Andalucía, 
Kingdom of  
Castille

45 Single Don Miguel With a scar on the 
left side of the 
forehead

Don Joseph de 
Acuña y 
Alencastre

[Assume same as 
above]

Town and 
court of  
Madrid

40 Married in 
Manila

Don Joseph With a scar above 
the upper lip next 
to the nose, 
raised eyes

Don Ygnacio Tera Artilleryman, 
rigging master

Cavite 35 Married Don Francisco With a scar on the 
right eyebrow

Rovertto Carlos 
Palomé y Vara

Artilleryman, 
chief  of  water

Scotland 29 Single Rovertto Ginger, blue eyes, 
with a scar on top 
of the right hand

Thomas Francisco Artilleryman Cavite 38 Married Antonio Pockmarked, 
full- bodied

Domingo de 
Campos

Artilleryman Cavite 38 Married Antonio Scar on the eyebrow

Francisco de Medras Artilleryman Barcelona 36 Single Joseph With a scar between 
the two 
eyebrows, full 
beard

Miguel Guia Artilleryman Mallorca 40 Single Guillermo Full beard
Andres Guzman Artilleryman Cavite 39 Married Juan With a scar on the 

forehead
Diego de Achica Artilleryman Bilbao in the 

Kingdom of  
Castille

40 Single Andres Full beard

Pedro Palacios Artilleryman Cavite 36 Married Julian With a scar on the 
beard

Francisco de 
Vallesterte

Artilleryman Mallorca 40 Married in 
Cavite

Miguel Full beard, skinny

Gregorio Vidan Artilleryman Estella of  
Navarre

31 Single Silas Pockmarked

Ysidro Marques Artilleryman Cataluña 35 Married in 
Cavite

Benito Full beard

Miguel de Aguilar Artilleryman Mallorca 32 Married in 
Cavite

Miguel Full beard

(continued)
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Name in the order 
of  appearance Position

Origin or 
casta Age

Marital 
status

 Father’s 
name

Identifying 
features

Jeorje Gras Artilleryman [Illegible] 28 Married in 
Manila

Jorje Full beard

Alexandro Pavon Artilleryman San Lucar de 
Barrameda

33 Single Alejandro Wheat- colored, 
full- bodied

Anttonio Luque Artilleryman Mallorca 42 Single Anttonio Pockmarked, full 
beard

Joseph Medrano Artilleryman Cavite 36 Married Joseph Beardless, 
full- bodied

Joseph de la Peña 
Mendiraua

Artilleryman Cavite 50 Single Joseph Branded on the chin

Ramon de Cardenas Artilleryman Cavite 30 Married Lorenzo Wheat- colored and 
branded on the 
chin

Juan Pabon Artilleryman Jerez de la 
Frontera

35 Single Juan Wheat- colored and 
frizzy hair

Joseph Francisco Artilleryman Cavite 36 Married Juan Antonio With a heart- shaped 
mark on the 
bottom side of 
the left hand

Mariano Fernandez Artilleryman Cavite 30 Mariano, 
Spanish- 
born

Pockmarked

Augustin Villegas Artilleryman Resident in 
Cavite, 
Basque

51 Married in 
Cavite

Augustin Beardless

Joseph Uttado Artilleryman Macao 28 Single Joseph With a mole on the 
cheek

Pedro de Aguilar Artilleryman Cavite 42 Married Agn With a cross- shaped 
mark on the 
bottom side of 
the left hand

Juan Carlos Noveda Artilleryman Lisbon 35 Single Juan Full beard and short 
body

Juan Herrnandez Artilleryman Daroca in the 
Kingdom of 
Aragon

31 Single Juan Full beard

Estevan Carlos Artilleryman Genovese 48 Single Estevan Full- bodied and full 
beard

Bernardo Diaz Artilleryman Principality of 
Asturias

25 Single Bernardo Cleft chin

Phelipe Gabitan Artilleryman Cavite 25 Married Juan With a scar above 
the eyes

Juan de Flores Artilleryman Havana 49 Married in 
Manila

Juan Full beard

Xtoval Cardillo Artilleryman City of  Seville 25 Single Pedro With a mole on the 
left cheek

Theodocio Marquez Artilleryman Macao 53 Married Manuel Short body and 
snub- nosed
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Name in the order 
of  appearance Position

Origin or 
casta Age

Marital 
status

 Father’s 
name

Identifying 
features

Gregorio Esteban Artilleryman  European 25 Single Gregorio With a scar on the 
forehead

Francisco del 
Rosario

Artilleryman Cavite 42 Married Vicente With a scar on the 
nose

Joseph de la Cruz de 
San Roque

Artilleryman Cavite 37 Married Juan Wheat- colored

Miguel de Silva Artilleryman Cavite 40 Augn With a scar on the 
forehead

Anttonio Bernaval Artilleryman Zaragoza 48 Married in 
Cavite

Francisco Pockmarked

Fray Pheliciano Leal Sailor, surgeon Manila 34 Don Diego With a deformed 
cross on the left 
hand and a scar 
on the right hand

Geronimo de la 
Cruz

Sailor, second 
cooper

Cavite 20 Single Geronimo Freckled with 
pockmarks and a 
scar on the right 
side of the 
forehead

Joseph de Castro Sailor, battalion 
squad corporal

Mexico 22 Joseph Eyebrows together 
with a scar on the 
left one

Balentin Arraos Sailor, battalion 
squad corporal

Manila 38 Captain Don 
Juan 
Baptista

Full- bodied,  little 
beard, white and 
round face

Juan Baptista de San 
Miguel

Sailor, messenger Cebu Don Nicolas Full- bodied and 
missing one 
fin ger on the 
right hand

[Illegible] Salcedo Sailor, messenger Of this city 
[Manila]

32 Juan Of  medium stature, 
wheat- colored, 
and beardless

Francisco Garcia 
Pacheco

Sailor, messenger Bulacan 33 Eugenio With two holes in 
the left cheek

Salvador Yjaino Sailor, messenger Of this city 
[Manila], 
“mestizo”

Of  medium stature, 
with a mole on 
the left cheek, 
raised nose

Eujenio del Rosario Sailor, battalion 
drummer

Criollo, native 
of  Manila

Thomas de Vargas Sailor, soldier Marianas 30 Miguel With a mole on top 
of the left side of 
the nose

Agustin de Leon Sailor Manila, 
Spanish 
“mestizo”

31 Joseph Turned up nose 
with a mole 
above the chin

Alejandro Albaro Sailor Manila 41 Ygnacio With a scar on the 
forehead

(continued)
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Name in the order 
of  appearance Position

Origin or 
casta Age

Marital 
status

 Father’s 
name

Identifying 
features

Juan Joseph Sanchez Sailor Peru 30 Short body, black 
and full beard

Pedro Capracio Sailor Manila 41 Pedro Tall and smaller 
stature

Domingo Amador Sailor Of this city 
[Manila]

30 Joseph 
Antonio

Of  medium stature 
and  little beard

Dionisio Perea Sailor Manila 22 Antonio With a mole on the 
left eyebrow

Joseph Estevan 
Rodriguez

Sailor Manila 30 Bernave Full- bodied, white, 
beardless, small 
eyes, small and 
stocky, and black 
hair

Pedro de los Reies Sailor Manila 41 Blas With a scar on the 
right side of the 
nose

Abdon Ygnacio de 
Rivera

Sailor Mexico 21 Antonio Full- bodied, 
beardless, black 
eyes and hair

Thadeo Silino Sailor Toluca 20 Juan Medium stature, 
wheat- colored

Joseph de Tavaletta Sailor Mexico 41 Medium stature, 
pockmarked

Vicencio 
Constantino

Sailor Of this city 
[Manila]

30 Joseph

Manuel de Silba Sailor Manila 31 Manuel With ten moles on 
the right cheek

Pheliciano 
Thorralbo

Sailor Manila 26 Wheat- colored, 
gaunt, of  good 
appearance

Juan Joseph 
Rodriguez

Sailor Manila 41 Simon With a mole 
under neath the 
right side of the 
jaw

Thomas Gomendio Sailor Mexico Medium stature, 
white, ginger, and 
skinny

Ygnacio de Riuera Sailor Manila, 
“mestizo”

Gaunt and 
somewhat 
pockmarked

Joseph de Rojas Sailor New Spain 25 Manuel With a scar on the 
right eyebrow

Salbador Carmona Sailor Manila 32 Francisco With a scar next to 
the left eyebrow 
and a mole on the 
forehead

Joseph de Vargas Sailor Manila, 
“mestizo”

30 Wheat- colored, 
short body, 
beardless
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Agustin Ximenez Sailor Manila 33 Lucas Medium stature
Andres de Castro Sailor Cavite 32 Married Carlos Pockmarked
Raphael Marques Sailor Cavite, Spanish 

“mestizo”
35 Manuel With a mole below 

the nose
Andre Hernandez Sailor Cavite 30 Married Joseph With a mole on the 

forehead
Juan de los Santos Sailor Cavite 25 Single Francisco Wheat- colored
Francisco Jiron Sailor Cavite 30 Married Nicolas With a mole on the 

chin
Valerio Casales Sailor Cavite 26 Single Joseph With a scar on the 

lip
Don Merejildo 

Phelipe
Sailor Cavite 25 Married Juan With a mole above 

the eyebrows
Lorenzo Castro Sailor Cavite 47 Estevan With a mole on the 

left side of the 
tongue

Martin de Flores Sailor Manila 20 Married Juan With a scar on the 
right hand

Antonio Augustin Sailor Cavite 38 Single Antonio Wheat- colored
Diego de la Cruz 

Rivera
Sailor Cavite 37 Married Juan With a pointed nose

Lucas Henrriquez Sailor Cavite 37 Married Augustin Snub- nosed
Lorenzo Medina Sailor Manila 38 Married Salvador With a scar on the 

tongue
Francisco Marcos Sailor Cavite 40 Married Juan Indio with a broken 

fin ger
Balentino Culalio Sailor Pangasinan 30 Single Christoval With a scar on the 

forehead
Athanasio de Chaves Sailor Cavite 37 Married Manuel Pockmarked
Manuel Morales Sailor Cavite 20 Single Manuel With a scar on the 

tongue
Joseph Camachilo Sailor Cavite 29 Married Ygnacio Wheat- colored
Miguel Mendoza Sailor Cavite 30 Married Matheo Beardless and 

wheat- colored
Alejandro Flores Sailor Cavite 32 Married Carlos With a scar on the 

chin
Juan Lucas del 

Rosario
Sailor Cavite 32 Married Diego With a scar on the 

face
Juan de Austria Sailor Pangasinan 31 Married Juan With a scar on the 

forehead
Romualdo Daual Sailor Cavite 20 Single Phelipe Beardless
Bernardo Garcia Sailor Cavite 30 Married Pasqual Wheat- colored
Juan Manalili Sailor Cavite 50 Married Mathias With a scar on the 

lip
Juan Lopez Zabaleta Sailor Cavite 25 Single Juan With a scar on the 

nose
Augustin Dato Sailor Cavite 32 Married Juan Wheat- colored
Augustin Clemente Sailor Cavite 25 Married Andres With a mole inside 

the eye
(continued)
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Thomas de los Reyes Sailor Cavite 30 Married Joseph With a mole next to 
the nose

Santiago de Aguilar Sailor Cavite 30 Married Thomas With a scar on the 
forehead

Pasqual Medrano Sailor Cavite 30 Single Juan Pockmarked
Luis Medina Sailor Mexico 30 Married Joseph Full beard
Francisco Manis Sailor Cavite 31 Married Francisco Pockmarked
Juan Eusebio 

Guebara
Sailor Cavite 29 Single Matheo With a mole on the 

right cheek
Francisco de la 

Trinidad
Sailor Manila 36 Married Juan With a mole on the 

lip
Francisco 

Samaniego
Sailor Cavite 30 Married Salvador Pockmarked

Salvador Geronimo Sailor Cavite 27 Married Francisco With a mole on the 
lip

Domingo Esponde 
Yriatte

Sailor Spanish of the 
town of  
Vera

23 Bernardo With a cut on the 
cheek

Alonso de los Reyes Sailor, leader of 
 those who 
work with 
augers

Cavite 33 Married Miguel Wheat- colored

Bernardo Ledeño Sailor, sharpener Cavite 33 Married Francisco Pockmarked
Juan Niego Sailor Manila 35 Married Tomas With a scar on the 

thumb
Juan de la Cruz Sailor Cavite 30 Married Jacinto With a mole on the 

chin
Bernardino de 

Ocampo
Sailor, second 

caulker
Cavite 30 Married Pasqual With a wart on the 

cheek
Gregorio Samaniego Sailor Cavite 37 Married Joseph Beardless
Nicolas de Santa 

Maria
Sailor Cagayan 30 Married Tomas Wheat- colored

Juan Grande Sailor Ilocos 29 Single Pedro Wheat- colored
Jacinto Lopez Sailor Cagayan 30 Married Pedro Wheat- colored
Manuel de la Cruz Sailor Cagayan 45 Married Tomas With a mole above 

the nose
Pedro Joseph Sailor Cagayan 30 Married Andres Wheat- colored
Juan Anttonio 

Berroa
Sailor Havana 20 Angel With a mole on the 

thumb, 
wheat- colored

Joseph Faba Sailor Genova 46 Anttonio With a cut nose
Augustin Bobadilla Sailor Cavite 40 Married Ygnacio With a wart on the 

cheek
Simon Alonso Sailor Cavite 30 Married Francisco With a mole on the 

nose
Joseph Miguel de 

Thomas
Sailor Cavite 36 Single Miguel With a scar on the 

forehead
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Juan Marcos Sailor Bulacan 34 Married Nicolas With a wart on the 
lip

Ygnacio Vicente 
Perez

Sailor Cavite 31 Single Manuel Pockmarked

Santiago de Guevara Sailor Cavite 30 Married Manuel Pockmarked
Candido de Campos Sailor Cavite 35 Single Juan Tall body and 

wheat- colored
Sebastian Romero Sailor Antequera 34 Single Juan Pockmarked
Francisco Benite Sailor Cavite 36 Single Augustin With a mole on the 

eyebrow
Joseph Torralba Sailor Manila 20 Single Miguel One- eyed
Vicente Aguilar Sailor Cavite 37 Married Joseph With a wart on the 

eyebrow
Roque Phelipe de 

Vega
Sailor Cavite 20 Married Juan With a mole on the 

chin
Eusevio Lopez Sailor Cavite 35 Married Fausto With a mole on the 

ear
Francisco de Guia Sailor Cavite 23 Single Francisco Pointed nose
Juan Toral Sailor Zamora in 

Castilla
40 Single Matheo Short body, 

wheat- colored, 
and big eyes

Phelipe Theran Sailor Cavite 25 Married Geronimo Pockmarked
Joseph Cruzalaegui Sailor Cavite 25 Married Salbador  Little body
Joseph Sanchez 

Garcia
Sailor Cavite 27 Married Matheo Pockmarked

Manuel de Acosta Sailor Cavite 25 Married Francisco Full beard
Reymundo de los 

Santos el Mozo
Sailor Cavite 26 Single Phelipe With a mole on the 

chin
Martin de Sena Sailor Cavite 27 Single Santiago With a mole next to 

the nose
Juan Pedro Callejas Sailor Cavite 27 Married Diego With a mole on the 

throat
Thomas 

Aranzamendy
Sailor Cavite 25 Married Francisco Pockmarked

Lucas Faxardo Sailor Cavite 37 Married Alonzo Pockmarked
Pablo Aldaco Sailor Mexico 21 Single Pablo Pockmarked
Luis Rodriguez Sailor Macao 39 Capetano Full beard
Nicolas de Castro Sailor Cavite 26 Married Candido Full beard and 

wheat- colored
Manuel Roman Sailor Cavite 36 Married Juan Full beard
Domingo Roman Sailor Cavite 26 Married Juan Full beard
Diego Jiron Sailor Cavite 25 Married Nicolas With a scar mark 

next to the eye
Bernardo Zalzedo Sailor Cavite 24 Single Gregorio Pockmarked
Joseph Diaz Sailor Cavite 33 Married Domingo Pockmarked
Andres Miguel Sailor Kingdom of  

Castille
27 Simon Full- bodied, with a 

mole on the right 
cheek

(continued)
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Andres Henriquez Sailor Cavite 25 Married Santiago With a mole on the 
left side of the 
neck

Laurencio Anastacio Sailor Cavite 37 Single Diego With a scar in an 
eye

Seuastian del 
Castillo

Sailor Cavite 30 Married Alonzo Pockmarked

Reymundo Lagos Sailor Siam, 
Portuguese 
“mestizo”

32 Married Antonio Full beard

Matheo Mariano Sailor Cavite 30 Married Nicolas Pockmarked
Juan Joseph de 

Esquibel
Sailor Cavite 25 Married Juan With a scar on the 

forehead
Antonio de los Reyes 

Valencia
Sailor Cavite 25 Married Manuel Wheat- colored

Vicente 
Monterrubia

Sailor Mexico 28 Married Thomas Full beard

Lucas Pangilinan Sailor Cavite 38 Single Roque Wheat- colored
Carlos Gutierrez Sailor Cavite 50 Married Gaspar With a wart above 

an eyebrow
Francisco Apalit Sailor Cavite 25 Married Juan Wheat- colored
Paulino de la Cruz Sailor Manila 32 Single Juan Full beard
Alonso Olavides Sailor Cavite 30 Married Gregorio With a mole on the 

right cheek
Santiago Narzisso Sailor Cavite 39 Single Salbador With a mole above 

the nose
Nicolas Morales Sailor Manila 24 Single Juan Skinny
Bernardo Lopez 

Calderon
Spanish grumete, 

soldier
Mexico 34 Alonzo Tall and freckled 

with pockmarks
Pedro Alcantara 

Salinas
Spanish grumete Manila 36 Santiago Big eyes with a mole 

in the nose
Miguel Carmona Spanish grumete Cavite Francisco With two scars on 

both sides of the 
mouth

Joseph Gomez Spanish grumete New Spain 20 Joseph Full- bodied, full 
beard

Miguel Benavidez Spanish grumete Mexico 22 Alonzo Big eyes, turned up 
nose, with a scar 
on the forehead

Anastacio Sanchez Spanish grumete 23 Francisco Full- bodied, 
wheat- colored, 
and  little beard

Nicolas Ortega Spanish grumete Manila 25 Francisco With a mole on the 
face, next to the 
left ear

Francisco Antonio 
Siguenza

Spanish grumete Manila 22 Manuel Beardless

Lazaro de la Cruz Spanish grumete Manila 49 Lazaro Tall and 
wheat- colored
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Manuel Pasqual Spanish grumete Manila 28 Basilio With two moles on 
the left side of the 
upper lip and a 
scar on the cheek

Joseph Joachin 
Contreras

Spanish grumete Mexico 26 Francisco Tall,  little beard, and 
black eyes

Joseph Ysidro Spanish grumete Moreno, 
Mexico

Bernardo Full- bodied, 
beardless, blue 
eyes

Domingo 
Hernandez

Spanish grumete Cagayan 24 Domingo Spotted face

Saturnino Gabriel 
Andres

Spanish grumete Cavite 18 Beardless, 
pockmarked

Diego de los Reyes Spanish grumete Manila 41 Lorenzo With a scar on the 
left cheek

Manuel Yslaba Spanish grumete Mexico 21 Thomas White, black eyes, 
snub- nosed

Joseph Barbaseda Spanish grumete Manila 21 Roque With a mole on the 
right  temple

Andres Alberto Spanish grumete Manila 22  Little body, 
beardless, 
pockmarked

Joseph Benito de 
Torres

Spanish grumete Mexico 27 Bartholome With a mole on the 
right cheek

Andres de Salinas Spanish grumete Manila 23 Santiago Full- bodied, white
Martin de Tapia Spanish grumete Royal mines of  

Pachuca
39 Juan Antonio Pockmarked, 

full- bodied
Domingo Miguel Spanish grumete Cagayan 32 Andres With a mole next to 

the left side of the 
nose

Joseph Rivera Spanish grumete New Spain 33 Full- bodied, black 
and full beard

Juan Antonio 
Sintado

Spanish grumete New Spain 34 Tall body, skinny, 
wheat- colored

Manuel de Arze Spanish grumete Mexico 27 Pedro With a big hole on 
the left cheek

Felix Joseph Xauier Spanish grumete Cebu 31 Lorenzo Freckled with 
pockmarks

Pablo de Miranda Spanish grumete Cagayan Full- bodied and 
cross- eyed

Joseph Echavarria Spanish grumete Mexico 25 Juan Full beard and black 
eyes

Mariano Antonio de 
Murcia

Spanish grumete Mexico 22 Sabador Wheat- colored; 
beardless; black 
eyes, eyebrows, 
and nose

Domingo Rodriguez Spanish grumete Mexico 21 Domingo White, pockmarked, 
and blue eyes

(continued)
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Luis Mariano 
Hernandez

Spanish grumete Manila 36 Luis With a mole on the 
thumb of the 
right hand

Miguel Gonzalez 
Jonas

Spanish grumete Cavite 29 Married Juan With a wart on the 
cheek

Lorenzo Miguel de 
Quiros

Spanish grumete Manila 30 Married Domingo Wheat- colored

Salbador de Campo Spanish grumete Cavite 19 Single Antonio Pockmarked
Antonio Diaz Spanish grumete Cavite 30 Married Domingo Wheat- colored
Manuel Hernandez 

Ramos
Spanish grumete Cavite 25 Married Francisco With a scar above 

the eyes
Juan Francisco 

Aristorena
Spanish grumete Nueva España 33 Married in 

Manila
Juan Frizzy hair

Carpio Vicente Spanish grumete Cavite 25 Married Mathias Wheat- colored
Alberto Nicolas Spanish grumete Cavite 24 Single Juan Wheat- colored
Joseph Phelipe Spanish grumete Cavite 46 Single Augustin With a scar on the 

eyebrow
Mathias Bauptista Spanish grumete Cavite 30 Married Francisco With a scar on the 

eyebrow
Jacinto de la 

Concepcion
Spanish grumete Cagayan 32 Married Thomas With a wart above 

the nose
Miguel Ramirez Spanish grumete Cavite 35 With a mole on the 

forehead
Vicente Pulido Spanish grumete Cavite 40 Married Juan With a scar on the 

eyebrow
Marin de Bargas Spanish grumete Cavite 26 Married Juan With a scar on the 

chest
Simon de los Santos Spanish grumete Cavite 48 Single Andres With a scar on the 

forehead
Carlos Gutierrez Spanish grumete Cavite 30 Married Andres With a wart next to 

the nose
Manuel Domingo Spanish grumete Manila 18 Single Roque Pockmarked
Pedro del Rosario Spanish grumete Cavite 32 Single Domingo With a mole next to 

the right eye
Faustino Mayoral Spanish grumete Cavite 29 Single Joseph Pockmarked
Pedro de la Rossa Spanish grumete Bulacan 30 Married Feliciano With a mole on the 

upper lip
Pedro Fausto Spanish grumete Manila 31 Single Indio, with a mole 

next to the eye
Exmeregildo 

Herman
Spanish grumete Manila 28 Single Andres Indio, with a mole 

next to the nose
Juan Matheo Spanish grumete Bulacan 25 Married Miguel With a scar on the 

forehead
Juan Luna Spanish grumete Manila 21 Single Miguel With a mole on the 

cheek
Balthasar de Robles Spanish grumete 40 Married Pedro With a scar on the 

chin
Clemente Panbalan Spanish grumete Manila 20 Single Juan With a scar on the 

nose
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Hernando Calderon Spanish grumete, 
works with 
augers

Cavite 20 Single Pedro Pockmarked

Blas de la Cruz Spanish grumete, 
works with 
augers

Cavite 25 Married Juan Spotted face

Miguel Sigua Spanish grumete, 
works with 
augers

Cavite 26 Single Pedro With a scar on the 
chin

Alonzo de los Santos Spanish grumete, 
works with 
augers

Cavite 23 Single With a wart next to 
the nose

Simon de Mendoza Spanish grumete, 
panday 
(blacksmith)

Cavite 25 Married Juan With a mole on the 
cheek

Secundino Bernardo Spanish grumete, 
panday

Cavite 19 Single Alonzo With a mole next to 
the chin

Joseph Endaya Spanish grumete, 
panday

Cavite 21 Single Ventura With a mole on the 
jaw

Faustino Martin Spanish grumete, 
panday

Cavite 23 Single Ventura  Little body

Antonio de los Reyes Spanish grumete, 
panday

Cavite 25 Single Santiago With a mole above 
the nose

Francisco de la Cruz Spanish grumete, 
panday

Cavite 25 Single Miguel With a mole on the 
cheek

Francisco de la Cruz Spanish grumete, 
panday

Cavite 26 Married Juan With a scar next to 
the eye

Santiago de los 
Reyes

Spanish grumete, 
panday

Cavite 23 Married Carlos With a mole on the 
face

Gabriel Augustin Spanish grumete, 
caulker

Cavite 26 Married Manuel With a scar on the 
lip

Juan Candelaria Spanish grumete, 
caulker

Cavite 22 Single Augustin With a mole above 
the lip

Juan de Ocampo Spanish grumete, 
caulker

Cavite 26 Single Ventura With a mole on the 
face

Joseph de 
Cantabrana

Spanish grumete Mexico 20 Single Joseph Beardless

Roque de Espiritu Spanish grumete Cavite Roque Beardless and 
wheat- colored

Joseph Dimaracut Spanish grumete Cavite 28 Single Francisco Pockmarked
Juan Baptista Ragel Spanish grumete Cavite 21 Married Thomas With a mole on the 

chin
Nicolas Faxardo Spanish grumete Cavite 19 Single Augustin With a mole next to 

the eye
Juan Marcos Spanish grumete “Negro” 22 Married Ramon Full beard
Carlos Villegas Spanish grumete Cavite 29 Married Carlos With a mole on the 

neck
Thomas Francisco 

Aldana
Spanish grumete Cavite 17 Single Augustin With a scar on the 

eyebrow
(continued)
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Victorio Guicoano Spanish grumete Cavite 24 Single Joseph With a scar next to 
the nose

Miguel de los Reyes Spanish grumete Cavite 26 Single Roque Wheat- colored face, 
big eyes

Phelipe Baluyut Spanish grumete Cavite 23 Single Juan Medium stature, 
beardless, with a 
scar on the face

Dionicio Bastidas Spanish grumete Cavite 30 Married Theodoro With a folded ear
Andres de la Cruz 

Bagatao
Spanish grumete Cavite 28 Single Andres Skinny body

Vicente Garzia Spanish grumete Manila 20 Single Juan With a mole on the 
chest

Juan Catalan Spanish grumete Cavite 25 Single Juan With a mole next to 
the lip

Juan Pasqual de 
Arze

Spanish grumete Cavite 22 Married Nicolas With a scar next to 
the eye

Sebastian Barron Spanish grumete Manila 25 Single Miguel With a mole next to 
the eye

Carpio de la Cruz Spanish grumete Cavite 27 Married Juan With a mole on the 
chest

Joseph Osorio Spanish grumete Lima 40 Pedro Black
Andres Manuel de 

los Santos
Spanish grumete Manila 24 Juan Beardless and 

pockmarked
Bartholome Villegas Spanish grumete Cavite 20 Single Manuel With a mole on the 

chin
Joachin Madriaga Spanish grumete Cavite 22 Single Nicolas With a scar on the 

face
Acasio Aguilar Spanish grumete Cavite 18 Single Xptoual With a mole on the 

neck
Diego Bauptista Spanish grumete Camarines Single Pedro With a scar above 

the eyebrow
Luxardo Flores Spanish grumete Manila 22 Single Domingo With a mole on the 

cheek
Eusevio Bauptista Spanish grumete Cavite 22 Single Augustin With a scar on the 

tongue
Bernardo Seleigue Spanish grumete Cavite Bernardo Wheat- colored and 

beardless
Pedro Gregorio de 

Pessa
 Simple grumete,a 

soldier
Manila 30 Nicolas With a scar on the 

left cheek
Joseph Cedillo  Simple grumete Mexico 19 Antonio Medium stature, 

 little beard, and 
big eyebrows

Marcos Sanxines de 
Tapia

 Simple grumete Manila 58 Pedro Wheat- colored and 
beardless

Francisco Diaz  Simple grumete Mexico 29 Farrelino Full- bodied, with a 
scar on the cheek

Domingo de Pino  Simple grumete New Spain 22 Luis With a scar on the 
left side of the 
forehead
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Francisco Vazques 
Correa

 Simple grumete Kingdom of  
Galicia

40 Francisco With a scar on the 
left cheek

Martin de Herrera  Simple grumete Manila 21 Joseph Of  good stature, 
with a scar on the 
forehead

Luis de Torres  Simple grumete Manila 38 Juan Wheat- colored, 
beardless, big 
eyes, and a mole 
on the cheek

Pedro Ambrocio de 
la Trinidad

 Simple grumete Manila 38 Of  medium stature 
with  little beard

Miguel de la Cruz  Simple grumete 28 Nicolas Wheat- colored, 
beardless, of  
medium stature

Juan Jardinero  Simple grumete 48 Thomas Full- bodied, blue 
eyes

Joseph de Castro  Simple grumete Manila Luis With a mole next to 
the right eyebrow

Domingo de Pessa  Simple grumete Pampanga 22 Alonzo With a mole below 
the left side of the 
chin

Manuel Vicente de 
Tapia

 Simple grumete Manila, 
Spanish 
“mestizo”

40 Wheat- colored, 
 little beard, and a 
wart on the nose

Francisco de Santa 
Anna

 Simple grumete

Pedro Patricio  Simple grumete
Manuel Endaya  Simple grumete
Juan Joseph 

Gutierrez
 Simple grumete

Seuastian 
Madlanbayan

 Simple grumete

Estevan Ferrer  Simple grumete
Bernardo Guillermo  Simple grumete
Eusevio Gutierrez  Simple grumete
Santiago Romero  Simple grumete
Thomas Francisco 

Aldana
 Simple grumete

Manuel de Santa 
Anna

 Simple grumete

Bartolomé Añesco  Simple grumete
Francisco de la Cruz  Simple grumete
Phelipe Domingo  Simple grumete
Juan Alberto  Simple grumete
Ignacio Fernandez  Simple grumete
Juan Pandanan  Simple grumete
Jacinto Bigmalan  Simple grumete
Juan de Leon  Simple grumete
Joseph Garcia  Simple grumete

(continued)
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Phelipe Fulgencio  Simple grumete
Fernando Morante  Simple grumete
Domingo Diaz  Simple grumete
Ventura Cadal  Simple grumete
Juan Otilario  Simple grumete
Andres Pacudan  Simple grumete
Juan Butet  Simple grumete
Nicolas Henriquez  Simple grumete
Miguel de los Santos  Simple grumete
Pedro de la Cruz  Simple grumete
Pablo de la Fuente  Simple grumete
Francisco 

Evangelista
 Simple grumete

Pablo de la Cruz  Simple grumete
Eugenio de la Cruz  Simple grumete
Antonio Carac  Simple grumete
Salbador de los 

Reyes
 Simple grumete

Pasqual de los 
Vantos

 Simple grumete

Nicolas Tolentino de 
San Roque

 Simple grumete

Juan Francisco  Simple grumete
Augustin Silberio  Simple grumete
Bartolome Mariano  Simple grumete
Mathias Suarez  Simple grumete
Pedro Alcantara  Simple grumete
Estevan Ferrer  Simple grumete
Pedro Pundalan  Simple grumete
Manuel Salgado  Simple grumete
Manuel Joseph Diaz  Simple grumete
Juan del Rosario  Simple grumete
Joseph Martinez  Simple grumete
Pablo Fuentes  Simple grumete
Manuel Solis  Simple grumete
Juan Manabat  Simple grumete
Acacio Pingol  Simple grumete
Alexo Ordoñes  Simple grumete
Estevan Ferrer  Simple grumete
Ysidro Oliba  Simple grumete
Basilio de Guzman  Simple grumete
Juan de Dios  Simple grumete
Joseph Diaz  Simple grumete
Domingo Natic  Simple grumete
Juan Marcos  Simple grumete
Luis Resio  Simple grumete
Juan Francisco  Simple grumete
Pasqual de los Reyes  Simple grumete
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Pedro Pablo 
Domingo

 Simple grumete

Thomas de la Cruz 
de San Roque

 Simple grumete

Alexandro Faustino  Simple grumete
Salbador de Acuña  Simple grumete
Vizente Mariano  Simple grumete
Juan Augustin  Simple grumete
Pedro de la Cruz  Simple grumete
Lorenzo de Herrera  Simple grumete
Thomas Recio  Simple grumete
Joseph de los Santos  Simple grumete
Juan Mariano  Simple grumete
Guillermo de Torres  Simple grumete
Pedro Pablo  Simple grumete
Manuel de Miranda  Simple grumete
Vicente Garzés  Simple grumete
Marzelo Nabarro  Simple grumete
Luis de la Cruz  Simple grumete
Nicolas Faxardo  Simple grumete
Juan Nicolas  Simple grumete
Juan Sabino  Simple grumete
Nicolas Ramirez  Simple grumete
Martin Silberio  Simple grumete
Juan de Guebara  Simple grumete
Lucas Madlanbayan  Simple grumete
Domingo Sican  Simple grumete
Luis de Sossa  Simple grumete
Ygnacio de los 

Santos
 Simple grumete

Pedro Bingao  Simple grumete
Joseph Antonio 

Vergara
 Simple grumete

Gregorio Mariano 
Escobal

 Simple grumete

Thomas de Leon  Simple grumete

Source: “Expediente sobre tripulaciones y caja de ahorros,” 1753–1755, Archivo General de Indias, Filipinas, 157, N.1, fols. 
97–145.

Note: Empty cells in the  table indicate that  there is no information in the rec ord.
a On the difference between the pay of the  simple grumete and that of the Spanish grumete, see Chapter 6, note 142.
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and Other Silenced Histories (Quezon City: University of the Philippines Press, 2017), 2–3.

 2. Dana Murillo, Urban Indians in a Silver City: Zacatecas, Mexico, 1546–1810 (Stanford, 
CA: Stanford University Press, 2016), 4.

 3. Nicole von Germeten, “Paula de Eguiluz, Seventeenth- Century Puerto Rico, 
Cuba, and New Granada (Colombia),” in As If  She  Were  Free: A Collective Biography of 
 Women and Emancipation in the Amer i cas, ed. Erica L. Ball, Tatiana Seijas, and Terri L. Snyder 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2020), 44n3.

Introduction

 1. Joseph del Castillo Graxeda, Compendio de la vida, y virtudes de la venerable Catharina 
de San Juan (Puebla, Mexico: Imprenta de Diego Fernandez de Leon, 1692), 133.

 2. “Tuviese en muerte mas decente lugar” (Castillo Graxeda, Compendio de la vida, 
134). Wherever pos si ble, I have sought to maintain the original orthography of  early 
modern Spanish language. All translations are mine  unless other wise noted.

 3. Alonso Ramos, Los prodigios de la Omnipotencia y milagros de la gracia en la vida de 
la venerable sierva de Dios Catarina de San Juan, ed. Gisela von Wobeser (Mexico City: 
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Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México- Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas, 2017), 
3:153; Francisco de Aguilera, Sermon que en las honras de la Venerable Madre Catharina de San 
Juan predicó (1688), 9r, Biblioteca de la Universidad de Sevilla.

 4. Ramos, Los prodigios, 3:154.
 5. “Una iglesia en jueves santo, donde entra y sale el concurso de toda una ciudad que 

anda las estaciones” (Ramos, Los prodigios, 3:154).
 6. Aguilera, Sermon, 20v.
 7. “No es explicable el numeroso gentío que concurrió y asistió al entierro . . .  hasta 

por las azoteas, balcones y ventanas de las casas que corresponden a las puertas del templo 
de nuestro colegio del Espíritu Santo, se asomaban una multitud de hombres y mujeres” 
(Ramos, Los prodigios, 3:156).

 8. “A robarle los pocos adornos que le habían quedado a la difunta” (Ramos, Los pro-
digios, 3:158).

 9. “Quanto adora el mundo por mas precioso, lo consigue por santa, sin pretenderlo, 
ni buscarlo una China pobrecita, esclava, estrangera, que nos haze llenar las lenguas de sus 
elogios, los corazones de Jubilos, y aun los ojos de lagrimas” (Aguilera, Sermon, 22r).

 10. “Fue Catharina natu ral de el Reyno de el Mogor: el lugar donde nacio, no se sabe, 
ni ella lo supo, por tener tan poca edad, quando se aparto de el” (Castillo Graxeda, Com-
pendio de la vida, 7).

 11. Rubén Carrillo Martín, Las gentes del mar Sangley (Mexico City: Palabra de Clío, 
2015), 79–80; Charles Ralph Boxer,  Women in Iberian Expansion Overseas, 1415–1815: Some 
Facts, Fancies, and Personalities (New York: Oxford University Press, 1975), 42–43.

 12. Interestingly, the Nobel Prize–winning Mexican writer, Octavio Paz, would also 
 later describe “orientals” (orientales)— comprising “Chinese, Hindus, and Arabs”—as “se-
cretive [herméticos] and indecipherable [indescifrables].” Octavio Paz, El laberinto de la soledad 
(Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1992), 27.

 13. “Aquí de china, me veis / el color; por dentro el oro / guardo del mejor tesoro, / que 
escondido aquí hallaréis. / Aunque más vueltas le deis / a la llave, no abrirá, ninguno la en-
tenderá; / que la cifra sólo Dios / la sabe, mas para vos / a su tiempo lo dirá” (quoted in 
Ramos, Los prodigios, 3:162).

 14. Antonio Carrión, Historia de la ciudad de Puebla de los Angeles (Puebla de Zaragoza) 
(Puebla, Mexico: Tipografía de las Escuelas Salesianas de Artes y Oficios, 1897); Carrillo 
Martín, Las gentes, 70; Blacke Seana Locklin, “Orientalism and Mexican Nationalism: Cata-
rina de San Juan as the China Poblana’s Asian  Mother,” in Orientalism and Identity in Latin 
Amer i ca: Fashioning Self  and Other from the (Post)Colonial Margin, ed. Erik Camayd- Freixas 
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2013), 65.

 15. “La China como le decían por cariño” (Carrión, Historia, 1:183).
 16. Héctor M. Medina, “ ‘Charros’ and Bullfights on Both Sides of the Atlantic Ocean: 

Folkloric  Stereotypes and Traditional Festivals between Myth and History,” Folklore 126, no. 1 
(2015): 78. On the dress of the “china” and the repre sen ta tion of  “chinas” in Mexican art 
from the nineteenth  century as a “mestiza” national symbol, see Beatriz de Alba- Koch, “Ce-
lestina and Agustín Arrieta’s China Poblana: Mexico’s Female Icon Revisited,” in A Com-
panion to Celestina, ed. Enrique Fernandez (Leiden, the Netherlands: Brill, 2017), 339–361.
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 17. Catarina de San Juan was not the only non- Spanish  woman to be transformed into 
a legend  after her death. For the case of the “Mulata de Córdoba,” see Danielle Terrazas 
Williams, The Capital of   Free  Women: Race, Legitimacy, and Liberty in Colonial Mexico (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2022), 2–3 and 219–220.

 18. Tatiana Seijas, Asian Slaves in Colonial Mexico: From Chinos to Indians (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2014), 21–22; Stuart B. Schwartz, All Can Be Saved: Religious 
Tolerance and Salvation in the Iberian Atlantic World (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 
2008), 21–24.

 19. Quoted in Kathleen Ann Myers, Neither Saints nor Sinners: Writing the Lives of 
 Women in Spanish Amer i ca (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 59.

 20. “Por contenerse en él revelaciones, visiones, y apariciones inútiles, inverosímiles, 
llenas de contradicciones y comparaciones impropias, indecentes y temerarias y que sapiunt 
blasphemiam (que saben o que casi son blasfemias)” (quoted in Kate Risse, “Catarina de San 
Juan and the China Poblana: From Spiritual Humility to Civil Obedience,” Confluencia 18, 
no. 1 [2002]: 74).

 21. Gauvin Alexander Bailey, “A Mughal Princess in Baroque New Spain: Catarina de 
San Juan (1606–1688), the China Poblana,” Anales del instituto de investigaciones estéticas 71 
(1997): 39.

 22. Myers, Neither Saints nor Sinners, 46.
 23. Gisela von Wobeser, “Estudio introductorio,” in Ramos, Los prodigios, 1:68–69.
 24. Risse, “Catarina de San Juan,” 75.
 25. Seijas, Asian Slaves, 1–4.
 26. For the clearest articulation of this imperative, see Rainer  F. Buschmann, Ed-

ward R. Slack Jr., and James B. Tueller, Navigating the Spanish Lake: The Pacific in the Iberian 
World, 1521–1898 (Honolulu: University of  Hawai‘i Press, 2014).

 27. I have drawn  these data from “Categoría: Galeón de Manila,” Historia Naval de 
España, February 27, 2021, https:// todoavante . es / index . php ? title=Categor % C3 % ADa % 3AGale 
% C3%B3n _ de _ Manila&f bclid=IwAR37f4PMmuSevf3ZsInSzEUCosh3xWoTenE1pKqTLe8
UKVIxDnlvIKeQlNE. Any errors in  these total counts are my own and not  those of the 
online item.

 28. Guillermo de Bañuelos y Carrillo, Tratado del estado de las islas Philipinas, y de sus 
conueniencias (Mexico City: En la imprenta de Bernardo Calderon, 1638), 18r; Buschmann, 
Slack, and Tueller, Navigating the Spanish Lake, 24.

 29. Déborah Oropeza, La migración asiática en el virreinato de la Nueva España: Un pro-
ceso de globalización (1565–1700) (Mexico City: El Colegio de México, 2020), 17.

 30. Christina Lee and Ricardo Padrón, introduction to The Spanish Pacific, 1521–1815: A 
Reader of  Primary Sources, ed. Christina Lee and Ricardo Padrón (Amsterdam: Amsterdam 
University Press, 2020), 11.

 31. For a few standout examples, see Bernard Bailyn, Atlantic History: Concept and Con-
tours (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2005); David Armitage, “Three Concepts 
of Atlantic History,” in The British Atlantic World, 1500–1800, ed. David Armitage and Michael J. 
Braddick (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002), 11–27; Jorge Cañizares- Esguerra, Entan-
gled Empires: The Anglo- Iberian Atlantic, 1500–1830 (Philadelphia: University of  Pennsylvania 

https://todoavante.es/index.php?title=Categor%C3%ADa%3AGale%C3%B3n_de_Manila&fbclid=IwAR37f4PMmuSevf3ZsInSzEUCosh3xWoTenE1pKqTLe8UKVIxDnlvIKeQlNE
https://todoavante.es/index.php?title=Categor%C3%ADa%3AGale%C3%B3n_de_Manila&fbclid=IwAR37f4PMmuSevf3ZsInSzEUCosh3xWoTenE1pKqTLe8UKVIxDnlvIKeQlNE
https://todoavante.es/index.php?title=Categor%C3%ADa%3AGale%C3%B3n_de_Manila&fbclid=IwAR37f4PMmuSevf3ZsInSzEUCosh3xWoTenE1pKqTLe8UKVIxDnlvIKeQlNE
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Press, 2022); Roquinaldo Ferreira, Cross- Cultural Exchange in the Atlantic World: Angola and 
Brazil during the Era of the Slave Trade (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012); Alison 
Games, “Atlantic History: Definitions, Challenges, and Opportunities,” American Historical 
Review 111, no. 3 (2006): 741–757; Stephanie E. Smallwood, Saltwater Slavery: A  Middle Passage 
from Africa to American Diaspora (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2008).

 32. Buschmann, Slack, and Tueller, Navigating the Spanish Lake, 4–5.
 33. Emma Helen Blair and James Alexander Robertson, eds., The Philippine Islands, 

1493–1898, 55 vols. (Cleveland, OH: Arthur H. Clark, 1903–1909). On the prob lems of  using 
 these volumes  today, see Lee and Padrón, introduction, 12–13.

 34. Roscoe R. Hill, “Dr. James Alexander Robertson, 1873–1939. Editor: 1918–1939,” His-
panic American Historical Review 19, no. 2 (1939): 127–129.

 35. William Lytle Schurz, The Manila Galleon: Illustrated with Maps (New York: E. P. 
Dutton, 1939).

 36. Pierre Chaunu, “Le Galion de Manilla. Grandeur et de cadence d’une route de la 
sole,” Annales: Economies, Sociétés, Civilisations 6, no. 4 (1951): 447–462; Pierre Chaunu, Las 
Filipinas y el Pacífico de los Ibéricos siglos XVI- XVII- XVIII (Mexico City: Instituto Mexicano de 
Comercio Exterior, 1974); Katharine Bjork, “The Link That Kept the Philippines Spanish: 
Mexican Merchant Interests and the Manila Trade, 1571–1815,” Journal of World History 9, 
no. 1 (1998): 25–50; Dennis O. Flynn, Arturo Giráldez, and James Sobredo, eds.,  European 
Entry into the Pacific: Spain and the Acapulco- Manila Galleons (New York: Routledge, 2001). 
See also Christian G. De Vito, “ Towards the Global Spanish Pacific,” International Review 
of  Social History 60, no. 3 (2015): 449–462.

 37. See Buschmann, Slack, and Tueller, Navigating the Spanish Lake; Lee and Padrón, 
introduction; Ryan Dominic Crewe, “Connecting the Indies: The Hispano- Asian Pacific 
World in Early Modern Global History,” Estudos Históricos 30, no. 60 (2017): 18–34; Chris-
tina Lee, Saints of   Resistance: Devotions in the Philippines  under Early Spanish Rule (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2021); Ricardo Padrón, The Indies of the Setting Sun: How 
Early Modern Spain Mapped the Far East as the Transpacific West (Chicago: University of  
Chicago Press, 2020); Arturo Giráldez, The Age of  Trade: The Manila Galleons and the Dawn 
of the Global Economy (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2015); Andrés Reséndez, 
Conquering the Pacific: An Unknown Mari ner and the Final  Great Voyage of the Age of  Discovery 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2021); Norah L. A. Gharala, “ ‘From Mozambique 
in Indies of  Portugal’: Locating East Africans in New Spain,” Journal of  Global History 7, 
no. 3 (2022): 243–281; Kristie Patricia Flannery, “Can the  Devil Cross the Deep Blue Sea? 
Imagining the Spanish Pacific and Vast Early Amer i ca from Below,” William and Mary 
Quarterly 79, no. 1 (2022): 31–60.

 38. Lee and Padrón, introduction, 16.
 39. “Si no se considera a la población asiática que integró a la sociedad novohispana, 

nuestra visión de la Nueva España es incompleta” (Oropeza, La migración asiática, 26); 
Déborah Oropeza Keresey, “La esclavitud asiática en el virreinato de la Nueva España, 1565–
1673,” Historia Mexicana 61, no. 1 (2011): 49.

 40. Ricardo Padrón, The Indies, 235, and “A Sea of  Denial: The Early Modern Spanish 
Invention of the Pacific Rim,” Hispanic Review 77, no. 1 (2009): 15.
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 41. Padrón, The Indies, 34–38.
 42. Padrón, “A Sea of  Denial,” 15–18, and The Indies, 240–247.
 43. Padrón, “A Sea of  Denial,” 19.
 44. Antonio de Herrera y Tordesillas, Historia general de los hechos de los castellanos en las 

islas i Tierra Firme del Mar Oceano (Madrid: En la Emprenta Real, 1601), 4:1–2.
 45. “De Poniente, respecto de Castilla” (Herrera y Tordesillas, Historia general, 4:2, 6).
 46. On constructions of the Spanish Pacific “from below,” see Flannery, “Can the 

 Devil Cross the Deep Blue Sea?,” 34.
 47. Buschmann, Slack, and Tueller, Navigating the Spanish Lake, 7.
 48. Lee and Padrón, introduction, 16.
 49. Crewe, “Connecting the Indies,” 20.
 50. Oropeza, La migración asiática, 146 and 214.
 51. See Edward R. Slack Jr., “The Chinos in New Spain: A Corrective Lens for a Dis-

torted Image,” Journal of World History 20, no.  1 (2009): 35–67; Melba Falck Reyes and 
Héctor Palacios, El japonés que conquistó Guadalajara: La historia de Juan de Páez en la Guada-
lajara del siglo XVII (Guadalajara, Mexico: Universidad de Guadalajara, 2009); Oropeza 
Keresey, “La esclavitud asiática”; Oropeza, La migración asiática; Seijas, Asian Slaves; Martín, 
Las gentes. Possibly the earliest writings in this tradition are Ángel Núñez Ortega, Noticia 
histórica de las relaciones políticas y comerciales entre México y el Japón, durante el siglo XVII 
(Mexico City: Imprenta del gobierno, 1879), and Homer H. Dubs and Robert S. Smith, 
“Chinese in Mexico City in 1635,” Far Eastern Quarterly 1, no. 4 (1942): 387–389.

 52. See James H. Sweet, Domingos Álvares, African Healing, and the Intellectual History of 
the Atlantic World (Chapel Hill: University of  North Carolina Press, 2011); Ferreira, Cross- 
Cultural Exchange; Smallwood, Saltwater Slavery.

 53. Crewe, “Connecting the Indies,” 20; Ryan Dominic Crewe, “Transpacific Mestizo: 
Religion and Caste in the Worlds of  a Moluccan Prisoner of the Mexican Inquisition,” Itin-
erario 39, no. 3 (2015): 464.

 54. John- Paul  A. Ghobrial, “Introduction: Seeing the World like a Microhistorian,” 
Past & Pre sent 242, no. 14 (2019): 15, “The Secret Life of  Elias of  Babylon and the Uses of  
Global Microhistory,” Past & Pre sent, no.  222 (2014): 59, and “Moving Stories and What 
They Tell Us: Early Modern Mobility between Microhistory and Global History,” Past & 
Pre sent 242, no. 14 (2019): 249. See also Sebouh David Aslanian et al., “AHR Conversation: 
How Size  Matters: The Question of  Scale in History,” American Historical Review 118, no. 5 
(2013): 1445; Tonio Andrade, “A Chinese Farmer, Two African Boys, and a Warlord:  Toward 
a Global Microhistory,” Journal of World History 21, no. 4 (2010): 573–591; Giovanni Levi, 
“Frail Frontiers?,” Past & Pre sent 242, no. 14 (2019): 46.

 55. Matt Matsuda, Pacific Worlds: A History of  Seas,  Peoples, and Cultures (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2012), 5. See also Matt Matsuda, “Afterword: Pacific Cross- 
currents,” in Pacific Histories: Ocean, Land,  People, ed. David Armitage and Alison Bashford 
(Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 326.

 56. Oropeza, La migración asiática, 157; Edward R. Slack  Jr., “Sinifying New Spain: 
Cathay’s Influence on Colonial Mexico via the Nao de China,” Journal of  Chinese Overseas 5, 
no. 1 (2009): 6–7. See also Rubén Carrillo Martín, “Asians to New Spain: Asian Cultural and 
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Migratory Flows in Mexico in the Early Stages of ‘Globalization’ (1565–1816),” PhD diss., 
Universitat Oberta de Catalunya, 2015, 7.

 57. Edward R. Slack Jr., “Orientalizing New Spain: Perspectives on Asian Influence in 
Colonial Mexico,” México y la Cuenca del Pacífico 15, no. 43 (2012): 99.

 58. Seijas, Asian Slaves, 84.
 59. Oropeza undercounts the number of  Manila galleon voyages to Mexico during 

this period (La migración asiática, 151–152).
 60. Rogers Brubaker, “The ‘Diaspora’ Diaspora,” Ethnic and Racial Studies 28, no.  1 

(2005): 5–6; Regina Lee, “Theorizing Diasporas: Three Types of  Consciousness,” in Asian 
Diasporas: Culture, Identities, Repre sen ta tions, ed. Robbie B. H. Goh and Shawn Wong (Hong 
Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2004), 53–54.

 61. Stéphane Dufoix, Diasporas, trans. William Rodarmor (Berkeley: University of  
California Press, 2008), 11–33; Ien Ang, “To Be or Not to Be Chinese: Diaspora, Culture and 
Postmodern Ethnicity,” Southeast Asian Journal of  Social Science 21, no. 1 (1993): 5–14; Hem 
Raj Kafle, “Diaspora Studies: Roots and Critical Dimensions,” Bodhi 4, no. 1 (2010): 144.

 62. For a timeless study of  silences and archives, see Michel- Rolph Trouillot, Silencing 
the Past: Power and the Production of  History (Boston: Beacon, 1995).

 63. See Saidiya Hartman, “Venus in Two Acts,” Small Axe 12, no. 2 (2008): 1–14.
 64. “Bienes de difuntos: Domingo de Villalobos,” 1621–1622, Archivo General de Indias 

(AGI), Contratación, 520, N.2, R.14.
 65. For older interpretations of  “chino / a,” see Dubs and Smith, “Chinese in Mexico 

City in 1635,” and P. J. Bakewell, Silver Mining and Society in Colonial Mexico: Zacatecas 1546–
1700 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 123–124.

 66. Martín, Las gentes, 21–22.
 67. Dana Murillo, Urban Indians in a Silver City: Zacatecas, Mexico, 1546–1810 (Stanford, 

CA: Stanford University Press, 2016), 5.
 68. “Juan Alonso,” 1591, Archivo General de la Nación México (AGN), Indios, vol. 6a, 

exp. 1200.
 69. Oropeza, La migración asiática, 224.
 70. Martín, Las gentes, 110–124; Giovanni Francesco Gemelli Careri, Viaje a Nueva España, 

trans. Francisca Perujo (Mexico City: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 1983), 
73; Matthew J. Furlong, “Peasants, Servants, and Sojourners: Itinerant Asians in Colonial 
New Spain, 1571–1720,” PhD diss., University of Arizona, 2014, 613–615.

 71. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak coined the term strategic essentialism in an interview 
from 1984. Mridula Nath Chakraborty, “Every body’s Afraid of  Gayatri Chakravorty 
Spivak: Reading Interviews with the Public Intellectual and Postcolonial Critic,” Journal of 
 Women in Culture and Society 35, no. 3 [2010], 621. See also Elisabeth Eide, “Strategic Essen-
tialism,” in The Wiley Blackwell Encyclopedia of  Gender and Sexuality Studies, ed. Nancy A. 
Naples (Malden, MA: Wiley- Blackwell, 2016); Ang, “To Be or Not to Be Chinese,” 14.

 72. Murillo, Urban Indians, 11.
 73. James Clifford, “Diasporas,” Cultural Anthropology 9, no. 3 (1994): 306; Jana Evans 

Braziel and Anita Mannur, “Nation, Migration, Globalization: Points of  Contention in 
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Diaspora Studies,” in Theorizing Diaspora: A Reader, ed. Jana Evans Braziel and Anita 
Mannur (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2003), 6–7.

 74. Dominic Yang, The  Great Exodus from China: Trauma, Memory, and Identity in Modern 
Taiwan (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2020), 10. See also Brubaker, “The ‘Dias-
pora’ Diaspora,” 13.

 75. David B. Ruderman, Early Modern Jewry: A New Cultural History (Prince ton, NJ: 
Prince ton University Press, 2010), 12.

 76. Stuart B. Schwartz, Blood and Bound aries: The Limits of  Religious and Racial Exclusion 
in Early Modern Latin Amer i ca (Waltham, MA: Brandeis University Press, 2020), 5.

 77. Geraldine Heng, The Invention of  Race in the  European  Middle Ages (New York: Cam-
bridge University Press, 2018), 4–5; Cord J. Whitaker, “Race- ing the Dragon: The  Middle 
Ages, Race and Trippin’ into the  Future,” Postmedieval 6, no. 1 (2015): 7.

 78. Rebecca Earle, The Body of the Conquistador (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2012), 215.

 79. María Eugenia Chaves, “Race and Caste: Other Words and Other Worlds,” in Race 
and Blood in the Iberian World, ed. Max- Sebastián Hering Torres, María Elena Martínez, and 
David Nirenberg (Berlin: Deutsche Nationalbibliothek, 2012), 53. Compare to Tamar Herzog, 
“Beyond Race: Exclusion in Early Modern Spain and Spanish Amer i ca,” in Race and Blood 
in the Iberian World, 153.

 80. Robert C. Schwaller, Géneros de Gente in Early Colonial Mexico: Defining Racial Differ-
ence (Norman: University of  Oklahoma Press, 2016), 6.

 81. Francisco Bethencourt, Racisms: From the Crusades to the Twentieth  Century 
(Prince ton, NJ: Prince ton University Press, 2015), 2.

 82. Earle, The Body of the Conquistador, 214.
 83. For the foundational text, see Michael Omi and Howard Winant, Racial Formation 

in the United States, 3rd ed. (New York: Routledge, 2014). Omi and Winant have had an 
enormous influence on the field of  ethnic studies and scholars seeking to examine race in 
historical contexts beyond the United States in the twentieth  century.

 84. David Nirenberg, Neighboring Faiths: Chris tian ity, Islam, and Judaism in the  Middle 
Ages and  Today (Chicago: University of  Chicago Press, 2014), 173. Compare to María Elena 
Martínez, Genealogical Fictions: Limpieza de Sangre, Religion, and Gender in Colonial Mexico 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2008), 11.

 85. Heng, The Invention of  Race, 27. I removed the italics from the original.
 86. Irene Silverblatt writes: “ ‘Race thinking’ cuts a wider swath than ‘race’  because it 

moves us  behind and beyond racism’s narrow, nineteenth- century origins. . . .  It represents 
a potential way of  sensing, understanding, and being in the world, a cultural possibility that 
can become part of  social identities and social practices” (Modern Inquisitions: Peru and the 
Colonial Origins of the Civilized World [Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2004], 17–18). 
Compare to Bethencourt, Racisms, 1–8; Omi and Winant, Racial Formation, x.

 87. See David Eltis, “ Europeans and the Rise and Fall of African Slavery in the Amer-
i cas: An Interpretation,” American Historical Review 98, no.  5 (1993): 1399–1423. However, 
Spaniards  were sometimes enslaved when captured in the Mediterranean World. See Daniel 
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Hershenzon, The Captive Sea: Slavery, Communication, and Commerce in Early Modern Spain 
and the Mediterranean (Philadelphia: University of  Pennsylvania Press, 2018).

 88. Matthew Restall, When Montezuma Met Cortés: The True Story of the Meeting That 
Changed History (New York: HarperCollins, 2018), 326–328.

 89. Antonio Feros, Speaking of  Spain: The Evolution of  Race and Nation in the Hispanic 
World (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2017), 76.

 90. Jorge Cañizares- Esguerra, “New World, New Stars: Patriotic Astrology and the 
Invention of  Indian and Creole Bodies in Colonial Spanish Amer i ca, 1600–1650,” American 
Historical Review 104, no. 1 (1999): 37.

 91. Miguel A. Valerio, Sovereign Joy: Afro- Mexican Kings and Queens, 1539–1640 (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2022), 84; see also 88–89.

 92. Ann Twinam, Purchasing Whiteness: Pardos, Mulattos, and the Quest for Social Mo-
bility in the Spanish Indies (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2015), 42–43.

 93. “Y si esta gente [Zambales and Chinos] tan brava la poblaran y ataran con leyes y 
policía, vinieran con el tiempo a perder aquel soberbio natu ral y hacerse de diferentes cos-
tumbres; porque si los animales incapaces de razón se domestican con el trato y pierden su 
fuerza mucho mejor harán esto hombres capaces de razón. El ejemplo tenemos con los 
negros, que con ser una gente que parece que es la escoria del mundo, tan bozales cuando 
los traen, que aun parecen mayores bestias que las que realmente lo son, al fin, tratando 
con gente política, vienen a aprender acciones de hombres; pues ¿Cuánto mejor hicieran 
esto los indios de estas islas [Filipinas] en quienes se ha descubierto mucho ingenio para 
todo lo que se les quisiera enseñar?” ( Juan de Medina, Historia de los sucesos de la Orden de 
N. Gran P. S. Agustín de estas islas Filipinas, desde que se descubrieron y se poblaron por los es-
pañoles, con las noticias memorables [Manila: Tipo- Litografía de Chofré y Comp., 1893], 132).

 94. Daniel Martinez HoSang and Natalia Molina, “Introduction:  Toward a Rela-
tional Consciousness of  Race,” in Relational Formations of  Race: Theory, Method, and Prac-
tice, ed. Natalia Molina, Daniel Martinez HoSang, and Ramón A. Gutiérrez (Oakland: 
University of  California Press, 2019), 8.

 95. Daniel Nemser, Infrastructures of  Race: Concentration and Biopolitics in Colonial 
Mexico (Austin: University of  Texas Press, 2017), 41 and 63.

 96. Kris Manjapra, Colonialism in Global Perspective (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2020), 10.

 97. See Paul  H. Freeman, Out of the East: Spices and the Medieval Imagination (New 
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